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ABSTRACT 
Strategic tnodels like Potier's ( 1985) value chain have not been fhlly evaluated in the 
strategy literature and applied to all industries. To theoretically redefine the value 
chain technique, tlus research evaluates the value chain's use with various strategic 
issues by applying it to a specific aspect in the service filed, namely the hotel industty. 
The study defines five key questions by which to evaluate a strategic n1odel and the 
value chain model is exmnined using then1. This research is a strategic themy-based 
study involving in depth field work on five hotels in order to seek answers for the flve 
key strategic questions. In particular, the value chain of the hotel rooms divisions is 
discussed based on the field research findings. 
The research results show that the value chain technique is a useful strategic tool in 
tnost areas and that it can be also developed for hotel strategy. However, smne of the 
cotnmonly accepted issues about the value chain model have been challenged by this 
research. To further the theoretical developtnent of the value chain, these issues are 
argued in each answer of the five strategic questions. Applying the value chain tnodel 
for hotel strategy seen1s to require somewhat different factors frmn applying it for 
111anufacturing. 
These are the key tlndings of this research. First, for strategic process, the hotel value 
chain tnodel can be developed in the cotnbination approach which combines the 
planning school and the incrementalisn1 school. Second, the value chain is a vety 
useful tool analysing most strategic issues, especially a finn's internal analysis, 
designing structure and performance measuretnent. Finally, unlike the traditional value 
chain for manufacturing, this study identifies that the value chain technique for service 
could be a n1ore useful strategic tool for soft factors such as politics, culture and 
leadership than hard factors such as cost and tnargin. 
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Chapter I. Introduction 
1.1. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
1.1.1. Pe1-sonal motivation 
The author of this thesis has studied many tnanagetnent theories in universities for his 
bachelor, :MBA and PhD degrees in business. Thus, people sometin1es asked him these 
questions: 'Is this business model better than that?'; 'Can I use this strategic technique 
for this case?'; and 'What are the strengths and weaknesses of this managmnent 
theory?'. It was difficult for the author to answer thetn clearly. Because of this, he 
was motivated to build the criteria for evaluation and c01nparison of strategic theories 
through his PhD research, hoping to bec01ne a good strategist and to be able to answer 
those questions with confidence and with sotne guidelines. 
The author was also encouraged to develop Porter's (1985) value chain n1odel for 
service organisational strategy after reading the literature on strategy relevant to 
servtces. In patticular, strategy books on touristn-related finns such as hotels, 
restaurants, airlines and tour operators introduce the concept of the value chain theory 
in brief and tnay confuse people working in the tourism sector in adopting its original 
n1odel for their strategic analysis. Although Porter (1985) insists his value chain tnodel 
can be used by any organisation, there may be n1any probletns if the technique is 
applied to touristn organisations in the service industry because his model has been 
initially developed for the manufacturing industty. In the following chapters, this thesis 
will explicitly show what is the value chain, by analysing it theoretically and 
etnpirically. 
1.1.2. Observations of the stJ·ategy literature 
Three observations tnay be tnade about the strategy literature. F'irstly, there are too 
tnany strategic atticles in books and journals nowadays. It takes people a long titne to 
read through those theories to find out the tnodels they want and there are no 
appropriate guidelines are available for their comparison. The strengths and 
weaknesses of strategic theories tend to be frequently assetted by the writers. 
Therefore, there is a need son1e 'analysis guidelines' to identify the strengths and 
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weaknesses of strategic theories, while reducing titne consutnption for reading and 
allowing easy con1parisons muong strategic models. 
Secondly, strategic models are unlikely to explain how they could support other 
n1odels, how they could be linked to each other, and how they could be complemented 
by other theories. It is thus difficult to know what is the use of the theory in the 
strategic process and what are the relationships among strategic theories. Accordingly, 
there needs to be 'a strategic process model' to accmnmodate most strategic theories 
and son1e 'trend analyses' of strategic theories. These would enable people to 
understand what is the role of each theory in the strategic process and how different an 
individual theory is fi·onl the trends. 
Finally, n1any strategic tnodels are not fully examined across different industries so 
details of the application procedures tend to be unavailable. Nonetheless, son1e 
strategic theorists seetn to insist that their original model can be used in any industry. 
This is likely to lead to a misunderstanding of their model's use both to other acadetnic 
researchers and industrialtnanagers involved with strategy. Thus, there needs to be 'a 
theoretic and etnpirical study' to clarify the strategic technique's use in the strategic 
process, thus reducing a finn's risk frotn the use of an unexatnined tnodel. 
1.1.3. The value chain study in the strategy liteJ·atuJ·e 
Potier's (1985) value chain tnodel has been one of the most cotnmonly used 
managetnent tools since 1985 (Gillies and Rigby, 1995). In Porter's statetnent, the 
value chain technique aims at finding a finn's competitive advantage through internal 
cost analysis, internal differentiation analysis, and vertical linkages analysis. There are 
supports and oppositions about the value chain technique. 
CMA (1996, p. 28) supports the concept, 'Value analysis enables a firm to better 
understand which segments, distribution channels, price points, product differentiation, 
selling propositions and which value chain configurations (i.e., linkages between 
activities/processes within and outside the firm) will yield the greatest con1petitive 
advantage'. However, the value chain tnodel is criticised because of its simple notions 
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of low cost and differentiation in the current corporate enviromnent characterised by 
increased global cmnpetition and technological change (Kotha and V adlatnani, 199 5). 
The value chain also has serious data probletns; only two or three of the ten cost 
drivers Potier (1985) suggests in the value chain are quantifiable while the others are 
not (Pariridge and Perren, 1994b; and CMA, 1996). Although many factors in the 
value chain are qualitative, the value chain theory has been criticised by non-
econotnists because it overemphasises its econmnic effect (de Wit and Meyer, 1994). 
After several debates between the proponents and the opponents of the value chain, 
tnany value chain suppmiers now seem to translate the value chain's concept 
differently fron1 the traditional view or look its benefits beyond the original argmnents. 
For exan1ple, Freetnan and Liedtka (1997) talk about an evolution of the value chain 
(traditional view vs. etnerging view, e.g., product-focused vs. capability-focused). 
Patiridge and Perren ( 1994b) point out a lack of precision of the value chain but they 
stress that strategists still can gain considerable benefits fi·onl the value chain analysis 
because the analysis process in strategic planning is often as valuable as the outcmne. 
The range of industries the value chain rnodel can cover has been expanded fi·on1 
tnanufacturing to services. Potier's initial value chain model is, perhaps, more 
appropriate to tnanufacturing than service industries (Tribe, 1997). However, many 
acadetnics like Harvet-y, et al. (1993) now see services as not vet-y different fi·om 
tnanufactured goods and try to apply the value chain model to service industries. One 
of the differences between services and tnanufacturing is in their different focus. 
Partridge and Perren ( 1994a,b) explicitly argue that 'custotners' and 'value 
perceptions' are focused in the value chain cost analysis while 'tnanufacturing 
operations' are focused in the traditional costing systems. Indeed, the service 
customer's value chain has been studied by many academics (Brathwaite, 1992; 
Wilson, Jr., 1994; Kerr and David, 1995; and Kellogg, et al., 1997). Within the service 
industries, the value chain has been n1ostly developed for banking or insurance 
con1panies but it has continued expanding its application to new industries like hotels. 
For exatnple, Stalk, Pecaut and Burnett (1996) discussed the hotel industry's value 
chain and Segal-Horn and McGee (1997) developed the Novotel (the French hotel 
chain) value chain. 
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In addition, recent value chain applications tend to keep pace with the changes of the 
business world such as business globalisation, information technology (IT) 
development, and Internet businesses. Lovelock and Yip (1996), for exatnple, 
research the global location of the value chain for service cmnpanies like McDonald's. 
Infonnation textbooks are likely to devote a separate section to discuss the value 
chain analysis, e.g., information systen1s books by Applegate, McFarlan and McKenney 
( 1996) and Ward and Griffiths ( 1996). McBride (1997) has studied its application to 
the Internet. 
What is needed is more research about the value chain theory in ident(fying the value 
chain's role in the strategic process and redefining its position in the strategy 
literature. Porter (1985) states that the value chain is a basic environmental analysis 
tool to find a cotnpetitive advantage and he also explains the relationship between the 
value chain analysis and a finn's structure as part of strategy impletnentation. Wilson, 
Jr. (1994) also suppot1s Potter's statement by discussing the value chain's 
impletnentation, such as performance tneasuretnent. That is, the value chain analysis 
can be said to be closely related to enviromnental scanning and strategy 
in1plementation stages in the strategic process. However, the value chain is not 
irrelevant to strategy formulation, either. Borrowing Potier's words, the value chain 
analysis underlies a finn's cotnpetitive strategy. If so, the value chain seen1s to be 
relevant to all stages of the strategic process covering enviromnental scanning, 
strategic fonnulation, and strategy hnplementation. The question is how tnuch or how 
importantly the value chain is involved with each stage of the strategy process. The 
answer to this question will produce a great deal of useful infonnation for the value 
chain users. 
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1.2. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this research is to evaluate the value chain model as a strategic tool. 
Prior to the proposed themy evaluation, two sub-objectives need to be accotnplished. 
One is to define the value chain tnodel in the current strategy literature. The other is to 
explore the extent of the value chain's use in the service industty-the hotel industry, 
tbr the original value chain technique was tnanufacturing-oriented. Accordingly, an 
exatnination of the hotel roon1s division's value chain is conducted as an etnpirical 
vehicle to evaluate the value chain tnodel. The initial value chain concept is translated 
into hotel tnanagetnent language and the value chain's role for hotel strategy is 
identified in the strategic process. Finally, the studies related to these two sub-
objectives are cotnbined to produce critical and general inforn1ation about the value 
chain's strategic role. 
To achieve the research objective, this study accon1n1odates three issues frotn the 
observations of the strategy literature set out in Section 1. Firstly, criteria for 
analysing strategic theories including the value chain are established. Secondly, 
strategic trends are studied using the criteria. Finally, the use of the value chain 
technique is identified through its industrial examination and cotnparison with the 
trends of strategic theories. 
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1.3. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 
To achieve the goals of this research suggested in Section 1.2., there are six stages 
represented by Chapter II, III, IV, V, VI and VII, as shown in Table I-1. Each stage 
subsutnes several steps. In smntnary, the structure involves proposing 5 key strategic 
questions concerning strategic theories, finding their answers, and eventually tnaking 
recotnmendations for the hotel value chain. 
Chapter I establishes the objectives of this research after studying the theoretical 
environtnents of the strategic literature and discussing the value chain n1odel as a 
strategic tnodel. 
In Chapter II, under 5 key strategic questions, strategic theories are evaluated and 
their trends are studied. At the end of the chapter, research directions are suggested. 
Chapter III studies hotel divisions and functional departments, and then explores the 
activities of the hotel roon1s division. 
In Chapter IV, the tnethodology chapter of this thesis describes and justifles how the 
value chain was exmnined theoretically and etnpirically using two questionnaires. This 
chapter explains how the questionnaire participants were selected and how the 
questionnaires thetnselves were organised. 
Chapter V sun1tnarises and discusses individual questionnaire results. In one stream, it 
analyses the panel's answers which cover identifying and evaluating value activities, 
establishing the value chain, and cotnparing the value activities and the key successful 
factors (I<SFs). In the other stream, it analyses the hotel managers' answers related to 
the value chain's use in the strategic process and their opinions about key successful 
factors (KSFs). 
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Table 1-1. The research steps and structure 
Major steps Sources Chapter 
1. Introduction (background, objectives, structure) Theories relevant strategy I 
and the value chain 
2. Establishing 5 key strategic questions for Strategy process theories 11.2. 
strategic theory evaluation 
3. Evaluating major strategic theories with the 5 Major theories covering 11.3-
questions, and sununarising trends&suggestions most strategic areas 11.5 
4. Proposing the value chain research for the hotel Articles related to the value 
rooms division from the trends of strategic chain model II.6 
theories and the suggestions 
5. Framing the fi.mctional structure of the rooms Theories of organisational 
division and defining the hotel management structure for hotels 111.2 
levels for classifying the division's activities 
6. Exploring activities of the rooms division under Theories about the hotel 
the fi.mctional departments & management levels rooms division 111.3 
7. Preparing the questimmaire for the academic Porter (1985)'s value chain 
panel with the rooms division's activities on the model IV.2 
basis of Porter's _2rinci2_les 
8. Classifying the rooms' activities into 9 categories Porter (l985)'s value chain IV.2 
in the questimmaire, as Potter's principles model & Academic panel 
9. Deciding value activities of the division from the Porter (1985)'s value chain IV.2 
categorised activities, as Pmter's principles model Academic panel 
10. Preparing the questiommire for the hotel Porter (1985)'s value chain 
managers with the rooms division's value model, various strategic IV.3 
activities on the basis of the value chain model techniques 
and the 5 key strategic questions 
11. Identifying linkages among the value activities of Porter ( 1985) 's value chain IV.3 
the rooms division in the questiommire model & Hotel managers 
12.Analysing a competitive scope in four Porter (1985)'s value chain 
dimensions, using the given value activities and model & Hotel managers IV.3 
identified their linkages 
13 .Establishing missions/objectives at 4 levels of 
strategy from the analysed competitive scope and Hotel managers IV.3 
the linkages of value activities 
14. Rating the use of the value chain against ten 
strategic issues in the strategic process, \Vith the Hotel managers IV.3 
experience obtained in the stage 10 to 12 
15.Discussing the results from the panel's The panel's questiommire V.2 
questionnaire results answers 
16.Discussing the results from the hotel The hotel questionnaire V.3 
questimmaire results answers 
17 .Evaluating the original value chain model by Hotel questiotmaire results VI 
ans\vering the 5 key strategic questions 
18.Recommendations for developing the hotel value Questimmaire results, 
chain interviews, the value chain VII.1 
and services theories 
19. Contributions, limitations and fi.uther studies Value chain theories VII.2 
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In Chapter VI, the 5 key strategic questions raised in the strategy literature review 
(Chapter II) are answered. Most answers in this chapter were sought fi:om the 
discussions of hotel n1anagers' ratings in the second stremn of Chapter V. 
The final chapter (Chapter VII), as the concluding chapter of this thesis, has three 
parts. In the first, sotne advice for developing the hotel value chain of rooms division 
are tnade based on the analysis of questionnaire results, the t1eld research records, the 
records of interviews with the research participants, and the researcher's personal 
experience. In the second, limitations and future research are considered after 
reviewing the current business environments. Finally, the contributions of this research 
are explained. 
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II.I. INTRODUCTION 
This literature review aims at identifying the position of Porter's (1985) value chain 
n1odel in the strategic literature. Finding the value chain position in strategy can be 
done by a good understanding of strategic process and of the trends of strategic 
theories. For the study of strategic process and theories, Section 2 suggests 'a 
theoretical classification method' and '5 key strategic questions'. These five key 
strategic questions are used for to analyse the strategic tnodels and their trends. 
According to the suggested theoretical classification tnethod, Section 3 examines the 
tnatter of strategic process, Section 4 discusses enviromnental analysis theories, and 
Section 5 analyses strategy fonnulation and implementation theories. At the end of 
each section, some theoretical trends will be studied. In Section 6, the value chain 
research for hotel rootns division is proposed, with reference to the theoretical and 
industrial issues raised in the previous sections. A chapter summaty is offered in 
Section 7. 
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Il.2. DEFINITION AND CLASSIFICATION 
In this section, the tern1 'strategy' will be defined and three categorising methods of 
strategic theories will be described. The author suggests his own classification tnethod 
to accmntnodate n1ost strategic theories, and 5 key strategic questions for evaluation 
of strategic theories will be established. 
11.2.1. The concept of modern business strategy 
The origin of 'strategy' is found fl·om the ancient Greek word strategos, meaning 'a 
general' who plays an active cmnbat role (Cummings, 1993; Weihrich and I<oontz, 
1993). Several military terms have been translated into business terms; strategos into a 
business strategist, tnilitary practice into business cmnpetition and the strategic 
principles by strategos into the business strategy. Many lessons fron1 the great militaty 
leaders have been given to business leaders. For example, 'Opportunity waits for no 
tnan' and 'Do not make any new conquests during the war' were stated by Pericles, 
who was the greatest Athenian strategos. These are still in use muong business people 
today. 
However, since the 1960s, the tneaning of business strategy has been developed and 
discussed by business scholars (de Wit and Meyer, 1994). Business tnanagers 
generally accept the definition of strategy as 'an organisation plan tbr the future 
comtnitted by the leader'. However, definitions t1·on1 business theorists are various and 
much n1ore con1plicated. Mintzberg and Waters (1985) classifY strategy into six 
different types, such that six different definitions may be possible. Hax ( 1990) 
proposes six features of strategy. According to Clausewitz (1982), strategy is a 
cotnbination of principles and the state of mind. Ohmae (1982) states that strategy is 
far n1ore related to the strategic mind than principles. Hinterhuber and Popp (1992) 
suggest ten qualitative factors in strategy. One could argue that strategy in business is 
a collection of information impotiant and necessaty for an organisation's future, 
regardless of the organisation size and its business type. 
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IL2.2. Classification methods 
There are three basic theoretical approaches to strategy: the planning approach, the 
incrementalist approach and the combination approach. 
The planning approach (the 'design school' according to Mintzberg, 1990), which 
was adopted by tnost cotnpanies in the 1960s and 1970s, views strategy as a 'plan' to 
be fully forn1ulated . It focuses on one solid strategy which only then is implemented. 
Itnportance of strategic planning began to be reduced fi·om the 1980s. Marx ( 1991) 
states that the total resources devoted to planning at most companies steadily declined 
throughout the 1980s, for the prmnised benefits often failed to tnaterialise. 
In the tenn of Mintzberg and Waters (1985), the incrementalist approach views 
strategy as a 'pattern' in the stream of organisational activities. It follows a pattern of 
activity-formulating, itnpletnenting, testing and adapting. The distinction between 
fonnulation and itnpletnentation is not clear in the incretnentalist approach. 
What could be called 'the combination approach' views strategy as a tnixture of the 
planning approach and the incrementalist approach. Some of the cotnbination theorists 
are tnore like planners and others are tnore like incrementalists. Classifying strategic 
theories by this tnethod seen1s to be extretnely difficult because the border between the 
incrementalist approach and the combination approach is not clear. Even Hemy 
Mintzberg ( 1991 a), representing the incrementalist approach, seetns to admit the 
concept of the planning approach. Henry Mintzberg (1991a, pp. 463-466) and Igor 
Ansoff ( 1991) debated this through Strategic Management Journal. In his reply to 
Ansoff, Mintzberg stated: 'Cotne on, Igor. Of course we need to think. Of course we 
want to be rational. But it's a cotnplicated world out there. We both know that we 
shall get nowhere without an etnergent learning alongside deliberate planning'. 
Hax ( 1990) classifies strategy into three different levels: functional level, business 
level and cmporate level (multi business level by de Wit and Meyer, 1994). 
Strategy at the functional level is to develop competencies in finance, administrative 
infrastructure, human resources, technology, procuretnent, logistics, manufacturing, 
distribution, tnarketing, sales, and services. 
Strategy at the business level integrates the functional level strategies for a distinct set 
of products or services. 
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Strategy at the cmporate level integrates all business-level strategies m the firm. 
According to de Wit and Meyer ( 1994 ), these three levels are so strongly 
interdependent that they are difficult to isolate in reality. 
In addition to these three levels, they add a multicompany or network level strategy 
(international level strategy by Dess and Miller, 1993). This gives direction to, for 
example, joint ventures, strategic alliances, and networks of organisations. 
To classify strategic theories by these levels would not be appropriate because tnost 
strategic tnodels except strategy fonnulation theories do not clearly show in which 
level they are. In reality, many strategy textbook writers (Olsen et al., ＱＹＹＲｾ＠ Dess and 
Miller, 1993; de Wit and Meyer, 1994) use only a few chapters of their book to 
describe strategic theories at the various levels. 
De Wit and Meyer (1994) divide strategic theories into three din1ensions: strategic 
process, content and context. 
They state: 'The strategy process is defined as the manner in which strategies cotne 
about ("how"), while the strategy content is defined as the output of the strategy 
process ("what"). The strategy context, finally, is defined as the set of circtunstances 
under which both the process and content are determined ("where, when, who, and 
why")' . They argue that tnost strategic theories tend to favour just one, or at n1ost 
two, dhnensions. This distinction between strategy process, strategy content and 
strategy context is also made by Pettigrew (1988) and Mintzberg (1990). 
Most strategic theories can be considered under tllis classification tnethod. However, 
it would be better to divide 'strategic content' into two: formulation and 
implementation, for tnany articles consider the two issues separately or focus on one of 
thetn. On the other hand, strategic context theories can be dealt under the title of 
environmental analysis theories. 
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ll2.3. A classification & S key strategic questions 
All strategy theories can be classified, into one of these three strategic categories; 
Table II-1 illustrates various strategic tnatters by section and proposes 5 key strategic 
questions to ask of strategic theories. A category has its own relevant issues. 
However, strategic theories tend to be concerned with several issues fi·otn different 
categories. A theory, thus, could be clearly understood when it is examined not only 
by its own tenns but by other issues too. 
Table 11-1. Classification of strategic issues 
Section 11.3 11.4 11.5 
Strategic Strategic process Environmental Strategy formulation 
categories ana(l'Sis and implementation 
• Planning • External analysis • Mission & objectives 
approach (Macro environment, • Functional level 
Strategic • Incrementalist Micro enviromnent) • Business level 
issues approach • Internal analysis • Multibusiness level 
• Combination • Multicompany level 
approach • Strategy implementation 
(Action plans, Evaluation 
& Control) 
1. Which strategic process does the theory support? 
(e.g., planning approach, incrementalist approach, or combination 
approach) 
2. Which levels of strategy does the theory relate to? 
5 key (e.g., functional level, business level, company [multibusiness] level, multicompany level) 
strategic 3. Which strategic issues does the theory focus on? 
questions (e.g., strategic process, external environmental issue (macro, 
micro), internal environmental issue, strategy formulation issue, 
strategic implementation issue) 
4. Which schools of thought does the theory relate to? 
(e.g., selection school [positioning school], adaptation school 
[resource-based school]) 
5. Which variables does the theory use? 
(e.g., soft or hard, qualitative or quantitative factors) 
15 
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Three con1mon questions can be asked of any technique-with which process, which 
level, or which issue does the theo!JJ deal? A theory, then, can be interrogated as to 
which school of thought it is related to and which variables it uses. For exatnple, one 
could answer these questions after studying 'the value chain' by Porter (1985) : firstly, 
its process is based on the planning school of thought; secondly, it concerns functional, 
business, tnultibusiness, and n1ulticompany level strategies; thirdly, it highlights a finn's 
internal environmental analysis, but it is also relevant to its external environment by 
considerations of suppliers and buyers' value chains; fourthly, the value chain itself 
becotnes a tnajor school of thought in the enviromnental sector, and it underpins 'the 
positioning approach' (Porter, 1985) at the business level strategy; and flnally, the 
factors such as cost and rnargin it deals with are hard and quantitative. 
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11.3. STRATEGY PROCESS THEORIES 
Theories for the strategy process may concern either the whole strategy procedures or 
son1e patis of thetn. Two major schools of thought (the planning approach and the 
incrementalist approach) are distinguished in the strategy process. However, many 
incretnentalists are inclined towards the combination approach because their 
incrementalism tends to incorporate the planning school of thought, to smne extent. 
IL3.1. The planning approach 
Andrews ( 1987), an obvious representative of the planning approach, states that 
corporate strategy is an organisation process and divides the process into two aspects-
formulation and implementation. As shown in Figure II -1, strategy formulation 
con1poses four activities. 
Figure 11-1. The strategy process 
FORMULATION 
(Deciding what to do) 1<4---------; 
IMPLEMENTATION 
(Achieving results) 
1 . Identification of 
opportunityand risk 
2. Determining the company's CORPORATE 
material technical STRATEGY: I I 
financial, and ＭＭＭｾ＠
managerial resources 
3. Personal values and 
aspirations of senior ___ ..,. 
management 
4. Acknowledgement of 
non-economic responsibility 
to society .. 
Pattern of 
purposes and 
policies 
defining the 
company and 
its business 
_..,.. 1. Organisation structure 
and relationships 
. Division of labour 
. Co-ordination of divided 
resoponsibility 
. Information systems 
_..,. 2. Organisational ｰｲｯ｣･ｳｳ･ｾ＠
and behaviour 
. Standards & measurement 
. Motivation & incentive 
systems 
. Control systems 
. Recruitment & development 
of managers 
1---+ 3. Top leadership 
. Strategic 
. Organisational 
. Personal 
Source: And1·ews (1987) 
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Each activity is interrelated with the next activity. Strategy itnplementation has three 
activities and they are primarily administrative to accomplish corporate purposes. 
Andrews also suggests SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats) 
analysis for the first titne as the principal subactivities of strategy formulation. 
Wheelen and Hunger (1992) as planners suggest even clearer steps for strategic 
1nanagen1ent (Figure II-2). The process of strategic management involves four basic 
eletnents: environmental scanning, strateJ:,7Y formulation, strategy implementation, and 
evaluation & control. Enviromnental scanning is conducted by SWOT analysis. After 
SWOT, there are eight steps starting with deciding the corporate mission. 
Figure 11-2. Strategic management model 
Evaluation 
Strategy Formulation Strategy Implementation and 
Control 
Environmental 
Scanning 
Missions 
---, 
External 
r-
Objectives 
' 
Social 
Evinronment 
Strategies It Task 1-
Environment Policies 1-------. 
Internal Programs M 
Structure 
Budegets 
---. 
Procedures If Culture -Resources 
Performance 
ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠
.. , , , 
Feedback 
Source: J.Vheeleu ami Hunger (1992) 
Andrews's model does not forn1tdate the strategy fully; it stresses the role of top 
managetnent but a formal process cannot be found. In his theoretical framework 
(Figure II -1 ), for example, 'Identification of opportunity and risk' is supposed to be 
the first activity in the strategy process. However, the next step is not clear; the 
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second activity could be either 'Determining the company's resources' or 'C01porate 
strategy'. Thus, Mintzberg (1990) criticises the model, calling it the design school 
instead of the planning school. On the other hand, Wheel en and Hunger's n1odel 
shows well-structured fonnal strategy steps. 
Chakravarthy and Lorange ( 1991) are also called planners but they do not seen1 to be 
serious planners like Wheelen and Hunger. That is, they do not offer clear strategy 
process steps as Wheelen and Hunger do. In their strategy process model (Figure II-
3), they try to link strategy process activities to each other rather than to 1nake a series 
of steps. De Wit and Meyer (1994) state that Chakravmihy and Lorange explicitly 
argue that the strategic planning systen1 n1ust be linked to the n1onitoring, control, 
incentive, and staffing systems of the organisation to be effective, since plans n1ust not 
only be 1nade, but also implen1ented. 
Figure 11-3. The strategy process model 
Top management's use 
of the strategy process 
Objective Strategic Monitoring, Incentives 
setting programming Budgeting control & & staffing 
learning 
The monitoring, The incentives 
The strategic planning system control, and and 
learning system staffing systems 
Source: Adaptedfi·om Chakravartlzy am/ Lorange (1991) 
Chakravmihy and Lorange divide the strategy process into five steps: objectives 
setting; strategic programming; budgeting; monitoring, control and learning; and 
incentives and staffing. These five steps group into three systetns. In the strategic 
planning system, they try to link the steps and four organisational levels (top 
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management, division, business unit and junctional level), separating formal linkage 
frotn infonnallinkage. For exmnple, tnanagers at the fi.mctionallevel do not participate 
to establish a firn1's objectives but when the finn conducts strategic programming, they 
join setting the progratntne through infonnal discussions with n1anagers at the business 
level. 
Ansoff(1991), a well-known planner, was in debate with Mintzberg (1990 and 199la), 
an incretnentalist. He summarised Mintzberg's central prescription as being that, with 
n1inor exceptions, all organisations should use what Mintzberg calls the etnergent-
strategy approach to strategy fonnation, using a trial-and-experience process. He 
criticises Mintzberg' s testing and experience method because it is titne-consutning in 
rapidly changing enviromnents and costs n1ore than the rational n1odel by the planning 
approach. Ansoff argues that use of explicit strategy in successfi.tl practice is not rigid. 
It does not preclude attention to new oppotiunities outside the scope of strategy, 
because successful practitioners of strategy typically use a strategic control tnechanistn 
that periodically reviews and, if necessary, revises the strategy in light of experience. 
In this argutnent, he does not offer any model but he points out two itnportant aspects. 
Firstly, he highlights the litnits of the incretnentalist approach. Secondly, he shows that 
planners are also of the satne view as incretnentalists when they change their strategy. 
In other words, strategic change is comtnitted by learning or experiet1ce which 
incretnentalists often state. 
IL3.2. The incrementalist approach 
Quinn (1978) argues that strategic planning is just one building block in a continuous 
streatn of events that really detern1ine corporate strategy. Johnson ( 1988) sutnmarises 
Quinn's logic in Figure II-4. This logic is that strategic change, through environmental 
sensing by tnanagers within strategic subsystems (the diversification subsystem, the 
divestiture subsystem, the major reorganisation subsystem and the government-
external relations subsystem) and the interplay between subsysten1s, and continual 
testing out of new strategies, results in a learning and readjusttnent process in 
organisation. It is through this that the organisation keeps itself in line with 
enviromnental changes. 
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Figure 11-4. Incremental change 
Amount of change 
Environmental change 
Strategic change 
Time 
Source: Johnson (1988) 
The diversification subsystem concerns strategic issues such as acquisitions. In this 
subsyste1n, the fonnal analytical steps for successful diversification are needed. As 
cotnmittnent of an acquisition is risky, top n1anagers tend to reject its acquisition plan. 
There should be a trial-and-error period to build a successful diversification subsystetn; 
after a few successful diversifications, managetnent have a tendency to co1nn1it 
acquisitions at a faster rate. The divestiture subsystem handles probletns occurred in 
designing divestiture strategies. For the successful divestiture subsystetn, various 
strategic changes should be considered. Executives should often tnake seemingly 
unrelated personnel shifts or should sotnetimes wait for a crucial retiretnent, to 
determine the timing and conditions of divestiture. The tnajor reorganisation 
subsystetn cmmnits major organisational changes to complete a strategy. A successful 
tnajor reorganisation subsystem tackles strategic issues incren1entally; the CEO should 
negotiate with key people in power, and train or test new people for substantial periods 
before he can appoint then1 practitioners of the strategy. The govermnent-external 
relations subsysten1 deals with strategic issues which occur in organisations' relations 
with govermnent and other external activist groups. To build a successful 
govenunent-external relations subsystetn, a number of different approaches on a small 
scale should be tested before major strategic changes are cotnn1itted. A subsystetn 
blends incren1entally and oppotiunistically into a cohesive pattern that becmnes the 
company's strategy. 
This tnodel makes a contribution to strategic tnanagetnent developtnent by emphasising 
the itnpotiance of strategic change to adapt environmental change. It provides a good 
understanding of strategic issues by classifying them into four different classes, which 
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can be dealt by four different strategic subsysten1s. However, decisions for strategic 
changes are delayed in these subsysten1s. It might be time-consuming when a crisis 
occurs, as Ansoff ( 1991) argues. 
In a fi.uiher atiicle, Quinn (1980) translates the basic premises of logical 
incretnentalistn into an actual tnethodology for managing the strategy process and 
achieving strategic change. Quinn concludes that successful tnanagers in the 
cmnpanies act logically and incretnentally to itnprove the quality of inforn1ation used in 
key decisions; to overcmne the personal and political pressures resisting change; to 
deal with the varying lead titnes and sequencing problems in critical decisions; and to 
build the organisational awareness, understanding, and psychological committnent 
essential to effective strategies. By the time the strategies begin to crystallise, pieces 
of thetn are already being itnpletnented. Tlus article provides no strategy process 
rnodel. 
Johnson (1988) basically accepts Quinn's logical incrementalisn1. He argues that 
although tnanagers may well see thetnselves as managing logically and incretnentally, 
such consciously managed incretnental change does not necessarily succeed in keeping 
pace with environmental change. If tnanagers want to achieve tnore effective and 
adaptive incremental strategic managetnent against environmental change, they should 
change their organisation's existing culture if this is resistant to change. Indeed, the 
argument can be advanced that planning and analytical tnechanistns are likely to give 
rise to resistance to change unless they take place within a context where the 
111echanisn1s for managing strategic change through the social, cultural, political, 
cognitive and symbolic devices of the organisation are already in place. Johnson only 
develops Quinn's idea by suggesting a cultural change for effective strategic change. 
Mintzberg (1990) criticises the planning approach (the design school in his terms) in 
relation to four aspects - assessment of strengths and weaknesses, strategy followed by 
sttucture, tnaking strategy explicit and separation of formulation frmn implementation. 
In the first instance, he says internal capability cannot be analysed before it is tested in 
the real situation; strengths are generally far narrower and weaknesses are far broader 
than expected; con1petences are not distinctive over time. Secondly, he argues that 
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structure cannot be altered by strategy but rather follow each other. An exception 
occurs when they move together, as the organisationjutnps to a new position. Thirdly, 
explicit strategy can impede strategic change when it does bec01ne necessary. 
Therefore, it is important to view strategy fonnation as a learning process, at least in 
some contexts. Finally, intended strategy can be failed by the hnplementors who resist. 
A viable strategy (an emergent strategy) can only be obtained through learning by a 
series of trials of strategists' ideas and actions by implementors. Mintzberg' s argument 
is valuable in that he cotnpares the planning approach with the incretnentalist approach 
in well-defined situations. However, he does not provide a structured tnodel for his 
approach. 
Lenz and Lyles (1985) were involved in a study of strategic planning process in several 
financial and comtnercial organisations for three years. They found that four rnajor 
forces tnake organisations overrationalised within the planning system (Figure II-5). 
Figure 11-5. Forces contributing to overrationalised planning 
Excessive etnphasis on 
quantification for 
strategic decisions 
Professionalising the 
planner's job by making 
strategic plamling a science 
Inertia toward an 
overrationalised 
planning process 
The drive for 
administrative efficiency 
Source: Lenz ami Lyles (1985) 
Unqualified acceptance and 
misapplication of techniques 
for strategic analysis 
These forces interact and contribute to overrationalised planning. Professionalising the 
planner's job tnakes planners build cotnplex analytical procedures. Non planners, thus, 
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have difficulties to understand the strategic tools provided by the planners. Excessive 
etnphasis on quantification results in ignorance of important qualitative information 
such as life-style changes. The drive tbr administrative efficiency requires fixed 
fonnats and fonnalised executive interactions. It is likely to prevent innovative 
thought and entrepreneurship. Unqualified acceptance and misapplication of 
techniques for strategic analysis occur when some strategic techniques becon1e the 
dominant f1·amework for strategic choices. As such strategic models tend to 
concentrate on a specific issue, they have litnitations to be applied to other cases. 
An excessively rational planning process can tnislead four different levels of people in 
an organisation - the chief executive officer, the co1porate planner, senior-level line 
managers and board members. Lenz and Lyles give three guidelines (developing a 
planning culture, probing evaluation of plans and planning process audits) for 
preventing an overrationalised planning process. Firstly, a culture where corporate 
planners work with line executives on a continuous basis is essential. Secondly, staff 
and line executives should exatnine in considerable detail the assutnptions of strategic 
alternatives facing a firm. Finally, periodic audits of the strategic planning process 
should be conducted by a task force c01nprised of both participants in the planning 
process and those with no direct involvetnent, for example, a consultant. Lenz and 
Lyles's study contributes to the development of the planning approach by listing forces 
which tnake organisations inflexible. However, they do not detail strategic process 
stages where different levels of people in an organisation can interact to avoid over-
rationalisation. 
Marx (1991) makes a list of obstacles in the planning process. The content of the 
business plans and the monitoring and reward processes essential to the successful 
itnple1nentation of the business plans, are contrasted with an effective strategic 
business-planning process as shown in Table II-2. He also categorises those obstacles 
to effective strategic business planning, into four basic root causes: lack of 
management, business planning controlled by staff, resistance to business planning 
from the entrenched interests, and defensive co1porate culture to the new strategy 
planning. In Marx's n1odel, itemised obstacles to effective strategic planning are 
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highlighted by characteristics of effective strategic planning. However, it is not easy to 
decide which obstacle is concerned with which step in the strategy process. 
Table 11-2. Obstacles to and characteristics of effective strategic 
planning 
Obstacles Characteristics 
Planning Processes 
Unifonn procedures Flexible procedures 
Regularly scheduled reviews Scheduled as needed 
Strict tin1e litnits on reviews As much tin1e as needed 
Fonnal presentations 
Numerous observers 
Massive paperwork 
Restricted discussion 
No decisions 
Process en1phasised 
Informal presentations 
Decision makers only 
Ten-page plans 
Open dialogue 
Decisions tnandatoty 
Results etnphasised 
Content of the plans 
Data, nutnbers, facts Business intelligence 
Financial analysis Strategic analysis 
Short-term focus Long-tenn focus 
Generic strategies Strategic action plans 
Monitoring and reward processes 
Rand01n progress reviews Regular progress reviews 
Limited accountability Strict accountability 
Source: Adapted from Mar.:\: (1991) 
In Bourgeois and Brodwin's (1983) study, the style of strategic managetnent can be 
classified into five different approaches, as described in Table II-3. The first two 
approaches are gradually being supplanted by the others and the chief executive officer 
(CEO) plays an increasingly indirect and tnore subtle role in strategy development. 
They describe the strengths and litnits of five approaches and emphasise the crescive 
approach which means 'growing', indicating that under this tnethod strategies grow 
frotn within the cotnpany instead of being imposed by the CEO. They, however, add 
that the choice of method should depend on the size of the company, the degree of 
diversification, the degree of geographical dispersion, the stability of the business 
environn1ent, and finally, the tnanagerial style currently etnbodied in the company's 
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culture. This theory identifies business implementation probletns and offers son1e 
retnedies for them. Strategic managetnent types are well cmnpared with etnphasis on 
the CEO's role. However, this technique might lessen the itnportance of other 
workers' role by emphasising the CEO's role too tnuch. 
Table 11-3. The five approaches to strategic management 
Approach The CEO's strategic question 
I. Commander approach How do I formulate the optimal strategy? 
II. Change approach I have a strategy in mind-now how do I 
implement it? 
III. Collaborative approach How do I involve top management in 
planning so they will be committed to 
strategies from the start? 
IV. Cultural approach 
V. Crescive approach 
How do I involve the whole organisation 
in implementation? 
How do I encourage managers to come 
forward as champions of sound strategies? 
Source: Bourgeois and Brodwin (1983) 
CEO's role 
Master planner 
Architect of 
Implementation 
Co-ordinator 
Coach 
Premise setter 
And Judge 
Senge (1990) focuses on changing the entire organisation to the learning organisation, 
while Quinn stresses the change of strategy process. For the learning organisation, 
Senge etnphasises organisations' generative learning. Generative learning, unlike 
adaptive learning, requires new ways of looking at the world, whether in understanding 
custmners or in understanding how to better manage a business. For the generative 
learning organisation, leaders must behave as designer, as teacher, and as steward to 
change workers' attitudes toward the desirable tnental model. Leaders tnust acquire 
new managetnent skills to construct the new tnental model in the learning organisation. 
Senge proposes new leadership skills applicable to the learning organisation when the 
organisation changes its strategy. However, such leadership skills are not linked in 
detail to strategy process activities. 
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ll3.3. The trend of the strategy process 
Both the planning approach and the incretnentalist approach cotnplen1ent each other. 
Strategy fonnation tnodels provided by planners are well structured and can be easily 
understood. These models are generally accepted by incrementalists and are 
con1ple1nented by the concept of 'learning organisation' developed by incretnentalists. 
The planners' problen1 stetns fi·om the separation of strategy fonnulation and 
itnpletnentation, as tnany incretnentalists point out. This separation, the system of 
'plan' and then 'do', tends to n1ake organisations inflexible against enviromnental 
change. However, smne of the planners and the incretnentalists together seek 
solutions for the probletn at the evaluation and control stage of the strategy process. 
That is, if any enviromnental change requiring its strategic change is recognised in the 
evaluation, the organisation goes back to the previous stages and builds a con1plete 
new strategy or changes parts of the original strategy through its control systen1. 
The weakness of the incretnentalist approach cotnes from its inconsistent tnodels. As 
tnost incretnentalists start their argutnent at a part of the planners' tnodel, their tnodel 
also tends to be litnited to that point. They often argue that strategy fonnulation and 
hnpletnentation tnust be done on the continuous basis of 'plan and do, plan and do ... ' 
until a viable strategy etnerges (Mintzberg, 199la). In such a systetn, impot1ance of 
leadership or the CEO's role has been frequently studied by tnany incretnentalists. 
A cotnpleted strategy process framework cmnbining incretnentalists' thinking with the 
planners' tnodel has not yet been built. Many researchers have contributed to 
developtnent for the integral systen1 but they tend to focus on a specific stage of the 
strategy process. However, smne academic researchers are expanding their study area 
by introducing both schools of thought. In reality, the traditional strategy formation 
from planners is being continually retlned by incrementalists. Planners' effot1s also 
continue to overcome their theoretical limitations coming fron1 the poor interaction 
between strategy fonnulation and hnpletnentation. A new strategy process model is 
thus needed. The tnodel would be developed on the basis of the planners' tnodel, 
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reflecting incretnentalists' ideas. The new framework may be tnade by the scholars in 
the con1bination approach because they are open to both the planning approach and the 
incretnentalist approach. 
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11.4. ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS THEORIES 
An organisation's enviromnent can be divided into two-external and internal. 
External environment chiefly includes tnatters occurring outside of the cotnpany while 
internal environment tnainly involves issues occurring inside of the firn1. The specific 
question related to this section will be that to what extent, enviromnent affects a finn's 
strategy. Two extretnes are noticed: selection and adaptation. 'Selection' tneans that 
enviromnent dictates strategy so a firm's strategy is selected by its enviromnental 
changes. • Adaptation' tueans that strategy dictates environment so a cotnpani s 
strategy can adapt to environn1ental changes and strategy may even change its 
industrial structure. In fact, theories are dispersed between the two extretues. 
11.4.1. External analysis 
External environment can be classified into macro-environment and micro-
environment. The tnacro-enviromnent relates to environmental factors beyond the 
finn's own industry. In contrast, the micro-environment relates to its own industrial 
factors. Many articles about the tnicro-environn1ent introduce the concept of industry 
life cycle to seek appropriate strategies to fit with industrial changes. 
11.4.1.1. Macro-environmental analysis 
Ginter and Duncan (1990) state that macro-environmental analysis is a crucial part of 
systematic strategic planning. They categorise the external 1nacro-environn1ent into 
macro-social, macro-economy, macro-technological and macro-politica/lregulatOI)' 
environment. The process of tnacro-enviromnental analysis consists of four 
interrelated activities - scanning, monitoring, forecasting, and assessing. Scanning is 
to find out warning signs and possible environmental changes affecting the business. 
Monitoring seeks specific trends and patterns. Forecasting looks for future directions 
of environmental changes. Assessing is concerned with evaluation of the current and 
future trends which would influence the finn. 
Five questions underpin macro-enviromnental analysis. Firstly, does the organisation 
need n1acro-environmental analysis? If the benefits exceed the costs, the answer will 
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be 'yes'. Secondly, which areas of the environn1ent should the finn analyse? All four 
categories co1nn1ented above should be analysed. It is no longer sufficient to tnonitor 
only events and trends in the cotnpany's own industly. Thirdly, how n1uch information 
does the firm need and where does it get that? The need for infonnation increases as 
the scope or magnitude, the urgency or thneliness, the problen1 occurrence and the 
planning range increases. Infonnation can be obtained from both inside people and 
outside sources. Fomihly, what techniques can the organisation use to analyse 
impotiant trends and events? There are three frequently used techniques: the Delphi 
technique, the diffusion process and scenario development. Whichever technique the 
firm chooses, it should have relevant information to the cotnpany' s need. Finally, what 
procedures and organisational sttucture are n1ost appropriate for analysing the macro-
enviromnent? There are three types of procedural n1odes: regular, irregular and 
continuous. In the regular tnodel, macro enviromnent is analysed cotnprehensively and 
systetnatically, concerning the recent past and the near future. The irregular n1odel is a 
type of ad hoc environmental analysis conducted when son1e unexpected 
enviromnental events occur. The continuous model deals with various environmental 
subsysten1s rather than specific events. 
Ginter and Duncan's theoty offers a guideline of macro-enviromnental analysis to 
organisations. Their questions about engaging in macro-enviromnental analysis would 
help most firms to think about what enviromnental contents they should consider and 
to what extent. However, their tnodel does not define the characteristics of each 
enviromnental factor. For example, it does not explain what is tnacro-social 
environment. Futihermore, it omits relationships between tnacro-enviromnental 
factors. If, for instance, a new governn1ent is launched, it would change the nation's 
existing econotnic policy. 
Hannan and Freetnan ( 1977) analyse the relationship between environn1ent and an 
organisation's structure. Their tnain question is whether structure is predetermined by 
enviromnent changes or structure can adapt to them. They seem to propose that two 
1nechanisn1s (selection and adaptation) play at the same time when a corporation 
changes its structure. That is, a firm's structure is selected by the industry that it is 
involved. Nevertheless, within the predetennined environn1ent, the finn can 
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strategically construct its sttucture to adapt to its environment, considering its internal 
and external constraints. 
This model cmnprehensively deals with environmental issues. Ivlany tnatters are 
studied on the combination approach, in this article. It concerns macro-environn1ental 
and industrial constraints as well as internal inertia such as political resistance to 
structural change. As this technique etnphasises on firms' structure predetermined by 
their industry, no environn1ental analysis tool for strategy formulation is offered. 
11.4.1.2. Micro-environmental analysis 
Potier (1979) states: 'Once the corporate strategist has assessed the forces affecting 
cotnpetition in his industry and their underlying causes, he can identify his c01npany' s 
strengths and weaknesses'. Then the strategist can formulate strategy toward a better 
position in the industry. According to Porter, there are five cmnpetitive forces as 
illustrated in Figure II -6. 
Figure 11-6. The five competitive forces that determine industry 
competition 
Threat of new 
entrants 
! 
... _ 
Bargaining Rivalry among Bargaining 
power existing competitors power 
of suppliers of buyers 
t 
Threat of substitute 
products or services 
Source: Porter (1979) 
Each force has a different level of itnportance in an industry. Threat of new entrants 
depends on how high the existing entry barriers are. If the market to enter requires 
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econotnies of scale, product differentiation, tnuch capital, a new supply channel, a new 
distribution channel or licensing which is difficult to obtain, its entry barriers are high. 
A supplier group is powerful if a few suppliers produce unique or differentiated 
products, or if the industty is not the suppliers' tnajor market. A buyer group is 
powerful if they are large-volutne buyers and the industty requires heavy fixed costs, or 
if the products are undifferentiated. Substitute products limit profits in the industty. 
They take tnore market share frmn the industty if their price-perfonnance is hnproved. 
Rivahy among existing cmnpetitors is increased if there are numerous cmnpetitors, or 
if the industty growth is slow, bring on fights for tnarket share. 
Potier's five forces model contributes to a better understanding of indus tty structure 
by describing tnajor forces which can determine a finn's position in the industiy. 
However, this tnodel is criticised by non-econotnists because it is strongly rooted in 
economics (industrial organisation) and neglects soft factors such as the government's 
role, industiy cultures and politics, and irrational behaviour of industry participants (de 
Wit and Meyer, 1994). Moreover, son1e of the factors explained by the theory cannot 
be generalised. Potier states that large-volume buyers are powerfbl, patiicularly, when 
heavy f1xed costs characterise the industry. One could argue that the travel agents, 
large-volutne buyers of hotel rootns, in a city popular with both tourists and 
businessmen would not be powerful if there was enough demand for hotel roon1s frmn 
individual business people. Businesstnen tend to pay the full price for a room because 
their cotnpany often pays for it. In contrast, travellers nonnally buy a tour package 
because they can stay hotels at the cheaper price than individual purchase. In such a 
situation with strong individual demands, the hotels would not desire to sell the rootns 
to the travel agents at the discounted rate. According to Potier's other staten1ent, 
rivalry atnong con1petitors will be increased if industry growth is slow. One could 
dispute this. If tnany cotnpetitors tnove to other industries because they consider the 
industiy' s low-growth will continue, cotnpetition tnight be decreased. 
In another study, Pmier (1980) introduces the concept of evolutionary processes. The 
evolutionary process includes the steps occurring when an industry evolves. Sotne 
forces for change cause the evolution of industry. Although Porter criticises the 
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product( or industry) life cycle (Figure II -7) because its stages and 'S' shape are not 
the san1e in every industry, he generalises the features of changing forces in the phases 
of product life cycle. For example, competition, a change force, is low in the 
introduction stage. In the growth stage, there are tnany cmnpetitors, and lots of 
tnergers and casualties occur. In the maturity stage, price con1petition increases. In 
the decline stage, n1any finns exit so fewer cotnpetitors exist. If any changing force, 
which may be one of the five forces (Figure II-6), tnoves significantly, other change 
elen1ents also shift. This is because an industty is an interrelated systen1. Successfhl 
finns will find oppotiunities by understanding the changing drivers in their industty. 
Potier, however, states: 'Industty structural change can be influenced by finns' 
strategic behaviour'. If it recognises the significance of stn1ctural change for its 
position, the finn can influence the industry change in ways favourable to it. 
Figure (1 .. 7. Stage of the life cycle 
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Sales 
Introduction Growth 
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Source: Pol'ter (1980) 
Maturity Decline 
Like I-Iannan and Freetnan ( 1977), Pot1er argues that a successthl strategy can be n1ade 
within the given industty sttucture. This atiicle suppotis his five forces tnodel (Figure 
II-6), characterising forces in the stages of the product life cycle. However, it still 
cannot avoid the criticisms tnade of the five forces model. 
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Lele (1992) proposes 'strategic leverage' as a new concept. He states: 'Strategic 
leverage is defined as a company's ability to manoeuvre in an industty tnultiplied by the 
return for such a manoeuvre. Return describes the growth in revenue or n1arket share 
that results frotn the change of position'. He agrees with Porter ( 1980) in that the 
industry evolution phases in the industry life cycle restrict cotnpanies' strategic 
choices. What he adds is that the best strategic options (strategic leverage) vary with 
the firm's competitive position in each evolution phase. Lele subdivides c01npany's 
competitive position into four categories: the leader, the second or third players, 
followers and entrants. He, then, suggests how the firm in a different cotnpetitive 
position should build its objectives, strategies and tactics in each industty evolution 
stage. To give an exatnple, the second or third players in the emerging or growth 
industry evolution have objectives of capturing the leader, and finding or creating 
niche. Their strategies are differentiating products, lowering costs or focusing on 
specific customers. Their tactical issues are how to accelerate speed of the product or 
how to drive its market towards the maturity phase. 
The contribution of this technique is that it introduces the methodology of cmnpetitive 
position in the industty life cycle. In each evolution stage, finns in different 
cotnpetitive positions are explicitly guided. I-Iowever, these guidelines would be 
wrong in some industries. For example, POSCO, the Korean steel manufacturing 
cmnpany, leads the Korean steel industty. No second player is conf!rn1ed in Korea. 
Thus, within Korea, POSCO's strategy should be different frorn Lele's suggestions. 
Strebel (1992) distinguishes gradual (evolutiona!J;} changes frotn radical 
(revo!utionmJl} changes in industty developtnents. Theses changes are stitnulated by 
external factors, such as the shift in fashion, or by internal life-cycle developtnents, i.e., 
a new product launch. Both gradual change and radical change may exhibit a sudden 
upturn or downturn. Radical change is different frotn gradual change in that its 
tnoven1ent is sharper than gradual change. In lower-tech industries like brewing, rapid 
changes are fewer than those in high-tech industries such as cotnputers. The important 
point is for managers to identify such changes earlier than their c01npetitors. One tnust 
be sensitive to the underlying forces to find a better position. These forces are the 
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finn's suppliers, custmners, cmnpetitors and stakeholders. In a broad concept, they 
are socio-political, econotnic and technologicalinovetnents. 
This techniques develops the industry development model, adding industry revolution 
concept to the industry evolution life cycle which are discussed by Porter ( 1980) and 
Lele (1992). Strebel is of the same view as Potier and Lele in that industty changes 
heavily influence firms' survival while the finn can find opportunities and can create 
new competitive advantages. He, however, does not detail how differently 
revolutionaty changes work at a different phase of the industty life cycle. 
Baden-Fuller and Stopford (1992) challenge the popular school of thought which 
argues the itnportance of the industly role detennining a finn's profitability. They 
believe that tnost industry profitability is created by creative and imaginative firms, not 
by industry structure. As illustrated in Table II -4, profitability difference between 
businesses is at best only 10 o/o while nearly SOo/o of profitability comes fron1 the choice 
of strategy. 
Table 11-4. The role of industry factors determining firm performance 
Percentage of business units' profitability explained 
Choice ofindustty 8.3 percent 
Choice of strategy 46.4 percent 
Parent cmnpany 0.8 percent 
Not explained-randmn 44.5 percent 
A bstracted fi ·om Rumelt (1991). 
Source: Btuleu-Fuller ami Stopford (1992) 
Profitable industries becmne tnore profitable because the firms in these industries tend 
to be innovative to win their cotnpetitors and to attract more customers. Cotnpetition 
tnay be serious but new cOiners or srnall-share firms can challenge leaders if they 
innovate things better. On the other hand, in less-profitable industries, the potential for 
success by a creative newcotner is greater because they are sleepy and uncreative. In 
conclusion, any im1ovative firm can succeed, regardless of its size and industty 
sttucture. That is, one could infer that building a good strategy is n1ore itnportant than 
understanding the industry structure. 
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This theory will surely inspire poor business perfonners, finns in a tnatured industry or 
new comers, to be innovative. However, it might mislead them to ignore the 
hnpotiance of industrial analysis. No market is perfect. Thus, there would be always 
s01ne industries offering a larger profh than others. 
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IL4.2. Internal analysis 
In the previous section, a finn's external enviromnent was studied. This section 
concerns an organisation's internal enviromnent. Factors such as stntcture, leadership, 
culture, politics, technology, production costs, and business growth have been the main 
itetns for a firm's internal analysis. These internal factors are often discussed with 
industrial issues related to suppliers, buyers, custmners, cmnpetitors, market share and 
industry growth. Especially, some n1odels stress the industry life cycle in evolutionaty 
changes or revolutionmy changes. 
Porter (1985) proposes the value system, illustrated in Figure II-8, to analyse a firm's 
internal situation. The value system consists of a finn's value chain, the suppliers' 
value chains, the channels' value chains, and the buyers' value chains. 
Figure 11-8. The value system 
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In the value chain, a firm is divided into strategically relevant activities to understand 
the behaviour of costs and the existing and potential sources of differentiation. 
Ultilnately, the value chain analysis seeks con1petitive advantage by performing these 
strategically impotiant activities tnore cheaply or better than the finn's cotnpetitors. 
According to Porter, 'every finn is a collection of activities that are perfonned to 
design, produce, tnarket, deliver, and support its product'. All these activities are 
etnbedded in a value chain, as shown in Figure II -9. Value is defined as the atnount 
buyers are willing to pay. Total value in the value chain consists of value activities and 
n1argin. That is, tnm·gin is the difference between total value and the collective cost 
occurring frotn the value activities. 
Figure 11-9. The generic value chain 
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Value activities are cotnposed of prima!J' activities and support activities. Pritnary 
activities are listed along the bottmn of Figure II -9. Theses activities include 
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production, sales and after-sale service. Any firm can have the five generic prhnary 
activities shown in this figure. Primary activities are supported by support activities, 
which provide purchased inputs, technology, hun1an resources, and various finnwide 
functions. Porter (1985, p. 38) explains: 'The dotted lines reflect the fact that 
procurement, technology development, and hun1an resource tnanagement can be 
associated with specific primary activities as well as suppoti the entire chain. Finn 
infrastructure is not associated with patiicular pritnary activities but suppotis the entire 
chain'. 
The value chain makes contributions to exploring an organisation's strengths and 
weaknesses. Firstly, a finn's activities are well distinguished in terms of their role in 
the value chain. Secondly, the relations between primary activities and support 
activities are explained in terms of the organisation as a whole. Finally, the concept of 
value syste1n suggests that a firm's value chain could afrect other related value chains, 
for exatnple, suppliers' value chains, or be affected by then1. 
On the whole, this tnodel is a finn's internal environn1ental analysis tool linking issues 
at all the levels (functional, business, n1tlltibusiness, and tnulticotnpany level). 
However, this technique has son1e limitations. Firstly, the value chain seetns to be built 
on the planning school ofthought. That is, it does not suggest how a finn's activities 
can learn about each other to improve their relationship. Secondly, this technique 
concentrates on cost analysis of an organisation's activities. Soft factors such as 
corporate culture, political behaviour, organisational mission and leadership are not 
considered in this tnodel. The value chain is criticised by tnany non-economists 
because it is only an econmny-oriented technique (de Wit and Meyer, 1994). 
Watennan, Peters and Phillips ( 1980) state that effective organisational change stems 
fron1 the interaction of the seven factors (7S) illustrated in Figure Il-l 0. Though 
strategy and structure tend to be tnore critical factors, the real change occurs when all 
the seven variables work together to the satne direction. This fratnework has no 
starting point or in1plied hierarchy. Any variable can be the driving force in changing a 
pmiicular organisation at a particular point in time. 
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Figure 11-10. A new view of organisation 
Source: 1·Vaternum, Peters mtd Phillips (1980) 
Structure should be rather changed to tnake the whole thing work than to divide up 
tasks. Stratef::,1Y should not only change structure but also affect the other 
organisational factors. Strategy should be built, considering any relevant flnn' s factors 
being required to improve its cotnpetition and its customer service quality. Systems are 
all the procedures, for exan1ple, budgeting systems and training systetns, that 
cotnpanies require. To attain a flnn's tnarket-orientation goal, its key systetns should 
be changed. Style tneans a corporation's style which is determined by the managers' 
style in spending their titne and in exploring consistent targets. The finn's style should 
reflect its culture when it changes its organisation. Staff is concerned with treattnent 
tnatters of people in a flrm. People are treated in two forms of systetn: hard systetns 
such as appraisal systems, pay scales and training programmes, and soft systems such 
as tnorale, attitude, tnotivation and behaviour. Both of the two types of systen1s 
should be carefully etnployed to develop able tnanagers. Skills are factors to make 
cotnpanies strong in cotnpetition. To effectively manage a new skill, the factors such 
as the suppotiing systems and structures for its old skill should be changed together. 
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Superordinate goals tnean guiding concepts-a set of values and aspirations, often 
unwritten. Making these goals important to people is one of the main fimctions of 
leadership. 
This tnodel contributes to development of the traditional approach which typically 
considers two variables-strategy and structure-when an organisation changes to 
adapt enviromnental changes. It argues that strategic changes can be effectively 
con1pleted if firms change their strategy and structure as well as their other five 
variables in the 7S fratnework. This technique takes a consideration of hard and soft 
strategic change factors together. However, interrelationships between the variables 
are not appropriately detailed as the n1odel is drawn. Each variable is explained by 
only a few of the other six variables. For example, no description of the relationship of 
a tlrn1's structure with the other variables in the 7S fran1ework is given. 
Hofer and Schendel (1978) state that for corporate level strategy, the principal visual 
constructs are business p01ifolio tnatrices that help to depict the firm's scope, the 
1najor cotnponent of corporate strategy. There are three types of portfolio tnatrices: 
The BCG (Boston Consulting Group) business por(folio matrix, The GE (General 
Electric) business screen and A product/market evolution portfolio matrix. 
The BCG 1natrix is often used because it requires only sitnple data. A typical BCG 
tnatrix is depicted in Figure II -11. The size of each circle is proportional to the size of 
the business involved. Arrows show the directions for viable strategies. Businesses in 
'Stars' have high tnarket share and high business growth so they represent the best 
profit and growth opportunities available to a con1pany. However, they have self-
sustaining cash flow because of their high investtnent in business growth. Businesses 
in ·Cash Cows' have high tnarket share and low growth. Their low cost managetnent 
through econ01nies of scale makes a good profit and cash flow. They are in cash 
surplus because of low investment. Businesses in 'Questionlvfarks' (or wildcats) have 
low market share and high growth. They have the worst cash flow because the low 
tnarket share generates small cash but high investtnent is needed. Businesses in 'Dogs' 
have sn1all market share and low growth. They have a bad cash flow because they are 
in a high-cost competitive position. 
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Figure 11-11. The BCG business portfolio matrix 
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The BCG tnatrix is heavily criticised for a variety of reasons, especially, because of its 
oversitnplification with litnited n1easured figures. 
A nine-cell 'business screen' (Figure II-12) overcmnes tnost problems fi·om the BCG 
matrix. Each cell represents of one of three cmnpetitive positions and one of three 
industry attractiveness. The size of the circle is proportional to the size of the industry 
involved. The pie slices within the circles reflect each business's n1arket share. A 
strategic issue can be found through the GE business screen. For exan1ple, the 
businesses with a big market share are likely to be in a strong cmnpetitive position. 
However, business like C in the diagram has a large market share but is not in a strong 
cotnpetitive position. Here, the organisation's strategist needs to find possibilities to 
let the business to be in a strong competitive position. 
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Figure 11-12. The General Electric business screen 
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The difficulty with the GE business screen comes with the competitive positions when 
new businesses start to grow in new industries. A fifteen-cell matrix depicted in Figure 
II -13 may be preferably used in such cases. In the fifteen-cell matrix businesses are 
plotted in terms of their competitive position and their stage of product/market 
evolution. Market sizes depicted as circles grow until the product or the market 
becomes maturity stage. Their sizes are then decreased at the aturation and decline 
stage. A firm with large market share has a strong competitive power. In the business 
B, for instance, its competitive position is strong but its market share is small . A 
strategy would be able to be made to increase its market share in that business sector. 
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Figure 11-13. A product/market evolution portfolio matrix 
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Portfolio analysis might be useful to look at the company' s general situation 
considering all businesses involved with concerns of its strengths and weaknesses. 
However, all three portfolio matrices have the same limitations. Firstly the variables 
of market share and competiti e position show a firm s business situation only in the 
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industty level, not fully considering a finn's internal factors. These n1odels seem to be 
highly affected by the planning approach and therefore, they disregard soft factors such 
as a finn's culture and its inherent politics. For example, the I<orean financial market 
is being opened to other countries. Currently, major commercial banks have a large 
tnarket share. However, their competitiveness is being rapidly reduced not only by 
newcmners with better financial techniques but also by their workers who intend to 
move to other cotnpanies. Secondly, a finn's tnarket share and cotnpetitive position 
are often affected by macro-environn1ental factors. Between the 1960s and the 1980s, 
the I<orean govermnent controlled both con1panies' market share and their con1petitive 
positions. Futihennore, tnany countries apply quota systen1s to protect smne 
industries. 
Greiner (1972) argues that organisations are not stable. They go through continuous 
cycles of gradual developtnent (evolution) but they also experience substantial turmoil 
(revolution). Top tnanagetnent can only pat1ially control these phenotnena. A 
business strategy can be established within the structure given by the firm's business 
cycle. Management, therefore, should understand in which evolutionary or 
revolutionary stage they are. Greiner suggests five key dimensions to build a tnodel of 
organisational development: age of the organisation, size of the organisation, stages 
of evolution, stages of revolution and growth rate of the industT)J (Figure Il-14). 
Greiner states that over titne, organisations grow in size and they cannot retain the 
satne style of tnanagement. Although, in stages of evolution, the satne overall pattern 
of management is preserved, in stages of revolution, these managetnent practices fail 
and top managers seek a new set of organisation practices. Any new tnanagetnent 
style is tnaintained during evolutionary periods but is replaced by another one during 
revolutionaty periods. Finally, high growth industries tend to have shmter 
evolutionaty periods than low growth industries. 
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Figure 11-14. Model of organisational development 
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According to Greiner, there are five phases of flrms' growth period (Figure II-15). 
Each phase consists of a evolution stage and a revolution stage. In phase 1, the 
cotnpany's founders can control the finn physically and mentally. However, as the 
organisation's size grows, things are out of control, by a few leaders. In phase 2, s01ne 
more people join top managetnent. They eventually encounter problen1s with lower-
level tnanagers detnanding for greater decision power. In phase 3, the evolution era 
represents a decentralised organisational systen1. However, auton01nous field 
tnanagers abuse their power. No co-operation is made among depa11n1ents. Top 
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managetnent, thus, seeks to regain his or her power. In phase 4, under the top 
executives' supervision, tnany units are integrated. For co-ordination, formal planning 
procedures are established by the enlarged headquarters. The formal programtnes, at 
last, results in conflicts between the staff in headqumiers and the line managers in the 
field, for procedures take precedence over problen1 solving. In phase 5, the role of 
headquatiers and formal control is reduced. Instead, functional task groups are 
organised in the field for effective probletn-solving. More flexible behavioural 
tnanagetnent is pursued. In this stage, etnployees can have psychological problems 
because of overburdened pressure; they are maybe exhausted by the intensity of 
teamwork. Greiner proposes that this crisis can be solved through new structures 
which allow workers to periodically rest and revitalise thetnselves. 
Figure 11-15. The five phases of growth 
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Greiner's approach tnay be right in US cotnpanies in the 1960s and 1970s. He argues 
that managerial probletns are caused by finns' internal structure, for exmnple, growth 
of a firm. Strategies are built to overcome these n1atters. However, his tnodel would 
not be appropriate to apply in the 1990s and smne other countries. Firstly, in the 
1990s, businesses becmne cotnplex; strategic issues occur not only in a finn's internal 
enviromnent but also its external forces. These days cmnpetition becotnes world-wide. 
Secondly, tnany successful finns in. other countries tend to keep their tnanagetnent 
style, regardless of titne and their size. For example, tnost Korean conglomerates such 
as Samsung, Hyundai and Daewoo are family-owned. Centralised decision-making 
processes are generally accepted by these firms' en1ployees over titne. In this case, 
strategies would be rather affected by external circutnstances than internal structure. 
To understand a finn's internal enviromnent, sotne theorists analyse leadership styles 
of the CEO or the strategist. Christensen, Andrews, Bower, Hamennesh and Potier 
(1987) propose three roles of leadership: organisation leader, personal leader, and 
chief architect of organisation pwpose. The CEO, as organisation leader, is not only 
a tasktnaster but also a mediator and a tnotivator. He (or she) should understand 
individual needs and tnediate the conflicts frmn people. As a tasktnaster, he should 
objectively assess the technical requiren1ents of the task assigned. The CEO, as 
personal leader, contributes to the quality of life and perfonnance in his organisation. 
The effective personal leader tends to have the skills of persuading and encouraging 
people. The leader's personality and character have a strong influence on many things. 
For exatnple, he chooses his subordinates appropriate to his leadership style. The 
CEO, as architect of organisation, should have the abilities of establishing desirable 
purposes, of selecting right strategies, of allocating resources appropriately, and of 
defending the finn's goals against external attack and internal erosion. 
This theory is found on the planning school of thought; it etnphasises the CEO's role in 
sotne stages of the planning process, i.e., building purposes and allocating resources. 
The CEO is mnnipotent in this n1odel so he is not restricted by the organisational 
structure. He rather creates the sttucture, as a strategist and as a major itnpletnentor. 
One could argue that in large finns, the CEO's role n1ay be limited to smne important 
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decision makings. In a big organisation, for instance, the personnel departtnent often 
recruits people and the planning departrnent builds strategies. 
Miles, Snow, Meyer (A. Meyer) and Coletnan (1978) propose four types of strategists: 
defenders, prospectors, analysers, and reactors. Initially, strategies might influence 
tnanagement style but are strongly governed by firms' culture afterwards. That is, 
within the given culture, their strategy is comtnitted. Each type of strategist 
experiences three kinds of problems (the entrepreneurial problem, the engineering 
problem and the administrative problem). These problems are in the adaptive process, 
the adaptive cycle in this atiicle. The entrepreneurial problen1 is definition of an 
organisational domain: a specific good or service and a target tnarket or tnarket 
segtnent. The engineering probletn involves selection of an appropriate technology and 
of hnpletnentation to operationalise the firm's chosen business. Finally, the 
administrative probletn includes tnaintaining the systen1 already developed and 
changing strategy for innovation. 
The defender's solution to his or her entrepreneurial probletn is producing only a 
litnited set of products at a narrow segment of the total potential market. His or her 
engineering problem, thus, is how to develop core technology efficiently to tnaintain a 
stnall niche within the industiy. The defender's administrative problen1 is to ensure 
that efficiency is solved through a tnechanistic system, which is characterised by 
centralised control structure and formal decision making process by a top 1nanagen1ent 
group. Companies in a low-technology industty favour the tnechanistic systen1, 
because of the relative lack of technological change. Prospectors define their 
entrepreneurial probletn as how to locate and develop product and market 
opportunities. The prospector's domain is usually broad so it is often changed to 
respond to enviromnental changes. Therefore, the prospector's engineering problem is 
how to avoid long-term conunitments to a single type of technological process. The 
organisation run by prospectors usually creates tnultiple and flexible technologies. The 
prospector's administrative problen1 is how to facilitate rather than control 
organisational operations. The administrative systetn is decentralised to allow people 
to develop technologies in their own interesting sectors, adapting environmental 
changes. The prospector cannot tnaximise profitability if the environment is stable. 
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Analysers are between the two extren1es, defenders and prospectors. The analyser's 
entrepreneurial problem is how to exploit new product and market opportunities while 
sin1ultaneously maintaining the firm's core products. This type of organisation's 
engineering problem is how to achieve new technologies developed by key 
prospectors, keeping its traditional core skills. Therefore, its administrative probletn is 
how to differentiate the organisation's structure processes to acc01n1nodate both stable 
and dynamic areas of operation. The needed dual system in terms of stlucture and 
strategy can be inefficiency and ineffectiveness if it fails to maintain the necessary 
balance between thetn. Finally, reactors are top executives who respond to 
enviromnental changes reactively. Their policies are not as consistent and stable as 
those of defenders, prospectors and analysers. Unless their organisation is in a 
protected enviromnent such as n1onopolistic and highly regulated industry, it cannot 
continue its business without changing its strategy to one of the three n1anagement 
types described above. 
Classification of the leadership style in this article is a contribution to exploring the 
relationship between strategy and sttucture, mainly concerning technology 
developtnent. This theory presupposes that strategy tends to follow a firm's culture. 
The weakness of this technique is categorising leadership types, litniting to technology 
developtnent issues. If other environmental n1atters such as a finn's financial capacity 
are involved, the leader's tnanagetnent style would be various. The top-managen1ent 
would be either a defender focusing on litnited products or a prospector targeting 
various sectors, using the finn's funds . 
Mintzberg' s ( 1991 b) contingency approach offers a typology of organisations based 
on seven d01ninant forces: direction, efficiency, proficiency, concentration, 
innovation, co-operation, and competition. These forces usually interplay, leading to a 
unique tnanagetnent style. However, if the organisation is dominated by one force, it 
fonns one of the seven configurations (entrepreneurial, machine, professional, 
diversified, adhocracy, ideological, and political) illustrated in Figure II-16. 
Mintzberg offers a reasonably built fratnework to infer different types of organisation. 
His contribution, in this model, seems to be significant in that he, as an incretnentalist, 
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con1bines the planners' way of thinking (classification of seven different forces) and the 
incrernentalisfs attitudes (flexibility when the forces are rnixed to becorne a certain 
type of organisation). Its limitations cotne frmn the features of the seven forces. 
Firstly, each force is characterised by a different organisation factor, i.e., leadership 
(the force for direction) and business type (the force for innovation) . Therefore, these 
forces cannot be easily compared. Secondly, the forces tend to be detennined within a 
finn's internal enviromnent, so its external enviromnental factors such as socio-cultural 
tnove1nent and government role are not considered. 
Figure 11-16. A system of forces and forms in organisations 
Direction 
r 
Efficiency 
ｾＮ｟｟ｒ｟ｯＮＮＬＮｬｩ｟ｴｩ｟｣｡｟ｬＭＭＧｬＭＫ＠
l 
Competition 
Concentration Innovation 
Source: Mintzberg (1991b) 
Miller (1992) states that a firn1's success tends to lead the organisation to failure 
because it sticks to its past strategy and systems and so on. As illustrated in Figure II-
17, he suggests four types of chosen failure courses (trajectories in his at1icle): 
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decoupling, venturing, focusing and inventing. In this diagram, scope is the range of 
products and target markets, and change is the variability of methods and offerings. 
By decoupling, successful salesmen bec01ne aimless drifters. Venturing transfonns 
entrepreneurial builders to greedy imperialists who intend to attack businesses that 
they know nothing about. By focusing, quality-driven craftsmen turns to tinkers who 
develop technology irrelevant to cust01ners' needs. Finally, the inventing course 
converts pioneers with excellence in R&D (research and developtnent) into utopian 
escapists who like to pursue hopelessly grand and futuristic inventions. Miller explains 
that these failure courses are caused by the leader's strategy irrelevant to the 
cust01ners' trend, the rigid tnonolithic cultures and skills, the retained old structure, 
and the dominant tnanagers' political resistance to change. He proposes that these 
failure sytnptoms can be avoided by building thetnatic and cohesive configurations, 
encouraging the tnanagers to reflect broadly and deeply about the direction of the 
company, scanning external enviromnental factors, and tnonitoring performance 
continually. 
Figure 11-17. The configurations and trajectories arrayed 
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Source: Miller (1992) 
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This model suggests ways of securing finns' success. The suggestions are entrenched 
in the school of the incretnentalist approach emphasising learning organisation. In this 
mticle, Miller introduces several cases including ITT, ffiM and Disney, which 
experienced a successful period and then a failure period. I-Iowever, he does not 
describe how these companies overcome the failure era. His theory will be 
strengthened if he extends such cases to the recovering period. 
Stacey ( 1993) argues that hutnan organisations are dynatnic and cotnplex. They are 
uncontrollable by planned strategies. Strategies are emergent. Top tnanagetnent can 
only help protnote etnerging strategy. Stacey suggests eight steps for etnergent 
strategies which can be created by tnanagers. 
Firstly, tnanagers thetnselves should develop new perspectives on the tneaning of 
control. When no one is in control, desirable strategies can be obtained through self-
organising groups. A self-organising group is spontaneously established to discover its 
own challenges, goals and objectives. Secondly, tnanagers should use their power in a 
flexible way: sotnetilnes withdrawing and allowing ｣ｯｮｦｬｩ｣ｴｾ＠ sotnetitnes intervening with 
ｳｵｧｧ･ｳｴｩｯｮｳｾ＠ s01netin1es exerting authority. Thirdly, top managers should create the 
attnosphere to fonn self-organising groups. The normal hierarchy tnust be suspended 
for this. Fourthly, managers should rotate people between functions and business 
units. The n1otive here is to create the satne tnanagement philosophy atnong different 
departments. Fifthly, top executives should set ambiguous challenges and present half-
fanned issues for other to develop. Clear long-tenn objectives would prevent self-
organising groups to explore strategic issues. Sixthly, tnanagers must intentionally 
expose thetnselves to the most challenging of situations, to achieve innovation. 
Seventh!)', senior executives tnust tnonitor how self-organising groups interact and 
learn together, helping improve group learning skills. Finally, managers should create 
an atlnosphere favourable to individual initiative and intuition, to political interaction, 
and to learning in groups. Such n1anagers' attitudes will allow new strategic directions 
to en1erge. 
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This technique explicitly suppotis the incretnentalist approach. Stacey seems to owe 
several tenns (emergent strategy and learning organisation) to Mintzberg ( 1990), an 
incrementalist. In this model, strategy is not established by strategists. It is likely to be 
selected by the organisational circumstances. One could argue that self-organising 
groups 1night behave negatively. Trade unions often have a bad relationship with 
tnanagers. In such cmnpanies, self-organising groups sitnply tnay aitn to collect their 
power, forcing previously non-patiicipants to join the trade union. 
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ll4.3. The trend of environmental analysis 
Firstly, which strategic process do these theories support? As Table II-5 shows, n1ore 
techniques have been developed on the basis of the planning approach: nine in the 
planning school; four in the incretnentalist school; and one in the con1bination school. 
Two of the sixteen theories are difficult to place into a specific approach. 
Incretnentalists do not seetn to be interested in external analysis. Only one tnodel is 
developed on the cotnbination approach. 
Table 11-5. Distribution of environmental theories of the strategic 
process 
ｾ＠ External analysis Micro- Internal analysis Total Macro-s 
1 4 4 
(Ginter & (Porter's Ｈｐｯｲｴ･ｲｾ＠ Hofer & 
Duncan) two ｡ｲｴｩ｣ｬ･ｳｾ＠ Schendel; Christensen, 
Planning 
Lele; ａｮ､ｲ･ｷｳｾ＠ Bower & 9 
Strebel) Porter; Miles, Snow, 
Meyer & Coleman) 
0 0 4 
Incrementalist Ｈｇｲ･ｩｮ･ｲｾ＠ ｍｩｮｴｺ｢･ｲｧｾ＠ 4 
Miller; Stacey) 
1 0 0 
Combination (Hannan & 1 
Freeman) 
0 1 1 
Ｈｂ｡､･ｮｾ＠ ('Waterman, Peter and 
Not clear Fuller & Phillips) 2 
Stopford) 
Total 2 5 9 16 
Strategic theorists tend to do tnore research about micro-environmental/internal 
analysis than tnacro-enviromnental analysis. However, n1odern businesses are likely to 
be globalised and MNCs (Multinational Corporations) need to understand a nation's 
tnacro-environn1ent. Accordingly, more theories about macro-enviromnental analysis 
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are needed. Research about a finn's internal enviromnent is active but the techniques 
are in need to be developed on the combination approach, integrating the planners' 
approach and the incretnentalist' s approach. 
Secondly, to which levels do these theories relate? All theories are applicable to 
business level or cmnpany (with a single business) level strategies. Although n1any 
atiicles cover more than one level, no atiicle deals with all the levels, except Potier's 
(1985) value chain For exatnple, Hofer and Schendel's (1978) portfolio analysis 
concern n1any strategic levels but it does not deal with functional matters. 
Environmental analysis theories are scarcely relevant to the multicompany level 
strategy. Future enviromnental theories are required to combine fi.mctional level and 
tnulticotnpany level strategies to other level strategies. 
Thirdly, which strategic issues do these theories focus on? Although macro-
enviromnental theories are unlikely to introduce other strategic issues, they could be 
easily dealt together, with an organisation's internal enviromnental issues or its own 
industrial problems. Hannan and Freeman ( 1977) tnake a connection between external 
environment and internal enviromnent. Son1e micro-enviromnental theories (Porter, 
1979; Lele, 1992) try to link industrialtnatters to strategy forn1ulation. Many internal 
analysis techniques involve strategic formulation or ilnpletnentation issues. 
Specifically, the value chain by Potier (1985) and the model by Miller (1992) concern 
both fonnulation and itnpletnentation. 
environtnental issues into their tnodel. 
What they need to add is external 
Fourthly, to which schools of thought do these theories relate? Most enviromnental 
theories except two tnodels (Christensen, et al., 1987; Baden-Fuller and Stopford, 
1992) are inclined towards the selection school of thought. That is, strategy is 
determined by external enviromnent (i.e., an industrial structure) or by internal 
enviromnent (i.e., a corporation's culture or structure). However, ahnost half of the 
theorists believe that within the given conditions, a firm's strategy tnay affect its 
enviromnental structure. More research on this matter is needed; theorists tend not to 
fully explain tnethods of how a cmnpany' s strategy changes its enviromnental 
structure. 
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Finally, which variables do these theories use? A few atiicles use only soft factors such 
as politics, culture and leadership while tnost other articles use either hard factors such 
as cost, technology and tnarket share, or hard and soft factors together. Theories that 
only using hard factors tend to be developed by planners (Hofer and Schendel, 1978; 
Potier, 1979 and 1985; Ginter and Duncan, 1990; Lele, 1992; Strebel, 1992). In 
contrast, models only considering soft factors are likely to be developed by 
incretnentalists (Mintzberg, 1991b; Stacey, 1993). However, tnost planners and 
incretnentalists study both soft and hard factors simultaneously rather than a single 
type of factors. There are two tnajor probletns with these techniques. Firstly, a theory 
tends to introduce only a few soft factors, despite there being tnany. Secondly, it is not 
easy to quantify soft factors when they are cotnbined into hard factors. Therefore, 
fbture researches should make an effoti to solve these probletns. 
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II.S. STRATEGY FORMULATION & IMPLEMENTATION 
THEORIES 
Strategy formulation is closely related to strategy impletnentation. Many articles 
discuss issues about both strategy formulation and impletnentation. In this section, 
strategic fonnulation and impletnentation theories will be dealt '¥ith at three different 
levels: business level strategy, company level strategy (multibusiness level strategy), 
and multicompany level strategy. Although n1ost theories do not state explicitly 
whether they suppo11 the planning approach, the incretnentalist approach or the 
cotnbination approach, the concepts of these approaches will be helpful in 
understanding the techniques to be evaluated. On the other hand, theories will be 
categorised in tnajor schools of thought at each level, with two or three n1ain streatns 
at each level. 
ILS.I. Organisation's mission 
Most con1panies include their tnission in the first page of their annual report. They 
often use terms such as philosophy, vision, purposes, objectives or goals instead of 
tnission. Irrespective of the tenn used, n1odern business organisations seen1 to 
consider their tnission announcement itnpottant. On the acaden1ic side, tnission 
definition is fi·equently found in articles and strategy books. However, they all state a 
different tneaning of tnission and serious articles are hard to find. 
Catnpbell and Yeung ( 1991) make a significant contribution to the definition of mission 
and sitnilar tenus. They state that a tnission is a set of propositions that can be used to 
guide the policies and behaviours of a company. 'Mission' is a larger concept than 
'strategy' because it covers strategy and culture. Campbell and Yeung distinguish two 
schools of thought about n1ission - the strategic view of mission and the cultural vieH' 
of mission. The cultural view oftnission represents the business philosophy and ethics 
of an organisation. These two types of mission can be synthesised into a 
cotnprehensive model of mission (Figure II-18). There are three categories of 
purpose: maximising shareholders' wealth, satisfying stakeholders and pursuing a 
higher ideal such as 'contributing to world peace'. Strategy is needed to achieve its 
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purpose and gives guidelines for building behaviour standards. Behaviour standards 
are affected by values underlying the cmnpany' s culture. 
Figure 11-18. Factors in the mission model 
"The con1petitive 
position and 
distinctive 
competence" 
"Why the company exists" 
PURPOSE 
Ｏｾ＠ "What the 
STRATEGY VALUES cotnpany 
ｾ＠ / believes in" 
BEHAVIOUR 
STANDARDS 
ｾｾｔｨ･＠ policies and behaviour patterns 
that underpin the distinctive 
competence and the value system" 
Source: Adapted from Campbell and Yeung (1991) 
Cmnpbell and Yeung distinguish n1ission frmn other tern1s. Vision, for example, seeks 
a better future state for a firm and when it is achieved, a new vision is built. Mission, 
however, is associated with a way of behaving, referring to the present. Mission is 
normally unchanged. Therefore, one could infer that mission is a tnore powerful 
concept than vision; n1ission will always affect vision when a new vision is constructed. 
A goal is a desired future state. It is set by the consideration of tnission and vision but 
is n1ore affected by vision. They add that business units can have a different tnission 
frotn a finn's tnission. 
There is smne debate about the mission's role. Campbell and Yeung state: 'Mission 
covers strategy and culture, and strategy is needed to achieve its purpose'. However, 
in Wheelen and Hunger's (1992) strategic managetnent n1odel (Figure II-2), mission 
covers objectives (purposes in the Campbell and Yeung's tenn) and strategies, but it 
follows culture. That is, mission should be built with consideration of an 
organisation's internal environment including culture. Most workers of a firm such as 
a garbage collecting company are poor and uneducated. Therefore, they would not 
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accept a higher ideal. However, workers 111 a cotnputer software company would 
accept such a mission. 
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11.5.2. Business level strategies 
There are two schools of thought at the business level strategy: the positioning 
approach and the resource-based approach (or the capabilities-based approach). 
The positioning school (a natne popularised by Mintzberg, 1990) en1phasises adapting 
the cotnpany to its enviromnent, while the resource-based approach focuses on 
adapting the environment to the company (de Wit and Meyer, 1994). In reality, all 
theories are somewhere between the two approaches. 
Porter (1985) is a renowned theorist in the positioning school. He states: 'Positioning 
detennines whether a firm's profitability is above or below the industry average' . 
Above-average perfonnance in the long tun can be achieved by sustainable 
competitive advantage. Competitive advantage stetns fl-on1 cost advantage or 
differentiation resulting frotn a firn1's ability to cope with the five forces (Pm1er, 1979) 
better than its competitors. Porter suggests that there are three generic strategies for 
achieving above-average performance in an industry: cost leadership, differentiation 
andfocus (Figure II-19). 
Figure 11-19. Three generic strategies 
Competitive Advantage 
Competitive 
Scope 
Broad 
Target 
Narrow 
Target 
Lmv Cost 
1. Cost Leadership 
3A. Cost Focus 
Source: Porte1· (1985) 
Differentiation 
2. Differentiation 
3B. Differentiation 
Focus 
The cost leadership and differentiation strategies seek cmnpetitive advantage in a 
broad range of target markets, while the focus strategies strive to obtain cost 
advantage or differentiation advantage in a narrow target n1arket. Cost leadership 
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strategies seek higher returns by establishing lower cost structure than a finn's rivals. 
A cost leader, however, will be forced to discount prices if it fails to differentiate its 
products. D(fferentiation strategies seek for unique products, expecting a premiutn 
price. The tneans for uniqueness are different to each industry. In construction 
equipment, for instance, differentiation is based on product durability, service, spare 
parts availability, and an excellent dealer network. In costnetics, differentiation is 
likely to be based on product itnage and the positioning of counters in the stores. A 
differentiator, however, n1ust concern its cost position. Its differentiation might not 
result in a good profit if the differentiation costs are higher than its competitors. Focus 
strategies target a segment or group of segtnents in the industry. In cost focus, a 
focuser firm seeks differences in cost behaviour in sotne segtnents, v1hile in 
differentiation focus, a focuser seeks the special needs of customers in certain 
segments. However, unless its target segtnent is profitable enough, the focuser will 
not be an above-average perfonner in its industry. 
With a few exceptions, if a firm pursues n1ore than one cotnpetitive strategy, it will fail 
to achieve any of thetn. Firms can sustain its generic strategy if they possess sotne 
barriers that make itnitation of the strategy difficult. Porter, however, does not deny 
that finns tnay change their industry structure. He proposes: 'Industries in which 
several strong finns are pursuing differentiation strategies based on different sources of 
buyer value are often particularly profitable. This tends to improve industry structure 
and lead to stable industry cotnpetition'. 
The major contribution of this technique is to add the concept of 'differentiation' to the 
traditional cost tnanagetnent approach (Stalk, 1988). In this article, Porter clearly 
suggests some choices of strategy fonnulation. Like the five forces n1odel in his earlier 
atiicle (1979), his argument is litnited to the economic issues such as cost managetnent. 
Selection of strategy type discussed in the tnodel tends to be considered in a short 
period. In the long tenn, differentiation and cost leadership would lever each other. 
When Satnsung (the biggest Korean conglotnerate) was involved in the weaving 
industry in its early era, it differentiated its products, producing wool clothes. Its high 
returns through premiutn prices enabled the finn to buy better machines than its rivals. 
San1sung enjoyed economies of scale through this efficient equiptnent, reducing its unit 
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costs and increasing its tnargin. Such profit growth enabled the cmnpany to invest in 
research and development (R&D) to strengthen its product differentiation. At last, 
both clothes differentiation and cost leadership en1erged together after several leverage 
processes. 
Stalk (1988) argues that 'cotnpetitive advantage' can be effectively obtained when a 
finn responds to custotners' needs rapidly and flexibly. In other words, thne reduction 
enables the company to achieve low costs, quality in1provetnent and buyers' 
satisfaction (time-based competitive advantage in his term). This tnodel offers three 
key factors to gain time-based advantage-time-based manzd'acturing, time-based 
sales and distribution, and time-based innovation. Time-based tnanufacturing 
shottens production tuns by putting required con1ponents in hand and building the 
factory-based decision tnaking system. Time-based sales and distribution reduces titne 
by introducing a faster cotnn1unication system, i.e., enhanced computer systen1s, 
between the manufacturing departtnent and the marketing depat1Inent. Time-based 
innovation allows earlier product launch than a firm's competitors by targeting a 
shatter con1pletion time. 
Stalk's approach seetns to highlight 'efficient titne managetnent' to achieve both 
differentiation and cost reduction. Porter (1985) defines the variables of con1petitive 
advantage at a static state, while Stalk recognises thetn on a continual basis. Sitnilarly 
to Porter's theories (1980 and 1985), Stalk's argument is also in an econmny-oriented 
planning tnethod. The titne managetnent technique may cover the cost leadership 
issues, however, it would not involve all differentiation probletns. For exatnple, 
differentiation such as pleasant decoration and receptionists' attitudes with kindness in 
a hotel would have nothing to do with titne. 
Stalk, Evans and Shuhnan (1992) argue that the positioning approach is too static to 
adapt to fast tnoving enviromnents. Instead they propose the capabilities-based 
approach. According to them, capabilities mean a set of business processes 
strategically understood. These individual processes can be transfonned into a 
strategic capability when they are connected to real custotner needs. There are five 
steps to obtain such capabilities. Firstly, senior managers should set their strategic 
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goals in terms of strategic capabilities closely linked to their cust01ners' requiretnent. 
Secondly, 1nanagers should reshape the existing functional structure to be appropriate 
to the new goals. The company also trains workers for their new roles. Thirdly, the 
finn should build its perfonnance measuren1ent and reward systen1s ref1ected the new 
competitive strategy. Fom1hly, the CEO and the top line tnanagers should guide 
1niddle tnanagers and make final decisions, for capabilities are cross-functional so the 
change process cannot be left to senior managers. Finally, a capabilities-based 
cotnpany should intend to grow by transferring its essential business processes-first 
to new geographic areas and then to new businesses. 
The capabilities-based approach develops the positioning approach in two aspects. It, 
firstly, seems to integrate the cotnpetitive strategies developed by the positioning 
school into a capabilities-based strategy. This theory, secondly, considers strategy in a 
longer tin1e period than the positioning n1odel. However, the capabilities-based 
technique would not be flexible enough to apply to other businesses, especially, 
geographically in different areas. For exan1ple, cultural differences between regions 
would require a different type of strategy. 
Gilbet1 and Strebel (1989) argue that successful finns' strategy can achieve product 
leadership and cost leadership silnultaneously. They refer to such strategies as 
outpacing strategies. Outpacing strategies can not only effectively respond to 
industrial changes but also change the product-life cycle. There are four characteristics 
of successful companies, which establish outpacing strategies. First of all, the 
successful firms have the capability to innovate. For innovation, these companies tend 
to have sitnpler organisational processes with fewer decision levels. These firms are 
also likely to have a rapid information feedback systen1 to see the tnarket oppot1unities. 
The second characteristic of successful firms is the capability to change an innovative 
product or service idea to a user-friendly good. The third characteristic of successful 
firn1s is the capability to offer a con1petitive price. Each eletnent is reassessed with 
respect to its value for the selected market segtnent. Finally, successful firms have the 
capability to perform three characteristics at the same time, rather than sequentially. 
These con1panies redesign their inefficient organisational structures. A network 
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organisation, which is based on infonnation technology, will be preferred to a 
hierarchical organisation. 
Gilbeti and Strebel's outpacing strategies are 111 contrast to Porter's (1985) 
cotnpetitive strategies. While Porter suggests that a firm should not pursue 
differentiation and cost leadership strategy sitnultaneously, Gilbert and Strebel argue 
that tnany successful cotnpanies actually use both strategies at the same titne. 
However, their theory seen1s to be based on a narrower perspective than Porter's 
tnodel. In Pmier' s positioning approach, innovation will be only a part of 
differentiation. 
Hatnel and Prahalad ( 1993) etnphasise strategy as stretch and leverage. Stretch is the 
gap between a finn's resources and its goals. Strategy as stretch is designed to create 
an aspiration to reach the goals. It is planned in a shmi period. However, in the long 
tenn, it is incretnentally lead by the top managetnent who has a clear view of the goal 
line. Leverage is distinguished frmn allocation. Hatnel and Prahalad state: 'Allocating 
resources across businesses and geographies is an itnportant part of top tnanagement's 
strategic role. But leveraging what a company already has rather than simply 
allocating it is a more creative response to scarcity'. Accordingly, resource leverage 
can be obtained when a finn seeks to get the most out of the resources (flnancial and 
non-financial) the con1pany has. There are five ways of resource leveraging: 
concentrating, accumulating, complementing, conserving and recovering. 
• Concentrating resources more effectively on key strategic goals 
A cotnpany tnust specifY and prioritise the itnprovetnents it will pursue. It, then, 
allocates the resources to achieve a few key operating goals at any one time. 
• Accumulating resources tnore efficiently 
Being a 'learning organisation' is not enough; a firm n1ust learn tnore efficiently 
than its cmnpetitors. The finn can organise forums such as quality circles. A 
corporate culture to seek better solutions is required. Borrowing technology fron1 
other con1panies tnay also leverage internal resources. 
• Complementing one kind of resource with another to create higher-order value 
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Effectively blending resources enables each resource to leverage each other. 
Blending skills involve technological integration, functional integration, and new-
product itnagination. Resources can be categorised into three types: a strong 
product-developtnent capability; the capacity to produce its products or deliver its 
services at world-class levels of cost and quality; and a sufficiently widespread 
distribution, tnarketing, and service infrastructure. These resources should be 
balanced. 
• Conserving resources wherever possible 
Three ways of resource conservation are observed: sharing itnportant skills such 
as tnerchandising ideas and better-quality service ideas atnong depatitnents and 
business units; co-opting the resources of other cotnpanies to fight against a tnajor 
competitor; and shielding resources to attack the competitors' underdefended 
territory. 
• Recovering resources frotn the marketplace in the shortest possible titne 
Recovering resources twice as fast as a company's cotnpetitors would allow the 
finn to ･ｴｾｯｹ＠ a twofold leverage advantage. 
This technique covers many strategic issues. Firstly, although, it is inclined to 
incretnentalisn1 (accutnulating leverage), it also accepts planning school concepts 
(stretch strategy), too. Secondly, it raises issues frotn different levels of strategy: 
functional level (cmnpletnenting leverage); business level or cotnpany level (most 
leverages); and multicotnpany level (acctunulating and conserving leverage). Thirdly, 
it deals with both soft factors such as leadership and culture (stretch strategy and 
accumulating leverage), and hard factors such as innovation and time tnanagetnent 
( cotnpletnenting and conserving leverage). This tnodel would be strengthened even 
tnore if it included in1plen1entation, evaluation and controltnatters. 
Schoetnaker ( 1992) suggests four steps to sustain a cmnpetitive advantage. The first 
step is to generate broad scenarios of possible fhtures that a finn may encounter. For 
scenario construction, existing trends and key uncetiainties are explored. These are 
then cotnbined into internally consistent, coherent, and wide-ranging scenarios. The 
second step is to conduct a competitive analysis of the industry and its strategic 
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segments. Cotnpetitive analysis focuses on each con1pany' s unique position in the 
industry. Strategic segtnentation is cotntnitted using strategic factors such as 
technologies, customers, value chains, and so on. The third step is to analyse a finn's 
and its cotnpetition's core capabilities. Core capabilities can be detennined either by 
chief business factors, core con1petencies, unique experiences and abilities, or the 
industry's key successful factors. The last step is to develop a strategic vision and 
identify a cotnpany' s strategic options. In this stage, the top managetnent detennines 
which capabilities should be developed for the finn's future. 
This technique is planning-oriented with explicit steps. It does, however, borrow a 
few concepts, such as experience, frmn incretnentalistn. The strength of this approach 
is that in its cmnpetitive analysis, it includes several soft factors such as the attitudes, 
reputations, and past interactions among cotnpanies. At last, its cmnpetitive analysis 
(the positioning approach) is cmnbined into the resource-based approach. The 
weakness of this model is that it does not detail strategic implementation issues. 
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IL5.3 .. Multibusiness level strategies 
In the multibusiness level or cotnpany level strategies, three tnain schools of thought 
are distinguished: the portfolio approach, the value-adding approach (the linkages 
approach by de Wit and Meyer, 1994), and the core competences approach. The 
main purpose of these approaches is to seek the synergy atnong business units, dealing 
with the issues of tnixture and control. 
Haspeslagh (1982) states that in the late 1970s, the portfolio planning approach was 
adopted by tnost companies to manage their business diversity effectively. He 
evaluates this themy, finding its strengths and litnits. The pmtfolio techniques were 
developed by consulting finns like the BCG, McKinsey and Arthur D. Little, and by 
organisations like General Electric, Mead and Olin. Their typical planning process has 
three steps: redefining businesses as strategic business units (SBUs); classifying these 
SBUs on a portfolio grid according the competitive position and the industlJI 
attractiveness; and using this frame1vork to assign a strategic mission with concerns 
of growth, financial objectives and resource allocation. Each SBU can be regarded as 
independent for its own purpose. The corporate headquatters directly allocates 
required resources to the SBUs and control the1n. 
The problems with this approach are nun1erous. In practice, SBUs are interdependent 
rather than independent. The pmtfolio fratnework is constructed by the industrial 
analysis but disregards a finn's internal stn1cture and its implen1entation. The portfolio 
analysis focuses on the business cost stntcture and capital investn1ent, so non-
quantifiable factors such as local market conditions and govermnents are not 
considered. The strengths of the portfolio techniques are that they prmnote 
competitive analysis and tnore selective resource allocation trade-offs. The most 
impottant contribution is providing a good understanding of the SBUs. The analysis of 
SBUs will offer new strategic ideas to tnanagers. Haspeslagh, here, does not clearly 
explain his own 111odel. However, his evaluation of the portfolio approach will help 
both theorists and business tnanagers to redefine it. 
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Potier ( 1987) proposes two levels of strategy: business unit (or competitive strategy) 
and corporate (or companywide) strategy. He defines: ｾ｣ｯｴｮｰ･ｴｩｴｩｶ･＠ strategy concerns 
how to create cmnpetitive advantage in each of the businesses in which a con1pany 
competes. Corporate strategy concerns two different questions : what businesses the 
corporation should be in and how the corporate office should manage the array of 
business units'. According to Potier, potifolio tnanagement, which is based pritnarily 
on diversification through acquisition, concerns a finn's independent SBUs. However, 
portfolio tnanagetnent is not appropriate for cmnpanies in tnost developed countries. 
As econotny grows, the business units are highly interrelated, and no finn can have 
tnuch better information than others. That is, it is difficult to make a good profit frotn 
cheap acquisitions. 
Potier's suggestions for effective diversification are obtaining cmnpetitive advantage 
through transferring sldlls among shnilar value chains and sharing activities in the 
value chains atnong business units (Porter, 1985). This approach can be referred to the 
value-adding approach. A finn's purpose is to increase its shareholders' value 
through such cotnpetitive advantage. A transfer-of-skills strategy can be built by both 
acquisitions and internal developtnent. In the case of acquisition, it can offset the 
acquisition premium or lower the cost of overcotning entry barriers. In the case of 
internal developtnent, it can create possibility for a new industry entry. Sharing 
activities often enhances cmnpetitive advantage by lowering cost or raising 
differentiation. For exatnple, Procter & Gamble employs a common physical 
distribution systetn and sales tbrce in both paper towels and disposable diapers. 
Therefore, when an organisation wants to enter a new business, the CEO must 
consider that it can interchange with existing skills and activities. 
While the pmitblio managen1ent studies SBUs' independence, Potier explores the 
impotiance of SBUs' interrelationship when a company diversifies its business. His 
value-adding approach attracts the san1e criticisms as his previous two articles ( 1980 
and 1985) because it largely divorces soft factors such as experience. There are other 
observed litnitations of this research. The first is its definition of strategy, n1axitnising 
a finn' s shareholders' value. One could argue that strategy tnay need to cope with 
external requiretnents like avoiding air pollution as well as other internal factors such 
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as providing the best social security systetn to etnployees. The second is its narrow-
minded diversification strategy. In this technique, each SBU seetns to interact with 
another at the same level of importance. However, a finn can stati to a new business 
to strengthen its tnajor business. British supennarkets like Tesco and Sainsbury's, for 
instance, consider their petrol business an assistant sector for the supennarket business. 
Although their petrol and supermarket businesses are in different industries, the patrol 
business is benefited from the well-positioned supermarkets (parenting advantage by 
Goold and Campbell, 1991). On the other hand, the supenuarket business is 
developed by giving an incentive (cheap petrol) to its custotners. 
Prahalad and Hatnel (1990) argue: ｾｔｨ･＠ real sources of advantage are to be found in 
management's ability to consolidate corporatewide technologies and production skills 
into competencies that etnpower individual businesses to adapt quickly to changing 
oppotiunities'. They consider the diversified organisation a large tree (Figure II-20) . 
This tnethod can be called the core competencies approach. 
Figure 11-20. Competencies as the roots of competitiveness 
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Core competencies, as the root systetn, provide nourishment, sustenance, and stability 
to firms. Core products are the ttunk and major limbs. Business units are the stnaller 
branches. End products are the leaves, flowers and fh1it. Core competencies are the 
firn1' s collective learning, particularly how to co-ordinate diverse production skills and 
integrate tnultiple streatns of technologies. Canon's core cmnpetencies, for example, 
are good matches of optics, ilnaging, and tnicroprocessor. In Philip Morris, the core 
competence is its marketing skill in products for one's taste like cigarette and beer. 
Black & Decker's core cmnpetence is technology to make small electric motors and 
rechargeable batteries. 
Core competences have three features: providing potential access to a wide variety of 
markets; n1aking a significant contribution to the perceived custotner benefits of the 
end product; and being difficult for competitors to imitate. However, global 
con1petition also occurs in core products and end products. To sustain leadership over 
the long tenn, a firn1 needs to win at each level because each level has different 
cotnpetition rules. Therefore, strategies can be consttucted at three levels. Firstly, 
diversification patterns, skill deployment, resource allocation priorities, and approaches 
to alliances and outsourcing should be considered for building core competencies. 
Secondly, to capture world share in core products, a firn1 tnust outpace rivals in 
itnproving product features and the price/performance ratio. ｆｩｮ｡ｬｬｾＬ＠ leadership in core 
products allows a firn1 to shape the evolution of applications and end markets. 
Multiplied end products based on core products can consistently reduce the cost, titne, 
and risk in new product development. Therefore, top tnanagement should constitute 
the focus for strategy at the corporate level sttuctured as core cotnpetencies, core 
products, and tnarket-focused business units. 
According to this theory, diversified firms have a portfolio of products, a portfolio of 
businesses and a portfolio of cotnpetencies. Managers in SBUs, thus, should consider 
these three types of portfolios together when they make decisions such as resource 
allocations and new reward systems. This technique develops the portfolio 
tnanagetnent concept popularised in the 1970s, by adding portfolios of products and 
cotnpetencies to the traditional pottfolio(a business potttblio). In these portfolios, 
SBUs are interdependent and exchange skills with each other. Unlike the typical 
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portfolio which is based on the planning approach, Prahalad and Hatnel seetn to accept 
both the planning school and the incretnentalist school. That is, the poxifolios are 
likely to deal with quantifiable factors. This atiicle, however, includes qualitative 
factors too. For instance, cmnpetencies obtained through learning could be either hard 
ones (cost etc.) or soft ones (brand iinage etc.). One could suggest that it tnight be a 
better classification for strategy formulation if an organisation is rather divided into 
SCUs (strategic competence units) or SPUs (strategic products units) than SBUs 
(strategic business units). 
Campbell and Goold (1988) proposes three different tnanagetnent styles: potifolio 
tnanagetnent (the financial control style) is better when each business unit requires 
n1ore independence; and the HQ (headquarters)'s heavier involvetnent (the strategic 
control and strategic planning styles) is better when more interdependencies of the 
business units are required. A different managetnent style uses a different way in 
which it adds value to the potifolio ofbusiness units (Figure II-21). 
Figure 11-21. The styles matrix 
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There are two dimensions in the figure: ( 1) planning influence , which expresses the 
degree to which strategy is centralised, and (2) control influence, which shows the 
importance cotnpanies attach to shoxi-tenn financial targets. The strategic planning 
style emphasises long-tenn objectives, extensive planning process, strong central 
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leadership and flexible control. The financial control style stresses short-term 
objectives, budgeted planning process, business autonomy and vety tight control. The 
strategic control style has an emphasis on long-tern1 strategic objectives and short-tenn 
strategic objectives, extensive strategy process, business autonotny and tight control. 
In the holding companies, the centre has little influence over the subsidiaries. 
According to Catnpbell and Goold, successful finns tnoved away fron1 the holding 
cmnpany style to one of the three alternatives. They argue that evety tnanagetnent 
style has strengths and weaknesses, adding or subtracting values; they deal with tnany 
soft factors such as co-ordination synergy, creativity, n1otivation, incentives and 
politics. Therefore, managers should choose an appropriate style to their business. 
This approach explicitly cotnpares three different tnanagetnent styles, combining the 
portfolio school and the value-adding school, and complements the value-adding 
model. While the value-adding approach concerns quantitative factors, this atiicle uses 
qualitative value factors . It covers n1ost strategic planning steps including objectives, 
structure, planning process, resource allocation , tnonitoring and control. However, 
this technique does not describe how a managetnent style can be affected by 
environmental changes. 
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11.5.4. Multicompany level strategies 
Multicotnpany level strategies chiefly concerns co-operation between finns. The 
tnethods to co-operate range frotn loosely coupled contracts through strategic alliances 
to tnore pern1anent long-term joint ventures. Companies often collaborate with other 
organisations such as buyers, suppliers, competitors, financiers and govenunental 
sectors. 
Contractor and Lorange (1988), as illustrated in Table II-6, classify co-operation types 
by the extent of inter-organisational dependence. 
Table 11-6. Types of co-operative arrangements 
Technical training/stmt-up assistance agreements 
Production/assembly/buyback agreements 
Patent licensing 
Franchising 
Kn0\:\,7-hm:v licensing 
Management/marketing service agreement 
Non-equity 
Exploration 
Research partnership 
Development/ co-production 
Equity joint venture 
Source: Contractor and Lonmge (1988) 
Extent of 
Inter-organisational 
Dependence 
Negligible 
ｾ＠
Low 
, 
High 
Technical training and start-up assistance agreements usually last shortly. The 
technology supplying cmnpany is typically cotnpensated with a lump-swn atnount. 
Patent licensing gives one-tin1e transfer of the patent right but compensation is often 
in the fonn of a running royalty. In production, assembly, buyback, and franchising 
agreements, the supplier are cornpensated with the mark-up on the goods supplied or a 
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royalty. Franchising, however, requires a greater interdependence between the 
partners than others. For know-how licensing and management service agreements, 
the patiners link closely each other. A lump-sum fee plus running royalties will be the 
typical pay1nent method in these cases. Equity joint venture often ilnplies the creation 
of a separate corporation. Two or three partners share its stock and expect a 
propmiional share of dividends as compensation. Non-equity joint venture, however, 
needs to have carefully defined rules and formulas governing the allocation of tasks, 
costs, and revenues. 
According to Contractor and Lorange, there could be seven overlapping objectives for 
finns to co-operate. Firstly, risk reduction will be obtained when the patiners share 
required costs and protnote fast entry and pay-back. Secondly, economies of scale 
and/or rationalisation will occur through lower cost fi·om larger volume, and by using 
cotnparative advantage of each patiner. Thirdly, technology exchanges will lead 
technological synergy. The co-operators often exchange their patents and territories. 
Fourthly, co-opting or blocking competition will increase the partners' power against 
their con1petitors. Fifthly, overcoming government-mandated investment or trade 
barrier v1ill enable foreign cmnpanies to do business easily in other countries through 
joint ventures with local finns . Sixthly, initial international expansion will be difficult 
for 1nedimn or small-sized cotnpanies to stati their business abroad without local 
patiners. Finally, vertical integration will add value in a 'value chain' (Pmier, 1985). 
The co-operative co1npanies can have advantages through the linkage of their 
completnentary resources, i.e., integrating sitnilar technologies. 
This article provides a general idea about firms' co-operation by proposing its 
purposes and by classifying collaboration types. It also distinguishes vertical co-
operation (with buyers and suppliers) and horizontal co-operation (with similar 
organisations). However, it does not detail the ways of building these relationships. 
As the authors state, this theory focuses on the strategic and econon1ic rationales for 
fanning co-operative ventures. That is, it does not discuss 'softer' factors such as 
cultural conflicts, language problems and political climate etc. 
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Quinn, Doorley and Paquette ( 1990) tbcus on 'vertical co-operation '. They suggest 
that an organisation should find outsourcing oppotiunities to improve its 
con1petitiveness. To find out appropriate service providers, the finn should exmnine 
not only its own industty but also the other industries in which all potential service 
providers are. The analysis should be done both in don1estic and foreign n1arkets. This 
theoty argues that 'intellectual systems', which are well-organised outsourcing 
structures, will have a lower risk and a higher asset leverage than vetiical integration 
through acquisition. Because the product life cycle is vety shoti these days, flexibility 
by the intellectual systen1s will allow finns to cope with fast moving external 
enviromnents. For example, if product demand is decreased, the finn with intellectual 
systen1s can reduce its stock by restricting pmi purchase. The companies thetnselves 
can develop son1e key successful factors for their business, while they can source the 
rest fron1 the world's best suppliers. 
This technique highlights firms' business development through outsourcing. However, 
it has severallitnitations. First of all, tnuch dependence on outsourcing tnight endanger 
a cmnpany's ongoing business. If some major pmis are produced by other firms, these 
suppliers could stop the whole production lines through strike. For exatnple, the 
l(orean car n1anufacturing companies such as Hyundai and Daewoo often have to 
suspend their whole production line until their part suppliers withdraw ｴｨ･ｾｲ＠ strike. 
This tnodel also disregards 'horizontal co-operation'. There will be tnany reasons why 
horizontal alliances are important to tnodern businesses: to enter geographically new 
markets; to strengthen power against tnajor competitors etc. 
Hmnel, Doz and Prahalad (1989) highlight 'horizontal co-operation'. They 
recotnn1end that firms should ally strategically only when they have abilities to learn 
fron1 their patiners, when they know what they need to learn, and when they can 
protect their technologies from transferring to their partners. Alliances in this article 
tnean 'competitive collaboration' between cmnpetitors. 
The authors here propose the ways how firms can gain 1nore benefits frmn their 
partners, while securing their skills. Firstly, to protect their skills from stealing by their 
patiners', cotnpanies should lhnit the scope of the formal agreetnent and the gateways 
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through which a pat1ner can access people and facilities . Gate keepers should carefhlly 
tnonitor and control what inforn1ation flows to a partner. Senior management should 
regularly ask operating personnel what infonnation is giving to the partner. Secondly, 
to enhance the learning capacity, a firm should ask people pat1icipating in the 
collaboration to collect infonnation as possible as they can, regardless its relevance to 
their interest. They then have regular meetings to share new information. They even 
change their role with the person who is best positioned to acquire additional 
infonnation. By revealing a cmnpetitor' s kinds of managetnent style (i.e., pricing 
policies, reward systetns and so on), the con1pany can prepare for the future 
cotnpetition with the current pat1ner. 
The argument in this theory is that an alliance is usually better than working alone, for 
it reduces risk, cost and thne to achieve a cet1ain level of technology. It clearly shows 
how effectively an organisation gains benefits fron1 allying with its competitors. This 
tnodel explicitly suppot1s the incrementalist approach by etnphasising learning 
organisations. However, it also considers hard factors such as technology and cost, 
which are usually considered by the planning school. The limit of this argument is that 
this tnodel does not concern 'vertical co-operation'. A cmnbined tnodel of horizontal 
co-operation and vetiical co-operation will clarify their advantages and disadvantages 
ofboth co-operation types. 
Reve (1990) states: 'With no strategic core there is no econotnic rationale for the 
existence of the finn'. The strategic core is an organisation' s assets of high specificity. 
Four types of strategic expansion paths can be obtained from a given strategic core: 
downstream vertical integration, upstream vertical integration, horizontal integration 
and diversification (Figure II-22). Downstream vet1ical integration is ties with 
custon1ers, while upstream vertical integration is ties with suppliers. Horizontal 
integration is concerned with econmnies of scale. This may develop into a potential 
dmnination strategy exploiting econon1ies of tnonopoly. Finally, econotnies of scope 
arise through related diversification. Diversification occurs when sotne con11non skills 
in the strategic core are shared or utilised jointly. Reve argues that all these econotnies 
can often be tnore efficiently achieved through strategic alliances such as joint venture 
than acquisitions or tnergers. One type of alliance is sometitnes fanned to increase 
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bargaining power in other alliance. For example the Japanese 'keiret u ' system is a 
big network organisation including all four types of alliance. 
Figure 11-22. Economies based in the strategic core 
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As illustrated in Figure II-23 , Reve builds a strategic management framework 
combining Porter (1985)'s positioning model (outside of the big circle) and the 
contracting strategic management model (inside of the big circle) . He defines 
positioning as the external component and contracting as the internal and bridging 
component. Porter (1979) offered five forces (suppliers buyers, new entrants 
substitutes and competitors) consisting of an industry structure. Reve seems to 
translate the relationships between competitors in Porter s model into the contracting 
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tnodel. Each type of strategic alliances between cotnpetitors occurs to cope with one 
of four forces . Horizontal alliances, for instance, can create entry barriers against 
potential business players. 
Figure 11-23. Integrated model of strategic management 
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Reve brings all alliance concepts including vertical integration and horizontal 
integration into a single n1odel. He interestingly tnakes linkages of the five forces by 
Potier (1979) to alliances. However, he seems to misunderstand the positioning 
approach by Potier (1985). Potier's positioning model is based on five industrial 
forces. Porter suggests tbur positioning types, cost leadership, differentiation, cost 
focus, and differentiation focus. Whichever positioning strategy a company chooses, 
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the strategy is influenced by all five forces in the five forces tnodel. However, in 
Reve's integrated tnodel, one positioning strategy seems to be related to only one 
alliance type. For example, upstreatn alliances are considered as a positioning strategy 
to reduce suppliers' bargaining power. 
Johanson and Mattsson (1992) argue that the industrial network tnodel involves 
networks of business relationships among firms. Networks are seen as sets of 
connected relationships between actors. The individual actors are positioned in a 
network structure interacting with each other, for their production resources are 
interdependent. Positions thus are determined by an actor's relationship with other 
actors and its environment. A cotnpany' s strategic actions are considered as efforts 
that an actor improves their network position within a network. Strategic actions 
include internationalisation through linkages between a finn's network position and 
other actors' network positions in its own country or abroad. In conclusion, an 
organisation should understand their network position in the industrial systen1. It, 
then, can take appropriate strategic actions to find a better position. 
This theoty shows a general picture of industry, using network and positioning 
concepts. It gives a definition of strategy in different terms rather than providing an 
applicable tnodel. 
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ILs.s. Strategy implementation 
On the planning school of thought, strategy itnpletnentation is distinguished from 
strategy formulation. After fonnulation, implementation is conducted. Strategy 
itnplementation can be divided into two, action plans and evaluation & control. 
Action plans include tnatters about structure, incentive and motivation. Evaluation is 
concerned with a cotnpany' s performance measurement and control is involved with 
change management or a new strategy. No tnain stream of itnplen1entation theories 
exists. 
Hrebiniak and Joyce (1984) etnphasise that the activities of planning and 
organisational design are interdependent when implementing strategy. ｆｩｧｵｾﾷ･＠ II-24 
depicts the procedure of strategy impletnentation. 
Figure 11-24. Strategy implementation model 
Planning Design 
Source: Hrebiuiak mul Joyce (1984) 
The starting point for ｴｨｾ＠ itnplementation actions is strategy tbnnulation. Primal)J 
structure denotes the tnajor operating units (e.g., divisions) of the entire organisation, 
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following from the strategy. Operating-level objectives are the strategic and shoti-
term objectives of the n1ajor differentiated units of the organisation. They depend on 
previous choices of primary structure as well as on strategy formulation. Operating 
structure is the sttucture built within the major units representing the pritnary 
structure. To achieve operating level objectives, decisions about operating sttucture 
fall into two categories: structural differentiation and integration. Incentive and 
controls are needed to tnotivate individuals and groups' behaviour toward 
acc01nplishing strategic objectives. Change management as the final in1plementation 
action is committed when strategic problems occur. As the size of the strategic 
probletn increases, change tnanagetnent deals more action steps starting frotn 
incentives and controls toward strategy formulation. 
There are four different types of change tnanagetnent, depending on the strategic 
problen1 size and its titne limit as shown in Figure II-25. 
Figure Jl .. 25. A typology of strategy implementation 
STRATEGIC 
PROBLEM 
SIZE 
IMPLEMENTATION HORIZON (TIME LIMIT) 
Long Short 
Large Sequential Complex 
Intervention Intervention 
IAt!edium costj I High cost I 
Evolutionmy Managerial 
Smal Interventions Interventions 
I Low cost I IAt!edizmt costl 
Source: Adapted from Hrebiniak and Joyce (1984) 
EvolutionarJ' interventions occur when small problems, often personnel problen1s 
concerning with incentives, controls and n1otivations, appear, and when there are 
plenty of time to change impletnentation. Managerial interventions occur when there 
are minor shifts in the business environment that require adjusttnent but under titne 
pressure. Sequential implementations occur when the problem size is large but the 
hnplernentation horizon is long. Often by plan, an hnpletnentation begins with a 
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specific implementation activity and deals with the following activities sequentially. 
Complex implementations occur when the probletn size is large but there is a strict 
titne limit. Thus, all relevant activities are considered simultaneously, smnetitnes by 
task forces. As co-ordination by plan can not be expected under such titne pressure, 
those activities are costly itnplemented by being dealt separately. 
This theoty is based on the cmnbination approach, integrating concerns brought 
forward by both the planning and incretnentalist schools of thought. The technique 
itnproves thinking of strategy itnpletnentation, focusing on the relationship between 
strategy and structure which are interdependent. Another contribution of this tnodel is 
that it classifies impletnentation types. Both suggested diagratns are open to debate. 
In Figure II-24, planning and structure follow each other at some stages. However, on 
the whole, they do not really interact appropriately as Mintz berg ( 1990) suggests. In 
the diagram, the primGIJ' structure follows the strategy formulation . One could argue 
that strategy fonnulation would be affected by the corporation's structure. Let us 
suppose that there are two divisions (A and B). Division A is bigger than division B. 
However, strategically, the firm's top management sees that division B needs to grow, 
taking many people fron1 division A. Such a CEO's intention would not be 
successfully executed if the new strategy disregarded a division A's possible reactions. 
There would be strong resistance frmn the managers in division A. Figure II-25 
strongly depends on the planners' thinking. Strategy implementation types would not 
be really determined only by the suggested variables - time limit and problem size. 
Leadership style, culture and other environmental factors tnay change the 
itnpletnentation type decided by the proposed technique. If labour productivity 
becon1es poor because the etnployees feel that they are not well paid, the finn would 
lose its cotnpetitiveness in the long term. Can this probletn be solved by sequential 
intervention? If the corporation can afford to raise its workers' salmy and the CEO's 
strategy is to itnprove its cotnpetitiveness, he might prefer complex intervention. 
Rtunelt ( 1980) states that strategy evaluation must be conducted to forn1ulate a 
strategy and to adjust the strategy to changing circumstances. After a business 
strategy evaluation, the evaluator should answer to these three questions: 
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• Are the objectives of the business appropriate? 
• Are the tnajor policies and plans appropriate? 
• Do the results obtained to date confirn1 or refute critical assutnptions on 
which the strategy rests? 
He offers four principles of strategy evaluation, as criteria for evaluation: 
• Consistency. The strategy n1ust not present tnutually inconsistent goals and 
policies. 
• Consonance. The strategy tnust represent an adaptive response to the external 
enviromnent and to the critical changes occurring within it. 
• Advantage. The strategy must provide for the creation and/or tnaintenance of a 
competitive advantage in the selected area of activity. 
• Feasibility. The strategy tnust neither overtax available resources nor create 
unsolvable subprobletns. 
Rutnelt tries to make evaluation criteria but he divorces a finn's internal enviromnent 
and its strategy control system. His tnajor concern is about economic and social 
changes, and c01npetitors' behaviour. The first step of the strategy process would be 
an organisation's internal and external enviromnent analysis. Accordingly, the 
con1mitted strategy should be also evaluated by the finn's internal enviromnent 
changes, suggesting an appropriate controltnethod to adapt them. 
Bungay and Goold ( 1991) offer a strategic control n1ethodology, focusing on co-
operation between the centre of a finn and the business units. According to their 
atticle, there are four stages in the development of a strategic control process. First, 
business units with son1e degree of autonotny are stiuctured. Second, a formal 
planning system (Figure II-26) is introduced to each business unit. At this stage, line 
tnanagers are responsible for the plans and the analysis and central staff provide the 
necessary suppott (Figure II-27). 
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Figure 11-26. The strategy statements as control document 
3, Key success 
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. cost based 
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definition trends . improving position objectives 
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-people . timing 
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. relative to key 
success factors 
Source: Bmzgay mul Goold (1991) 
Figure 11-27. Stages in writing a control document 
1. Review 2. Data 3. Issue 4. General 5. Finalise 6. Review 
approach gathering analysis review of strategy by CEO 
ｾ＠ ｾ＠ r. draft --+ statement, ｾ＠
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Source: Bungay and Goold (1991) 
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Third, targets are set in formal discussions between central staff and line tnanagers. At 
this stage, line managers prepare the control document and suggest appropriate 
controls and controltnethods. Central staff, then, commit proper budgeting to support 
the strategic control process. Fourth, when the strategic planning process is well 
established and strategic controls are routinely agreed, the bureaucracy that requires 
fonnal docutnentation and discussions is distnantled. That is, as both line tnanagers 
and central staff have learned the required control skills through several n1eetings, 
fi·equent fonnaltneetings will be titne-consuming. They will prefer to tneet on a three 
or five-year cycle rather than annually. 
Bungay and Goold's themy is in line with the combination approach. At the second 
stage, it in1plicitly adopts the concept of 'learning organisation' from the 
incretnentalists while it explicitly introduces the planning systetn. This combination 
approach develops an excellent strategic control model. What this technique misses is 
that it does not discuss the relation between line tnanagers and workers. 
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11.5.6. The trend of strategy formation 
Firstly, to which broad approach to strategic process do these theories relate? Like 
enviromuental analysis theories in section 4, the n1ost popular approach for strategy 
formation theories is also the planning school. Table II-7 shows 10 atiicles in the 
planning school, 2 atiicles in the incretnentalist school, and 5 articles in the 
combination school. To build a strategy fonuation model, the combination approach 
seetns to be used more frequently than the incrementalist approach. 
Table 11 .. 7. Distribution of strategy formulation and implementation 
theories in the strategies process 
ｾ＠ Business 1\1u/tibusiness J\1ulticompany 1\Jission level level level Implementing s 
1 3 3 2 1 
(Campbell (Porter, (Haspeslagh, (Reve, 1990; (Rumelt. 
& Yeung, ＱＹＸＵｾ＠ Stalk, ＱＹＸＲｾ＠ Porter, Johanson & 1980) 
Planning 1991) 1988; Stalk, ＱＹＸＷｾ＠ Mattsson, 
Evans & Campbell & 1992) 
Shulman, Goold, 1988) 
1992) 
0 1 0 1 0 
(Hamel & (Quinn, 
Incrementalist Prahalad, Doorley & 
1993) Paquette, 
1990) 
0 1 1 1 2 
(Schoemake (Prahalad & (Hamel, Doz (Hrebiniak & 
r, 1992) Hamel, 1990) & Prahalad, Joyce, 1984; 
Combination 1989) Bungay & 
Goold, 1991) 
0 1 0 1 0 
(Gilbert & (Contractor & 
Not clear Strebel, Lorange, 
1989) 1988) 
Total 1 6 4 5 3 
Total 
10 
2 
5 
2 
19 
Secondly, to which levels do these theories relate? Business and multibusiness level 
strategies often tend to cover one or two n1ore levels while tnulticotnpany level 
strategies are likely to concern its own level. Unlike the enviromnental analysis tools 
in section 4, many models (Stalk, 1988; Stalk, Evans and Shulman, 1992; Han1el and 
Prahalad, 1993; Catnpbell and Goold, 1988) deal with functional strategies, trying to 
n1ake linkages to other levels of strategies. However, these techniques are inclined to 
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introduce only son1e parts of the functional strategy. For example, Catnpbell and 
Goold cmnbine only the financial strategy to the business and n1ultibusiness level 
strategies. Therefore, tnodels integrating all the levels of strategy fonnation should be 
developed. 
Thirdly, which strategic issues do these theories tbcus on? Strategy fonnulation 
theories developed by planners often divorce other strategic issues. Some atiicles 
(Potier, 1985 and ＱＹＸＷｾ＠ Stalk, 1988; Gilbert and Strebel, 1989) do not include mission 
issues, whilst others (Catnpbell and Yeung, 1991; Hamel and Prahalad, 1993; Hamel, 
Doz and Prahalad, 1989) do. Many formulation theories are concerned with either 
enviromnental or impletnentation issues. They, however, are unlikely to deal with 
these issues sitnultaneously. Only the tnodel by Johanson and Mattsson (1992) 
considers industry enviromnent, strategy fonnulation including tnission, and 
impletnentation at the san1e titne. However, this model still on1its a finn's internal 
strategic issues. In the future, scholars should be encouraged to develop a tnodel 
including most distinguished strategic issues. 
FoUlihly, which schools of thought are these theories related to? At the business level, 
more theories are in the resource-based school (Stalk, Evans and Shuhnan, 1992; 
Gilbeti and Strebel, 1989; Hatnel and Prahalad, 1993) than in the positioning school 
(Potier, 1985; Stalk, 1988). The positioning approach is in line \iVith the selection 
school in section 4, for, in the positioning school, a corporation's strategy is 
determined by its own industrial structure. On the contrary, the resource-based 
approach is in line with the adaptation school. Thus, in contrast to the environmental 
analysis theories, business level strategies are likely to be based on the adaptation 
school. At the tnultibusiness level, the portfolio approach (Haspeslagh, 1982) and the 
value-adding approach (Porter, 1987) are tnuch the same as the selection concept 
while the core competences approach (Prahalad and Hatnel, 1990) accepts the 
adaptation concept. Thus, at this level, more theories are expected to be in the 
selection school, tbr two of the three schools are in line with the selection school. At 
the tnulticompany level, no main school of thought is found. However, theories at this 
level can be classified into one of these four categories: vetiical co-operation (Quinn, 
Doorley and Paquette, 1990); horizontal co-operation (Han1el, Doz and Prahalad, 
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1989); horizontal and vettical co-operation (Contractor and Lorange, 1988); or the 
network approach (Johanson and Mattsson, 1992). With the same portion, selection 
and adaptation compete at the multicotnpany level. In impletnentation, Bungay and 
Goold (1991) support the positioning school inclined to selection. Rutnelt (1980) 
advocates both the positioning approach (selection) and the resource-based approach 
(adaptation). On the whole, strategy fonnulation theories are likely to accept both 
selection and adaptation school with a similar importance. 
Finally, what kinds of variables do these theories use? About two thirds of the 
formulation theories use both hard and soft factors in their tnodel. All theories on the 
c01nbination approach introduce both types of factors. Although some theories 
(Haspeslagh, 1982; Potter, 1987; Reve, 1990) based on the planning school 
concentrate on hard and quantifiable factors, tnore mticles on this approach tend to 
etnploy both qualitative and quantitative factors. Planners like Stalk, Evans and 
Shuhnan (1992) adopt only soft and qualitative factors such as custotners' need in their 
theory. Strategic fonnulation theories have the same probletns mentioned in II.4.3. 
That is, n1ore quantifiable soft factors need to be introduced. 
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11.6. OVERVIEW AND THE VALUE CHAIN RESEARCH 
The purpose of this section is to overview the strategic theories and to identity an 
appropriate research focus. Criticistns are made based on the observations and 
suggestions are proposed fr01n these criticistns. Most criticisms, suggestions, and 
observations will be made concerning the 5 key strategic questions (which process, 
which levels, which issues, which schools, which variables). Based on this overview, 
the value chain tnodel for hotel strategy is selected for further research because the 
value chain raises all 5 key strategic questions discussed in Section 11.2.3 ., satisfying 
the suggestions relatively more than the other models, and because the value chain 
1nodel needs to be tested in hotels for its use in the hotel industty. The later part of the 
section explores the value chain's theoretical and empirical background. 
IL6.1. An overview of strategic theories 
11.6.1.1. Observations 
In Section 3 (strategy process theories), some strategic tnodels of the planning 
approach showed clearly defined steps. However, because these distinguished 
procedures which separated strategy forn1ulation from impletnentation, the planners' 
models were inflexible against enviromnental change. Planners like to use hard and 
quantitative factors such as cost, margin, technology and market share. 
On the contraty, the strategic techniques of the incrementalist approach did .not have 
explicit steps. In contrast with the planners, the incrementalists tended to deal with a 
small pati of strategic issues. The incretnentalists' models, however, sought flexibility 
against environn1ental change by formulating and itnpletnenting strategy on a 
continuing basis. The finn on the incretnentalist approach was often called a learning 
organisation because its strategy was established through a series of experience. The 
incretnentalists were interested in soft and qualitative factors such as leadership, 
politics, motivation and culture, unlike the planners. 
In Section 4 ( enviromnental analysis theories), firstly, theories on the planning 
approach were n1ore than twice as c01nn1on as those of the incretnentalist approach. 
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There was only one theory out of 16 theories on the combination approach rnixing the 
planning school and the incretnentalist school. The study of the n1acro-environment 
was largely ignored. 
Secondly, tnost theories, unlike the value chain tnodel, did not cover all strategic levels. 
For enviromnental analysis, functional level and tnulticompany level strategies ·were 
less studied than other strategic levels. 
Thirdly, tnany internal analysis techniques involved strategic fonnulation and 
irnpletnentation issues. Son1e tnicro-enviromnentalrnodels concerned internal analysis, 
strategy fonnulation and itnplernentation together. In contrast, tnost macro-
enviromnental theories were unlikely to deal with other strategic issues. 
Fourthly, 1nost enviromnental theories tended to be of the selection school of thought 
which detennined strategy within the given structure or culture of a firm or an 
industry. That said, a few theories were of the adaptation school which believed that 
strategy could change the cotnpany or industry's structure and culture. Half of the 
environmental models, however, considered the possibility that a strategy could 
influence existing enviromnental structure and culture. 
Finally, most strategists studied hard factors and soft factors together. Sotne planners, 
however, were concerned only with hard factors. Little research was done about soft 
factors, and only a few incrementalists studied soft factors. 
In section 5, firstly, the planning school was tnost popular for strategy fonnulation & 
hnpletnentation. However, cotnpared to the environmental theories, more strategic 
fonnation techniques were used by the cotnbination school than the incrernentalist 
school. 
Secondly, business and cornpany level strategies often dealt with strategic issues t1·orn 
other levels while multicmnpany level strategies tended to be limited to this one area. 
Unlike the environmental theories, there were many models concerning strategic issues 
at the functional level. Although these functional strategies introduced only a few 
functions, they were likely to be linked to other levels of strategy. 
Thirdly, strategy fonnulation theories often excluded mission issues. They usually 
included enviromnental or impletnentation issues but they were unlikely to deal with 
these n1atters together. 
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Fourthly, at the business level, tnore strategic fonnation theories were of the resource-
based school (the adaptation school in enviromnent) than of the positioning school (the 
selection school in environment). However, at the cotnpany level, tnore models were 
of the selection school. For multicon1pany-level strategy and implementation, selection 
and adaptation were balanced. 
Finally, in the strategy fonnation tnodels, both hard factors and soft factors tended to 
be included. Some planners for strategy fonnation like the planners for enviromnental 
analysis concentrated on hard and quantifiable factors but some planners dealt with 
only soft or qualitative factors. 
11.6.1.2. Criticisms 
Firstly, although most theories were in the planning approach with son1e clarified 
steps, the planning school was inflexible in the face of enviromnental change. The 
incrementalist approach was tnore responsive to environmental change but it tended to 
deal with only a few strategic issues in a poorly structured frame. 
Secondly, although each strategic level was closely linked to the other levels by 
exchanging strategic information, no theory, except the value chain n1odel, covered all 
the strategic levels. Functional-level strategies are basic for the other levels of strategy 
but they were not n1uch studied for enviromnental analysis. Multicotnpany-level 
strategies becmne tnore important in the world-wide market these days but they also 
have been underdeveloped for environmental analysis. They vv'ere likely to be studied 
within its own boundary of strategic fonnulation at the n1ulticotnpany level. 
Thirdly, although enviromnental issues, strategic fonnulation issues and 
itnpletnentation issues are interrelated, strategic theories were unlikely to consider all 
the issues simultaneously. These were two major limitations here: tnissions/objectives 
were not included in the strategic fonnulation tnodels; theories for macro-
enviromnental analysis tended to divorce other strategic issues. 
Fourthly, although concepts frmn the selection school and the adaptation school can 
be adopted at the satne titne, strategic formation models tended to stick to only one 
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school of thought. However, tnany envirorunental analysis models were m the 
selection school while supporting the adaptation school. 
Finally, although both hard factors and soft factors are ctucial to business, some 
planners only concerned hard factors. Soft factors for strategy were underdeveloped. 
11.6.1.3. Suggestions 
Firstly, a model based on the cotnbination approach could solve the planning school's 
inflexibility and the incretnentalist school's tnodelling probletn. On the basis of the 
planning school, it would be easier to build a cotnbination model because the planning 
tnodel has a sound stiucture while the incrementalist model is not well fratned. 
However, the incretnentalist concept of a continuously learning organisation can 
cotnplement the planning model's inflexibility in the face of environmental changes. 
Secondly, a theoretical model should cover all strategic levels, showing their relevance 
with each other. In particular, the tnatters at a fimctional level should be included in 
the n1odel because they tend to provide a basis for all the other levels. If the n1odel 
also acc01nmodates the issues at the tnulticotnpany level, it will be particularly usefi.tl 
for organisations like congl01nerates with several subsidiaries or con1panies to ally with 
other finns. 
171irdly, a model should deal with all strategic issues, exploring their relationship. 
Especially, this n1odel should include missions and objectives, for these ｾｧｩｶ･＠ the 
reasons for establishing a strategy. Macro-environmental issues should not be 
excluded in the tnodel because businesses are likely to be affected by thetn. 
Fourthly, a strategic n1odel needs to fit both the selection school and the adaptation 
school, for organisations will not be cotnpletely free from any of the two processes. 
That is, a finn's strategy has to be suitable for its enviromnent, as ｷ･ｾｬＬ＠ it should be 
able to develop it for the better fi1ture. 
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Finally, a model should include both hard factors and soft factors and as tnany of these 
as possible, since any organisation incorporates both types of factors. If the tnodel 
provides ways of quantifYing soft or qualitative factors, it would be very useful for 
strategic evaluation. 
ll6.2. The value chain 1·esearch 
The five suggestions (II.6.1.3.) made under the 5 key strategic questions have provided 
a background against which strategic models can be studied to see how they satisfy 
these suggestions or questions. In the first part of this subsection, the reasons that the 
value chain (Porter, 1985) is selected for the research will be explained in two aspects: 
theoretical background and empirical background. In subsequent sections, the value 
chain will be explored with respect to its litnitations and usethlness. 
11.6.2.1. Choice of concept for research 
There are two aspects of issues of strategy-theoretical and etnpirical. Theoretically, 
the strategic models studied in this chapter did not clearly show where they were in the 
strategic process and how itnportant they were at the various levels of strategy dealing 
with a nutnber of strategic issues. In Section II.6.1., these theoretical weaknesses were 
explored with the suggestions concerning the 5 key strategic questions. Empirically, 
strategic theories are unlikely to be fully studied in the real world or have been applied 
only to one or two industries. Especially, son1e strategic theorists encoui·aged 
tnanagetnent to adopt their model by stating that the tnodel can be directly used for 
tnost industries although it is not exatnined appropriately in those industries. This tnay 
cause several problems when a finn's strategist tries to apply the tnodel to his or her 
own organisation. 
To overcotne these problen1s, a strategic tnodel should be applied to industries and 
should be strengthened by etnploying son1e other strategic techniques which could 
con1ple1nent its weaknesses. Not all strategic theories are eligible for the application, 
dealing with all the five suggestions. Sotne are too simple to include all the suggested 
issues and son1e are too con1plicated to examine within a few years. 
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The value chain model is identified as one of the best theories to apply. Firstly, the 
value chain technique involves all five suggestions relatively n1ore than the other 
strategic theories. Secondly, applying the value chain tnodel to the hotel industty 
would be tnore valuable than exmnining it in any other industry because the hotel 
industty is a relatively new research area and will need to develop tnore strategic 
tnodels for its own industry. Another benefit fi·om the application of the value chain 
tnodel to the hotel industty is that hotels are in the service industty, which is different 
to the tnanufacturing industty; Potter ( 1985) initially developed the value chain 
technique for tnanufacturing and believes it can be applied to every organisation, but it 
tnay be not applicable for hotels. 
The following sections will explore the value chain's theoretical strengths and 
weaknesses, and will study the value chain's industrial background. 
11.6.2.2. Theoretical background of the value chain 
The value chain (VC) tnodel seems to be developed on the basis of 'the business 
systen1' by Gluck (1980) and Buaron (1981). The VC's features can be sumn1arised in 
tern1s of the 5 key strategic questions. Firstly, the value chain is a cotnpletely 
planning-tninded theory so it is well structured. Secondly, it covers all strategic levels. 
Thirdly, it deals with most strategic issues except mission and tnacro-enviromnental 
issues. Fourthly, it is likely to incorporate both the selection school and the adaptation 
school. Finally, it is sitnilar to the traditional analysis in that it sitnply introduces hard 
factors such as cost and tnargin. 
The first strength con1es fron1 its position in the strategic management process. The 
VC was developed as a corporation's internal analysis tool and it is well-linked to its 
external environment and strategy fonnulation/itnplementation. From the theories in 
the previous sections, only a few at1icles (Lele, 1992; Johanson and Mattsson, 1992) 
deal with the satne range of strategic issues as does the VC. 
The second strength is that the VC covers all strategic levels, dealing with a broad 
range of strategic issues. The models by Johanson and Mattsson (1992) and Lele 
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(1992), study as many strategic probletns as the VC does but are less appropriate to 
test out than the VC, for they disregard functional level strategies. In tern1s of 
strategic level, several types of VC tnodels are introduced. Table II-8 shows what 
kinds of VCs have been researched recently; 88 articles from several tens of journals 
and tnagazines are exatnined between 1994 and 1997. More researches have been 
conducted about a firm's VC (46) or its own industry's VC (18) than other business 
participants' VCs. The competitors' VC is unlikely to be studied; only one aiiicle 
(Patiridge and Perren, 1994b) considers the cotnpetitor's VC important. Sotne 
authors develop a new VC tnodel related to strategic alliances (Bution, 1995; 
Jancsurak, 1995; Rigby and Buchanan, 1994; Gilreath, 1994). 
Table 11-8. VC-related articles by research models (1994 to 1997) 
TYPE ARTICLES 
Firm VC 46 
Supplier VC 5 
Channel VC 7 
BuyerVC 11 
Cotnpetitor VC 1 
Industry VC 18 
TOTAL 88 
The third strength is that the VC considers aln1ost all functional activities in its tnodel, 
linking then1 to each other. These theorists' tnodels are concerned vvith functional 
level strategies: Stalk (1988); Stalk, Evans and Shulman (1992); Hmnel and Prahalad 
(1993); Catnpbell and Goold (1988). However, they are not as detailed as the VC. As 
illustrated in Table II-9, the VC concept have been adopted by many theorists with 
different functional subject etnphases. This study shows that the VC technique is used 
with various subject interests. Strategic planning, operation and marketing/n1arketing 
strategy are relatively tnore popular subject than others while HR1V1 (I-Iuman Resource 
Management) is the most unpopular one. In the VC, theories are balanced between 
the support activities and the prhnary activities; 44 theories concerning suppoti 
activities and 3 8 concerning pritnary activities. 
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Table 11-9. VC-related articles' subject interest (1994 to 1997) 
SUBJECT ACTIVITY TYPE ARTICLES 
Strategic planning Support activity (infrastructure) 26 
Generaltnanagement SupQ_ort ｡｣ｴｩｶｩｴｹ｟Ｈｩｮｦｲ｡ｳｴｲｵ｣ｴｵｲｾＩ｟＠ 10 
Finance/ Accounting Support activity (infi·astructure) 7 
HRM Support activity 1 
Operation Pritnary activity 22 
Marketing/ Sales Primary activity 16 
Others Not available 6 
TOTAL 88 
The VC's theoretical weaknesses cotne from its neglect of soft factors such as cultural 
and political behaviour. Most theorists based on the planning school, the 
incretnentalist school, or the combination school alike try to deal with hard and soft 
factors together. However, their models are litnited to less strategic issues than the 
VC. For example, Baden-Fuller and Stopford (1992) are only involved with industrial 
n1atters; Greiner (1972) are only concerned with internal enviromnental issues; and 
Stalk (1988) only deals with fonnulation problems. Another probletn oftnost theories 
is that they tend to deal with soft factors and hard factors separately. For instance, one 
could ask how leadership change affects a firm's cost structure. The VC details value 
activities very well. Accordingly, it could provide information about what kinds of 
cost activities can be linked to the soft factors occurring fron1 a leadership change. 
The real issue that the VC should consider, will be how it incorporates the 
incretnentalists' thought. As the VC does not include organisational learning concept, 
to strengthen its argmnent, it will have to borrow several concepts fi·mn tnodels 
developed by incretnentalists (i.e., the contingency theory by Mintzberg, 1991 b; 
learning organisation by Miller, 1992; and group learning by Stacey, 1993). Few 
atiicles discuss the VC and incretnentalism together. Among 88 VC-related articles 
published between 1994 and 1997, only one theory (DiBella, Nevis and Gould, 1996) 
explicitly considers the incrementalist's learning organisation. In conclusion, the VC 
will becon1e a cotnpleted tnodel if it uses both soft and hard factors, considering the 
incretnentalists' theory. 
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11.6.2.3. Empirical background of the value chain 
Cotnpanies tnentioned in the original VC tnodel are various: People Express and 
United Airlines in the airline industry, the world's leading accounting firm Atihur 
At1dersen, and an oil field equiprnent supplier Vetco. 
Table 11-10. Involved industries with VC-related articles (1994 to 1997) 
INDUSTRY ARTICLES 
Banking/ Insurance 9 
PC (personal computer)/ S/W (software) 7 
Supermarket 5 
Retail/ Chain store 5 
Media-cmnmunication (Newspaper etc.) 4 
Manufacturing 4 
Automobile 3 
Hi-technology 2 
Wood/ Paper 2 
Hospital 2 
Textile/ Clothing 2 
Electric appliance 2 
Library 1 
Medicine 1 
Grocety 1 
Energy 1 
Hotel 1 
Industry general 36 
TOTAL 88 
Porter, however, seems to build the VC fi·amework mainly with regard to 
tuanufacturing cotnpanies. In his book, he actually introduces the VC for a copier 
rnanufacturer. However, in reality, the VC technique has been used in a great nun1ber 
of industries, as described in Table II-10. 
Most articles do not focus on any specific industry. However, the recent trends of 
developn1ent of the service industry and cotnputer technology seetn to encourage tnore 
research in the personal cmnputer and software industry, and in the banking/insurance 
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industry. In particular, VC studies about 'Internet' are growing (Pant and Hsu, ＱＹＹＶｾ＠
Benjamin and Wigand, ＱＹＹＵｾ＠ Allen, 1995; I<och, 1995). In the hotel/tourisn1 sector, 
only one atiicle (Stalk, Pecaut and Burnett, 1996) deals with the general hotel 
industry's VC. Therefore, a significant contribution would be n1ade to the service 
organisations in touristn if the VC technique is applied to the hotel indusllJl. 
Sixty-three of the eighty-eight articles published examined the VC in North Atnerica, 
especially US (Table II-11 ). 
Table 11-11. Geographical areas of VC-related articles (1994 to 1997) 
AREA ARTICLES 
US/CANADA 63 
EUROPE 6 
ASIA .... .) 
WORLD 7 
OTHER 9 
TOTAL 88 
Three articles (Mulqueen, 1996; Park, 1994; Cooper and Yoshikawa, 1994) are about 
Asia, and one, by Park, applies the VC technique to the l(orean equipment 
tnanufacturers. Clearly, no VC research has been conducted in the Korean hotel 
indusi!Jl. 
There are sotne fundamental reasons to choose the hotel industry for the value chain's 
etnpirical research. First, there is a need to examine the value chain in the service 
industry like the hotel industty. Pass, et al. (1995) define that services are intangible 
(not able to be seen, touched, tasted or smelled) and inseparable (unable to be stored 
because services are produced and constuned at the satne titne). On contrary, goods 
produced by tnanufacturers are tangible and separable. The original value chain 
n1odel was developed for the manufacturing industty and thus to evaluate the value 
chain model appropriately, a value chain study in service will be essential. Second, 
hotel services are in more contrast to physical goods than services provided by other 
cotnpanies are. For exatnple, financial services include issuing cheques which can be 
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stored by cust01ners and Internet setvices provide electric mails which can be saved as 
a file. However, the services received by hotels are cotnpletely intangible and 
inseparable and thus cannot be stored. These characteristics of hotel services would 
give n1ore critical information about the value chain's applicability to the service 
industry. Hotel setvices, as distinct frotn manufacturing goods, are not much different 
between countries. Accordingly, the only reason that the I<orean hotel industry is 
chosen for an industrial examination of the value chain is its convenient infonnation 
accessibility. 
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11.7. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
In this chapter, the strategic theories and a11icles relevant to the value chain tnodel 
were selected from books and journals published between the 1970s and 1990s. 
Selected strategic models were then categorised into section 3, 4 or 5. Each strategic 
technique was evaluated under the 5 key strategic questions (Appendix 1, Appendix 2, 
Appendix 3). Theoretical trends were then identified at the end of each section. 
Section 6 sutntnarised all trends frotn the previous sections, tnaking fmther criticisn1s 
and suggestions. This section also explained the reasons for selection of the value 
chain research for the hotel industty. 
There are four major findings. Firstly, the planners' models have been popularised 
111ore than the incretnentalists' techniques. Secondly, fi.mctional level strategies and 
1nulticon1pany level strategies were unlikely to be integrated into one 1nodel. Thirdly, 
theories tend to consider only a few strategic issues. Finally, in spite of the value 
chain's popularity, not tnuch research was found on this subject in Asia. S01ne 
industries including the hotel industty have not been researched much at all with 
respect to the value chain. 
In conclusion, sotne theoretical developn1ents are needed. Firstly, the planning 
concept and the incretnentalist concept could be c01nbined. Secondly, one tnodel 
should possibly deal with most strategic issues at most strategic levels. To diagnose a 
possibility that a strategic the01y can satisfy the raised matters, the value chain 
technique has been selected to be evaluated because the value chain model deals with 
relatively more strategic issues than other strategic tnodels. As the value chain was 
developed for tnanufacturing at the beginning, the investigation of the hotel's value 
chain will be conducted to know whether it is also applicable to the service industty. 
This application will produce significant infonnation to evaluate the value chain in 
general. In the following chapters, activities in the hotel rootns division will be 
explored (Chapter III) before value activities are selected for exatnining the value chain 
of the ro01ns division. Through the application, the value chain will be developed 
theoretically and empirically, considering the suggested issues in this chapter. 
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Ill. I. CHAPTER INTRODUCTION 
In chapter II, strategic theories were evaluated and strategic trends were n1ade in 
tenus of 5 key strategic questions (Table Il-l). The position of Porter's (1985) value 
chain was sought in the strategic literature. The value chain was finally selected for 
this research because the value chain tnodel covered relatively tnore strategic issues 
than the other strategic theories. To evaluate the value chain tnodel theoretically, the 
hotel industry was chosen because few value chain has been tested tbr hotels although 
many hotel strategy books have been introducing its concept. 
The purposes of this chapter is to seek a target research area within the hotel industty 
and to explore the functional activities of the target area. Exploring activities will be 
done by functional depat1tnents, for Porter's value chain tnodel (Figure II-9) consists 
of 9 categories of fbnctional activities. 
Section 2 suggests the romns division of international and luxmy l(orean hotels as a 
target research area and identifies the functional depa11n1ents and n1anagement levels of 
the rooms division to explore functional activities. Section 3 explores the activities of 
the romns division by staff in the fbnctional depat1tnents. Each staff categmy is 
classified into one of the tnanagetnent levels of the rooms division. The final section 
then sututnarises this chapter. 
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III.2. FUNCTIONAL STRUCTURE OF THE HOTEL ROOMS 
DIVISION 
Potier (1985) states that a business unit is the best stat1ing point for establishing a 
value chain. This section selects the roon1s division of luxmy Korean hotels and 
prepares the basic structure of rootns division before activities of the roon1s division 
are studied in the next section. 
IIL2.1. The rooms division as a target resea1·ch area 
111.2. I. I. Hotel types and the role of rooms division 
Renner (1994) offers a con1prehensive description of hotel types: 
ｾ＠ By extent of service (full-service, deluxe, budget) 
ｾ＠ By type of clientele (business, convention, sports, family, singles) 
ｾ＠ By location (ailport, downtown, countl)J, resort) 
ｾ＠ By size (small, medium, large) 
ｾ＠ By o1vnership (independent, chain, under contract) 
Hotel types, however, are also defined differently by region and country. European 
and An1erican hotel classifications will be different. Lattin ( 1993) suggests 9 types of 
American hotels: Commercial hotels, Ai1port hotels, Conference centres, Economy 
properties, Suite/all-suite hotels, Residential hotels, Casino hotels, Resort hotels and 
Bed & breakfast hotels. He also offers 7 typical European hotel classifications: 
Grand/deluxe hotels, Four-star business hotels, Economy business hotels, 
lvlountainlseallakelspa resorts, Ailport hotels, Count1y inns and Grand tour 
operators' hotels. He argues that an all-suite hoteltnarket is not found in Europe and 
identifies that smne uniquely European hotel types include Relais et Chateaux, Relais 
du Silence, Palace hotels and Pensions. 
I<nowles ( 1994) notes that a system of voluntaty registration is run by the various 
Tourist Board registration schemes in the UI<. There are also son1e well-known 
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private classification schemes such as the Automobile Association (AA) and Royal 
Auto1nobile Club (RAC) hotel classifications. Both the AA and RAC have their own 
star rating progratnn1e with flve different levels (AA, 1997; RAC, 1997). On the other 
hand, in Korea, hotel registration is legally required and hotel ratings are decided by 
legislation (Park and Choi, 1997). There are 5 tourist hotel grades and the criteria for 
each grade are deflned in law. 
Evety hotel will be unique m type, offering a combination of the characteristics 
discussed above. The rootns division of tnost hotels, however, would cany out the 
tnost itnpottant flmction. As shown in Table III -1, ro01n rental is a hotel's tnain 
business and its major source of proflt, regardless of countty (Angelo and Vladitnir, 
1994; Powers, 1995). For all hotels, except casino hotels, guestro01n rentals are the 
single largest source of revenue. 
Table 111-1. Revenue benchmarks for US and international hotels 
Sources US hotels* French* German* British* Hong Austral M:ru.can # 
of limited full hotels hotels hotels Kong # -ian # hotels 
Revenue service service hotels hotels 
Rooms 94. 4 % 66. 8% 63.5% 53.8 % 47. 9% 48 . 6% 55.4 % 5 5 .8% 
Food NA 20. 6 22 .1 26. 9 31.7 29. 7 24 .5 22 . 6 
Beverage NA 6.9 8.0 13 . 0 13.5 7.7 Ｑ ｾ ＮＳ＠ 11 .2 
Minor 
operated 3.8 4.4 4. 9 5.1 6.1 9. 0 6.2 7. 8 
d:part::m:nts 
ｒ･ｮｴ｡ｾｳ＠ & 1.8 1.3 1.5 1. 2 0 . 8 4. 9 1.6 2.3 
other 
* 1992 figw·es # 1991 f i gl11:es 
Source: Angelo & Vladimir (1994), adaptedfi•om ＢＱＷｴ･｣ｭｩｳｱｦｴｬｯｩｮｧ｢ｵｳｩｬＱ･ｳｳＧｾ＠ Hotels, June 1993, p. 52. 
111.2. I .2. Deciding hotel type and region for research 
Two aspects were considered to decide the participating hotels for this research: hotel 
size and information availability. Firstly, large hotels have been selected because they 
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cover the value activities of small ones. The value chain for large hotels thus could be 
easily used by small hotels. Secondly, hotels for the research have been sought in the 
l(orean hotel industry because the researcher has thought that he could cmnplete the 
fieldwork best with I<orean hoteltnanagers. As the course for this field study has been 
intensively constructed, it is expected to be in1possible for the research participants to 
cotnplete their survey unless they really intend to co-operate with the researcher. As a 
I<orean, the researcher has found that approaching I<orean hotels was 1nuch easier than 
approaching ones in other countries. With these two considerations, 5 I<orean luxury 
hotels have been selected. From the beginning, the m.unber of hotels for the field 
research has been litnited to five, for it has been considered quite difficult to consult 
tnany strategic issues with more than five hotels and pursuing many hotels could have 
resulted in the collection of lower-quality information. 
IIL2.2. Functional departments & management levels of the 
rooms division 
111.2.2. I. Functional divisions of hotel 
Different organisations will adopt different organisational structures and define 
different functions (Slack, et al., 1995). The use of the tenns 'departn1ent' and 
'division' is not standardised in the hotel industry (Lattin, 1993). Theorists like Renner 
(1994) and Powers (1995) call hotels' n1ain functional areas (romns, F&B, accounting, 
and so forth) departn1ents; the smaller functional areas within departtnents (for 
example, catering and roon1 service within the food and beverage depmiment) n1ay 
then be called sub-departments, functions, or smne other tenn. Other theorists (Lattin, 
1993; Angelo and Vladimir, 1994) call hotels' major functional areas divisions, 
typically in larger hotels; the various units within divisions are then usually called 
depatitnents. For consistency in this research, the main functional areas will be called 
divisions and stnaller areas will be called depmitnents. 
Figure III -1 illustrates organisation chmis for a stnall property. The sn1all organisation 
is relatively 'flat' with only two layers. Nevertheless, small hotels still perfonn tnost of 
the san1e activities that large hotels do (Lattin, 1993). Tasks assigned to specialised 
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positions in large properties are combined into more generalised jobs in small hotels. 
For exatnple, in a stnall hotel, one en1ployee behind the front desk may act as 
receptionist, cashier, and hotel operator. In a large hotel, different individuals handle 
these jobs (Angelo and Vladimir, 1994). 
Figure 111-1. Organisation chart for a small hotel 
Owner/ 
Manager 
I 
I J 
Front House- Laundry Engineertng & 
Manager Keeping Maintenance 
Source: Lattin (1993) 
General 
Manager 
I 
I I 
Front Food & Building House-
Office Beverage Maintenance Keeping 
Source: Angelo am/ Vladimir (1994) 
On the other hand, large organisational st1ucture has been studied by several scholars. 
Lockwood and Jones (1984) and Powers (1995) present a relatively sitnple 
organisation chart of large hotel. Lattin (1993), Angelo and Vladitnir (1994), and 
Boella (1996) offer n1ore than 48 job positions in a large hotel. Lattin's (1993) 
organisation chat1, which was originally developed by the Educational Institute of the 
Atnerican Hotel & Motel Association, introduces 7 organisation divisions in a large 
hotel, as shown in Figure III-2. Jobs in a larger hotel would be n1ore clearly shown in 
its organisation chat1 than those in a stnaller hotel. Lattin's (1993) classification of 
divisions and departtnents in a large hotel will be used in this research, for his 
organisation chart describes 1nore detailed fi.mctions con1pared to other tnodels. 
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Figure 111-2. Divisions of a large hotel 
Top management 
I 
I I _I I I I I 
Rooms F&B E!llineering& Marketing Accounting Human Security 
division division maintenance & sales division resource division 
division division division 
Source: Adapted from Lattin (1993) 
111.2.2.2. Management levels of hotel 
Position titles in hotels vary: for exatnple, General tnanager, Director, Manager, 
Supervisor, Officer, Executive, Chief engineer, and Head potter. It is difficult to 
generalise position titles for tnanagement levels because several position titles are often 
used together at the san1e level of hierarchy. For example, Lattin (1993), and Angelo 
and Vladin1ir ( 1994) rank htunan resources directors, F&B directors, tnarketing and 
sales directors, security directors, chief engineers, controllers, and romns division 
tnanagers at the sarne level of tnanagetnent. In reality, if we look at the organisational 
sttucture of the Four Seasons Olympic, Seattle, WA (Renner, 1994), tnarketing 
director, personnel director, F&B director, rooms division manager and controller are 
in the same hierarchy, while the Sheraton-Boston Hotel (Lundberg, 1979) has 
personnel tnanager, F&B tnanager, director of sales, director of housekeeping etc. on 
the san1e n1anagement level. Such job titles may show the characteristics of individual 
hotels but these cause confusion about managetnent levels to people outside of the 
hotel. 
Dittmer and Griffin ( 1993) suggest three levels of tnanagement in the hospitality 
industry: top management, middle management, and superviso1y management while 
Lockwood and Jones (1984) offer four levels adding senior management level (Table 
III-2). Dittmer and Griffin (1993) define that top managers are those at the 
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institutional level of an organisation chart, n1iddle managers carry out the policies and 
directives of the top tnanagetnent, and supervisors are in the level of tnanagetnent that 
is assigned responsibility for directing non tnanagerial en1ployees. However, the job 
titles and their management levels shown in Table III-2 are still not standardised and 
the classifications themselves tnay be challenged by others. Through their organisation 
chmt, Lundberg (1979) and Lattin (1993) argue that 'general tnanager' and 'resident 
tnanager' should be considered as top tnanagetnent and 'front office manager' as 
tniddle tnanagetnent. 
Table 111-2. Levels of management 
Management levels Lockwood nnd Jones Dittme1· and Griffin 
(1984) (1993) 
managing director, chainnan of the board, president, vice-
Top management 
chief executive president, owner, managing director 
general manager, 
Senior management * regional manager 
assistant manager, general manager, resident manager, 
lvfiddle management 
catering manager marketing director, F&B director etc. 
front office manager, restaurant 
SupervisoiJJ management 
head waiter, head 
manager, head housekeeper, chef, bar 
chef 
manager etc. 
* : means not listed by the authors 
In this research, for consistency, tnanagetnent levels and positions are defined as shown 
in Figure III-3. Top managetnent includes the chief executive officer and the deputy 
chief executive officer. Senior tnanagetnent includes the general manager and the 
assistant general tnanager. Middle management includes directors, assistant directors, 
tnanagers, and assistant rnanagers. Finally, supervisory managetnent includes 
supervisors under the managers or assistant tnanagers. 
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Figure 111-3. Management levels and positions 
ｾ＠ I Chief executive officer I I Top management 
!Deputy chief executive officerj 
I 
ｾ＠ I I I General manager I I Senior mmmgement 
Middle 
numngement 
SuperYisory 
mmmgement 
I 
ｾ＠ Rooms director & Assistant 
I 
I Managers 
& Assistant 
I 
H I ＧＧＧＧｾＢＢＧ＠
I 
F&B 
director 
& Assistant 
I 
I Managers 
& Assistant 
I 
I I Supervisors 
jAssistant general manager! 
I I I I 
Engineering& Harketing Accounting Human 
maintenance &sales director resource 
director director & Assistant director 
& Assistant & Assistant & Assistant 
I I I I 
I Managers .11 Managers Managers I Managers 
& Assistant & Assistant & Assistant & Assistant 
I I I I 
I I I I I Supervisors I j Supervisors Supervisors I I Supervisors 
111.2.2.3. Functional departments of the rooms division 
I 
Security 
director 
& Assistant 
I 
I Managers .1 
& Assistant 
I 
I I supervisors 
Table III -3 shows what kinds of depatimental fi..mctions theorists include in the roon1s 
division. All acadetnics in the table inseti the front office and house keeping in the 
rootns division. Reservations is included by four theorists, and uniformed service by 
three. Of the other functions suggested in Table III-3, they are tnore likely to be the 
functions of other divisions or the part of a depatiment. 
Functions such as 'security' and 'engineering' are likely to be considered as a separate 
division (Lattin, 1993; Angelo and Vladin1ir, 1994). Meanwhile, 'laundry' tends to be 
in the housekeeping depatitnent (Angelo and Vladitnir, 1994 ), 'telephone' in the front 
office departn1ent (Nebel, III, 1991; Lattin, 1993), and 'bell staff' in the unifonned 
service depatitnent, especially, in large hotels (Lattin, 1993; Angelo and Vladitnir, 
1994). According to Lattin (1993), garages and parking services could con1prise a 
departtnent in a large hotel. However, in tnost hotels, they would be the activities of 
the unifonned staff (Medlik, 1994; Angelo and Vladitnir, 1994). 
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Table· 111-3. Functional departments within the rooms division 
ｾ＠ Nebel III Lattin Medlil\. Angelo & Vladimir Powers (1991) (1993) (1994) (1994) (1995) s 
The front office 
...J ...J ...J ...J ...J 
Housekeeping 
...J ...J ...J ...J ...J 
Reservations 
...J ...J * ...J ...J 
Uniformed service 
* ...J ...J ...J * 
Telephone 
* ...J * * ...J 
Garage 
* ...J * * * 
Bell staff 
* * * * ...J 
Laundry 
...J * * * * 
Security 
...J * * * * 
Engineering 
...J * * * * 
...J: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
Sutnmarising the classifications of functional departments, these 4 departments would 
represent most activities occurring within the rooms division: the j/·ont office, house 
keeping, reservations and uniformed service (Figure III-4). 
Figure 111-4. Departments of the Rooms division 
I Rooms division _I 
l 
I I I I 
The front office Housekeeping Reservations Uniformed service 
department department department department 
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111.2.2.4. Levels of responsibilities of the rooms division 
As illustrated in Figure III-5, the roon1s director and the assistant roon1s director will 
be in charge of the whole ro01ns division. The head of a department will be the 
departmental tnanager and the assistant manager will control everyday operation 
supporting the tnanager. In large hotels, there will be also several supervisors under 
the n1anager or the assistant tnanager while in very sn1all hotels, one manager may have 
responsibilities associated with several levels of managetnent. In the hospitality 
industry, it is not uncon11non to find managers whose duties and responsibilities 
encotnpass son1e of those nonnally assigned to tnanagers at other levels (Ditttner and 
Griffin, 1993). A front desk supervisor, for exatnple, may have both the front desk 
manager's and front desk clerks' responsibilities. However, higher-leveltnanagement 
is likely to be involved with broader-range and longer-tern1 matters. 
Figure 111-5. The hierarchy of the rooms division 
I Rooms director I 
I I Assistant rooms director I 
I 
I I I I 
front office Housekeeping Reservations Uniformed service 
manager manager manager manager 
I I I I 
Assistant Assistant Assistant Assistant 
front office housekeeping reservations uniformed service 
manager manager manager manager 
I I I I I Supervisors I I Supervisors I I Supervisors I I Supervisors I 
I I I I I Workers I I Workers I I Workers I j Workers j 
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111.3. EXPLORING ACTIVITIES OF THE ROOMS DIVISION 
The way of listing hotel activities depends on the hotel's research purpose. In this 
research, the hotel activities will be explored as the logic suitable for Porter's (1985) 
VC model, for such hotel activities are supposed to be analysed within the VC later. 
Porter (1985) states that the broad functions such as manufacturing or tnarketing must 
be subdivided into activities for the VC analysis. The product flow, order flow or 
paper flow can be useful in doing so. Subdividing activities can proceed to the level of 
increasingly narrow activities that are to son1e degree discrete. Thus, as Potier ( 1985) 
suggests, hotel activities in this research should be defined within functional 
departn1ents. 
This subsection, thus, will explore the activities of the divisional tnanagement and the 
functional activities of the romns division. About the four functional depmiments, 
front office, housekeeping, reservations, and uniformed service, their activities are 
studied by looking at the duties, responsibilities, or functions of people involved with 
each function. 
IIL3.1. Divisional management 
111.3.1.1. Rooms director and Assistant rooms director 
The rootns director and the assistant rootns director make policies and plans for the 
rooms division within the hotel policy while handling the daily sales and service of 
guestroom business. Divisional managen1ent n1ust confonn to the goals and policies 
established by top management and senior tnanagement for the organisation as a whole 
(Dittmer and Griffin, 1993 ). Theorists like Dittmer and Griffin ( 1993) argue that 
n1anagen1ent at all levels has the same functions. However, they propose a slightly 
different range of tnanagetnent functions and translate some functions differently. For 
exatnple, W eihrich and I<oontz ( 1993) offer n1ore managerial functions than Dittmer 
and Griffin (1993), with tnore tneanings of function 'leading'. In Hales's (1993) 
model, 'flows of information' is a pati of 'planning' activity, and 'n1otivating' is 
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subdivided into three methods: in rewards, rules, and rationales/ideologies. Table III-
4, therefore, suggests functions of the rooms divisional managetnent, sumtnarising the 
tnodels by four theories. 
Table 111-4. Activities of the rooms director and the assistant rooms 
director 
Lockwood Weihricb Dittmer 
& Jones & Koontz Hales & Griffin 
s (1984) (1993) (1993) (1993) 
. Planning (selecting divisional objectives and the actions to 
achieve them) .y 
" 
.y .y 
• Organising (establishing a divisional structure including 
people's role, allocating the resources) .y .y .y .y 
• Staffing (filling the positions in the organisation structure) 
* 
" 
.y 
* 
• Motivating (designing jobs, encouraging workers through 
rewards, rules and rationales/ideologies) .y .y .y .y 
• Communication (communicating through memoranda, 
meetings, verbal face to face) .y .y .y * 
0 Leading (modelling and participating to influence people to 
contribute to the rooms division's goals) .y .y * 
" • Controlling (measuring, monitoring and correcting 
individual and organisational performance to ensure the .y .y .y 
" division's plans) 
• Co-ordination (harmonising departmental and individual 
goals toward the divisional goals) * .y .y .y 
.Y: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
111.3.2. Front office department 
The front office is a tnajor depatiment of rooms division (Figure III-4). Ditttner and 
Griffin (1993) define fi·ont office as a tenn cmnmonly used to refer to the location 
where the front desk is situated within a lodging operation. As the tnost visible area in 
a hotel, the front office is the first and last custotner contact point. Within a hotel 
organisation, it has often been a career route to the generaltnanager (Powers, 1988). 
Registering, allocating rooms and keys, handling tnail and inforn1ation, and cashiering 
are generally accepted by hotel people as the tlmctions of front office. However, fr01n 
the academic literature (Appendix 4 and 7), academics do not seetn to agree about the 
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activities of belhnen, doonnen and concierges. More theorists tend to consider 
concierges' activities in the front office departtnent (Bryson and Zin1inski, 1992; 
Lattin, 1993; Renner, 1994), though. Only a concierge's role, therefore, will be 
considered in the front office department (Figure III-6) while bellmen and doonnen's 
duties will be discussed in the unforn1ed service department, as Angelo and Vladimir 
( 1994) rec01n1nend. More infonnation about the front office tnay be obtained frotn 
Appendix 4. 
Figure 111-6. Front office department 
I Front office manager I 
I I Assistant Front office manager I 
I 
I I I I I 
Front desk Cashier Mail&Information Telephone Concierge 
supervisor supervisor supervisor supervisor supervisor 
I I I I I 
Front desk Cashiers Mail&Information Telephone Concierge 
clerks clerks operators 
111.3 .2.1. Front office manager and Assistant front office manager 
The front office n1anager is the head of front office department. The assistant fi·ont 
office 1nanager positions in the second place of the departtnent, helping the front office 
1nanager. Bryson and Zin1inski (1992) also natne Front officer tnanager Front desk 
tnanager. The duties of fi·ont office manager and assistant front office manager are 
suggested in Table III-5 and Table III-6. 
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Table 111-5. Activities of the front office manager 
Burdi Jones, ct nl. 
s (1996) (1997) 
• Control of the front office and the entire team of staff * ｾ＠
• Supervision and training of staff ｾ＠ ｾ＠
• Maintaining business relationships with regular corporate and community ｾ＠ ｾ＠
leaders and the reception of VIP guests 
• developing and operating an effective communication system with front ｾ＠ ｾ＠
office staff and other department managers 
• Creation of the desired trading and selling atmosphere * ｾ＠
• Establishing in-house sales programmes at the front desk ｾ＠ ｾ＠
• Security of cash, cheques and vouchers * ｾ＠
• Security of guests' property deposited for safe keeping * ｾ＠
• Security of the front office area * ｾ＠
• Reviewing the final draft of the night audit ｾ＠ * 
• A daily review of the financial accounting procedures at the front desk 
..j * 
and other guest service areas during the previous 24-hour period 
• An analysis of operating results ｾ＠ * 
• Supervising daily registrations and check-outs ｾ＠ * 
0 Preparing budgets and cost-control systems ｾ＠ * 
0 Forecasting room sales ｾ＠ * 
• Operating and monitoring reservation system for guest room rentals ｾ＠ * 
0 Planning and participating in the delivery of marketing programmes of ｾ＠ * 
rooms and other hotels products 
-..J: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
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Table 111-6. Activities of the assistant front office manager 
Jones, et al. 
s (1997) 
• Supervision of duty staff ｾ＠
• Control of working cash and vouchers ..J 
• The day-to-day running of the front office systems ｾ＠
• Production of sales statistics ｾ＠
• Administration of advanced reservations ｾ＠
• Reception of guests ｾ＠
• The promotion of the hotel services ｾ＠
• The creation of a welcoming atmosphere for customers/guest ｾ＠
• Co-operation with other departments ｾ＠
..J: listed by the author( s) 
111.3 .2.2. Front desk supervisor and Front desk clerks 
The titles for front desk employees vaty within the industry. Hotels tnay refer to their 
front desk etnployees as fi·ont desk clerks, front desk agents, front office clerks, front 
office agents, desk clerks, desk attendants, rootns agent, receptionists, reception desk 
clerk, guest service representatives, or smnething sitnilar. However, for the sake of 
consistency we will refer to front desk en1ployees as front desk clerks throughout this 
research. 
According to Angelo and Vladitnir ( 1994 ), the front desk was traditionally placed so 
that the person behind it had a view of both the front door and the elevator. This was 
so front desk clerks could discourage unwelcmne individuals frotn entering and keep 
non-paying guests frmn departing. Because of tnodern credit and security procedures, 
such front desk placetnent is no longer necessary. The fi·ont desk supervisor's role is 
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not explicitly described by theorists. Therefore, his or her activities are tnodified frmn 
Medlik's (1994) suggestions of supervisory activities in Table III-7. 
Table 111-7. Activities of the front desk supervisor 
Medlik 
s (1994) 
• Aiding the front office manager .y 
• Supervising the front desk clerks .y 
• Implementing policy in relation to the front desk .y 
• Motivating the front desk clerks .y 
• Training staffs .y 
• Securing the front desl< clerks' safety ｾ＠
• Managing the front desk budget .y 
• Reporting the performance and results of the front desk .y 
.Y: listed by the author(s) Source: Adapted from Medlik (1994) 
The duties of front desk clerks are categorised differently by theorists as shown in 
Table III-8. Some theorists such as Powers (1995) in particular classifY the front desk 
clerks by time: tuorning clerks, afternoon clerks, and night auditor. Smne of the 
suggested activities would overlap other personnel's duties. For exatnple, 'informing 
guests about hotel and local facilities, tnailing tnessages, and flight or restaurant 
reservation service' will be a part of the tnail and information clerles job. 
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Table 111-8. Activities of the front desk clerks 
ｾ＠ Dittmer Angelo & M:miclms Jones, & Griffin Vladimir Powers Bardi & Shea et nl. (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1997) s 
. Checking the logbook to make sure .y 
they're fully briefed * * * * * moming 
• Verifying guest reservations * * * .y * * 
. Greeting guests 
* 
.y .y 
* * * 
afien100n 
• Registering guests (checking in) .y .y .y .y * .y 
afiemoon 
• Establishing a method of payment for 
the guestroom- credit card, cash, or 
.y .y 
direct billing 
* * * * 
• Assigning guestrooms that are 
unoccupied and have been cleaned .y .y * .y * .y 
• Assigning guestroom keys to guests .y .y * ｾ＠ * * 
• Informing guests about their room 
location or calling a bellperson to assist ｾ＠ .y 
guests with their luggage 
* * * * 
. Informing guests about special hotel 
facilities, and answering questions ｾ＠ .y ｾ＠ .y * .y 
about the property and the surrounding 
community moming 
• mailing and relaying messages to 
guests * .y * * * * 
• flight-reservation services, restaurant 
reservations, shopping services * ｾ＠ * * * * 
• night auditing (reviewing all transactions .y 
and closing/opening the balance) 
* 
.y 
night * * * 
.y 
• registering complaints 
* * * ｾ＠ * moming 
• resolving complaints * * * * ｾ＠ * 
• communicating with the housel<eeping ｾ＠
" staff * * * * moming 
• Checking out * ｾ＠
" 
* * * 
moming 
• Liaison with other staff & departments * * * * * ｾ＠
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• Answering telephones * * * ｾ＠ * * 
• accepting cash and giving change * * * ｾ＠ * * 
...J: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
111.3.2.3. Cashier supervisor and Cashiers 
In srnall and mid-size hotels, the fi·ont desk clerk is also the cashier and the night 
auditor so those cashiers will be a pati of the fi·ont desk in such hotels. However, large 
hotels would have a cashier supervisor and several cashiers separately. Although the 
front desk station and cashier's station are usually separated in large hotels, the front 
desk clerks and cashiers are often cross-trained (Angelo and Vladitnir, 1994). Renner 
( 1994) even argues that fi·ont desk clerks, cashiers, operators, reservation clerks, 
concierges, and housekeepers are cross-trained. Jones, et al. (1997) offer the duties of 
cashier supervisor as listed in Table III -9. Table III -10 shows activities of the cashiers. 
Posting charges to guest accounts is noticed as the n1ost important activity of the 
cashiers. 
Table 111-9. Activities of the cashier supervisor 
Jones, ct al. 
s (1997) 
• Supervision of cashiers 
" 
• Liaison with front office team and all other departments 
" 
• Issue and receipt of cash floats 
" 
G Maintenance of accurate daily business accounts ｾ＠
• Preparation of documentation and cash for banl<ing ｾ＠
. Maintenance of accurate guest accounts ｾ＠
...J: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
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Table 111-10. Activities of the cashiers 
ｾ＠ Lattin Renner Angelo & Vladimir Jones, ct al. (1993) (1994) (1994) (1997) s 
• Receiving payments ｾ＠ * * ｾ＠
• Posting charges such as restaurant ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠ ｾ＠bills and telephone calls to guest 
accounts (PMS often used for POS) 
. Making change 
* ｾ＠ * * 
• Cashing checks * ｾ＠ * * 
• Exchanging foreign currency * ｾ＠ * * 
• Issuing safety deposit boxes * ｾ＠ * * 
Reconciling all cashier transactions ｾ＠ ｾ＠* * (Matching of all charges to the correct 
accounts) 
• Co-ordinating with other departments * ｾ＠ * * 
• Assisting the cashier supervisor * * * ｾ＠
...f: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
111.3.2.4. Mail and information supervisor and Clerks 
The goal of an infonnation subsystem in hotel and motel operations is to serve the 
special needs of guests and employees for inforn1ation about guests, goods and 
services (Dittmer and Griffin, 1993). Guest information may be tnaintained in a 
con1puter programtne or a card filing systen1. The front desk clerks in tnost hotels are 
also likely to be a mail and information clerk so the front desk supervisor would 
become the tnail and infonnation supervisor as well. Few articles deal with tnail and 
information clerks separately fi·otn the front desk clerks. Table III-11 shows the 
relevant activities of tnail and information clerks but the activities in this table are not 
clearly offered by the theorists. According to Lattin ( 1993 ), the responsibility for 
providing guests with information and tnessages has been recently divided atnong the 
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front desk clerks, PBX (private branch exchange-the tenn used for the switchboard 
equipn1ent) operators, and cashiers, so a single full-titne person is usually not required 
for these duties. 
Table 111-11. Activities of mail & information clerks 
Dittmer & Griffin Lattin Renner 
s (1993) (1993) (1994) 
• Placing mail and messages for guests in numbered ｾ＠ * .y 
mailboxes 
• Maintaining a data bank with the names and addresses 
.y .y .y 
of current guests, their room numbers, the status of 
their accounts, and considerable additional information 
• Providing information about goods, hotel services, and .y .y .y 
local facilities 
• Assisting visitors in finding the guests .y * * 
• Verifying the room numbers of guests who have signed 
.y 
* * guest checks in the restaurant or bar 
• Counting the number of rooms vacant and to be vacant .y * * 
• Advising housekeepers to clean the vacant rooms .y * * 
• Counting the number of registered guests and 
.y 
* * calculating the percentage of guest rooms occupied 
.Y: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
111.3.2.5. Telephone supervisor and operators 
Dittmer and Griffin ( 1993) state that the telephone subsystern has the obvious goal of 
providing telephone c01ntnunication service to guests and ernployees. Switchboard 
operators can be also called telephone operators or PBX (private branch exchange) 
operators. These days, hotels are likely to have a telephone section with a 
switchboard. Most large hotels distinguish the telephone operators fron1 the front desk 
clerks, the operators' duties can still overlap the front desk clerks' if they answer 
custotners' sitnple questions. Large hotels tend to purchase advanced equiptnent, 
which routes the charges for long-distance calls to guest accounts and makes wake-up 
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calls automatically. In Table III-12, general activities of telephone operators are 
suggested by three authors. 
Table 111-12. Activities of telephone operators 
Lattin Dittmel" & Gt"iftin Ba .. di 
s (1993) (1993) (1996) 
• Receiving calls .y .y * 
• Placing calls (local and /or long-distance) for 
.y .y .y 
guests and staff 
• Tracking and relaying charges to be recorded 
.y .y .y 
on guests' account 
. Making wake-up calls by the morning ｾ＠ ｾ＠ * telephone operators 
• Monitoring automated systems .y * * 
• Co-ordinating emergency communication * ｾ＠
systems 
.y 
• Sending and receiving fax messages * .y * 
• Assisting the front desk clerk and cashier * * ｾ＠
when necessary 
ｾＺ＠ listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
111.3 .2.6. Concierge 
The concierge systetn originates with European hotels but a large number of An1erican 
hotels have currently adopted this systetn. Traditionally a concierge was the 'keeper of 
the keys' and custodian of buildings in France (Toole, 1987). The goal of the 
concierge systen1 is to give guests personal and attentive service, ensuring a high 
degree of guest satisfaction and return. Accordingly, the concierge should be fan1iliar 
with the hotel's facilities and services and also should have a thorough knowledge of 
the local area. 
The role of a concierge cannot be defined easily because the position in the 
organisational structure is not clear and the range of his or her activity is broad. A 
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concierge has various titles: service representative, host, hostess, and guest services 
host, and is also called the pottier in many European countries, or head hall porter in 
regions with a British tradition. Bryson and Zilninski (1992) recomtnend that a good 
concierge should have a unique relationship with all of the tnanagetnent and every 
depatttnent head in the hotel, for he often needs to solve all kind of potential problen1s 
by calling the person in a position to take itnmediate action. The concierge, therefore, 
111ay report to the general manager, the resident tnanager, the roon1s director, or the 
assistant rooms director. In n1ost hotels, the concierge tends to be a front desk staff 
and rep01ts to the front office tnanager or the assistant fi·ont office n1anager. A 
nutnber of scholars define the concierge's responsibilities, as shown in Table III -13. 
Table 111-13. Activities of concierges 
ｾ＠ Toole B&Z+ Lnttin ｒ｡ｮｾﾷ＠ A&V+ Jones+ (1987) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1994) (1997) s 
• Conducting him/herself in a professional manner at all 
times, reflecting the high standards of the company * * * ...j * * 
• Maintaining a clean, well-groomed appearance in 
uniform; maintaining a clean, well-organised work area * ,t * -,1 * * 
• Assisting guests at the concierge desk and over the 
telephone, prior to arrival, during their stay, and after * * * ...j * * 
departure 
• Greeting and chatting with returning guests, and 
accompanying a valued guest to the front desk * ,I * * * * 
• Keeping abreast of all facilities and events in the hotel 
by reviewing memos, message, special-attraction lists, * * * ...j ...j * 
function sheets, arrival sheets, arrival/departure lists, 
etc. 
• Maintaining contacts with other businesses in the areas, 
including restaurants, airlines, ground transportation ...j * ...j ...j ,t ...j 
agencies, theatres, clubs, entertainment events 
(securing reservations, obtaining tickets, ordering taxis 
and limousines) 
• Maintaining contacts with other concierges in the city 
and the company * * * 
,, 
* * 
• Handling mail, messages, deliveries and rentals * * * ...j * * 
• Maintaining an inventory of stamps and stationery and 
knows postage rates for domestic and foreign * * * ...j * * 
shipments 
• Handling/reporting guests' complaints & problems * ,I * 
I 
* * v 
• Performing and hiring out secretarial work, such as 
photocopying, typing, and telexing for guests ...j * ...j ...j ...j * 
• Keeping current on all city attractions, transportation 
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schedules, entertainment calendars, recreational * * * ,I ｾ＠ * 
charters and rentals, and related services to guests 
• Arranging and bool<ing tours and special attractions * * * ｾ＠ * * 
• Arranging services such as baby-sitting, shipping, 
courier dispatches, luggage repair, sewing ..J * * ..} * * 
• Supplying guests with emergency needs for toiletries, 
umbrellas, disposable razors and toothbrushes etc. 
"' 
* * 
,, 
* * 
• Organising and booking onward travel arrangements * * * Ｍ ｾ＠ * * 
• Supervising doormen, bellmen, page boys, and valet 
parl<ing * * * Ｍ ｾ＠ * ｾ＠
• Ordering taxis or limousines * * * .J * -v 
• Maintaining a daily log book * * * 
"' 
* * 
• Making arrangements to replace lost credit cards 
"' 
* * * * * 
• Suggesting a jogging route ,I * * * * * 
• Teaching all front office staff * ..} * * * * 
• Performing some of the front desk supervisor's duties * ..} * * * * 
• Inspecting and showing rooms when a heavy check-in 
in progress * ..} * * * * 
• Checking out on behalf of special guests like cashiers * .J * * * * 
• Contacting the other departments to solve problems * 
"' 
* * * * 
• Organising special functions such as VIP cocktail 
parties * * .J * * * 
• Taking orders for guests' morning papers and calls * * * * * Ｍ ｾ＠
• Keeping a watch on the front office area for security * * * * * ,I 
B&Z+: B1yson and Ziminski; A&V+: Angelo & Vladimir; Jones+: Jones, et al. 
"'-': listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
IIL3.3. Housekeeping depa1·tment 
The principle goal of housekeeping is to provide appropriate care for guest rootns and 
various other areas in the lodging property; attending to guest rooms is daily business 
of the housekeeping departtnent and redecorating and rehabilitating rooms is long-
tenn upkeep (Ditttner and Griffin, 1993). In other words, housekeeping is responsible 
for 'cleaning' and 'tnaintaining' the condition of the property (Bryson and Zitninski, 
1992). 
The housekeeping departtnent has the largest staff as the biggest depmitnent in most 
hotels. Its staffing structure, however, is different by size, type and location of the 
hotel. According to Lattin ( 1993 ), in a s1nall hotel, the housekeeping tnanager tnay be 
the only supervisor and the roon1 attendants tnay be the only staff in this depmiment. 
In larger properties, there are often additional supervisors called roon1 supervisors. 
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Jones, et al. (1997) argue that it is not feasible to compile rigid staffing charts showing 
lines of responsibility because of the diversity of residential establishtnents. I-Iowever, 
large hotels tend to have the personnel such as room attendants, housepersons, 
laundlJJ attendants, and linen attendants as shown in Figure III-7 (Ditttner and Griffin, 
1993; Angelo and Vladin1ir, 1994). Tucker and Schneider (1975) try to distinguish 
day supervisors and workers from night supervisor and workers, i.e., day housepersons 
and night housepersons. 
Figure 111-7. Housekeeping department 
I Housekeeping manager I 
I 
!Assistant housekeeping manager_! 
I 
I I I I 
Room Houseperson Laundry Linen 
supervisor supervisor supervisor supervisor 
I I I I 
Room Housepersons Laundry Linen 
attendants attendants attendants 
111.3.3.1. Housekeeping manager and Assistant housekeeping manager 
The housekeeping manager is often called 'the executive housekeeper' or 'the head 
housekeeper'. In small hotels, the housekeeper tnay play the housekeeping tnanager' s 
role while it is usually the title for people at the working level in large hotels (Branson 
and Lennox, 1988a,b ). The assistant housekeeping manager is also nan1ed 'the deputy 
head housekeeper' or 'the assistant housekeeper'. Theorists are unlikely to describe its 
job but Hatfield and Winter (1986) suggest some of its activities in Table III-14. Table 
III-15 explores duties ofthe housekeeping tnanager. 
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Table 111-14. Activities of the housekeeping manager 
Brunson Angelo 
& Lennox & Vladimir Mortimer Bardi 
s (1988a,b) (1994) (1996) (1996) 
Co-operating with other departments '.} * * 
( 
• 
"' 
• engagement, dismissal and welfare of staff '.} * ·.J * 
• scheduling deployment, supervision, control and training of 
staff .J ,t .J ..; 
• compilation of duty rosters, holiday lists and wage sheets .,f * * * 
• making periodic inspections of the cleanliness and hygiene 
of the hotel and establishing their standards .J ,, ﾷ ｾ＠ ,[ 
• completion and/or checking of room occupancy lists 
" 
* * * 
• dealing with guests' complaints and requests ...J * * * 
• reporting and checking of all maintenance work '.} .,f * ,I 
• control and supervision of the work of the linen room and 
possibly an in-house laundry ,t * * ｾ＠
• dealing with lost property ...J * * * 
• control of all keys in the department ...J * * * 
• prevention of fire and other accidents in the department ,t * * * 
• care of the sick and the provision of first aid for staff and 
guests .J * * * 
• ordering and control of stores, equipment etc., in the 
department ,t .J * ..J 
• being willing to advise on the interior design of the rooms, 
cleaning and associated contracts, pest control ﾷ ｾ＠ * * * 
• keeping inventories and records of equipment, 
redecoration and any other relevant details of the ,t ,t * ﾷｾ＠
department 
• floral decorations ,t * * * 
• motivating and communicating staff * * ,, ,, 
• assisting with garden maintenance * * ,, * 
• managing the hotel's anti-waste and recycling programme * * ...J * 
• keeping a good relationship with suppliers * * .J * 
• obtaining survival-fluency in foreign languages * * * .J 
• keeping abreast of new ideas and techniques through 
trade journals and continuing education courses * * * ..; 
....J: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
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Table 111-15. Activities of the assistant housekeeping manager 
Hatfield and Wi111er 
s (1986) 
. aiding the housel<eeping manager in the smooth running of 
the hotel 
" 
• relieving the housekeeping manager on days off ,t 
• staff training ,J 
• ordering of stores ,J 
• responsibility for the housemen ,J 
"'-1: listed by the author(s) 
111.3.3.2. Room supervisor and Room attendants 
Room attendants are the most impmtant staff in the housekeeping depat1ment. Large 
hotels tend to have tnore than one room supervisor. Roon1 supervisors are frequently 
natned floor supervisors, room inspectors or floor housekeepers. As shown in Table 
III-16, rootn supervisors are in charge of ensuring the romns' cleanliness and reporting 
their condition to the housekeeping or the front office. 
Table 111-16. Activities of the room supervisor 
Dittmer Angelo 
& Griffin Lattin & Vladimir 
. (1993) (1993) (1994) 
• supervising room attendants * * ,J 
• verifying that rooms have been properly cleaned and meet 
the standards established for the property ·.J ·.J * 
• reporting it ready for occupancy-by informing the front 
office directly (in small hotels) or reporting it via the ,t ,J * 
housekeeping manager 
"'-1: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
Hotels position rootn attendants with vanous titles: housekeepers, room maids, 
chambern1aids, maids, or housekeeping attendants. Room attendants tnay be divided 
into guestroom maids, staff room maids, and ladies' cloala-oom maids (Branson and 
Lennox, 1988a,b ). Table III-17 suggests various activities of the roon1 attendants. 
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Table 111-17. Activities of the room attendants 
Brunson Dittmer Angelo 
& Lennox Lnttin & Gl"iffin & Vladimir 
s (1988a,b) (1993) (1993) (1994) 
• removing all soiled linen and towels and replacing them 
with fresh ones * Ｍ ｾ＠ ..j -.J 
• making the beds 
"' "' 
..j ｾ＠
• cleaning the bathroom ..j
"' 
,t 
"' 
• vacuuming the bedroom and sitting room 
"' "' "' 
, I 
• dusting/polishing furniture or fine antique furniture (luxury 
hotels) * * .,f * 
• cleaning mirrors * * ·.J * 
• emptying wastebaskets * ,t 
"' "' 
• replenishing supplies of tissue, toilet paper, matches, 
laundry bags, soap, and such amenities as shampoo, hair * 
"' "' "' conditioner, and shower caps 
• checl<ing electric lights, televisions, clock radios, 
heating/cooling units, hair dryers, shoeshine machines, * * ,t * 
and other devices 
• washing ashtrays * * 
"' 
* 
• replenishing supplies for in-room coffee- and tea-making 
devices * 
"' 
·.J * 
• restocking supplies for in-room bars * * Ｍ ｾ＠ * 
• reporting items used from an in-room bar to the front office 
for billing purposes * * ·.J * 
• checking the guestroom for broken appliances, damaged 
shades or blinds, leaky faucets, and the number of * * 
" "' hangers in closets 
• arranging fresh flowers in rooms daily (luxury hotels) * * 
" 
* 
• checl<ing the bed and blankets for damage * * * 
"' 
• checking closets and drawers for items forgotten by 
guests * * * 
"' 
• reporting to the supervisor about any rooms that refused 
service or requested later service * ,t * * 
• cleaning the rooms of the living-in staff 
"' 
* * * 
• looking after the ladies' powder room 
"' 
* * * 
...J: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
111.3.3.3. Houseperson supervisor and Housepersons 
Theorists do not explicitly describe the houseperson supervisor's role. Lattin (1993 ), 
however, offers sotne activities of the houseperson supervisor in Table III-18. 
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Table 111-18. Activities of the houseperson supervisor 
Lattin 
s (1993) 
. supervising housepersons ｾ＠
• distributing cleaning and guestroom supplies ｾ＠
• co-ordinating all activities and daily work assignments from 
other housekeeping sectors like the linen room ｾ＠
...f: listed by the author(s) 
In sotne hotels, housepersons are called housetnen, house pmters, or linen potters. 
According to Lattin (1993), the houseperson works in close co-operation with the 
room attendants. A typical hotel staffing pattern suggests one houseperson for each 
five to eight room attendants. Housepersons' job may be various by hotel. Lattin 
( 1993) argues that the houseperson keeps each floor's linen storage closet while 
Branson and Lennox (1988a,b) seen1 to suggest three types ofhousepersons: cleaners, 
window cleaners, and housepmters. Cleaners are natned housemaids, house cleaners 
or corridor tnaids in sotne hotels. They clean various areas of the hotel, such as public 
areas, back of house areas, and facilities for the staff. Window cleaning is most usually 
done on contract but large hotels tnay have window cleaners on their staff. 
Housepo11ers' work consists of the retnoval of rubbish, the shifting of furniture, heavy 
vacuum cleaning and other odd jobs. Table III -19 summarises the housepersons' 
activities. 
Table 111-19. Activities of the housepersons 
Branson Angelo 
& Lennox Lattin & Vladimir 
s (1988a,b) (1993) (1994) 
• keeping each floor's linen storage closet stocked with the 
necessary types of linen * --.! * 
• co-operating with room attendants * ,I * 
• cleaning all hallway carpets and maintaining the general 
cleanliness of public areas (offices, public rooms, 
bathrooms and ladies' cloakrooms), toilets, lounges, --.! ｾ＠ --.! 
service corridors, and sometimes restaurants and bars 
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• carpet cleaning with heavy-duty vacuum cleaners and 
shampooers ...j ,I * 
• cleaning walls, baseboards, and windows ...j ...j * 
• moving furniture for more thorough cleaning ...j ...j ...J 
• turning mattresses * ...J * 
• removing rubbish ...J * * 
"'./: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
111.3.3.4. Laundry supervisor and Laundry attendants 
Although hotels increasingly use outside laundries and dry cleaning, n1any hotels 
operate their own d!)J cleaning and laund1y facilities. These 'in-house' facilities tnay 
be then organised as separate departments of the hotel or as sections of the 
housekeeping department (Medlik, 1994). In many hotels, dry cleaning services (or 
valet services) and laundry services can be done by laundry attendants while sotne 
hotels provide self-service facilities. Hatfield and Winter ( 1986) suggest six 
responsibilities of the laundry supervisor (Table III-20). 
Table 111-20. Activities of the laundry supervisor 
Hatfield and Winter 
' 
(1986) 
• liaison with other departments to ensure that laundry is 
supplied In correct quantity and quality ...J 
• staff recruitment, training and welfare ...J 
• order of supplies ...j 
• arranging machine maintenance ...J 
• cleanliness of the laundry ...J 
• efficient laundry production ...j 
"'./: listed by the author(s) 
Laundry attendants tnay include valet runners, guest laundry and press operators, 
washtnen, and folding/ironing operators. Valet work normally includes guest laundry, 
dry cleaning and pressing. Table III-21 shows activities of the laundty attendants. 
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Table 111-21. Activities of the laundry attendants 
Hatfield & Winter Dittmer & Bardi 
' 
(1986) Griffin (1996) 
(1993) 
• collecting and delivering guest laundry/soft furnishings and ...} 
dry cleaning (valet runners' duties) I 'i ...} 
...} 
• sorting, tagging, laundering and then finishing articles of (guest laundry and press * ...} 
clothing and other items operators' duties) 
• sorting dirty linen, stain removal, loading the machines and ...} 
ensuring the correct washing programmes (waslunen's duties) * * 
...} 
• folding and ironing linen (foldhlg/irmling * * 
operators' duties) 
• posting the charge vouchers to the guests' account and 
the night auditor * * ｾ＠
ｾＺ＠ listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
111.3.3.5. Linen supervisor and Linen attendants 
'Linen' is a term which includes cotton, terylene, and nylon, as well as pure linen-in 
fact any fabric used as bed sheets and pillow cases or table clothes, serviettes, etc. 
(Hatfield and Winter, 1986). Tucker and Schneider (1975) and Lattin (1977) argue 
that the linen rootn is the housekeeping headqua11ers so all housekeeping personnel 
report to the linen roo1n. Table 111-22 and Table III-23 suggest activities of the linen 
supervisor and the linen attendants. 
Table 111-22. Activities of the linen supervisor 
Tucker & Hatfield & Branson & 
Schneider Winter Lennox 
s (1975) (1986) (1988a,b) 
• receiving linen several times throughout the day as it is 
processed by the laundry and delivered ...} * ...} 
• inspection of linens for burns, tears, fading, etc., 
maintaining standards outlined to you with samples ...} * * 
• stocking of linens on shelves according to size, colour and 
...} * --/ use 
• issuing linen only for the amount requisitioned that day ...} ...} ,, 
• communications with laundry manager for a specially 
requested quantity, colour or size linen that is in short ,t * * 
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supply or not available on the shelf when requested 
• issuing only the linens designated for each facility's use ..J ..J ,I 
• remove all linens requiring repairs to the sewing room ..J ,I * 
• adequately control, and give proper attention to , the 
issuance of linen ..J ..J ｾ＠
...f: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
Table 111-23. Activities of the Linen attendants 
Schweid Hatfield & Winter 
' 
(1979) (1986) 
• aiding the linen keepers with their responsibilities and ..J 
relieve on days off * Ｈｬｩｮｾｮ＠ room attendants) 
• repairing linen, bedding, soft furnishings and uniforms ｾ＠ ..J 
( semnstresses) 
• making special items such as skirtings for a buffet table, or ..J 
remaking damaged table clothes etc. * (seamstresses) 
• storing and issuing bed, bath, restaurant and banquet 
linens ﾷ ｾ＠ * 
• storing and issuing uniforms ..J * 
• storing and ｩｳｾｵｩｮｧ＠ housekeeping supplies ,I * 
...f: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
IIL3 .. 4 .. Reservations department 
Dittmer and Griffin (1993) define that reservation refers to an arrangement by which 
lodging operators hold acconunodations for guests who will be arriving at some later 
thne. The reservations subsyste1n in hotels typically consists of an office vtith smne 
nutnber of e1nployees, known as reservation clerks or reservationists. Customers 
usually request a rootn reservation through telephone, fax, or letter. They also 111ake a 
reservation through reservation systen1s, travel agents, tour operators, and 
transportation cotnpanies such as airlines and cruise lines. Recent technology allows 
travellers to tnake reservations by voice response units using telephone without talking 
to a person and by Internet reservation systetns using world cotnputer networks. The 
reservations depatitnent has a very shnple organisational structure as shown in Figure 
III-8. 
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Figure 111-8. Reservations department 
Reservations manager 
111.3 .4. I. Reservations manager 
In a small operation, reservations could be part of the front desk clerk's function, or 
handled by the manager and the assistant tnanager. However, in a large hotel, a 
separate staff is needed. Renner ( 1994) suggests that a reservations tnanager in a large 
property could supervise fi·o1n two to ten reservationists working on a various aspects 
of reservations. Table III-24 offers son1e activities of the reservations tnanager. 
Table 111-24. Activities of the reservations manager 
Renner Burdi 
. (1994) (1996) 
• supervising reservationists on various aspects of 
reservations .j ·.J 
• taking incoming requests for rooms and noting special 
requests for service * ·.J 
• providing the guest with requested information and 
services as well as accurate confirmation of these Items * ·.J 
• keeping an accurate room inventory by using a reservation 
module of a property management system * ·.J 
• communicating effectively with the marketing and sales 
department and discussing sales planning * .j 
...f: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
111.3 .4.2. Reservationists 
A reservations departn1ent should be staffed by skilled teletnarketing personnel who 
are able to accept reservations over the phone, answer questions about the facilities, 
and quote guestroon1 rates and available dates (Angelo and Vladilnir, 1994). Various 
activities of the reservationists are offered in Table III-25 . 
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Table 111 .. 25. Activities of the reservationists 
Dittmer & 
Griffin Lnttin Renner Bar(li 
s (1993) (1993) (1994) (1996) 
• responding to requests for accommodations from potential 
" " " 
,; 
guests 
. recording some information quickly, such as name, 
address, dates to be reserved, room type, rate, arrival time, 
" " " 
* 
payment method, telephone number on the paper form or 
in a computer terminal 
• requiring deposits before confirming reservations or asking 
credit card numbers when a customers make their ,, 
" 
* 
" reservations 
• adding new reservations to those already in the system, 
and allowing for easy access to the accumulated 
* * 
" 
* 
reservations 
• providing a detailed list of guests and their requirements on ,t * .,, 
" the day arrival to the front office on duty 
• keeping exact records regarding the status of guestrooms 
and making sure that future dates are not overbooked * 
" 
* * 
• co-operating with sales and marketing personnel when * ,t * * 
large groups are booked into a hotel 
• supporting the front office management's efforts to attain a * * 
" 
* 
full house 
• cancelling reservations * * * 
" 
v: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
IIL3.S. Uniformed service department 
The unifonned service departn1ent (also called the guest service departlnent) is suitably 
nan1ed because its only product is service. The main functions of the unifonned 
departlnent will be servicing arrivals and departures, and providing information about 
the hotel and the locality. Lattin, et al. (1977) explain that none of the jobs in the 
uniformed service depatitnent are complex, but their functions are ilnp01iant, since 
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tnetnbers of the unifonned service are the first to greet and the last to contact the hotel 
guest. 
These are the possible staff categories of the unitbnned service depatitnent: doorn1en, 
belhnen, elevator operators, and drivers. Transpmiation services will surely be the 
pati of the unifonned service. These tnay require garage managen1ent personnel and 
limousine/airpoti van drivers. However, in tnost large hotels, garages and lilnousines 
are handled by outside contractors (Angel and Vladimir, 1994). About elevator 
operation, Bardi (1996) states that the elevator operator is ahnost an extinct species in 
the lodging establishment. This person has been replaced by self-operated elevators 
and escalators. Therefore, this section asstuues that there are only the uniformed 
service manager, doormen and bellmen in the uniformed service depatitnent (Figure 
III-9). 
Figure 111 .. 9. Uniformed service department 
l Uniformed service manager l 
I 
I J 
l Doormen I I Bellmen I 
111.3.5.1. Uniformed service manager 
On the repmi of Bryson and Zitninski (1992), in smne hotels, the concierge supervises 
the entire unifonued lobby staff, including belhnen and doonnen. In others, the 
bellmen and doonnen are supervised by the uniformed service tnanager, often called 
the bell captain. Bryson and Zitninski (1992) argue that it is not easy for the concierge 
to control the unifonned staff because the concierge is not an union employee while 
the unifonned service n1anager, doormen and belhnen are fi·equently union n1embers 
who conforn1 to a strict set of rules. However, the concierge tends to be involved with 
supervision of the unifonned staff to smne extent. In Table III-26, activities of the 
uniformed service n1anager are suggested. These activities are originally considered 
the concierge's duties by Jones, et al. (1997) but these would be the smne as the 
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unifonned service n1anager' s responsibilities. Bryson and Ziminski ( 1992) indicate that 
the concierge tnay play the same role of the bell captain or the uniformed service 
tnanager. 
Table 111-26. Activities of the uniformed service manager 
Jones, et al. 
s (1997) 
• supervision of bell and doormen and page boys -.J 
• arranging guests' theatre or tour tickets ﾷ ｾ＠
• ordering taxis for guests -.J 
• keeping a watch on the front office area for security -.J 
• taking orders for guests' morning papers and early calls -.J 
...J: listed by the author(s) 
111.3.5.2. Doormen 
The doorman or door attendant meets all arriving guests and departing guests. He or 
she should wear a clean uniform and be well-mannered because he or she could give 
custotners the first and last impression on the hotel. His or her activities are 
sumtnarised in Table III-27. 
Table 111-27. Activities of the doormen 
Lattin, ct al. Jones, ct al. 
s (1977) (1997) 
• greeting guests and helping to unload their luggage ...} * 
• guarding the luggage of arriving and departing guests and 
assisting the bellman in handling baggage ...} * 
• summoning taxis, limousines or airport vans for customers 
...j ...j 
• helping guests in and out of their vehicles and advising 
guests upon car parking facilities ...j ...} 
• informing customers on points of interest and locations of 
buildings ,t * 
• watching the front area of the premises * ...} 
• deterring undesirable persons from entering * ...j 
• co-operating with staff in the concierge's section * ,t 
...J: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
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111.3.5.3. Bellmen 
The bellmen are called the bell staff, or the bell persons (so called because originally 
they were summoned by a bell). With a British tradition, they are also natned porter or 
hall porter. The belhnan serves as the eyes and ears of the hotel in his or her frequent 
trips to all parts of the hotel; he or she needs to report anything wrong he or she finds. 
His or her cou1tesy, tact, and efficiency can make the guests comfottable. Because of 
his or her direct contact with the customers, the belhnan can be an excellent salestnan 
for the restaurants, lounges, and other services of the hotel (Lattin, et al., 1977). 
According to Powers (1995), in n1ost hotels, the fi·ont desk and belhnen generally 
share the work that the concierge does in the luxmy propet1y. That is, guests in a 
stnaller hotel can obtain similar services fron1 the front desk clerk or belhnan to those 
frotn the concierge in a large property. The bellmen's activities are broad as suggested 
in Table III-28. 
Table 111-28. Activities of the bellmen 
Lattin, et Bryson & Angelo & 
al. Ziminski Vladimir Renner 
' (1977) (1992) (1994) (1994) 
• receiving the room slips and the key from the front desk 
(the front bellman) -v * * * 
• checl<ing to see if the guest has any mail or messages --1 * * * 
• carrying the baggage and escorting the guest to the 
elevator and to his room -v -v .J -v 
• checking the room for orderliness and proper functioning 
of the lights, television, and other equipment -v * -v * 
• providing information on hotel services and room amenities 
-v * 
,, 
-v 
• answering any questions such as the hours of operation of 
the hotel's restaurants, lounges, and other facilities -v * ·.J --1 
including the local community 
• leaving the key and guest rooming slip in the room ..J * * * 
• reporting anything out of the ordinary they may observe --1 * * * 
• assisting the departing guest with his luggage -v * * ,I 
• making photocopies and delivering messages, faxes, 
pacl<ages or flowers ..J --1 * -.J 
• paging guests --1 * * * 
• carrying baggage on room changes --1 * * * 
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• showing rooms to customers or conducting group tours 
through the hotel ｾ＠ * * * 
• assisting concierge staff as needed ..J ..J * Ｍｾ＠
• maintaining clean lobby area * * * ,t 
• relieving door attendant during meal breaks * * * ｾ＠
• looking after flags as instructed by manager * * * ,t 
• entering every service provided in a log book * * * ｾ＠
...J: listed by the author(s) * : not listed by the author(s) 
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111.4. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter focused on identifying a target research area (the rooms division of large 
hotels) and defining functional activities within the rooms division. To establish the 
general structure and individual position titles, the sections and subsections were 
discussed with the acadetnic literature of hotel n1anagement, i.e. Table III-2 and Table 
III-28 . Most activities were sought frotn large and luxury hotels because these hotels 
had n1ore activities than stnall and low-quality ones. Each staff was placed in an 
appropriate managetnent level within the division or depatitnent and then the staff's 
activities were studied. 
There were two findings . Firstly, the functional sttucture of the romns division was 
different atnong hotels by type and by size. Large hotels had tnore depatiments than 
stnall ones. Each acadetnic (Table III-3) divided the rootns division into different 
categories but there were selected four depatiments where the scholars n1ade a general 
agreetnent: the front office department, housekeeping depatitnent, reservations 
depatinlent, and uniformed service department. ｓ･｣ｯｮ､ｬｹｾ＠ the tnanagetnent levels and 
staff titles within the rooms division were various among hotels and atnong acadetnics, 
as studied in Section III. 3. Without the hierarchy of rooms division with unified titles, 
it seetned to be difficult to understand managers' positions within the hierarchy. 
Accordingly, the staff's titles of rooms division were unified. 
In sun11nary, tnanagement levels and job titles were unified and individual staff were 
positioned within the four departtnents of rootns division. Activities of an individual 
staff were sought as tnuch as possible to fully consult each position's job. For 
establishing questionnaires in the next chapter, the activities of roon1s division had to 
be clearly defined. As most hotels tend to have written job descriptions by staff, 
activities were found with reference to the staff's titles; tlus will make the future 
research patiicipants be involved with the study quickly and carry on the research with 
confidence, for their personal job descriptions would be similar to the activities 
classified in this chapter. These activities will be a basis for Chapter IV. In Chapter 
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IV, two questionnaire will be prepared to select value activities and to look for the 
value chain's use for strategy, using the explored activities in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 
IV. APPLYING THE VALUE 
CHAIN FOR HOTEL 
STRATEGY: RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY 
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IV. I. CHAPTER INTRODUCTION 
Chapter III identified the hotel rooms division as the target research area, defined the 
structure of the rootns division, identified the tnanagetnent levels and the staff's titles 
of hotel rooms division, and explored each staff's activities. 
The research tnethodology has two streams-literature review and questionnaire 
survey. There were two questionnaire surveys: 1) To establish the applicability of the 
value chain of the rootns division through one questionnaire, and 2) To investigate 
perceptions of the value chain and rating the value chain's use through a second 
questionnaire. The structure of these questionnaires was built on the basis of Porter's 
(1985) statetnents in his book. Although Porter did not explicitly suggest the 
procedures for establishing a value chain and connecting it to strategy formation, an 
interpretation of his intention for the value chain and strategic formation can be 
stunmarised as shown in Table IV -1. The author terms this Porter's principles. 
The structure of this chapter reflects the sequence of the tnethodology process to 
con1plete the research. In each section, definitions or concepts of tnethods are 
described first, then the adopted methodology for this research is analysed on the basis 
of the suggested tnethods. Section 2 explains the research objective and procedures 
and then in Section 3, specific research methodologies to achieve these objectives are 
introduced. Methods of data collection and data analysis are dealt with in Sections 4 
and 5. A sununary section then follows. 
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Table IV-1. Porter's principles and the steps for strategy 
STEPS PORTER'S PRINCIPLES PP. 
1) Listing 1. Every finn is a collection of activities that are perfonned to design, 36) 
activities produce, market, deliver, and support its product. All these 46 
activities can be represented using a value chain, shown in Figure 
II-9. 
2) Defining 2. Every value activity employs purchased inputs, human resources 38 
value (labour and management), and some form of technology to perform 
activities its function. Each value activity also uses and creates information, 
such as buyer data (order entry), performance parameters (testing), 
and product failure statistics. 
3) Classifying 3. Value activities can be divided into two broad types, primary ＳＸ ｾ＠
the value activities (5 generic categories) and support activities (4 generic 43-
activities categories). There are three activity types that play a different role 44 
into the in competitive advantage: direct, indirect. quality assurance. 
value chain 
4. The 9 activity categories (9 fi.mctions) must be subdivided into 45-
activities. Subdividing activities can proceed to the level of 46 
increasingly narrow activities that are to some degree discrete. 
Thus the number of potential activities is often quite large. The 
basic principle for disaggregation is that activities should be 
isolated and separated that (1) have different economics, (2) have 
a high potential impact ofdifferentiation, or (3) represent a 
significant or growing proportion o..lcost. 
5. In using the value chain, successively finer dis aggregations of some 45 
activities are made as the analysis exposes differences important to 
competitive advantage; other activities are combined because they 
prove to be unimportant to competitive advantage or are goven1ed 
by similar economics. Value activities should be assigned to 
categories that best represent their contribution to a finn ' s 
competitive advantage. 
4) Finding 6. Linkages can lead to competitive advantage in two \:vays: 48-
linliages optimisation and co-ordination. The most obvious linkages are 49 
within the those between support activities and primary activities represented 
value chain by the on the generic value chain, shown Figure II-9. More subtle 
linkages are those bet\:veen primary activities . 
7. Linkages among value activities arise from 4 generic causes: a) 49-
The same function can be performed in different ways; b) The cost 50 
or performance of direct activities is improved by greater efforts in 
indirect activities; c) Activities performed inside a finn reduce the 
need to demonstrate, explain, or service a product in the field; d) 
Quality assurance functions can be performed in different ｜ｾＧ｡ｹｳＮ＠
5) Vertical 8. Linkages exist not only within a finn's value chain but between a 50 
linlmges firm's chain and the value chains of suppliers and channels. 
6) Finding 9. The basic tool for diagnosing competitive advantage and finding 26 
competitive ways to enhance it is the value chain, which divides a firn1 into the 
advantage discrete activities it performs in designing, producing, marketing, 
and distributing its product. 
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10.There are t\:vo basic types of competitive advantage: cost 
leadership and difjerentiation. Competitive advantage frequently 3, 
derives from ' linkages' among activities just as it does from the 48 
individual value activities themselves. 
ll.Dejining the value chain for cost analysis: The starting point for 
cost analysis is to define a firm's value chain and to assign 64, 
operating costs and assets to value activities . Differentiation and 120-
the value chain: Differentiation grows out of the finn's value 121 
chain. Vi1tually any value activity is a potential source of 
uniqueness . Value activities representing only a small percentage of 
total cost can nevertheless have a major impact on differentiation. 
7) Analysing 12.Competitive scope (the scope of a finn's activities) can have a 53, 
competitive powerful effect on competitive advantage, because it shapes the 26 
scope configuration and economics of the value chain. The scope of a 
within an finn's activities can have a powerful role in competitive advantage 
industt·y through its influence on the value chain. 
8) Changing a 13. The value chain provides a systematic ';vay to divide a finn into its 59 
firm's discrete activities, and thus can be used to examine hmv the 
structure activities in a firm are and could be grouped. The value chain can 
also play a valuable role in designing organisational structure. 
Activities 'vith similarities should be put together in a department. 
Departments are separated from other groups of activities because 
of their differences (separation or differentiation by organisational 
theorist). Depmtments are integrated because of the need to co-
ordinate them (integration). 
9) Building a 14.Competitive strategy is the search for a favourable competitive 1, 
competitive position in an indust1y to establish a l) profitable and 2) 11 
stt·ategy sustainable position against the forces that determine industiy 
and generic competition. The t\:vo basic types of competitive advantage (low 
strategies 
cost and differentiation) combined with the competitive scope of for 
achieving activities for which a finn seeks to achieve them lead to 3 generic 
competitive strategies for achieving above-average performance in an industiy: 
advantage cost leadership, differentiation, andfocus (cost focus or 
differentiation focus). 
15. The concept of generic strategies also has implications for the role 24 
of culture in competitive success. Different cultures are implied by 
different generic strategies. Differentiation may be facilitated by a 
culture encouraging innovation, individuality, and risk-taking, 
while cost leadership may be facilitated by frugality, discipline, and 
attention to detail. Culture can powerfully reinforce the 
competitive advantage a generic strategy seeks to achieve, the 
culture is an appropriate one. 
lO)Action 16.The generic strategy specifies the :fi.mdamental approach to 25 
plnns competitive advantage a finn is pursuing, and provides the context 
for the actions to be taken in each :fi.mctional area. In practice, 
hm;vever, mm1y strategic plans are lists of action steps without a 
clear articulation of what competitive advantage the firm has or 
seeks to achieve and how. 
PP. =pages Sources: Porter (1985) 
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IV.2. BROAD APPROACH OF THE RESEARCH 
IV.2.1. Achieving the research objective 
In Section 1.2, the research objective was established as evaluating the value chain 
model for strategy. To achieve this purpose, the value chain had to be evaluated in the 
strategy literature first and then in the hotel industry to complement the current value 
chain literature. In Chapter II, the value chain model was identified in the current 
strategy literature. This chapter deals with the methodology used to review the 
literature and to investigate whether a pat1icular cotnponent (the rootns division) of 
hotel operations could be 'fi·amed', or conceptualised, in terms of value activities, and 
whether hotel tnanagers could see the value chain as having relevance to strategic 
issues. 
IV.2.2. The broad conceptual methodological app1·oach 
According to Hussey and Hussey (1997), there are two research paradign1s: 
positivistic paradigm and phenomenological paradigm. These two paradigtns are 
near the extremities of the research continuum; each tnethodology can be 1noved sotne 
way along the continutun according to the individual researcher's assutnptions (Hussey 
and Hussey, 1997, p. 59). Table IV-2 shows the features ofthese paradigms. 
Table IV-2. Feature of the two main paradigms 
Positivistic paradigm Phenomenological paradigm 
Tends to produce quantitative data Tends to produce qualitative data 
Uses large samples Uses small samples 
Concen1ed with hypothesis testing Concen1ed \:vith generating theories 
Data is highly specific and precise Data is rich and subjective 
The location is artificial The location is natural 
Reliability is high Reliability is low 
Validity is low Validity is high 
Generalises from sample to population Generalises from one setting to another 
Source: Hussey anti Hussey (1997) 
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This research is pritnarily on the positivisn1 side of the continuun1 in that 1) the 
research required two satnples (four acadetnics and five industrial n1anagers) to 
represent a large nutnber of population, 2) tnost data needed to be quantified to 
identify the position of an individual issue's itnpotiance or usefulness in a nutnerical 
scale, and 3) questionnaire surveys were tnost appropriate to deal with the tnany 
cotnplex theoretical tnatters. However, in this research, son1e features of this 
positivistic paradigtn, e.g. hypothesis testing and an atiificial location, were not 
applicable and one weakness of the positivistn paradigm, low validity because of small 
satnple size, was strengthened by the samples being chosen with extretne caution. The 
original value chain tnodel has been already applied to the tnanufacturing sector and 
evaluated many times but its applicability to the service industxy sectors like hotels 
needed to be examined to evaluate the value chain theoty more cmnprehensively. This 
exan1ination involved a large nutnber of theoretical issues, and two well-structured 
questionnaire surveys which were positivistic in approach were created for the study. 
The initial data to evaluate the value chain model were obtained fron1 the process of 
transplanting the original value chain concept into the hotel industty and of exmnining 
the hotel value chain model in some international hotels, and were qualitative in nature. 
However, most of these qualitative data were translated onto a quantitative scale to 
detennine the position of the patiicipating academics or managers' opinions on each 
specific matter. The sample size for this research was stnall because the survey dealt 
with a great number of difficult theoretical issues. Hussey and Hussey (1997, p. 55) 
state that the nonnal process under a positivistic paradigm is to study the literature to 
establish an appropriate theo1y and construct a hypothesis. This study needed to 
review the strategic and value chain literature to identify a strategic issue to be 
researched. The research was restricted to existing strategic theories including the 
value chain tnodel to detennine the applicability of the value chain technique to the 
service (hotel) industry. There was no hypothesis as such. The data used for this 
research were vety specific and precise, obtained by asking detailed questions and 
providing choices on a numerical scale. This study was theoxy-based research which 
was not location-conscious. The research was normally conducted in an office, which 
did not affect the research at all. Reliability for this study was high in two aspects. 
First, the research was framed by existing strategic managetnent theories and the 
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questionnaires were faithful to the initial value chain tnodel. Second, the study 
participants were carefully selected with regard to their expertise relevant to the 
proposed research. There were not tnany research candidates because of the 
difficulties of the necessaty theoretical understanding of strategy and the value chain 
technique, and the large number of research questions. Therefore, validity of 
generalisation of attitudes and opinions of this research was low because of there being 
only a few research participants. However, the validity was increased by choosing 
hospitality acadetnics knowing the value chain concept and hotels which were 
operating internationally. The research results 1vere generalised frmn sample (four 
academics or flve international hoteltnanagers) to population (all hospitality academics 
or hotel n1anagers ), only to a litnited degree because of these considerations. 
IV.2.3. Research procedures 
Before the adopted research methodology is explained in detail, it is appropriate to 
look at the research procedures ofthis study. As shown in Table IV-3, there were four 
research procedures. 
Table IV-3. Research procedures and subobjectives 
PROCEDURES SUB-OBJECTIVES 
Literature review and research ｯｾｪ･｣ｴｩｶ･＠ Identifying the value chain's position in the 
strategy literature and the research purpose 
Panel research Translating the original value chain concept into hotel management 
Field research Applying the value chain to the service industry (the hotel industry) 
Evaluation Evaluating the value chain model for strategy in general (manufacturing plus service) 
Firstly, the value chain was identified as a strategic analytical tool. However it needed 
to be assessed in the service industry to be evaluated as a generic strategic 
tnanagetnent tool, for in the strategy literature it is largely discussed in the context of 
manufacturing firms. Therefore, the following research stages were set out to develop 
the value chain of the hotel romns division to examine its applicability to one service 
industiy. Secondly, activities of the hotel rooms division were identified and defined in 
tenus of the value chain by an academic panel. There was no value chain literature 
found to explore hotel activities in detail. Accordingly, the rooms division's value 
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chain was a need to be established by experts who understood the value chain model 
and hotel management together. An acadetnic panel in the hotel industry was tnost 
suitable to accotnplish this task in three reasons: 1) hotel acadetnics would be more 
neutral concerning the whole hotel industry than hotel management fron1 a specific 
class of hotels, increasing its 'validity' of the new hotel value chain; 2) acadetnics 
would be better in solving theoretical proble1ns-they should have transplanted the 
original value chain theory into the hotel rootns division; and 3) as there are tnany 
difficult questions, a small number of experts who could truly deal with these was 
needed to raise the task's 'reliability'. Thirdly, the rootns division's value chain 
established by the acadetnic panel was assessed by hotel managers. The evaluation of 
the value chain's use for hotel strategy by academics would decrease its 'validity', for 
they might have had no experience to apply such new concept of hotel rootns 
division's value chain to strategic issues of hotels. However hotel managers would 
provide relatively more 'reliable' opinions when cmnpared with the academics if they 
evaluated the hotel value chain after applying it to their current tnanagetnent situation. 
Finally, the value chain theory was evaluated as a strategic managetnent technique, 
based on the opinions and experience frotn both existing literature and industrial 
investigation. 
IV.2.4. Methodology determinants 
Each specific research tnethod is detern1ined by a tnethodology determinant. As 
depicted in Figure IV -1, research objectives of this research detennine the f)pes of 
research design. The research design then decides data types and data analysis 
methods. Finally conclusions are made from the data analysis. 
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Figure IV-1. Determinants of a research methodology 
Methodology 
Determinants 
Research 
Objectives 
Data Analysis 
Methods 
Contents 
Evaluating the value chain model as a strategic tool (1.2 and IV.2.1.) 
Literature review: secondary data-qualitative (Chapter II) 
Questionnaire surveys: primary data-quantitative(+qualitative)(Chapter IV 
Findings from the questionnaire surveys (Chapter V) 
Evaluating the value chain: literature review+survey findings (Chapter VI) 
Recommendations, limitations and contributions (Chapter VII) 
This research had two pa1is in tenns of its research methodology: literature review and 
questionnaire surveys. The literature of strategy and the value chain was analysed in 
Chapter II. Accordingly, tnethodologies in this chapter have been focused on 
collecting prin1ary data fr01n two questionnaire surveys (Chapter V). In addition, this 
chapter deals with the tnethodology to evaluate the value chain n1odel on the whole, 
considering both the analysis of literature and the survey findings (Chapter VI). 
IV.2.S. The logical flow of the methodology for this J"eseaJ·ch 
As described in Figure IV -1, the logic of the research procedure for this study carne 
fi:om the methodology detenninants of each research stage. Table IV -4 sumtnarises 
what n1ethodological choices were available for this research and which was chosen as 
the best option. Details of the choices will be discussed in the following sections. 
At the f1rst stage, the whole picture of the research process could not be drawn. 
However, from the beginning, the target research area was clearly limited to the 
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strategic n1anagetnent approaches of top n1anage1nent and the study was designed to 
be done through the n1ixture of strategy literature and field research where necessary. 
Accordingly, an intensive review of strategic tnodels was conducted first to understand 
the trends of strategic theories. From the trend analysis, the value chain was selected 
to be evaluated because its role in the strategic process was identified as more 
itnportant than those of other strategic n1odels. A fuller evaluation of the value chain 
was made from the strategic literature and field research conducted which would 
reveal if the value chain might or might not be applicable to the hotel sector. The 
value chain was then redefined as a strategic tool, in light of the findings of the field 
study, the trends of strategic tnanagement theories and the value chain literature. 
Table IV-4. The logical flow of the methodology 
STAGE CHOICES THE BEST OPTION 
1. Designing the . Literature review and then Field study . Literature study, 
research . Field research and then Literature review Field research, and 
. Literature + Filed findings + More Literature then (Field findings+ 
. Field research + Literature + More Field study Literature review) 
2. Research . Just thinking . The use of existing 
methods (Refer . The use of existing literature literature+ 
Table IV-5) . Secondary data Questionnaire-based 
. Observation surveys 
. Qualitative methods 
. Questiommire-based surveys 
. Others (panels, case studies, Delphi etc.) 
3. Data . Critical incident technique . Questionnaires + 
collection . Diaries . Focus groups Interviews 
methods (Refer . Interviews . Observation 
Table IV-8) . Protocol analysis . Questiotmaires 
4. Data analysis 1) Quantitative data analvsis: . Measuring location 
methods (Refer Exploratory data analysis-Presenting of opinions in 
Table IV -12, frequencies, Measuring location, Measuring general-"1vlean" 
Table IV-13) dispersion, Measuring change 
ConfirnwtOlJ' data analysis-Estimating from 
samples, Forecasting, Measuring association, 
Measuring difference 
2) Qualitative data analvsis: 
Quantifj,ing methods-Infonnal methods, 
F onnalmethods 
Non-quantifying methods-General analytical 
procedure, Cognitive mapping, Data displays, 
Grounded theory, Quasi-judicial methods 
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In the second stage, in addition to the existing strategy and the value chain literature, 
two questionnaires were used as the tnain research method. There have been many 
strategic theories and criticisms of the value chain model so the use of existing 
literature was essential to understand fully strategy and the value chain. Field research 
in the service sector, namely the hotel industry, was conducted to detennine the 
applicability of the value chain model for service. As the value chain analysis included 
a great nutnber of activities and several complicated theoretical issues, questionnaire 
surveys with closed questions were considered tnost appropriate. 
The major data collection tnethods for the field research were the questionnaires and 
the interviews during the questionnaire surveys. The issues of the value chain analysis 
could be clearly defined by the value chain's original principles so the two 
questionnaires included tnost strategic issues relevant to the value chain tnodel. Most 
infonnation could be obtained fi·otn the questionnaires. The interview method was 
only itnpletnented to con1ple1nent smne questions. 
The evaluation of the value chain tnodel involved tnainly qualitative questions. 
However, considering the great nun1ber of issues of strategy and the value chain 
technique, the choices to the questions needed to be quantified. Thus this fleld 
research results needed to be analysed by a quantitative data analysis tnethod. As this 
practical study basically looked for a location of the value chain in the strategic process 
by n1easuring the acadetnic panel or hotel managers' general opinions, ｾｴｮ･｡ｮ＠ of the 
participants' rating' was taken as the tnost suitable tnethod. 
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IV.3. SPECIFIC RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
This section introduces the research tnethodology of how activities of the hotel roon1s 
division (Chapter III) could be divided into value activities and non-value activities, 
and how in1portant hoteltnanagers consider the value chain for hotel strategic tnatters. 
IV.3.1. Overview of research methods 
Veal (1997) shows types of research methods and their definitions in Table IV-5. 'Just 
thinking, tnethod is usually used to identify an acceptable, exceptional or significant 
piece of research at various research stages, e.g. data analysis or collection stage. 
However, at the beginning of research, existing literature is normally reviewed to 
identify research probletns and topics. Secondary data includes a great ntunber of 
sources: books, articles, repmis, archives, published statistics, finns' annual repmis 
and accounts, organisations' internal records, newspapers, fihns, videos and 
broadcasts, electronic database, and the Internet (Hussey and Hussey, 1997). Thus 
secondary data involves both quantitative and qualitative infonnation. Secondaty data 
provides answers to smne questions n1ore quickly and at less cost than new data 
(primary data). 'PrimaJJJ data, can be broken down into a nUlnber of categories 
namely: laboratmy tneasurements, field observation, archives/collections, 
questionnaires, and interviews (Howard and Sharp, 1983). Observation method gives 
accurate and real infonnation, not tnodified and distorted; observation is useful when 
researching illicit activity and tnass patterns of behaviour not apparent to individuals. 
There are three types of qualitative method: 1) Informal and in-depth interviews-
collect relatively large atnounts of infonnation from small nutnbers of people, in 
contrast to questionnaire-based surveys which usually involve gathering relatively small 
an1ounts of stn1ctured infonnation fi·om large nutnbers of people; 2) Group interviews 
or focus groups-apply the infonnal!in-depth interview approach to groups of people; 
3) Participant observation-involves the researcher becoming a pat1icipant in the 
phenotnenon being studied. According to Veal (1997, p. 72), 'questionnaire-based 
surveys are used when quantified information is required concerning a specific 
population and when individuals' own accounts of their behaviour and/or attitudes are 
acceptable as a source of inforn1ation'. 
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Table IV-5. The range of research methods 
Research Definition 
methods 
• 'Just thinking' Creative thought coming from ':vithin the individual researcher. 
• The use of Reviewing of the literature to understand the state of knowledge on a topic 
existing and to obtain a source of, or stimulator of, ideas, both substantive and 
literature methodological. 
• Secondary Existing infonnation produced by govenunent and other organisations as 
data routine functions of management, nonnally quantitative data such as sales 
figures, visitor numbers, accident reports. 
• Observation Unobtrusive technique gathering infonnation about people's behaviour 
without their knm:vledge. 
• Qualitative Qualitative methods gathering of large amounts of relatively rich 
methods infonnation about fe·w subjects (e.g. 500 items on 20 people), in contrast 
to quantitative teclmiques gathering relatively small amounts of data on 
large numbers of subjects (e.g. 10 items on 200 people). However, it is 
possible that a qualitative research involves 5 items on 300 people and a 
quantitative study includes 400 items on 10 people, depending on the 
nature of infonnation collected and the way it is analysed. 
• Questimmaire- Methods requiring researchers to be very specific about their data 
based surveys requirements from the begi.tming. 
• Coupon surveys/conversion studies-marketing research collecting 
information from the responses of the public to adve11ising coupons, 
that is people 'vho respond to such advertising actually convert to 
become customers 
• ｾｮ＠ route surveys-tourism research surveys of tourists 'vhile 
Other methods travelling, as opposed to home-based surveys 
• Time-budget surveys-leisure studies of investing people's allocation 
oftime between categories as paid ':vork, domestic V\'ork, sleep and 
leisure 
• Panels-small groups chosen to discuss or give their opinions on a 
particular subject in public, or to hear evidence and make a decision 
(Cobuild, 1987). 
• Longitudinal studies-research involving the same sample of 
individuals being intervie,ved periodically over a number of years . 
• Projective techniques- 'what if teclmiques involving subjects 
responding to hypothetical/projected situations, i.e. how they might 
spend a particular smn of money if given a free choice. 
• Media surveys-opinion poll type surveys that newspapers, magazines 
and radio and television stations often run to obtain information from 
their readers, listeners and viev,rers . 
• Case studies-research involving the study of an example - a case - of 
the phenomenon being researched. 
• Delphi technique-a procedure involving the gathering and analysing 
of information from a panel of experts on future trends in a particular 
field of interest; the experts in the field complete a questimmaire and 
then their vie'\'S are collated and circulated to panel members for 
further conunent until the final results are collated. 
Source: Adapted from Veal (1997) 
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IV.3.2. Methodology to establish a new value chain 
IV.J.2.1. Questionnaire survey for the hotel value chain 
In contrast to qualitative techniques, questionnaire surveys nonnally involve 
quantitative data on relatively stnall atnounts of structured infonnation collected fi·om 
large nutnbers of people. However, establishing a value chain n1odel for the hotel 
rootns division required a large ntunber of specific questions fl-mn a stnall number of 
people comprising a panel. 
Establishing the value chain for a new sector raised the following issues : theoretical 
complexity and limited candidates. The value chain tnodel basically includes an 
organisation's operations and thus tnany activities are included in the tnodel. 
Accordingly, there were a large nmnber of questions to investigate all relevant 
activities to the hotel romns division. As Porter (1985) does not explicitly provide 
guidelines to select value activities, selecting relevant value activities cannot be easily 
understood unless it is carefully organised in a sttuctured tbnn. Moreover, as 
participants in the exercise needed to understand the value chain tnodel as well as hotel 
operations, only a few acadetnics were eligible for the panel. In con1mon, il?formal 
and in-depth interviews deal with large infonnation frmn a stnall group. 
Veal ( 1997) sutnmarises characteristics of questionnaires in Table IV -6. The purpose 
of the questionnaire in this study was to collect experts' opinions about applying the 
initial value chain concept to the hotel business. Forming a panel of four acadetnics for 
this research was a captive survey type which has a small group of respondents. Each 
paneltnember was however treated as an individual rather than a group member in this 
study, to tnake sure the patiicipants fully understood the questions and returned their 
questionnaire in tin1e. The length of this questionnaire was inevitably long because of 
the great nutnber of activities of the hotel rooms division. On the other hand, some 
questions needed to be con1pleted by interviews to collect extra infonnation which was 
not covered in the questionnaire. As the panel's answers and opinions were 
satisfactory to distinguish value activities fron1 non-value activities, the questionnaire 
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results were not further discussed with the panel, as in the case of the Delphi 
technique. 
Table IV-6. Types of questionnaire survey-characteristics 
Self or Possible Response 
Type interviewer Cost Sample length of rate 
completion questionnaire 
Household Either Expensive Whole population Long High 
Street Interviewer Medium Most of population Short Medium 
Telephone h1terviewer Medium People with telephone Short High 
Mail Respondent Cheap General or special Varies Low 
On-site Either Medium Users only Medium High 
Captive Respondent Cheap Group only Medium High 
Som·ce: Veal (1997) 
IV.3.2.2. Forming a panel 
As the panel's role was to answer a large ntunber of technical questions concerning 
hotel operations and the value chain, the panel was cmnposed of acaden1ics who had a 
good knowledge of hotel n1anagement as well as understanding the value chain 
concept. The panel tnetnbers for this questionnaire were only sought within the 
University of Surrey for two reasons. Firstly, it was necessary for the researcher to 
work closely with the panel to cotnmunicate the nature and objectives of the exercise. 
A briefing section was planned for each panel tnember and sotne of the panel were 
expected to ask for further discussions. Secondly, it was necessary for the researcher 
and his supervisors to encourage the panel to cotnplete the questionnaire on a face-to-
face basis, because the questionnaire consisted of a great nutnber of stnall questions, 
about 2,500 in total. 
Initially the intention was to enlist five acaden1ics for the panel, considering the size of 
the questionnaire and the limited nutnber of scholars satisfying the research 
requirements. Like Veal's (1997) notion of sampling size, it might be possible to hand 
self-completion questionnaires to tnore academics but this approach would have 
disadvantages in terms of quality and level of response. Five questionnaires including a 
fonnalletter signed by the researcher and his supervisors were directly delivered to the 
candidates, tnaking an appointtnent for a briefing section. In the end, .· only four 
acadetnics could cotnplete the research questionnaire. This created a problem. This 
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was that the fifth tnember for the panel would have to be from outside the school if the 
questionnaire results fron1 the four panel members resulted in four different answers or 
were balanced between two choices. F011unately, the panel did not create either 
scenario, so the decision was tnade to continue to the next research stage with the four 
returned questionnaires. 
IV.3.3. Methodology for applying the value chain 
IV.3.3.1. Questionnaire survey and interviews for action research 
Hussey and Hussey (1997, p. 65) define action research as 'a type of applied research 
designed to find an effective way of bringing about a conscious change in a partly 
controlled enviromnent'. The questionnaire survey for applying the value chain tnodel 
to the hotel rootns divisions was action research in that it investigated the usefblness 
of the value chain tnodel for hotel strategy within the hotel rooms division. Hussey and 
Hussey state that 'action research' is usually conducted within a single organisation 
like a case study, to enter into a situation to bring about change and to monitor the 
results. This survey aimed to understand how hnportant the roon1s division's value 
chain was for hotel strategy. To conceptualise the value chain technique in the hotel 
industry, a questionnaire method was selected because the contents of the 
questionnaire were cotnplicated and long in length, involving a large nmnber of 
strategic matters. 
The pat1icipating hotel managers were sometitnes observed during the briefing sections 
before and after each stage. However this observation was not the same as typical 
field observations which gather infonnation about people's behaviour without their 
knowledge. The observation was not sttuctured and tnainly involved understanding 
individual participants' current situation to conduct the questionnaire requests. 
Interviews with the hotel participants between the stages of the questionnaire were 
itnportant to explore issues beyond the given matters in the questionnaire. Without 
applying any specific technique, s01ne usefbl comments agreed by the interviewees 
could be collected fi·om these interviews. 
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IV.3.3.2. Selecting research participants 
As discussed earlier, five large luxury hotels were sought within the I<orean hotel 
industry, for they included more identifiable activities than small or low-graded ones. 
The satnple size of hotels was lin1ited to five to avoid potential risks fi·om poor 
responses and data collection tnanagetnent-the questionnaire had a large number of 
questions involving some difficult theoretical issues to hotel n1anagers. Similarly, only 
one research patiicipant was selected fi·om each hotel to complete the 7 stages of the 
questionnaire, for tnost stages were connected. It was not easy for individual hotel 
managers to make a decision to pmiicipate in the research, because the research itself 
presented difficulties for hotel operations and strategic issues, and because the research 
pat1icipant had to spend a great deal of time on each stage. 
Another reason for selecting I<orean hotels for the research was that these hotels were 
n1ore accessible to information and easier to tnanage the research process than hotels in 
other countries. Like other I<orean industries, most hotel managers of I<orean hotels 
have traditionally worked for the satne hotel since they stm1ed their hotel career. They 
fully understood their hotel, s situation and had good connections to the other 
depatitnents to approach relevant information. Accordingly, such environment enabled 
the researcher to obtain correct information easily if he had a manager in the right 
position of the hotel. To increase validity of the research, only international hotels 
were considered frmn the beginning; four hotels were international chain hotels and 
one had been in a long tenn managetnent agreement with an international hotel group. 
At the beginning, the researcher had been interested in studying low-graded I<orean 
hotels but failed to find suitable hotels. Several alternative ways to approach the 
l(orean hotels were carefully studied this titne. Two possible problen1s came to tnind. 
One was that it would be difficult to find the required nmnber of hotels because 
tnanagers in the hotel industry seetned to be relatively less interested in research than 
those in other industries. In patiicular, tnany Korean deluxe hotels were heavily 
dependent on managetnent by international chain hotels. The other was that son1e of 
the Korean hotels tnight not have an appropriate manager for the research even if the 
top tnanagetnent wanted to participate in the study. The probletns were exacerbated 
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because the Korean hotels had recently cut down their etnployee ntunbers after the 
I<orean econotnic crisis, which led tnost hotel tnanagers to indicate they were 
overburdened with work. The basic problem was that there were a litnited number of 
tnanagers who could really undetiake the research, satisfying all the conditions as a 
participant. These characteristics were: a general knowledge of the hotel industry 
through a hotel career for at least 10 years; a high position within the ro01ns division as 
a tnanager; a good reading comprehension of English; and a motivation to learn the 
value chain and the strategic process. 
The satnpling fratne consisted of 23 deluxe hotels with tnore than 3 00 rooms. Three 
steps were taken to select the hotels and managers. Firstly, a formal letter written on 
the school paper (Appendix 9) was sent to the general manager as well as the rooms 
divisional director of each hotel, in the natnes of the researcher and the supervisors. 
This approach aitned at three things: 1) the formality of the letter would give a good 
itnpression on the research; 2) the letter to the general manager would increase the 
chance to join the research because the general n1anager would be encouraged by the 
research content concerning hotel strategy, and the participant would c01nplete the 
study if he (or she) received an order fi·01n the general manager; and 3) the letter to the 
rootns director would encourage the director hitnself or the research pmiicipant to 
voluntarily co-operate with the researcher. Six hotels finally agreed to partiCipate, but 
with conditions. Secondly, the meeting plan (Appendix 9) was sent to the hotel 
tnanagers who replied, in order to infonn them that the research would require at least 
five tneetings with each hotel. Fina/lyJ the first n1eeting was arranged with the 
respondents over the phone, to determine the research patiicipant and to discuss the 
research plan. In each presentation in the hotels, the researcher underlined two things 
about the benefits of the research: 1) it n1ight allow the participating hotel to find a 
c01npetitive advantage; and 2) the research participant could develop his (or her) own 
strategic tnanagetnent skill by learning the value chain and the strategic process. Three 
hotels were enlisted initially, two tnore eventually were added, and one was ruled out. 
To select the right tnanager for the study, several presentations about the research 
process were infonnally arranged with the eligible managers, as the hotels and the 
researcher himself did not want to have anyone who was not appropriately tnotivated 
for the research. Five hotel managers fr01n the jive hotels were tlnally appointed as 
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key infonuants; they alltuet the selection criteria (Appendix 9). These informants were 
well-qualified to tell about their organisation's stiucture and strategy for the research. 
They were in the hospitality industry for about 15 years on average, four of thetu kept 
working for the same hotel or hotel group, and the fifth hoteltuanager was in the hotel 
tbr only a few years but understood his hotel situation fully through his two roles, the 
deputy general n1anager and the roon1s division director. 
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IV.4. DATA COLLECTION METHODS 
This research tries to find out how useful the value chain is, as a strategic analysis tool. 
Data collection methods for the study were selected to obtain appropriate information 
to evaluate the value chain's use for strategy. Accordingly, various data collection 
tnethods were adopted to collect more precise data at each research stage. 
As discussed in Section IV.2. (Table IV-3), this research collected the secondary data 
first through reviewing strategy and the value chain literature. Then, to search pritnary 
data, two questionnaire surveys were conducted and interviews were suppletnented. 
This section studies the basic concepts of designing questions and data collection 
tnethods, and then explains how the two questionnaires were developed and managed 
to collect relevant data appropriately. Developing a questionnaire is closely linked to 
data collection, for the questionnaire design determines the data type to be collected. 
IV.4.1. Designing questions 
Before designing a questionnaire, a substantial amount of knowledge about the subject 
and potential audience should be gained frotn a literature search (Hussey and Hussey, 
1997). Issues of designing questions can be then considered as described in Table IV-
7. 
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Table IV-7. Issues raised in designing questions 
Issues Definitions 
Open or Open-ended questions ask personal response or opinion in his mvn words 
Closed while closed questions require to select an answer from the given choices-
questions open questions are precise but difficult to analyse. 
Nfultiple-choice answers are a list of predetennined responses or categories 
Multiple- in a closed question. A simple question requiring a 'Yes' or 'No' response is 
choice one way to answer factual questions as well as questions seeking opinion, 
answers or but this has no flexibility. Rating scales give more discriminating responses 
Rating scales and a numerical value to an opinion. The Likert scale is popular. It asks the 
level of agreement with the statement. 
Classification questions are used to find out more about the participant; for 
Classification example, his or her age and occupation. These questions are essential to 
questions compare \vith other research studies, such as govenunent statistics, etc. It is 
normally necessary to give an example in some way. 
Sensitive Sensitive questions threatening or embarrassing to the participants should be 
questions avoid. An interview (alternatively diWJJ methods or observation) may be 
more appropriate than a postal questionnaire for such questions. 
Reliability depends on the extent oftntth and correctness of the research 
Reliability and results. Validity is concen1ed with the extent to which the research findings 
Validity accurately represent \vhat is happening in the situation. For example, a 
laboratory experiment might be reliable but it does not have high validity if 
the findings are not suitable for the real \\'orld. 
Elitninating When designing questions for interviews or questiom1aires, some questions, 
questions i.e. questions difficult or reluctant to answer, can be dropped. 
Adaptedjl'om Hussey and Hussey (1997) 
IV.4.2. Types of data collection 
Data is distinguished depending on its source: primaTJJ data and seconda!JJ data. 
Original data is known as primaty data, i.e. survey data and experitnental data while 
secondary data is data which already exists, such as books, docun1ents and films. 
There are two types of data, qualitative and quantitative. According to Hussey and 
Hussey (1997, p. 140), 'if you are using a tnethod to collect data on the frequency of 
occurrence of a phenomenon or variable, you will obtain quantitative data. If you are 
collecting data on the meaning of a phenotuenon, you will obtain qualitative data' . 
They suggest and define seven main data collection tnethods in Table IV-8 . 
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Table IV-8. Main data collection methods 
Data collection Definitions 
methods 
• Critical incident a procedure ' :videly used during in-depth interviews to generate 
technique qualitative data concenling behaviour in defined situations and 
sometimes used in a questionnaire method; i.e. a fonn for collecting 
effective critical incidents can include these questions: ( 1) Think about 
an occasion of your home improvement. What improvements? (2) 
What made you do it? (3) Anv help? Etc. 
• Diaries a method for collecting quantitative or qualitative data daily recorded 
by research participants-more useful for generating quantitative than 
qualitative data but often used as the basis for subsequent in-depth 
interviews 
• Focus groups a way to gather data from a group of people, combilling interviewing 
& observation-a method often used in pilot studies to develop a 
questionnaire or interview schedule for a _guantitative study 
• Interviews a method of collecting data from individuals or a group of individuals 
in ways of face-to-face, voice-to-voice or screen-to-screen-easy to 
compare answers: 1) structured interviews (closed questions) and 2) 
unstructured or semi-structured interviews (open-ended questions) 
• Observation a method for collecting data by observing individuals in a laboratolJ' 
or natural ｳ･ｴｴｩｮｾＺ＠ 1) non-participant and 2) patticipant observation 
• Protocol analysis a method collecting verbal data to identify hmv individuals solve 
(business) problems-an expensive and meticulous research method: 1) 
retrospective verbalisation, described by the participants 'vhen they 
are asked later, and 2) concurrent verbalisation, explained by the 
participants as they undertake a task 
• Questimmaires a method to gather data of a selected group of participants' opinions 
through a list of carefully structured questions-coded questions at the 
design stage and thus easv to computerise: closed & open-ended 
Source: Hussey ami Hussey (1997) 
IV.4.3. Questionnaire to conceptualise the hotel value chain 
Conceptualising the hotel rooms division's value chain required the original value chain 
concepts to be understood in the hotel literature. Critical incident technique, diary, 
observation and protocol analysis 1nethods were not necessaty for such 
conceptualisation. At11ong the other data collection methods, a questionnaire method 
was tnore appropriate than a focus group or an interview way because it could collect 
a large an1ount of data dealing with some 2,500 questions relatively easily. 
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IV.4.3.1. Questionnaire development for the panel 
Designing a questionnaire to conceptualise the value chain model for hotels basically 
required the author to follow the principles of the value chain themy. In other words, 
in this questionnaire, value activities of the hotel roon1s division should have been 
defined in the initial value chain n1odel. Accordingly, questions were naturally closed 
by choices provided by the original tnodel. However other questions were. designed 
either as open-ended or closed questions. As this questionnaire dealt with n1any 
cotnplex theoretical tnatters, most questions tended to be closed within the 
predetennined enviromnents to avoid difficulties in analysing answers to open 
questions. As Veal ( 1997) recommends, the contents of this questionnaire were 
qualitative in nature but needed to be presented in a quantitative fonn to n1ake 
distinctions of the activities before the rooms division's value chain was modelled. To 
tnake answers simple and give SOllie flexibility, Likert scale (Table IV -7) was 
introduced to SOllie questions. It had a rating scale of five categories. 
As a suppletnent, unstructured interviews with the panel were conducted to gather 
information about hotel n1anagetnent literature relating to the research. These 
interviews were open-ended and the panel's opinions were recorded later. The panel 
also put their comn1ents in their questionnaire. Some of the collected opinions were 
discussed in the conclusion chapter (VII.l.2.). 
Several things were considered to increase reliability and validity (Table IV -7) of this 
questionnaire survey. The panel was composed of some of the academics working 
next to the researcher which enabled hin1 to tlionitor the return of the questionnaire. A 
briefing section was given to each tnetnber of the panel separately to increase their 
understanding of the involved questions. The researcher extended the c01npletion titne 
for the questionnaire for participants to answer all the questions. 
I) Questionnai1·e structure 
As illustrated in Appendix 8, the questionnaire consisted of a great number of stnall 
questions based on 10 main questioning fi·ames; evety activity of the ro01ns division 
explored in Chapter III was investigated through the 10 basic questions. The 
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questionnaire started with a brief explanation of the research process and the 
questionnaire's purpose. The questionnaire had two parts: the first explaining the ten 
questions thetnselves (pp. 3-10), and the second consisting ofthe actual questions (pp. 
11-34). 
PART I was necessary to provide clear instructions about the ten questions, because 
the panel needed to understand the questions and the relationship with several 
theoretical issues of the value chain before they began to answer thetn. Question 1 
was an open-ended question requiring the panel to separate any pati of an activity 
which needed to be separated because it had a different econotnics, had a high 
potential itnpact of differentiation, or represented a significant or growing proportion 
of costs. Based on Potier's principle 4 (Table IV -1 ), a value activity needed to be 
distinguished if it had a significant difference in econon1ics, differentiation, or cost. 
As Porter stated that evety value activity employed purchased inputs, htnnan 
resources, technology, and infonnation (Potier's principle 2), the panel was asked to 
rate the extent of ilnportance of those four factors for conducting each activity. These 
were the four factors in question: 'purchased inputs' in Question 2, 'human resources' 
in Question 3, 'technology' in Question 4, and 'information' in Question 5. A Likert 
scale with five ratings was prepared for these four questions. 
Question 6, as a type of classification question, asked the panel to classify the 
activities as one of the nine categories in the value chain, depicted in Figure II-9 
(Porter's principle 3). According to Porter, 'Every finn's value chain is composed of 
nine generic categories of activities which are linked together in characteristic ways. 
Value activities should be assigned to categories that best represent their contribution 
to a finn's cotnpetitive advantage' (Porter' principles 3 and 5). To help the panel's 
understanding, the definitions of the activity categories, the criteria for classification 
and a smnple value chain of a copier tnanufacturer were attached to this question. 
The panel was asked to rate evety activity in a Likert scale with five choices in terms 
of its itnpmiance in cost (Question 7) and in differentiation (Question 8); because 
Porter's principle 9 stated that there were two basic types of cotnpetitive advantage: 
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cost leadership and differentiation. Only the activities with higher ratings in Question 7 
or in Question 8 were intended to be used to establish the roon1s division's value chain, 
for the nun1ber of activities of the ro01ns division was too large for the hotel tnanagers 
to deal with in their questionnaire (Potier's principle 4 ). 
In Question 9 (a classification question), the panel clarified each activity's type fi·onl 
three activity types: direct, indirect, or quality assurance (Potier' principle 3). Finally, 
Question 10 concerned the impotiance of each activity for the business success of the 
hotel, which could be con1pared with the in1portance of value activities in cost or 
differentiation in the later stage. The satne rating scale as that of Questions 2-5 and 7-
8 was also suggested for answers of Question 10. 
PART II consisted of 25 tables representing job position(s) of the romns division. 
Each table included several activities and each activity had the satne ten questions 
explained in PART I. The hierarchy of the rooms division and the departlnental 
structures were provided between the tables to increase the panel's understanding of 
the whole picture of the romns division and the departtnents. 
2) Classifying activities by Po1·ter's p1inciples 
The tnost difficult part of the questionnaire (Question 6) was to classify the activities 
of the romns division into 9 generic categories consisting of pritnary activities and 
support activities. According to Potier's principles 3 and 5, the individual panel 
metnbers had to put each activity in the category in which the activity is tnost suitable. 
In the beginning of Question 6, the role of primary activity and support activity, the 
definitions of 9 activity categories, and the classification criteria were explained. For a 
better understanding of Potier's principles, an example of the value chain for a copier 
n1anufacturer consttucted by Porter (1985) was also provided, although it was quite 
different from the hotel industry. 
3) Establishing the hotel 1-ooms ､ｩｶｩｳｩｯｮｾ＠ value chain 
Two steps were taken to finalise the selection of value activities. Firstly, as stated in 
Porter's principle 2 concerning Questions 2, 3, 4 and 5, every value activity etnployed 
four eletnents: purchased inputs, human resources, technology, and infonnation. 
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Accordingly, activities with an average rating of 1, which meant 'not at all itnpotiant' 
in tenns of any of the four elements, were disqualified as a value activity. Secondly, 
there were a large number of value activities in the rooms division, so the value 
activities needed to be reduced to a ntnnber which could be n1anageable in the 
questionnaire for the hotel managers. Because, in his principles 9 and 10, Potier 
(1985) looked for con1petitive advantage in cost leadership or differentiation through 
the value chain, the activities itnportant to cost or differentiation were finally selected 
as the value activities for the value chain of rooms division. Through Question 7 and 
Question 8, the activities rated on average at 4 or above in cost or in differentiation 
were chosen for the value chain (5 being tnost itnportant). 
The value chain of a hotel rootns division was established tlrstly by selecting 
appropriate value activities (Questions 2 to 5 & 7 to 8) and secondly by classifying 
them into the 9 activity categories of the value chain model (Question 6). 
IV.4.3.2. Data collection 
There were three stages to gather the data fi·om the study for establishing the hotel 
rootns division's value chain. Firstly qualitative information was collected fron1 
discussions during the briefing section in the beginning, tneetings after cotnpletion of 
the questionnaire, and written comn1ents in individual questionnaires. At the second 
stage all answers fron1 the collected questionnaires were gathered together in one 
place. Finally these data were c01nputerised in a spreadsheet progran1 called 'Excel', 
averaging ratings frotn some answers. 
Frotn the suggested data collection tnethods (Table IV -8), the questionnaire tnethod 
was introduced to this questionnaire. Interviews, as suppletnent, were unstructured 
and open-ended to obtain information broadly, and conducted on a face-to-face basis 
to gain tnore reliable cOtntnents. This way of interview will be a retrospective 
verbalisation of protocol analysis, described by the pat1icipants after answering 
difficult questions. The structure of this questionnaire was based on closed questions 
to encourage the panel to answer then1 all. Many questions were closed by multi-
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choice answers expecting only one response in a Likert scale (Table IV -7) to present 
the answers easily in a spreadsheet program. 
On the other hand, other techniques (critical incident technique, diaries, focus groups, 
and observation) in Table IV-8 were not used for this survey. As the questionnaire 
was firn1ly structured following the value chain's principles, it was not necessary to use 
the critical incident technique which develops questions in detail. Similarly, focus 
groups were not used to develop the questionnaire, rather the questionnaire structure 
was carefblly rechecked against the principles of the value chain model instead. The 
methods of 'diaries' and 'observation' were not available for this questionnaire survey; 
fbrther infonnation about the survey procedure was collected through infonnal 
interviews. 
IV.4.4. Questionnaire for hotel management's assessment 
The tnost itnportant reason to develop a questiom1aire for assessn1ent of the value 
chain was that the hotel participants thetnselves often needed to go back to their 
organisational analysis in the early part of questionnaire when they assessed the value 
chain's use for various strategic issues. Only the questionnaire tnethod enabled the 
participants to answer correctly after consulting with their previous analysis because 
the patiicipating tnanagers could review their situation systematically through their 
records in the questionnaire. 
IV.4.4.1. Designing a questionnaire for the hotel management 
Questionnaire design for the fieldwork in the hotel industry is introduced tn this 
subsection. A questionnaire was consttucted using the value chain of romns division 
established m IV.4.3. The aitn of this questionnaire was to know the hotel 
1nanagen1ent's perceptions of the value chain's applicability to hotel strategy. 
Accordingly, in the first part of the questionnaire, the patticipating roon1s managers 
actually analysed their romns division, using the value chain model of romns division 
and following Potier's ( 1985) instructions about such as identifying linkages of value 
activities and establishing a cotnpetitive scope. In the later pati, the tnanagers rated 
the value chain's use in the strategic process, using their experience of the value chain 
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technique in the early course of the questionnaire. For exatnple, the participants rated 
the usefulness of the value chain for establishing strategies at various levels after 
learning the value chain technique. 
Most issues of questionnaire design discussed in Table IV-7 were raised in designing 
this questionnaire. The early part of the questionnaire (Stages 2 and 3) was cotnposed 
of open-ended questions to allow the participants to experience the value chain tnodel 
fully. In contrast, the late part of the questionnaire (Stages 4 to 7) consisted of closed 
questions to ease the hoteltnanagers fi·om answering many questions, using the Likert 
scale with five ratings and the yes/no response system. 
There were smne sensitive questions. These questions were conducted through 
informal interviews. Personal questions such as the patiicipants' position and career 
could be sensitive but did not raise any problen1. However, asking to establish their 
missions and objectives of the patiicipating hotels was probletnatic. Stages 2 and 3 
involved such sensitive questions. These stages were essential for the participants to 
understand the value chain concept, for they were based on Potier's (1985) principles 
to develop the questionnaire. Because of their theoretical complexity, questions at 
those stages were unable to be cotnpleted by interviews, dia7JJ methods or 
observations. 
Including sensitive questions in the questionnaire could weaken reliability of the hotel 
tnanagers' answers. The researcher thus tried to reduce the questionnaire's 
unreliability by protnising not to n1ake an individual hotel's analysis public, etnphasising 
the usefulness of established missions and objectives for their division's future plans, 
and encouraging the patiicipants to improve their strategic analysis skills through this 
opportunity. In addition, the thne schedule for the questionnaire survey was carefully 
designed with flexibility about its completion titne and meeting plans. On the other 
hand, the questionnaire's validity was increased by including all possible relevant 
tnatters to the original value chain model and selecting experienced hotel n1anagers 
who could manage the raised issues. Additionally, several tneetings were arranged to 
explain son1e difficult patis of the value chain. All the participants had been in the 
hospitality industry for tnore than 10 years. 
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I) Questionnaire st1uctu1·e 
At the beginning, the questionnaire (Appendix 10) introduced a diagram of the 
strategic process and the definitions of value chain and value activities. The tnain body 
of the research was divided into 7 stages with 61 pages in total excluding the pages of 
the definitions of value chain and value activities. Stages 1 to 3 were programtned to 
be conducted in turns, while Stages 4 to 7 were scheduled to be done at the satne tin1e. 
Although every stage included a written explanation, the researcher had a briefing 
section first with the tnanagers before the patiicipants tackled each stage. At the end 
of each stage, the researcher recorded the process of the stage, consulted the hotel 
tnanagers, and introduced the next stage. Briefing sections and tneetings between 
stages itnproved the questionnaire's reliability and validity. 
Stage 1 was cotnposed of questions involving rating the extent of itnpotiance of each 
activity for business success. Through Stage 1, the hotel tnanagers were expected to 
understand what had been done before and to be familiar with the structure and the 
activities of the rooms division they were going to deal with. Stage 2 asked the 
tnanagers to identify linkages atnong the value activities within their own rooms 
division. Written guidelines and the definitions of activity types were given to the 
patiicipants. For their convenience, separate activity tables rearranged by flmction, by 
characteristic, and by staff were provided. Stage 3 required the managers to look for 
the cotnpetitive scope of their own rootns division by analysing four din1ensions of 
scope (segtnent, vetiical, geographic, and industry scope). Stages 2 and 3 were 
programtned for the tnanagers to experience the value chain tnodel, applying it to their 
own business environment. Stages 4 to 7 concerned various strategic issues involved 
with the strategic process, asking the tnanagers to rate the value chain's use for each 
strategic issue through their experience of the value chain in Stages 2 and 3: Stage 4 
about enviromnental strategic issues, Stage 5 about strategic formulation issues, Stage 
6 about strategic iinpletnentation issues, and Stage 7 about the strategic process issue. 
2) Linkages among value activities by Porter's p1inciples 
Exploring linkages or identifying interconnections among the value activities in Stage 2 
was the core of this questionnaire, for linkages can lead to competitive advantage 
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(Potier's principle 6) and competitive advantage can lead to cotnpetitive strategy 
(Potier's principle 14). Potier arranged four guidelines for defining linkages muong 
value activities (Potter's principle 7) but linkages still seetned too cmnplex to 
understand. The researcher thus explained each guideline with an exatnple in the 
questionnaire. Three tables classifying the value activities by function, characteristics 
and staff were prepared; these tables tnade the managers see clearly the relations 
atnong the value activities. The definition table of activity types was also provided and 
each value activity was tnatched with a staff position and an activity type in the value 
chain model (Appendix 1 0). However, the tnanagers were free to change the staff 
position's title to a more appropriate position suitable for their division. The 
researcher encouraged the patiicipants to find linkages useful for their own 
organisation. Son1e of the tnanagers initially tried to restrict thetnselves to identifying 
sitnilar linkages to those that the other managers found; the researcher etnphasised the 
need to find real infonnation for their own rooms division, explaining that the results 
fron1 Stages 2 and 3 questions were not going to be used because every hotel had a 
different business background. In reality, the purpose of Stages 2 and 3 was to let the 
patiicipants experience the value chain model in analysing their organisation. 
3) Analysing competitive scope by Po1te1·'s p1inciples 
Stage 3 dealing with competitive scope was another important step to be cotnpleted 
before an organisation established their con1petitive strategy, for the scope of a firm's 
activities could have a powerful role in cotnpetitive advantage through its influence on 
the value chain (Potier's principle 12). Pmier stated, 'The relationship betv1een 
cotnpetitive scope and the value chain provides the basis for defining relevant business 
unit boundaries (Potier, 1985, p. 58)'. 
Porter suggested four dimensions of scope that affect the value chain: segment scope, 
vertical scope, geographic scope, and industl)J scope. In Stage 3, guidelines were 
tnade for each scope. About each scope exercise, the tnanagers were asked to find 
relevant value activities, sharing or integrating value activities, or de-integrating value 
activities from the value chain. The researcher gave an exatnple to help the n1anager' s 
understanding each ditnension of scope. He also stressed that looking for a 
competitive scope had to be done for their own rooms division, which could provide 
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infonnation for their future strategic analysis; the researcher thought that the 
participants tnight find difficulties when they rated the value chain's use in the 
subsequent stages unless the tnanagers did not deal with realtnatters happening in their 
hotel in Stages 2 and 3. It was believed that the n1anagers would know how useful the 
value chain was if they discussed the issues they currently had. 
4) Establishing missions & objectives 
Establishing tnissions and objectives of an organisation would be the first step of 
strategic fonnulation. Wheelen and Hunger (1992) clearly showed the steps of 
strategy forn1ulation: tnission, objectives, strategies, and then policies. Mission was 
defined as philosophy, values, and ethics (Campbell and Yeung, 1991). Objectives 
were described as the goals which the ro01ns division was going to achieve under their 
tnissions. 
At the end of Stage 3 the tnanagers were asked to establish their ro01ns division's 
1nissions and objectives, considering the four ditnensions of scope they had looked for 
before. Exatnples included: increasing shareholders' wealth, advetiising its country to 
foreigners, and maximising roon1 occupancy. The researcher recommended that the 
1nanagers had three missions and three objectives. If they had more than three, it 
would be cotnplicated for the managers to rate the value chain's use about each 
n1ission and objective in the later stages. 
5) Grading the value ｣ｨ｡ｩｮｾ＠ use in the strategic p1·ocess 
In Stages 2 and 3, the tnanagers used the value chain of the rooms division to find 
cotnpetitive advantages through linkages among the value activities and the four 
dilnensions of scope. Stages 4 to 6 asked the managers to rate the extent of the value 
chain's use for strategy, consulting their experience in the previous stages. As 
evaluating their experience could be vety subjective, the Likert scale (Table IV -7) with 
five rating levels was used for the questions in Stages 4 to 6 to increase the extent of 
answering level. 
The value chain's use for strategy was rated in two aspects (cost and differentiation) 
because the value chain ultitnately was the prime source for a competitive advantage in 
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cost and differentiation, and competitive strategies and action plans would be built on 
the basis of the cotnpetitive advantage (Porter's principles 9, 10, 14 and 16). Figure 
IV -2 depicts the relationships between the stages of the questionnaire and Potier's 
principles, ultimately structuring the questionnaire and deciding sotne of the factors to 
be used in the questionnaire. 
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Figure IV-2. Stages and Porter's principles structuring the questionnaire 
The value chain 
................. ＨｦｩＮｾﾣｾＡＮＹＮＡＮ＿＠ .. !.r::.?.J. .................. 
The basic tool for diagnosing 
competitive advantage and 
finding ways to enhance it is 
the value chain (Principle 9). 
Identifying linl{ages Analysing contpetitive 
scope 
(Sta_ge 2) (StaKe 3) 
Linkages can lead to Competitive scope can have 
competitive advantage in two a powerful effect on 
ways: optimisation and co- competitive advantage 
ordination (Principle 6). (Principle 12). 
Finding contpetitive 
advantage in cost or in 
differentiation 
(Stages 4 & 5) 
The basic types of competitive advantage 
(low cost and differentiation) combined with 
the competitive scope of activities for \vhich 
a finn seeks to achieve them lead to 3 generic 
strategies: cost leadership, differentiation, 
and focus (cost focus or differentiation 
focus) (Principle 14) . 
Fornudating co1upetitive 
strategies 
(Stages 4 & 5) 
The generic strategy specifies the 
fundamental approach to competitive 
advantage a firm is pursuing, and provides 
the context for the actions to be taken in each 
functional area (Principle 16). 
lntplententing strategies 
Stage 6 
Sections 3, 4 and 5 of Chapter II (literature chapter) underlay Stages 4 to 7: Stage 4 
based on II.4., Stages 5 and 6 based on II.S., and Stage 7 based on II.3. The factors to 
be rated were also sought frorn Chapter II. The rating table with 5 scales was 
provided (Table IV -9). 
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Table IV-9. The rating table 
Meaning Ratings 
Not at all useful or important 1 
Only somewhat useful or important 2 
Average in use or importance 3 
Quite useful or important 4 
Very useful or important 5 
Adapted from Poonmi (1996) 
Stage 4 concerned the extent of use of the value chain for external and internal 
environn1ental analysis. External environment was divided into two: tnacro-
enviromnent and micro-enviromnent. To rate the value chain's use in terms of tnacro-
environn1ent, the tnanagers used four ditnensions from PEST analysis: Political, 
Econotnic, Socio-cultural, and Technological environment (Ginter and Duncan, 1990; 
Tribe, 1997). For the value chain's use for n1icro-enviromnental analysis, 5 factors 
were introduced from Porter's (1979) 5 forces tnodel: threat of new entrants, 
bargaining power of suppliers, bargaining power of buyers, threat of substitutes, and 
intensity of rivahy. Internal analysis factors for rating were divided into two 
categories: soft factors (leadership, culture, and politics) and hard factors (technology, 
production costs, business growth, and organisational structure). 
Stage 5 included the strategic issues of tnissions/objectives and strategy formulation at 
various levels. The rooms divisional managers were recmnmended to consult the hotel 
general tnanager when they dealt with strategic issues at a hotel level. Firstly, the 
research patiicipants tnade ratings about the use of value chain for establishing 
tnissions or objectives at the rooms divisional level and at the hotel level. Secondly, 
they rated the value chain's use for fi.mctional level strategies. At a functional level, 
there were two steps: 1) establishing objectives for the fi.mction, i.e., objectives for 
operations, and 2) rating the value chain's use in cost and in differentiation of each 
objective. Thirdly, the n1anagers tnade ratings of the value chain's use at a business 
level. At this level, ratings were made in cost and differentiation of evety tnission and 
objective of the rooms division established in the end of Stage 3. Fourthly, the 
tnanagers were asked to rate the value chain's use at a cmnpany level. Two steps were 
taken: 1) establishing tnissions and objectives of the hotel, and 2) rating each mission 
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and objective in cost and in differentiation in terms of the value chain's use. Finally, 
the managers rated the value chain's use at a rnultic01npany level; they 1) established 
missions and objectives of the hotel group and 2) tnade ratings about each rnission and 
objective in tenns of cost and differentiation. 
Stage 6 concerned the value chain's use for strategic irnplementation. As studied in 
Chapter II (II.5.5.), Strategic implementation had two parts: 'action plans' and 
'evaluation and control'. Action plans were subdivided into structure, incentives and 
n1otivation. Evaluation and control were subdivided into perfonnance rneasurement 
and change management. For each mission and objective of the ro01ns division, the 
managers were asked to rate the value chain's use in terms of the three types of action 
plans and the two types of evaluation and control. 
Finally, Stage 7 did not have rating questions like Stages 4 to 6 but had son1e questions 
about strategic process. This stage consisted of yes or no response ' questions to 
cotnpare incrernentalism and planning methods representing the ways of strategic 
process. The concepts of two strategic process approaches were explained first and 
then the hotel managers were asked to n1ake their preference between the two schools 
as to general usefulness, time consun1ption, costs, and flexibility. The choices made by 
the hotel managers fr01n the suggested factors were made in the context of their 
expenence. 
IV .4.4.2. Data collection and management 
Collecting and rnanaging data fron1 the questionnaire for the hoteltnanagers were tnore 
cotnplicated than the one for the panel, for the tasks of the hotel questionnaire involved 
training hoteltnanagers about the value chain rnodel and asked s01ne difficult questions 
related to their current managetnent tnatters. Accordingly, several data collection 
techniques discussed in Table IV -8 were used to manage the questionnaire results 
successfully. Most data fron1 the closed questions (Questions 1 and 4 to 7) and open-
ended questions (Questions 2 and 3) were computerised by putting individual ratings 
and averaging thetn later. S01ne confidential data was not individually recorded but 
collectively used for the researcher's internal analysis purpose. 
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Unlike the questionnaire for conceptualisation of the value chain1nodel, sotne parts of 
the questionnaire for its assesstnent required a system of critical incident technique, 
which develops a case issue by issue. For example, the participants established their 
divisional tnissions and objectives at the end of Stage 3. They then rated the 
itnportance of cost leadership or differentiation to achieve an individual mission or 
objective in Stage 5. These tnissions and purposes were also used to evaluate strategy 
in1ple1nentation in Stage 6. That is, to collect information effectively, several relevant 
questions were inter-linked using the satne issues of tnissions and objectives. 
As the hotel strategy literature showed that the value chain concept was new to the 
hotel rooms division, a pilot test to develop the questionnaire with hotel tnanagers was 
difficult to conduct but the questionnaire was prepared following Potier's principles 
suggested in Table IV-1. On the other hand, to counter the questionnaire's possible 
weaknesses, the participants' opinions were collected and the research process was 
tnonitored through interviews and observations (Appendix 13). Semi-structured 
interviel·VS with both closed and open-ended questions were planned to obtain higher 
quality information that is fi·eer fron1 bias than other data collection methods (Howard 
and Sharp, 1983). They were conducted before or end of each questionnaire stage on 
a face-to-face basis to enhance their reliability and validity. The pat1icipants' feelings 
about the research were observed in a natural setting of interviews and in the way of 
retrospective verbalisation (Table IV -8). 
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IV.s. METHODS OF DATA ANALYSIS 
'Research design and data analysis are closely inter-linked-at least in principle-since 
the design detennines the data and what can be done with it, whereas the end purposes 
of the data analysis are the major detenninants of the research design' (I-Ioward and 
Sharp, 1983, p. 100). This section identifies the position of 'data analysis' in the 
process of research n1ethodology and then looks into details of data analysis 
techniques. 
IV.S.I. Types of data 
Howard and Sharp (1983) suggest five data types as explained in Table IV-10. 
Table IV-1 0. The characteristics of five data types 
Data tJ'pes Definitions Features 
Description given Rich and flexible but much attention needs to be 
to that which properly understood. Usually appearing in an analysis 
Textual data records a written in sununary form as either a precis or as selected quotes. 
or spoken May fanning a basis for quantitative analysis referred to 
description. as 'content analysis'. 
Classification data Able to be counted and cross tabulated. For example, the 
Nominal to make statements numbers of people classified according to the variable 
(Named or of equality or occupation such as directors, managers, etc. Although 
Categorical) difference, but the mode (the most frequently occurring value) might be 
data nothing else. used, very few statistics can be properly applied to this 
type of data. 
Ordinal Data including the Ordered data in a ranking system. For example, 
(Ordered or characteristics of employee grades of A, B, and C, or choices ranked as 
Ranked) data nominal data plus first, second or third. No numerical values are given, so 
comparison. the arithmetic mean cannot be calculated with data 
Data obtained on a Measuring the degree of difference between individual 
scale that enables data items within a set or group. For example, values are 
to measure the assigned to the difference in intensity of two sounds 
Interval data differences rather than the absolute intensity of either. Interval 
between individual scales do not have a meaning/it! zero although one may 
values (ordinal+ be arbitrarily assigned as in the Fahrenheit temperature 
numerical values). scale. Accordingly, some statistics such as the geometric 
mean are not available. 
Data gained on a Allowing to say something is so many times as big, 
Ratio data ratio scale, heavy, bright, etc. as another, for ratio data a 
(interval+ ratio mathematical number system with ajixed zero point. 
decisions) Any statistics can be used on data in this form. 
Sources: Howard & Slunp (1983) am/ Hussey & Hussey (1997) 
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Data can be classified as qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative data concerns qualities 
and non-nutnerical characteristics, whilst quantitative data is collected in nutnerical 
fonn (Hussey and Hussey, 1997). 
From the above table, textual data is solely qualitative while the others are 
quantitative. Textual data is nonnally smnmarised in words but smnetitnes provides a 
basis to produce quantitative data. Atnong the quantitative types of data, nominal 
data is 1nost sitnple and ratio data is 1nost precise. Ordinal and interval ､｡ｴｾ＠ are 
between non1inal and ratio data in precision. Interval data is more useful than ordinal 
data in that it can be calculated using tnany statistic techniques like 'arithn1etic mean'. 
IV.S.2. Types of data analysis 
In this research, the collected data from the literature review was qualitative while 
tnost filed research results were quantitative. Therefore, both types of data were 
available to evaluate the value chain 1nodel in the end. 
IV.s.2.1. Overview of quantitative data analysis 
Techniques of quantitative data analysis are divided into 'exploratory data analysis' 
and 'confinnatmy data analysis', as defined in Table IV -11. 
Table IV-11. Definitions of quantitative data analysis 
Analysis techniques Definitions 
• Exploratory data analysis The use of descriptive statistics to sununarise, describe or 
or Descriptive statistics display quantitative data, presenting the data in tables, 
charts, graphs and other diagranunatic forms. 
The use of inferential statistics to drav,r conclusions about a 
population from quantitative data collected from a srunple: 
• Conjirmat01:v data analysis 1) Non-parametric teclmiques (skewed data, ordinal data): 
or Ａｊｾｦ･ｲ･ｮｴｩ｡ｬ＠ statistics are used if the data is not non1mlly distributed-more 
general. 
2) Parametric techniques (: compare sample statistics \:Vith 
population parameters if the data has a normal 
distribution-more pm:verful and important 
Source: Hussey and Hussey (1997) 
The difference between the two tnethods is that confinnatory data analysis collects 
data frotn a sample to draw conclusions about a con1plete population but exploratoty 
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data analysis does not use a satnple to reach conclusions. Confirmatory data analysis is 
subdivided into 'non-parametric techniques' and 'paratnetric techniques', depending on 
its distribution style. 
As shown in Table IV-12, there are four main groups of techniques in exploratOJ)I data 
analysis (presenting frequencies, and tneasuring location, dispersion or change) and 
conftrmatmy data analysis ( estitnating frotn samples, forecasting, and tneasuring 
association or difference). 'The analysis of single variable is known as univariate data 
analysis; two variables, bivariate analysis, tnore than two variables, multivariate data 
analysis' (Hussey and Hussey, 1997, p. 18 8). 
Table IV-12. Type of analysis by data type 
Data type Exploraton' data anaf},sis Confirmatory data analysis 
Univariate • Presenting frequencies: • Estimating from samples: 
data (Tables, Graphical forms) Confidence intervals (P) 
• Measuring location: • Forecasting: 
(Mean, Median, Mode) Time series analysis 
• Measuring dispersion: 
(Range and inter-quartile range, 
Standard deviation) 
• l\1easuring change: 
(Index numbers) 
Bivariate • Presenting ji·equencies: • lvfeasuring association: 
data Cross tabulations, Scatter diagrams, Pearson's coefficient (r) (P), 
Stem plots Searman's rank coefficient (rs)(NP) 
• Measuring ､ｾｦｦ･ｲ･ｮ｣･Ｚ＠
Chi squared (X2) test (NP), 
Student t-test (P) 
Source: Hussey and Hussey (1997) 
IV .s .2.2. Overview of qualitative data analysis 
Table IV-13 shows that qualitative data analysis has two types of tnethods: quantifying 
n1ethods which turn the qualitative data into numerical data and non-quantifying 
methods. 
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Table IV-13. Types of qualitative data analysis 
ｏｵ｡ｮｴｾｦｹｩｮｧ＠ methods Non-quantifying methods 
• Informal methods • General analytical procedure 
• Formal methods: • Cognitive mapping 
1) Content analysis • Data displays 
2) Repertory grid • Grounded theory 
• Quasi-judicial methods 
Source: Hussey and Hussey (1997) 
Hussey and Hussey (1997) describe these analysis techniques. Quantifying methods 
have two types: Informal and Formal n1ethods. In Informal methods, researchers often 
quantifY data infonnally to reduce it or exatnining such things as repetitive or patterned 
behaviours. Content analysis, as a representative of a fonnal approach to qualitative 
data analysis, systetnatically converts text to numerical variables for quantitative data 
analysis. On the other hand, repert01y grid is a technique used to provide 
mathernatical representation of the perceptions and constructs and individual uses to 
understand and n1anage their world. 'The technique allows the interviewer to get a 
n1ental rnap of how the interviewee views the world, and to write this rnap with the 
rninitnutn of observer bias' (Hussey and Hussey, 1997, p.253). 
Non-quantifying methods can be classified into General analytical procedure, Cognitive 
tnapping, Data displays, Grounded theory, and Quasi-judicial methods (Hussey, and 
Hussey). General analytical procedure for qualitative data can be used with any 
methodology and emphasises the methodical strict and systernatic processes which are 
required. It includes these procedures: 1) convert any rough field notes into sorne 
fonn of written record; 2) ensure that any material collected trotn interviews, 
observations or original documents is properly referenced; 3) start coding the data as 
early as possible; 4) stati grouping the codes into stnaller categories according to 
patterns or themes which etnerge; 5) at various stages write sumn1aries of your 
findings at that point; 6) use the sun1n1aries to construct generalisations with existing 
theories or use to construct a new theory; and 7) continue the process until satisfied 
generalisations arise to support the analysis of existing theories or the construction of a 
new theory. 
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Cognitive mapping is an analysis tnethod which can be used to structure, analyse and 
tnake sense of written or verbal accounts of problen1s. The main stages in cognitive 
tnapping are as follows: first an account of the problen1 is broken into phrases of about 
ten words; second pairs of phrases can be united in a single concept where one 
provides a tneaningfhl contrast to the other; and finally the distinct phrases are linked 
to fonn a hierarchy of tneans and ends-essentially explanations leading to 
consequences. 
In data displays, techniques such as networks, matrices, charts and graphs are used to 
give a visual fonnat that presents infonnation systematically, so the user can draw valid 
conclusions and take needed action. Grounded them;; is a tnethodology in which a 
systetnatic set of procedures are used to develop an inductively derived theory about a 
phen01nenon, that is where there is no preconceived theoretical fran1ework. Finally, a 
quasi-judicialtnethod is derived fr01n the legal profession applying rational argun1ent 
to interpret 'empirical evidence' which is based on observation or experience. This 
approach is concerned with the nature, source and quality of the evidence and the 
argument it supports. 
IV.S.3. Methods of analysis used in this 1·esearch 
As discussed in IV.S . l., this research was initially divided into literature review and 
questionnaire analysis. These two approaches were then used together to identify the 
value chain's overall strengths and weaknesses. The choice of analysis tnethods 
depended on whether the data was quantitative or qualitative. 
IV.s.J.I. Literature analysis 
Hussey and Hussey (1997) define literature revieHJ as a critical analysis of what other 
researchers have said on the subject and where a specific project fits in. However, the 
roles of literature review tnay be various as shown in Table IV -14, depending on the 
research purpose. 
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Table IV-14. Types and roles of literature review 
TJ'pes of literature review Roles 
• Inclusive approach Identifying everything that has been V\'ritten on a particular 
toiJic-nonnally searching bibliographies. 
• Inclusive/evaluative Providing a conunentary on the inclusive literature in terms of its 
approach coverage, its contribution and understanding of the topic. 
• Exploratory Seeking to discover existing research which might throw light on a 
approach specific research question or issue-the reviewer needed to be 
open to usefi.Ilne\\' ideas, but Vlithin the interest boundary. 
• Instrumental Using the literature as a source of suitable ideas on how the 
approach research might be tackled-looking for the literature not 
presenting a general knowledge on the topic, but providing a 
usefi.Il methodology for the project in hand. 
• Content Techniques involving detailed analysis of the contents of a certain 
analysis/hermeneutics body of literature or other documentmy source as texts becoming 
approach a focus of research in its Ｐ｜ｾＧＱＱ＠ right, i.e. the contents of advertising 
• Reading critically and Reviewing the literature with the methodological aspects of 
creatively research as the substantive content-involving a set of critical 
questions related to both individual items and the body of 
literature as a whole; findit!_g a conceptual research framework. 
Source: Veal (1997, pp. 83-85) 
The literature review of this research was textual data, which was rich and flexible but 
difficult to draw key aspects as described in Table IV-10. Accordingly, to conduct an 
effective literature research, most techniques in the above table were carefully selected 
with consideration of its own aim. For example, sotne information was quantified for 
cotnparison as 'content analysis' does. This research had a literature review of 
strategy and the value chain. At the beginning, the exploratOlJ' approach was 
introduced to discover a specific management literature. 'ABI Infonn', a reference CD 
ROM of social sciences with abstracts, was frequently searched to discover its 
coverage and contribution of n1anage1nent literature (the inclusive/evaluative 
approach). Although this study did not start with a business probletn, ABI Infonn was 
sotnetitnes used to find ideas of solutions of n1anagetnent issues (the instrumental 
approach). Cotnplementarily, contents and indexes of several business tnanagetnent 
and strategy books were studied to understand individual managetnent topics . . 
'Reading critically and creatively' was the core of reviewing strategy literature in this 
study. To establish a general knowledge of strategy, individual strategic theories were 
investigated with a set of critical questions (the 5 key strategic questions) established 
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in the beginning of the literature chapter (II.2.3.). In the mean tin1e, strategy n1odels 
were divided into sections and some strategic trends were detennined in each section 
to look at the whole picture and smne particular parts of strategy literature. From the 
strategy literature review, the value chain tnodel was selected as a research target and 
its contents were further exatnined in Section II. 6. (the content analysis/hermeneutics 
approach). To study the value chain tnodel in detail, both 'the content analysis' which 
tends to quantitative and 'the henneneutics approach' which tends to qualitative were 
introduced in the strategy literature. 
IV.s.3.2. Analysing survey data 
The review of strategy literature underlay the structure of the questionnaire surveys by 
providing the 5 key strategic questions and deciding the range of questioning areas. 
Most data fi·mn the literature review was textual and qualitative while the 
questionnaire surveys included chiefly quantitative data and smne qualitative 
inforn1ation was added. All figures were recorded and analysed in a spreadsheet at the 
end. 
In the questionnaire survey, qualitative data, which included records of the research 
process and the hotel tnanagers' opinions, cotnplen1ented any possible weaknesses of 
quantitative data. As the quantitative data was con1posed only of ratings of the value 
chain's use for hotel strategy, it was not considered flexible enough to collect in-depth 
opinions frotn the hoteltnanagers. Except classifying activities into three activity types 
(Question 9 for the panel) and nine functional categories of the value chain (Question 6 
for the panel), tnost questions in the questionnaires were in a Likert scale. The 
obtained ratings frotn the Likert scale were interval data about the extent of 
itnportance of a variable because its itnpotiance did not have any fixed point to 
n1easure (Table IV-10). 
The ratings in the Likert scale are quantitative data, for each patiicipant was presented 
with five different ratings. The purpose of these data was not to draw conclusions 
about a population (i.e. the whole hotel industry) but to provide itnpotiant facts which 
could directly contribute to evaluation of a theory, that is the value chain tnodel for this 
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research. Accordingly, the ratings gained frotn the questionnaires were suitable for 
exploratoiJl data analysis, as defined in Table IV -11. Each question was basically 
based op one variable and the extent of the variable's usefulness or impot1ance was 
sought in a Liketi scale. For instance, the value chain's itnpotiance for establishing a 
hotel strategy was rated in a Like11 scale with five ratings in Stage 5 of the 
questionnaire for the hotel tnanagers. As such data looked for a location in a rating 
scale, statistical techniques such as tnean, median or mode (Table IV -12) were 
available for its analysis. Among them, the arithtnetic mean seetned to be n1ost useful 
to draw a general opinion from each variable as Veal (1997, p. 236) suggests that 
'tneans are an appropriate fonn of analysis when using attitude or "Liket1" type 
scales'. In addition, frequency tables and charts were drawn to look at the distribution 
of a variable's ratings or to easily cotnpare sets of data among frequencies at various 
rating levels or averages of variables when necessaty (Hussey and Hussey, 1997). 
Most textual data was obtained through interviews. Qualitative data from the 
questionnaire for the panel (IV.4.3.2.) was non-quantifiable textual data. In the tnean 
titne, the textual data frotn the questionnaire for the hoteltnanagers (IV.4.4.2) included 
both quantifiable and non-quantifiable data; for exatnple, the hotel tnanagers' 
con1ments at the end of each stage were various and not quantifiable, but their answers 
to s01ne sttuctured interview questions like the extent of difficulty at individual stages 
were basically quantifiable. Atnong the types of qualitative data analysis (Table IV-
13 ), some of quantifying and non-quantifying tuethods were introduced for this 
research. Analysing textual data frotn interviews or comtnents in the questionnaire was 
likely to be in the methods of content analysis and general analytical procedure. To 
collect rich qualitative opinions, son1e interview questions were open-ended while 
others were closed or structured to obtain quantifiable results. Content analysis tends 
to be included in general analytical procedure in this survey study; rough notes were 
recorded in the same fonn after evety interview, quantifying sotne data and 
sun11narising the participant's opinions. At the final analysis, the collected data was 
swntnarised to draw some conclusions about the value chain tnodel and the research 
procedures (Chapter VII). Textual data obtained fi·otn the questionnaires was situple 
so data display techniques were not used. The questionnaires were not probletn-
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oriented and thus it did not require to adopt a clever and systematised analysis tnethod 
such as cognitive mapping, grounded theo!J' and quasi-judicial method. 
IV.s.3.3. Evaluating the value chain combining literature & survey data 
To accotnplish the research objective by evaluating the value chain tnodel, findings 
fr01n the questionnaire results were cotnpared and argued with the literature review of 
strategy and the value chain technique. This evaluation work involved both 
quantitative and qualitative data. As the 5 key strategic questions were initially raised 
for the purpose of evaluation of the value chain in general (Chapter II), all data 
gathered from the literature and the surveys were consulted to answer these key 
questions (Chapter VI) .. 
Most quantitative data was means of ratings and was used to suppoti argutnents of the 
value chain's use for strategy. In tnany cases, this averaged data was presented in a 
table to compare with other figures, but it was not drawn in a chati at this final 
evaluation. The quantified data used in this evaluation was already explained using 
charts before and such drawings were avoided for the overall evaluation because 
simple design of the charts may detract fron1 the tnessage to be delivered. The concept 
of the quasi-judicial approach (IV.5.3.2.) was also introduced to this evaluation, for 
evaluating the value chain rnodel involved a large number of argun1ents between the 
literature and the empirical experience like the quasi-judicialtnethod. 
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IV.6. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
Beyond the literature review, the research 1nethodology employed both theoretical 
analysis by acadenucs and industrial analysis by hotel n1anagers through the use of two 
separate questionnaires. The value chain technique was originally developed for the 
tnanufacturing industty, so a tbrther study about the value chain's use for the service 
industty was required to evaluate the model appropriately. The value chain themy 
often appeared in hospitality textbooks. However, these textbooks tended to reveal a 
little knowledge of the value chain, and thus needed to be redefined acadetnically and 
industrially. The n1ethodology involved three elements to appropriately define the 
value chain model in the hotel industry: 1) establishing the questionnaires following 
Porter's principles, 2) selecting the appropriate research participants, and 3) 
appropriately progratntning stages of the questionnaire, i.e., stages for the hotel 
tnanagers' experience first, followed by stages for their evaluation. 
Three factors were observed fron1 the adopted questionnaire 1nethodology. Firstly, 
the questionnaire fbr the managers encouraged the hotel staff to co-operate because 1) 
it had seven clearly defined stages and 2) it showed an explicit objective by which to 
evaluate the value chain for hotel strategy. Secondly, the questionnaires provided a 
picture of the whole strategic process involving tnost of the 1najor strategic issues fron1 
the literature. However, for PhD research, it was too complicated to have a large 
volume of questionnaires dealing with tnany issues together because of a limited 
nun1ber of research candidates. Both research participants fron1 the school and the 
hotels did not want to have such a large questionnaire. The researcher was fortunate 
to have friendly research participants. Finally, applying a the01y following Potier's 
principles gave s01ne degree of confidence to the researcher by working within an 
established fratnework, and allowed the researcher to learn the craft of doing research, 
as Phillips and Pugh (1994) suggested. To the hotel tnanagers, the well-structured 
questionnaire encouraged then1 to apply that 1nodel to their organisation. However, 
son1e of the acadetnics seemed to believe that following the initial principles of the 
value chain concept tnay cause some probletns if the value chain tnodel was not based 
on a well-defined hotel literature. 
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V.I. CHAPTER INTRODUCTION 
Chapter IV described the methodology employed for evaluating the value chain tnodel. 
The value chain was defined within the strategic literature, evaluating tnajor strategic 
theories under the 5 key strategic questions (Chapter II). Activities of the hotel roon1s 
division were explored (Chapter III). Two questionnaires were prepared to answer the 
5 key strategic questions on the value chain in the hotel industry, one for establishing a 
value chain for the hotel rootns division and the other for assessing its strategic role 
within the hotel industry, (Chapter IV). The first questionnaire was developed by the 
panel cotnposed of four academics and the second one was completed by the five hotel 
tnanagers. 
The purpose of Chapter V is to present the findings of the research in the light of the 
structure of the literature chapter (Chapter II) and provide the foundations for 
developing answers to the 5 key strategic questions in the next chapter (Chapter VI). 
Because the questionnaires were based on a rating system (Likert scale), average 
ratings are used to sun1n1arise the research results. All rating questions used the rating 
table (Table IV-3) with 5 scales: rating 1 (not at all useful or itnpotiant), rating 2 (only 
sotnewhat itnportant or useful), rating 3 (average in importance or usefulness), rating 4 
(quite itnpotiant or useful), and rating 5 (very useful or itnpmiant). 
The stn1cture of this chapter is siinilar to that of the questionnaires. Section 2 deals 
with the results fi·otn the questionnaire for the panel (Appendix 11 ), ulthnately looking 
for a value chain for the rootns division. Section 3 tnainly concerns the value chain's 
use for various strategic tnatters in the strategic process, based on the results of the 
questionnaire for the hotel tnanagers (Appendix 12). Stages 2 and 3 of the 
questionnaire for the hotel n1anagers are not consulted in Section 3 for they were the 
essential introductions for the managers' experiencing the value chain and the results 
were not supposed to be discussed because of their differences reflecting an individual 
hotel's history and environment. However, some issues frotn those stages will be 
discussed where necessary in subsequent chapters. 
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V.2. HOTEL ROOMS DIVISION'S VALUE CHAIN BY THE 
PANEL 
This section identifies value activities as Porter's principle 2 stating that evety value 
activity etnploy purchased inputs, human resources, technology and information. 
Activities are also evaluated in tenns of cost and differentiation to distinguish 
impo11ant ones frotn not ilnp011ant ones for competitive advantage. Value activities 
are selected under the considerations of importance ratings studied in the previous 
subsections. With the classification of value activities into 9 flmctions and into 3 
activity types (Porter's principle 3 ), the value chain of hotel roon1s division is finally 
established. In the last subsection (V.2.4.), the panel rated the activities in tenns of 
business success, regardless of the Porter's principles. Table V -1 shows the 
procedures of the value chain's establislunent for the hotel ro01ns division, in reference 
to the subsections and the questions of the questionnaire for the panel. 
Table V-1. Section structure and relevant questions for the panel 
Section Content Questions 
.............. Y ...?. ... ＡＮＮＺ Ｎ ｾＺ＠ ................. ｾｾＡｬ＿ＮｾＮｾＡｾＡｾｾｾＭＭｾｾｳＮｾＺｾｾＮＹＮｦＮｐＮｾｾＡＺｾｬｾｾｾｾＭｾＭＮＡｾｾｬ＿ＮｾｾｾｾＭＭＭﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷ ﾷ ﾷ ﾷ ﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷ ﾷ ﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷﾷ＠ ..................... ?. .................... . 
.............. ｙＺＮ＿ＮＮＺＡＮＮＺｾＺ＠ .............. ... Ａｾｾｾｬ＿ＮｾｅｾｾＡ＿ＮｾｾＭ Ｍ ｾｾｧｾＺｾｾ＠ .. ＹＮｦｽｾｾｾＡＡｾｾ＿ＮＮＡＺｾ Ｎ ｾｧｾｾｅｾｾｾ＠ .......................................................... } .................... . 
.............. Y ... ＿ＮＮＺＮｾＮＺｾＺ＠ ............... ｊＡｾｾｐＮｑｾｾｾＡｾｾｾＭＭｾｾｧｾｾｾＭＹＮｦＮｾｾｾｾｾｾＹＮｾｧｧＩＺＮ＠ ................................................. .. ..................... i ...... .............. . 
.............. Y:.?..}.:1.: ............ .. ... ＡｾｾＡｬ＿ＮｾｅｾｾＡｾｾｾＭＭｾｾｳＮｾＺｾｾ＠ .. ＹＮｦＮａｾｾＮｦＮｾｾｾＭｾｾｾＹＮＡｾ＠ ...................................................................... ?. ..................... . 
V.2.1.5. Comparison of four elements 2, 3, 4, 5 
.............. ｙＺＮ＿ＮＺＮｾＮＺＮＡＺ＠ .............. ... Ａｾｾｾｬ＿ＮｾｅｾｾＡｾｾｾＭＭｾｾＸＮＡＺｾｾＮｾＭｾｾＭ Ｍ ｾｧｾｾ＠ ....................................................................................... .! .................... . 
.............. ｙＺＮ＿ＮＮﾷＮ＿ＮＺｾ Ｚ＠ ................. ＡｾｾｾＱ＿ＮＲｾＡｾＡｾｾｾＭＭｾｾｳＮｾＺｾｾＭｾｾｾ＠ .. ＹＺｾｦｦｾｾＭｾＭｾｾｾｾＭｾｾＡＹＮＡＡ＠ ............................................ ..................... ｾ＠ ..................... . 
V.2.2.3. Comparison of cost and differentiation 7, 8 
.............. ｙＺＮ＿Ｎ ＺＮ ｾＮＺ Ｎ ｾＮＺ＠ ................. ﾧｾＮｾｾＮ＿ＮｾＮｾＡＡｓ＠ .. ｙＮｾ Ｎ ｾｾｾｾＭＭｾｾｾｩｙＮＡＡＡｾｾ＠ ....... ............................................................ .. ................ ｾＮ＿＠ .. ?.? .. ｾ＠ ............... . 
ＺＺＺ ＺＺ ＺＺＺ Ｚ ＺＺＺＺＺｙＮ［ｩＺｾｈ［ＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺｲＺｾｾｾｾｩｾＡｾｾｩｾＺ Ｑ ＺＺＺｾＺＺｾＺＺＺｾＺＺｾＺｾＺＺＺＺｾ Ｚ ＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺ Ｚ ＺＺＺ Ｚ Ｚ Ｚ ＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺ Ｚ Ｚ ＺＺ ＺＺＺ＠ ＺＺ Ｚ ＺＺＺＺ Ｚ ＺＺＺＺ Ｚ ＺＺＺＺＺＺＺＺｾＺＺＺＺＺ ＺＺ ＺＺＺＺＺＺＺ ＺＺ ＺＺＺ Ｚ Ｚ＠
V.2.3.4. Hotel rooms division's value chain 6, 9 
.............. ｙＺＮ＿ＮＺＮｾＮＺＮｾ＠ .................... ｉｾｾｾｬ＿ＮＹＮｾＺｾｾＡｾｾ Ｍ ＮｾｾｾＭｾｙＮｾｾｾｾｾ＠ . ＮｦＮｾｾＺ＠ .. ｾｽｾ Ｎ ｾＭｾｾｾｾｾ Ｍ ｾＭＭｾＭｾｾｾｾｾｾｾ＠ ..................................................... }.Q ................ ... . 
V.2.4.2. Comp_arison with the selected value activities 7, 8, 10 
V.2.1. Identifying value activities 
Potier suggests that evety value activity etnploys these four elements: purchased 
inputs, hutnan resources, technology, and infonnation (Potter's principle 2). The panel 
rated the extent of itnportance of each element for conducting individual activities, 
using the itnpotiance scales (Table IV-3). In tllis subsection, the panel's ratings about 
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each activity are calculated on average· the rating scales in the tables include all 
possible ratings on average. The averaged 25 5 activities from the panel s ratings are 
distributed in the suggested rating scales. 
V .2.1.1. Degree of importance of purchased inputs 
The extent of importance of purchased inputs for conducting each of255 acti ities was 
rated between the scale of 1 and 5 (5 being most important) . Table V-2 shows how 
many activities averaged from the panel s ratings in Question 2 of the questionnaire 
were in each rating scale. In the scales of 1.5 and 2.3 the most number (36) of 
activities were found but no activity was above 4.0. More activities (131) were in the 
range of 1.0 to 2.0 than those in the range of 2.3 to 3.0 (107 acti ities) and in the 
range of 3. 3 to 4. 0 (17 activities), as illustrated in Figure V -1. An activity' s average 
importance rating was low-rated at 2. 1. 
Table V-2. Ratings of 'purchased inputs' for an activity 
Rating 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.7 4.8 5.0 
scales 
Activities 
found on 11 28 36 1 31 24 36 29 1 23 18 9 5 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 
the scale 
Average importance rating 2.1 
* Total actil ities: _55 
Figure V-1. Activities in the rating ranges of 'purchased inputs' 
140 131 
120 
100 
Number of 80 
activities 60 
40 
20 0 
0 
1.0- 2.0 2.3- 3.0 3.3-4.0 4.3-5.0 
Ranges of rating 
* Total 255 activitie 
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V .2.1.2. Degree of importance of human resources 
From the results from Question 3 the importance degree of human resources for 25 5 
activities was rated in the various rating scales as described in Table V -3 . In the rating 
scales of 2.0 (43 activities) and 2.3 (41 activities) the greatest number of acti ities 
were found . Human resources' were obviously more important than purchased 
inputs' for activities of the hotel rooms division. An activity's importance rating on 
average was 2.6 about human resources' and 2.1 about purchased inputs . More 
activities were in the range of3 .3 to 4.0 and 4.3 to 5.0 for human resources (46 and 13 
activities) than for purchased inputs (17 and 0 activities) while a maller number of 
activities (96) featured for human resources than for purchased inputs ( 13 1) in the 
range of 1.0 to 2.0 (Figure V-2). 
Table V-3. Ratings of 'human resources' for an activity 
Rating 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.7 4.8 5.0 
scales 
Activities 
found on 1 3 12 0 37 43 41 25 0 18 16 20 10 0 7 9 3 6 0 1 3 
the scale 
Average importance rating 2.6 
Figure V-2. Activities in the rating ranges of 'human resources' 
96 100 
100 
80 
Number of 60 
activities 40 
20 
0 
1.0- 2.0 2.3- 3.0 3.3-4.0 4.3-5.0 
Ranges of rating 
* Total 255 activitie 
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V .2.1.3. Degree of importance of technology 
Table V-4 shows that more than half activities of 255 (136 acti ities) were below the 
rating scale of 2.3 and an activity's average importance was 2.3 in the results from 
Question 4. In particular, 26 activities for technology were rated at 1 (not at all 
important) which were relatively many more than 'purchased inputs' (11 activities) 
' human resources' (1 activity) and information' (3 activities) . However technology 
seemed be still important for some activities as depicted in Figure V -3 · 40 activities in 
the range of3 .3 to 4.0 and 19 activities in the range of4.3 to 5.0. 
Table V-4. Ratings of 'technology' for an activity 
Rating 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.7 4.8 
scales 
Activities 
found on 26 32 27 1 25 25 17 11 1 17 14 12 10 3 10 5 11 5 0 3 
the scale 
Average importance rating 2.3 
Figure V-3. Activities in the rating ranges of 'technology' 
136 
140 
120 
100 
Number of 80 
activities 60 
40 
20 
0 
1.0 - 2.0 2.3- 3.0 3.3 - 4.0 4.3-5.0 
Ranges of rating 
5.0 
0 
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V .2.1.4. Degree of importance of information 
Information was considered important for most activities showing that its average 
importance rating was 3.0· not many activities were below 2.0 rating scale (Table V-5) 
in the results from Question 5. Acti ities were quite balanced among the four ranges 
of rating scale as shown in Figure V -4. About almost half of the 255 activities (1 09) 
' information' was rated more than average (between 3.3 and 5.0) in importance, which 
was compared with purchased inputs' with 17 activities human resources ' with 59 
activities and 'technology' with 59 activities in such a scale range. 
Table V-5. Ratings of 'information' for an activity 
Rating 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.8 4.0 
scales 
Activities 
found on 3 11 8 0 18 25 24 21 0 15 21 19 15 2 13 15 
the scale 
Average importance rating 3.0 
Figure V-4. Activities in the rating ranges of 'information' 
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V .2. 1.5. Comparison of four elements 
Looking at Figure V -5 purcha ed input are relatively unimportant for the activities of 
the rooms division compared with the other elements of activities. The use of 
purchased inputs for many activities of the rooms division were in the range of 1. 0 to 
2. 0 ( 13 1 activities) and in the range of 2. 3 to 3. 0 ( 107 activities) while a small number 
of activities were in the higher rates of importance ( 17 activities in the range of 3. 3 to 
4.0 and 0 activities in the range of 4.3 to 5.0) . In contrast to purchased inputs, 
information is relatively more important than the other elements for the activities of 
rooms di ision. Comparing with the other elements the largest number of acti ities 
were in the ranges of between 3.3 and 4.0 (64 activities) and between 4.3 and 5.0 (45 
activities) while the smallest number of activities were between 1.0 and 2.0 (65 
activities) . 
Figure V-5. Activities in the rating ranges of four elements 
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Figure V -6 compares the a erage importance ratings of four elements. On the whole 
Information with 3. 0 importance rating on average was the most important element for 
conducting the activities of the rooms division. The rankings of average ratings in 
importance next to information were human re ource (2 .6), technology (2 .3) and 
purchased inputs (2 .1 ). 
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Figure V-6. Average importance ratings of four elements 
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V:2.2. Evaluating value activities 
Two basic types of competitive advantage (cost leadership and differentiation) lead to 
competitive strategies (Porter's principles 10 and 14 ). These competitive advantages 
come from the indi idual value activities (Porter' s principle 1 0) . Therefore to 
evaluate the extent of each activity's contribution to competitive advantage this 
subsection summarises the importance ratings of co t and differentiation made by the 
panel. 
V .2.2. I. Degree of importance in cost 
As shown in Table V -6 (the results from Question 7) most activitie were around at 
the rating scale 2 (52 activities). On the other hand only 2 activities were in the scale 
range between 3. 8 and 5. 0. 
Table V-6. Activities in the importance ratings of 'cost' 
Rating 
scales 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.7 4.8 5.0 
Activities 
found on 0 5 26 0 48 52 38 28 1 20 19 7 7 2 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 
the scale 
Average importance rating 2.2 
* Total activities: 255 
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An activity's average importance rating for conducting the activities of the rooms 
division was far below average rated at 2.2 (Table V -6) showing only 18 17 plus 1) 
out of 25 5 activities in the importance range between 3. 3 and 5. 0 (Figure V-7). 
Figure V-7. Activities in the rating ranges of 'costs' 
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V .2.2.2. Degree of importance in differentiation 
Differently from 'costs', the activities for 'differentiation' were distributed with some 
balance over the importance scales (Table V -7 from the results of Question 8). 
Although the average importance rating was below average (2 .8), more activities were 
found in the middle rating scales (101 activities between 2.3 and 3.0 and 68 activities 
between 3.3 and 4.0) than the lower rating scales (64 activities between 1.0 and 2.0) 
as illustrated in Figure V -8 . Twenty-two activities for differentiation were between 4. 3 
and 5. 0, compared with one for costs. 
Table V-7. Activities in the importance ratings of 'differentiation' 
Rating 
scales 1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.7 4.8 5.0 
Activities 
found on 0 10 17 2 19 16 28 28 1 32 12 19 23 0 12 14 11 6 0 2 3 
the scale 
Average importance rating 2.8 
* Total actil ities: 255 
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Figure V-8. Activities in the rating ranges of 'differentiation' 
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V.2.2.3. Comparison of cost with differentiation 
For the activities of the hotel rooms division differentiation seemed to be more 
important than costs leadership to competitive advantage. As depicted in Figure V -9, 
the degree of importance of activities in terms of costs was much lower than that in 
terms of differentiation; 131 activities were between 1.0 and 2.0 for costs while only 
64 activities (less than half of 131) were in the importance range for differentiation. 
Figure V-9. Activities in the rating ranges of cost and differentiation 
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In the importance range between 2.3 and 3.0, costs and differentiation have a similar 
number of activities but more activities were importantly considered to ha e a 
differentiation advantage than to have a cost advantage between 3.3 and 5.0. Costs 
had 2.2 average importance rating while differentiation had 2.8 importance rating, as 
seen in Figure V -10. Accordingly differentiation was considered as a more important 
factor for competitive advantage of the rooms division than costs. 
Figure V-10. Average importance ratings of cost and differentiation 
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V.2.3. Establishing the value chain 
To establish the hotel rooms division s value chain three steps were taken by the 
panel. Firstly, value activities were selected (Porter' s principles 2 10 and 14 ). 
econdly, the activities were categorised into 9 activity functions (Porter s principle 3). 
Finally, activity types were decided (Porter' s principle 3). 
V.2.3.1. Selecting value activities 
To select value activities, two things were considered. Firstly, selected value activities 
were at or above the importance rating 4 in terms of costs or differentiation for cost 
leadership and differentiation were two basic types of competitive advantage (Porter' s 
principle 1 0). In this research, the range of value activities was limited to the acti ities 
with more value (importance rating ｾ＠ 4) for cost leadership or differentiation in two 
reasons: 1) hotel managers would not or could not complete the questionnaire if they 
were given too many value activities· and 2) value activities with a higher rating of 
importance would provide more meanings than others with a lower rating when they 
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were analysed. Thirty-eight value activities were selected at or above the importance 
rating 4 (V.2.3.4: Table V-8). 
Secondly, all selected value activities (38 activities) except three activities satisfied 
Porter' s principle 2 stating that value activities employ purchased inputs human 
resources, technology, and information. Three exceptional activities were rated at 1 
(not at all important) in one of the four elements by Porter' s principle 2. However, 
these 3 acti ities were included as value activities because they were rated at 4, 4.3 and 
4.5 of importance in differentiation. 
V.2.3.2. Categorising value activities 
Through Question 6, the 3 8 value activities were categorised into 9 acti ity functions 
(Porter' s principle 3) : 5 primary activities (inbound logistics, operations, outbound 
logistics, marketing and sales services) and 4 support activities (procurement, 
technology development, human resource management, firm infrastructure) . 
As depicted in Figure V -11 the 4 panel members classified 255 activities into one of 
the 9 activity ｣｡ｴ･ｧｯｲｩ･ｳ ｾ＠ they made 1 clear choice about 212 activities, 2 different 
choices about 36 activities, 3 different choices about 1 activity and 4 different choices 
about 6 activities. 
Figure V-11. The number of activities relevant to category choices 
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The result of 212 activities (83% of 255 activities) with one most answer was quite 
satisfactory to put most value activities into one of the nine functions that best 
represent their contribution to the rooms division' s competitive advantage (Porter s 
principle 5). Among 38 selected activities two different answers were made about 6 
activities and four different answers were made about only one activity. The 
researcher made a final decision about these 7 undistinguished activities to categorise 
them. 
Figure V -12 shows that more than half of the rooms division ' s activities ( 186 
activities) were in operations. 44 activities were in en ice and 31 acti ities were in 
human resource management. The other activities were classified into the other six 
categories with between 3 and 18 activities. 
Figure V-12. Categorising the value activities into 9 functions 
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Every possible activities relevant to 9 functions were expanded from 255 to 311 (212 + 
72 + 3 + 24), for 212 activities were classified into 1 distinguished category making 
212, 36 activities into 2 categories making 72 (36 times 2) 1 activity into 3 categories 
making 3 (1 times 3) and 6 activities into 4 categories making 24 (6 times 4). 
V.2.3.3. Activity types 
According to Porter's principle 3, the panel made a decision on every acti ity ' s type 
from three types (direct, indirect, quality as urance) . Forty-two activities among 255 
concerned 2 activity types supported by 2 panel members each. Therefore the number 
of activities relevant to 3 categories was expanded from 255 to 297. Among 297 
activities 44% (132 activities) were characterised as a direct activity 49% (145 
activities) as an indirect activity and 7% (20 activities) as quality assurance as shown 
in Figure V -13 . Most of the suggested 25 5 activities seem be irrelevant to quality 
assurance. 
Figure V-13. Activity types of the rooms division 
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To establish the value chain of hotel rooms division, 3 factors were included with 
reference to V.2.3 .1 to V.2.3 .3: staff positions value activities and activity types 
(Table V -8) . 
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Table V-8. The value chain of hotel rooms division 
<SUPPORT ACTIVITIES> 
9. Finn infrastructure: no value activities at this function 
8. Htunan resource ntana_gentent: 
Sta{) Value activities Activitp t)'l!_e 
Rooms director & Motivating (designing jobs, encouraging workers Indirect or 
Assistant rooms through rewards, rules and rationales/ideologies) Quality assurance 
director 
Front office manager Training of staff Indirect 
Front desk supenrisor Motivating the front desk clerks Quality assurance 
Front desk supervisor Training staffs Quality assurance 
Housekeeping Training of staff Direct or Indirect 
manager 
7. Technology developntent: no value activities at this function 
6. Procurentent: no value activities at this function 
<PRIMARY ACTIVITIES> 
1. Inbound logistics: 
Staff Value activities ActivitJ' tJ'Pe 
Front office manager Operating and monitoring reservation system for Direct 
guest room rentals 
Assistant front office Administration of advanced reservations Direct or Indirect 
manager 
Mail & information Maintaining a data bank with the names and 
clerks addresses of current guests, their room numbers, Indirect 
the status of their accounts, and considerable 
additional information 
Reservations Taking incoming requests for rooms and noting Direct 
manager special requests for service 
Reservationists Responding to requests for accommodations from Direct 
potential guests 
Recording some information quickly, such as name, 
address, dates to be reserved, room type, rate, 
Reservationists arrival time, payment method, telephone number on Direct 
the paper form or in a computer terminal 
Adding new reservations to those already in the 
Reservationists system, and allowing for easy access to the Direct 
accumulated reservations 
2. Operations: 
Staff Value activities Activit}' tJ'Pe 
Assistant front office Reception of guests Direct 
manager 
Front desk clerks Greeting guests Direct 
Front desk clerks Registering guests (checking in) Direct 
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Front desk clerks Checking out Direct 
Front desk clerks Answering telephones Direct 
Cashier supervisor Maintenance of accurate guest accounts Direct 
Mail & information Providing information about goods, hotel services, Direct 
clerks and local facilities 
Supplying guests with emergency needs for 
Concierges toiletries, umbrellas, disposable razors and Direct 
toothbrushes etc. 
Concierges Organising special functions such as VIP cocktail Direct 
parties 
Room supervisor Verifying that rooms have been properly cleaned Quality assurance 
and meet the standards established for the property 
Reservations Providing the guest with requested information and 
manager services as well as accurate confirmation of these Direct 
items 
Keeping exact records regarding the status of Direct or Quality 
Reservationists guestrooms and making sure that future dates are assurance 
not overbooked 
3. Outbound logistics: no value activities at this function 
4. Marketing & sales: 
Sta.ff Value activities ActiviiJ' tl'Pe 
Front office manager Maintaining business relationships with regular Indirect 
corporate and community leaders and the reception 
of VIP guests 
Front office manager Creation of the desired trading and selling Indirect 
atmosphere 
Front office manager Establishing in-house sales programmes at the front Direct or Indirect 
desk 
Front office manager Planning and participating in the delivery of 
marketing programmes of rooms and other hotels Indirect 
products 
Assistant front office The promotion of the hotel services Direct 
manager 
Front desk clerks Informing guests about special hotel facilities, and 
answering questions about the property and the Direct 
surrounding community 
Reservations Communicating effectively with the marketing and Indirect 
mana_g_er sales department and discussing sales planning 
Reservationists Supporting the front office management's efforts to Direct or Indirect 
attain a full house 
5. Services: 
Staff Value activities Activit}' ll'Pe 
Assistant front office The creation of a welcoming atmosphere for Indirect 
manager customers/guest 
Front desk clerks Registering complaints Direct 
Front desk clerks Resolving complaints Direct or 
Quality assurance 
Concierges Greeting and chatting with returning guests, and Direct 
accompanying a valued guest to the front desk 
Concierges Handling/reporting guests' complaints & problems Direct 
Housekeeping Dealing with guests' complaints and requests Direct 
manager 
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The studies for selecting value activities, categorising thetn and characterising their 
activity type underlay the value chain n1odel, the basic tool for diagnosing cotnpetitive 
advantage and finding ways to enhance it (Porter's principle 9). Thirty-eight value 
activities at or above the itnportance rating 4 in costs or differentiation were 
categorised into 9 activity functions but no value activity was allocated in the functions 
of finn infrastructure, technology developn1ent, procuretnent and outbound logistics. 
Each value activity was done by a staff of the rootns division and was characterised as 
one of the three activity types. 
V.2.4. Key successful factors by the panel 
To understand key successful factors (I<SFs), the panel rated each activity's 
importance for business success. In this analysis, KSFs include the activities at or 
above 4.0 of importance rating for business success. The concept of I<SFs are sitnilar 
to 'I(ey factors for success (I<FSs)' by Ohtnae (1982) and 'Critical success factors 
(CSFs)' by Rockart (1979) and Ward and Griffiths (1996). The purpose of this 
subsection is to compare key successful factors with value activities graded by the 
itnportance of cost or differentiation. 
V .2.4.1. Important activities for business success 
An average itnportance rating of activities for business success (3 . 0) was just on the 
average of the rating scale, as shown in Table V -9 but this figure was higher than that 
of activities about costs (2.2) and differentiation (2.8) previously discussed in 
Subsection V.2.2. 
Table V-9. Activity ratings for 'business success' by the panel 
Rating 
1.0 1.3 1.5 1.7 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.0 3.3 3.5 3.7 3.8 4.0 4.3 4.5 4.7 4.8 5.0 
scales 
Activities 
found on 0 0 4 0 9 12 30 30 2 29 32 32 20 3 20 13 6 8 0 4 1 
the scale 
Average importance rating 3.0 
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As summarised in Figure V -14, most activities for business success were in the 
importance rating range between 2.3 and 4.0 (211 activities = 123 plus 88) and a 
similar number of activities were in the highest rating range (25 activities) and in the 
lowest rating range (19 activities). 
Figure V-14. Activities ranged for 'business success' by the panel 
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V .2.4.2. Comparison with the selected value activities 
4.3-5.0 
As graphed in Figure V-15 the average importance rating for business success (3 .0) 
was higher than that for costs (2 .2) and differentiation (2 .8). However, the number of 
activities at or above 4.0 of importance rating for business success (.J2) was less than 
that for differentiation (36) as shown in Table V -10. 
Figure V-15. Comparing cost, differentiation and business success 
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Table V-10. Important value activities and key successful factors 
ｾ＠ Important value activities Activities at/above 4 of at/above 4 of impm1ance rating importance rating for in tenus of costs (2) or business success (KSFs); differentiation (36); 38 activities 32 activities 
Activity numbers at/above 4 
of importance rating about 19 19 
both costs/differentiation and 
business success 
Atnong 38 selected value activities, only 19 of thetn were also rated at/above 4.0 
degree of itnportance for business success. For exatnple, activities such as 
'Maintaining business relationships with regular corporate and cotnn1unity leaders and 
the reception of VIP guests' was rated at 4.5 for differentiation but only at 3.8 for 
business success, so this activity was not included in the 3 8 selected value activities 
(Appendix 11). One notion was that all the 38 activities, however, were rated between 
3. 3 and 4. 5 in terms of business success, which were tnore than average rating of 3. 0. 
In other words, any activity of the 3 8 selected activities was tnore than average in its 
itnportance for business success. 
On the other hand, 19 activities of 32 KSFs rated at/above 4.0 were between 4.0 and 
5.0 for differentiation or costs (Appendix 11). The other 13 activities (5 ofthen1 being 
below the average of3.0) were ranged between 1.8 and 3.8 for differentiation or costs. 
Accordingly, to evaluate individual value activities by costs and differentiation 
(Pmier' s principle 1 0) may omit son1e impotiant activities for business success. 
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V.3. RATINGS OF THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE BY THE 
HOTEL MANAGERS 
The questionnaire for the hotel managers consisted of 7 stages. The tnanagers rated 
the rootns division's activities in tenns of business success in Stage 1. In Stage 2, they 
identified linkages atnong the value activities selected in the previous section (Porter's 
principles 6 and 7), and in Stage 3, they studied a cotnpetitive advantage of their own 
rooms division (Potter's principle 12). Using the experience in Stages 1 to 3, the 
tnanagers rated the value chain's use about various strategic issues in Stages 4 to 7. 
Each hotel tnanager spent an average of 128 tninutes for question briefings and 
discussions, and 14 hours to cotnplete the research from Stages 1 to 7 (Appendix 13). 
However, they did not seetn to find it vety difficult to deal with the questions in those 
stages. Only in Stages 2 and 3, did they have above average difficulty. 
In this section, the results frotn the questions in Stages 4 to 6 are sutntnarised. Stages 
4, 5 and 6 cover strategic issues in a strategic process in turns, i.e., enviromnental 
scanning, strategic fonnulation, and strategic impletnentation, as shown in Table V -11. 
The rating table (Table IV-3) with five scales was provided for Stages 4 to 6: 1 (not at 
all useful), 2 (only sotnewhat useful), 3 (average in use), 4 (quite usefhl), and 5 (very 
useful). Stage 7 concerned the types of strategic process. 
Table v .. 11. Section structure and relevant stages for the hotel managers 
Section Content Questionnaire stages 
V.3.1. Ratings against environmental analysis 4 
V.3.2. Ratings against strategic fonnulation 5 
V.3.3. Ratings against strategic implementation 6 
V.3.4. Key successfhl factors by the hotel managers 1 
V.3.5. Choice of strategic process 7 
V.3.1. Ratings against environmental analysis 
Environment was divided into two: external and internal environment. External 
enviromnent was subdivided into tnacro- and tnicro-enviromnent. Ratings of the value 
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chain' use were made about individual strategic issues occurring in one of the three 
enviromnent types. 
V.3.I.I. External environmental analysis 
1) MacJ·o-enviJ-onmental analysis 
Frotn the hotel rootns division's point of view, macro-enviromnent included four 
factors cOining frotn outside of the hotel or out side of the roon1s division within the 
hotel: political, econon1ic, socio-cultural, and technological enviromnent (PEST 
analysis by Ginter and Duncan, 1990; Johnson and Scholes, 1997; and Tribe, 1997). 
The value chain did not seem to be very useful for tnacro-enviromnental analysis, rated 
at 2.9 below average in itnp011ance (Table V-12). However, the value chain's use for 
tnacro-environn1ental analysis within the hotel was above average (3.2) compared with 
the rating for out side of hotel (2.5). A.tnong the four factors for PEST analysis, the 
value chain was tnore useful for political enviromnental analysis (3 . 1) than for the 
others. 
Table V-12. The value chain's use for macro-environmental analysis 
Factors Average ratiugs Average ratings out Average ratings 
witlziu the hotel side of the hotel of the factors 
Political enviromnent 3.4 2.6 3.1 
Economical environment 3.0 2.6 2.8 
Socio-cultural environment 3.6 2.2 2.9 
Technological enviromnent 2.8 2.6 2.7 
The value chain's use for 
macro-environmental 3.2 2.5 2.9 
analysis 
2) MicJ·o-enviJ-onmental analysis 
Micro-environment involved strategic issues in an industty. The hoteln1anagers gave a 
rating against 5 forces (new entrants, suppliers, buyers, substitutes and c01npetitors) 
which Potter (1979) initially suggested. Table V-13 shows that the value chain's use 
for analysis of the 5 industrial factors was above average (3.3). The value chain was 
tnore useful for analysing intensity of rivalry among competitors (3 .6) than for 
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analysing the other forces. However, the usefulness ratings for all 5 factors were on or 
above average. 
Table V-13. The value chain's use for micro-environmental analysis 
Factors Average ratings of the factors 
Threat of new entrants 3.4 
Bargaining power of suppliers 3.2 
Bargaining power of buyers 3.4 
Threat of substitutes 3.0 
Intensity of rivalry 3.6 
The value chain's use for micro-
environmental analysis 3.3 
V.3.1.2. Internal environmental analysis 
Factors for internal analysis were divided into two: soft factors (leadership, culture and 
politics) and hard factors (technology, production costs, business growth and 
structure). As shown in Table V-14, the value chain was tnore useful for analysing soft 
factors (3.9) than hard factors (3.4). On the whole, the value chain's use was rated at 
a high point of 3.7 owing to all factors rated between 3.0 and 4.2. In patticular, the 
value chain was useful for cultural ( 4. 2) and sttuctural analysis ( 4. 0). 
Table V-14. The value chain's use for internal environmental analysis 
Factors Average ratings of the factors 
Leadership 3.6 
Culture 4.2 
Politics 3.8 
Average rating_ of the soft factors 3.9 
Technology 3.4 
Production costs 3.0 
Business growth 3.2 
Structure 4.0 
Average ratint;; of the hard factors 3.4 
The value chain's use for internal 
environmental analysis 3.7 
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V.3 .. 2. Ratings against strategic formulation 
According to the planners like Wheelen and Hunger (1992), strategic formulation is 
the second stage of strategic process cmning after enviromnental scanning. The 
planners often establish objectives (i.e., Chakravarthy and Lorange, 1991) or 
nlissions/objectives (i.e., Wheelen and Hunger, 1992) first and then build strategies at 
various levels. The research pmiicipants frmn the hotels n1ade ratings against 
rnissions/objectives and strategies at the fi.mctional, business unit, con1pany and 
tnulticotnpany level in turns. 
The value chain's use for strategies at the various levels was rated in two aspects (cost 
and differentiation) which underlay a firm's cmnpetitive strategy (Potier's principle 
14). That was, the tnanagers rated the extent of the value chain's use for finding cost 
advantage and finding differentiation advantage at each level of strategy. Every rating 
except the ratings at the functional level was done separately about tnissions and 
objectives, functional level strategies concerned relatively a sn1all range of issues so 
they were too litnited to contribute for achieving tnissions. Accordingly, at the 
functional level, strategic issues were rated in tenns of the depatitnental objectives. 
V.3.2.1. Missions & objectives 
The value chain analysis was above average (3. 4) in use for establishing tnissions and 
objectives, as sutntnarised in Table V-15. The value chain for the roon1s division (3.4) 
and for objectives (3 .4) were a little bit more in use than for the hotel (3 . 3) and for 
tnissions (3 .3). 
Table V-15. The value chain's use for missions and objectives 
Factors Average ratings for Average n1tiugs for Average ratings of 
tlze hotel tlze I'Ooms division the factors 
Missions 3.2 3.4 ｾ＠ ｾ＠.),.) 
Objectives 3.4 3.4 3.4 
The value chain's 
use for mission and 3.3 3.4 3.4 
ob.iectives 
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V.3.2.2. Functional level strategies 
Functional level strategies concerned 9 activity functions in the value chain. However, 
as shown in Table V-16, the managers rated the value chain's use just for 5 functions 
because 3 8 selected value activities were distributed only in 5 functions of the value 
chain in the previous subsection (Table V -8). 
The value chain was tnost useful for strategies for inbound logistics being rated 3. 9 in 
use; finding differentiation advantage within the function of inbound logistics was 
particularly high rated ( 4.1). At the functional strategies, the value chain was turned 
out to be tnore useful for identifying differentiation (3.6) than cost advantage (3.2). 
On the whole, the value chain's use for functional level strategies was rated above 
average (3.4). 
Table V-16. The value chain's use for functional level strategies 
Average ratings for A vetage J•atings for Average ratings of 
Factors finding cost advantage finding diffetentiatiou the factors 
advantage 
Strategies for human 
resource management 3.5 3.7 3.6 
Strategies for inbound 
logistics 3.3 4.1 3.9 
Strategies for 
op_erations 2.7 3.2 3.1 
Strategies for 
marketing and sales 3.0 3.7 3.3 
Strategies for 
services 3.3 3.1 3.2 
The value chain's use 
for functional level 3.2 3.6 3.4 
strategies 
V.3.2.3. Business level strategies 
About all strategic issues at the business level (the roon1s division's level), the 
usefulness ofthe value chain was rated between 3.0 and 3.5. For differential strategies 
(3.4), the value chain's use was 0.1 higher than for cost leadership strategies (3.3). In 
cotnparison of the value chain's use for tnissions and objectives, the value chain was 
1nore usefhl for strategies for achieving the rootns division's n1issions (3.4) than its 
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objectives (3.1). Overall usefulness ofthe value chain at the business level was rated at 
3.3. 
Table V-17. The value chain's use for business level strategies 
Average ratings for Average ratings for Average ratings of 
Factors finding cost finding differentiation the factors 
a dwmt age advantage 
Strategies for the rooms 
division's missions 3.5 3.4 3.4 
Strategies for the rooms 
division's objectives 3.0 3.4 3.1 
The value chain's use 
for business level 3.3 3.4 3.3 
strategies 
V.3.2.4. Company level strategies 
Differently fi·om the value chain's usefulness at the rooms divisional level, the value 
chain was 1nore useful for strategies for the hotel's objectives (3. 5) than for its 
1nissions (3.2). However, sitnilarly to the value's use for business level strategies, the 
value chain's use was rated higher for finding the hotel's differentiation (3.6) than for 
finding the hotel's cost advantage (3 .2). The value chain's use for company level 
strategies was rated at 3.4, a little bit higher than for business level strategies (3.3). 
Table V-18. The value chain's use for company level strategies 
Average ratings for Average ratings fm· Average ratings of 
Factors finding cost flu ding differentiatiou the factm·s 
advantage tlllVfmtage 
Strategies for the hotel's 
missions 3.1 3.4 3.2 
Strategies for the hotel's 
objectives 3.2 3.7 3.5 
The value chain's use 
for company level 3.2 3.6 3.4 
strategies 
V.3.2.5. Multicompany level strategies 
The value chain's use for strategic issues at the multicmnpany level (the hotel group 
level) was between 2.4 and 3.0 and the overall average of its use was rated at 2.7, 
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relatively tnuch lower than the usefulness at the business level (3.3) and at the cotnpany 
level (3.4). At the tnulticotnpany level like the other levels, the value chain's use for 
finding differentiation advantage (2.9) was rated higher than for finding cost advantage 
(2.6). 
Table V-19. The value chain's use for multicompany level strategies 
Average n1tings for Average ratings for Average ratings of 
Factors finding cost finding differentiation the factors 
advantage advantage 
Strategies for the hotel 
group's missions 2.7 3.0 2.7 
Strategies for the hotel 
group's objectives 2.4 2.7 2.8 
The value chain's use 
for multicompany level 2.6 2.9 2.7 
strategies 
V.3 .. 3 .. Ratings against strategic implementation 
Strategic itnpletnentation was the last stage of the strategic process on the planning 
school while it was done with strategic fonnulation simultaneously on the 
incretnentalist school. Strategic in1plementation seemed to be divided into action 
plans and evaluation & control, regardless of the schools of strategic process. For 
ratings of the value chain's use, three factors (sttucture, incentives and motivation) 
were considered in action plans and two factors (performance measurement and 
change managetnent) were included in evaluation & control. In this subsection, issues 
about strategic impletnentation were only considered within the rooms division. 
V.3.3.1. Action plans 
Atnong three factors, the value chain was tnost useful for the rootns division's 
structural itnpletnentation (3. 7), as shown in Table V -20. Overall usefhlness of the 
value chain was above average (3. 4). The value chain's use for action plans to achieve 
the rooms division's objectives (3. 5) was rated higher than to achieve its missions 
(3.3). 
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Table V-20. The value chain's use for action plans 
Factors Average ratings for Ave1•age ratings for Average ratings of 
missions objectives the factors 
Structure 3.8 3.5 3.7 
Incentives 3.1 3.4 3.3 
Motivation 3.0 3.5 3.3 
The value chain's 
use for action plans 3.3 3.5 3.4 
V.3.3.2. Evaluation & control 
The value chain's use for performance measuretnent was high rated at 3. 7 for tnissions 
and at 4.0 for objectives, tnaking 3.8 on average (Table V-21). In contrast, the value 
chain's use for change tnanagetnent was low rated at 2.6 for tnissions and at 3.0 for 
objectives, averaging at 2.8. The value chain turned out to be more useful for 
evaluating and controlling for objectives (3.5) than for missions (3.1). The average 
rate of the value chain's use for evaluation and control was above average (3.3) but 
slightly less than the average rate for action plans (3.4). 
Table V-21. The value chain's use for evaluation & control 
Factors Average ratings for Average ratings for Average ratings of 
missions objectives the factors 
Performance 
measurement 3.7 4.0 3.8 
Change management 
(or new strategies) 2.6 3.0 2.8 
The value chain's 
use for evaluation & 3.1 3.5 3.3 
control 
V.3.4. Key successful factors by the hotel managers 
In Stage 1 of the questionnaire, the hotel managers were asked to rate their importance 
of 255 activities in tenns of business success. Stage 1 was a warn1ing-up section 
before the hotel tnanagers took the diftlcult subsequent stages as well as it aimed at 
understanding how different the tnanagers' opinions were about the activities' 
itnportance in business success. This subsection thus compares the Key successful 
factors (I<SFs) by the hotel tnanagers with the KSFs by the acaden1ic panel. As 
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discussed earlier (V.2.4.), KSFs involves the activities rated at or above 4 as to the 
importance for business success. 
V.3.4.1. Important activities for business success 
As calculated in Table V -22, the number of activities generally goes larger as the scale 
of importance rating gets higher. Surprisingly 49 activities were rated at the highest 
importance rating of 5.0 and 177 activities were considered as KSFs compared with 1 
activity at 5.0 and 32 KSFs by the academic panel (Table V-9). Figure V-16 clearly 
shows that more than half activities (160) were in the highest rating range between 4.2 
and 5. 0 while small numbers of activities were in the other ranges of rating. 
Table V-22. Activity ratings for 'business success' by the hotels 
Rating 
1.0 1.5 1.8 2.3 2.4 2.8 3.0 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.8 4.0 4.2 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.6 4.8 
scales 
Activities 
5.0 
found on 0 3 1 6 3 8 11 9 1 6 4 5 21 17 16 8 18 14 28 27 49 
the scale 
Average importance rating 4.2 
*Total 255 activitie 
Figure V-16. Activities for 'business success' by the hotels 
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V.3.4.2. Comparison with the key successful factors by the panel 
There were big differences between the academic panel ' s ratings and the hotel 
managers' ratings as to the importance of activities for business success (Figure V -17 . 
Firstly the academics put the most number of activities 123 activities in the range of 
2.3 and 3.0 while the hotel managers classified a significant number of activities (160 
activities) into one of the ratings between 4.2 and 5.0. Secondly the average 
importance rating for business success by the panel was 3. 0 compared with 4. 2 by the 
hotel managers. Thirdly the KSFs (32 activities) by the panel took only 13o/o of 255 
activities while those (177 activities) by the hotel managers took 69% of 255 . 
Figure V-17. Ratings for KSFs (the panel vs. the hotel managers) 
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.c 
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m Activities rated for 
KSFs bythe 
academe panel 
(Averge rating: 3.0) 
a Activities rated for 
KSFs by the hotel 
managers (Avrage 
rating: 4.2) 
Two reasons might have caused the differences between the academic panel and the 
hotel managers. One reason may be that the hotel people took their job too seriously. 
KSFs are not normally composed of a large number factors ; 69 % of KSFs from the 
hotel rooms division s acti ities are too large to focus on for future success. In 
contrast, the other reason might be that the academics neglected many important 
activities of the rooms division. Whatever the reason made the big gap between the 
academics and the hotel managers there seems to need an appropriate communication 
between the hotel schools and the hotel industry for a better understanding each other. 
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V.3.S. Choice of strategic process for the value chain 
Stage 7 of the questionnaire for the hotel n1anagers concerned choices of strategic 
process; the managers were asked to tnake a choice between the planning approach 
and the incretnentalist approach in terms of general preference, tilne consutnption, 
costs, and flexibility. This stage virtually looked for a decision of the value chain's 
style of strategic process atnong the planning school, the incrementalist school, and the 
cotnbination school. Table V-23 sumn1arises the hotel tnanagers' preferences of 
strategic process as to the four raised questions. 
Strategy process theories were generally discussed in Section II.3 . These are the brief 
descriptions of thetn concerning the rootns division's value chain: 1) . the planning 
approach-builds a value chain for the whole rooms division, applies it to analyse the 
rooms division for establishing its strategies, reviews (evaluation & control) the 
strategies , and finally changes the value chain or builds a new one; 2) the 
incrementalist approach-builds a value chain for a sn1all part of the rooms division, 
applies it to analyse that pati, learns fron1 the experience of the initial value chain and 
changes smne of it, builds a value chain for a bigger pati of the rooms division, learns 
frotn the experience of it and changes some of it, and finally builds a value chain for 
the whole romns division; and 3) the combination approach-positions between the 
planning approach and the incrementalist approach, taking the benefits frotn both 
schools of thought. 
Table V-23. Choices of strategic process by the hotel managers 
Question 1: Question 2: Question 3: Question 4: which 
Questions which process which process which process process would be 
do you prefer in ' :vould take would cost more flexible 
general? longer? more? against 
Hotels environmental 
changes? 
Hilton Kyongju Incrementalism Planning Plmming Incrementalism 
Hilton Seoul Incrementalism Incrementalism Planning Incrementalism 
Holiday Inn Seoul Incrementalis1n Incrementalis1n Incrementalism Incrementalism 
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Shilla Seoul h1crementalism Incrementalism Planning Incrementalism 
Swiss Grand Seoul Incrementalism Incrementalism Not replied Incrementalism 
Frotn the above table, all the 5 hotel tnanagers preferred to use the romns division's 
value chain n1odel on the basis of the strategic process of incretnentalistn (Question 1 ); 
there seemed to be no chance to choose the planning approach or the combination 
approach. There may be two reasons the hotel tnanagers liked the incretnentalist 
approach even though it would take longer than the planning approach (Question 2). 
One reason would be that the planning tnethod costs tnore (Question 3). The other 
reason would be that the incrementalist method is more flexible to environmental 
changes (Question 4). However, the tnanager of Holiday Inn Seoul thought the 
incretnentalists' way would cost more but he still preferred to use the incrementalist 
approach for the rootns division's value chain. 
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V.4. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
Chapter V sutntnarised the results fl-otn the two questionnaires, one for the academic 
panel and the other one for the hotel managers. This chapter basically dealt with the 
san1e issues as those explained in the tnethodology chapter (Chapter IV) and it was 
son1etitnes con1plemented by Potier's principles explored in Chapter IV for a better 
understanding of the chapter process. Section 2 showed how the value chain tnodel 
for the hotel rooms division was built on the basis of the questionnaire results frotn the 
panel. The subsections of Section 2 contributed to establislunent of the value chain 
tnodel. In Section 3, the hotel tnanagers' ratings about the value chain's use were 
sutntnarised within the strategic process boundary and the manner of strategic process 
itself was also discussed at the end of the section. 
Three things needed to be commented about the presentation of the questionnaires' 
results in this chapter, there were. Firstly, the differences atnong the panel's opinions 
were not discussed. This was because the questionnaire results fron1 the panel tnostly 
concerned hotel operations rather than hotel strategies, viliually requiring futiher 
research about hotel operations. Therefore, any possible issues an1ong the panel 
tnetnbers were not discussed in this chapter. Secondly, no comparison was tnade 
between hotels. Including each hotel's ratings in the n1ain body would have been too 
complicated to read through the text but further explanation can be sought in 
Appendix 11 and Appendix 12. Finally, some figures on the averages seetned to be 
incorrect but these resulted fi·om several roundings in the previous stages, which were 
not shown in the main body of text. 
In conclusion, s01ne details of the questionnaire structure and results need be consulted 
in Chapter IV, Chapter VI or the relevant appendices. More details on average figures 
can be found in the appendices section. Nun1bers are expected to be correct because 
they were calculated by a spreadsheet programrne called 'Excel' but tnost of the 
calculation processes were 01nitted in the thesis for a sitnple presentation. 
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VI. I. CHAPTER INTRODUCTION 
The previous chapter (Chapter V) sumtnarised and consulted the questionnaire results 
frotn the questionnaires for the academic panel and the hotel managers. The 
questionnaire results were discussed in two streams: establishing the value chain of 
hotel rootns division, and rating the value chain's usefulness. 
Tllis chapter (Chapter VI) aims at answering the 5 key strategic questions raised in the 
literature review (Chapter II), with reference to the research results studied in Chapter 
V. Most answers for the 5 key questions can be sought fron1 the questionnaire results 
of the second stream of Chapter V (V.3). 
Every key strategic question and answer consists of one section of this chapter. Each 
section is cotnposed of three parts. In the first, the question itself will be theoretically 
reviewed. The relevant concepts will be defined and the concerned schools will be 
explained. In the second, the question will be answered by the collective answers fron1 
the hotel managers. With reference to the two previous parts, the last will discuss the 
value chain model theoretically and empirically, mainly looking for the differences or 
sitnilarities between the value chain in theory and that in practice. 
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VI.2. WHICH STRATEGIC PROCESS DOES THE VALUE 
CHAIN MODEL SUPPORT (KEY QUESTION 1)? 
VL2.1. Question review in the literature 
Any strategy theory could be characterised as one of the three strategic process types, 
as shown in Table VI-1. However, the border between the incretnentalist approach 
and the combination approach was not clear, so strategists often argued between the 
planning school and the incretnentalist school. These argmnent 1nainly were about 
time consutnption (Ansoff, 1991; and Radosevich, 1995), flexibility against 
enviromnental change (Lenz and Lyles, 1985; and Marx, 1991), and the relations 
between strategic fonnulation and implementation (Quinn, 1980)-especially, the 
relationship between strategic fonnulation and stntctural change (Mintzberg, 1990), or 
between strategic formulation and cultural change (Johnson, 1988). 
Table Vl-1. Definitions of the strategic process types 
Strategic process types Definitions 
have some clear steps for strategic management between 
The planning approach environmental scanning, strategic fonnulation and strategic 
inT()lementation 
do not have clear management steps but conduct them at the 
The incrementalist approach same time on a continuing basis until a strategy emerges; 
learninP; and experience is emphasised 
The combination approach have some planning steps while adopting the incrementalist 
method 
VL2.2. Answer from the field research results 
As explained in Table V -23, the hotel managers had four questions relevant to strategic 
process. In the first question of overall preference, all five hoteltnanagers supp01ted 
the incretnentalism. In the second question of titne-consutnption, four n1anagers 
except the rooms director of Hilton Kyongju thought the incrementalists' way took 
longer than the planners' way to establish a con1pleted value chain for the ro01ns 
division. In the third question of cost, the rooms director of Holiday Inn Seoul 
thought the incrementalistn approach would cost tnore than the planning approach 
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while three tnanagers were in the opposite. The roon1s director of Swiss Grand Seoul 
did not answer it. In the final question of flexibility, all hotel managers thought that the 
incrementalism tnethod is tnore flexible than the planning tnethod. 
The hotel tnanagers supported the incrementalisn1 (Question 1) although tnost of thetn 
thought it would take longer than the planning school (Question 2). Their preference 
for the incren1entalistn tnethod was likely to be for two reasons: firstly, relatively less 
cost (Question 3) and secondly, relatively tnore flexibility (Question 4). However, the 
tnanagers did not reach an agreetnent about time-consumption and cost. 
VL2.3. Arguments between the literature and the industry 
In the strategic literature, the value chain n1odel was considered as being on the 
planning approach (II.4.2, pp. 30-32). On the contrary, the hoteltnanagers sought the 
value chain's benefits when it was in the combination or incren1entalist approach. The 
strategic literature seetns to see the value chain's concept too narrowly; the value chain 
tnodel in a short time period and in a small department would be norn1ally in the 
planning approach. When a value chain tnodel is built for a large organisation which is 
complicated however, it tnay need to take several steps to complete the value chain. 
That is, the value chain can initially be established for a stnall pat1 of the organisation in 
a shot1 titne and then it can be developed for a larger part of the organisation. 
Eventually, a value chain could be built for the targeted organisation. In this sense, the 
whole process of the value chain would be in the incrementalistn n1ethod, as suggested 
in Figure VI -1. This approach would take a longer time than the planning approach 
which establishes the value chain tnodel at one tin1e through sotne clarified steps. In 
summary, the value chain tnodel for a stnall organisation taking a shoti period would 
be in the planning approach while the one for a large organisation taking a long period 
would be in the incretnentalist approach. 
The hotel rootns division of a large hotel seetns to be too big to establish its value 
chain in one trial of the planning tnethod. Therefore, the hotel tnanagers like to build 
their hotel ro01ns division's value chain in the manner of incretnentalism. For example, 
as .discussed in the above paragraph, the value chain model for a stnall pati of the hotel 
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rootns division (i.e., the housekeeping departtnent) would be established by the 
planning method but the manner to set-up the bigger organisation (i.e., the rooms 
division) would be by the incretnentalist method, vittually tnaking the combination 
approach on the whole. Figure VI -1 provides a possible picture of the process to 
establish the value chain of hotel rootns division in the way of the combination 
approach which the hoteltnanagers supported in the question. 
Figure Vl-1. Combination approach for the rooms division's value chain 
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By this cotnbination approach, the hotel rooms division's value chain etnerges (an 
etnergent strategy by Mintzberg, 1990) through several experiences and learning 
(Mintzberg, 1990; and Senge, 1990), or trial-and-error periods (Quinn, 1978). On the 
other hand, looking at each value chain for a depattment, such a small value chain 
would be set-up on the planning tnodel. 
However, two issues are still retnained unsolved. Firstly, it was not decided whether a 
depattmenfs value chain (e.g., the value chain of front office) would be better used by 
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supporting strategy formulation and implementation simultaneously or by assisting 
thetn separately in turns. Secondly, it is in question whether the incretnentalist 
approach can be still better than the planning approach when a crisis occurs and there 
is a thne-pressure. Ansoff (1991) criticises the incrementalistn because it tnay be tin1e-
consuming when there is a crisis. 
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Vl.3. WHICH LEVELS OF STRATEGY DOES THE VALUE 
CHAIN MODEL RELATE TO (KEY QUESTION 2)? 
VL3.1. Question review in the literature 
In the literature review (Chapter II), the levels of strategy were divided into four: 
functional level, business level, cotnpany level, and tnulticompany level. Normally, 
strategic theorists (i.e., Hax, 1990; and Olsen, et al., 1992) classify strategic tnodels 
into three categorising levels of functional, business and cmnpany. The recent trend of 
business globalisation, however, encourages the strategists to include the strategic 
category of network or multi company level (de Wit and Meyer, 1998), international or 
global level by Dess and Miller (1993). Table VI-2 suggests the definitions of the four 
strategic tnanagetnent levels. 
Table Vl-2. Definitions of the strategic management levels 
Strategies at four levels Definitions 
may include the finn infrastructure, human resource 
Functional level strategies management, technology development, procurement, inbound 
logistics, operations, outbound logistics, marketing and sales, 
services strategy (Potter, 1985) 
may include strategies of each strategic business unit (SBU), 
Business level strategies Yvhich can be regarded as independent for its m:vn purpose and 
can directly obtain required resources from its headquarters 
(Haspeslagh, 1982) 
Company level strategies may be defined as the combined strategies of strategic 
business units (SBUs) (Haspeslagh, 1982) 
Multicompany level strategies may involve strategies for co-operation between firms 
(Contractor and Lorange, 1988) 
The definitions of.functional level strategies are various by theorists and by industries. 
Nebel, III (1991, p. 62) defines, 'Functional level strategies are usually characterised 
by annual objectives and short-term strategies (for example, next year's advetiising 
budget etc.)'. He generalises the categories of functional level strategies of hotels: 
operations, tnarketing, accounting, personnel, and food and beverage functions. A 
little bit differently from Nebel, III, Jones and Pizam (1993) seen1 to classify the 
functional level strategies into operations, hutnan resource managetnent, tnarketing and 
finance and accounting. 
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The classification of business level strategies are also various, depending on the way of 
classifying a firn1's businesses or depending on a firm's business purpose. Businesses 
tnay be difTerently categorised by three methods: strategic business units (SBUs) 
classified by the individual objectives (Porter, 1985; Prahalad and Hatnel, 1990; and 
Clarke and Brennan, 1998), and strategic competence units (SCUs) categorised by the 
cmnpetences a finn has or strategic product units (SPUs) classified by the products a 
company produces (Prahalad and Hatnel, 1990). 
Company level strategies (or multibusiness level strategies) may be defined as the 
collection of SBUs, SCUs or SPUs. Especially, classification by SBUs has been 
popularised by many scholars. For exatnple, Ohtnae (1982) divides a finn into SBUs 
with the purpose of mid- to shoti-term synergy execution and functional synergy. 
lvfulticompany level strategies (or nenvork strategy or international strategies) often 
include strategies occurring between two or tnore firms. Contractor and Lorange 
( 1988) suggest eight types of co-operative arrangements including non-equity 
partnership (Table II-6). Coalition is often divided into two types: vertical co-
operation (Quinn, Doorley and Paquette 1990) with buyers and suppliers and 
horizontal co-operation (Hatnel, Doz and Prahalad, 1989) with sitnilar organisation. 
However, for the hotel questionnaire, the n1ulticon1pany level was narrowly defined as 
the hotel group level. As the hotel research participants were not a general tnanager or 
owner of the hotel, they were supposed to have a difficulty to look at their hotel's 
relationship with other organisations outside of their hotel group. 
VL3.2. Answer from the field 1·esearch 1·esults 
These are the hotel tnanagers' ratings of the value chain's use for strategies at four 
different levels: 3.4 for functional level strategies, 3. 3 for business level strategies, 3.4 
for cotnpany level strategies, and 2. 7 for multicotnpany level strategies. It can be 
concluded that the value chain tnodel relates to all levels of strategies because the value 
chain's usefulness at each level is around 3.0 which is the average of the itnpotiance 
rating scale. Only the itnpmiance degree (2.7) in relation to the tnulticon1pany level 
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strategies was below the average whereas the other importance ratings were above the 
average. 
VL3.3. Arguments between the literature and the industry 
The results from the hotel research show that the value chain is usefbl for all levels of 
strategies. The iinportance ratings of the ro01ns division's value chain, however, were 
not that high. Porter (1985, p. 36) explicitly states that the appropriate organisation 
size for the value chain is a business unit. I-Iowever, the hotel tnanagers thought the 
value chain at the functional level (with 3. 4 of the value chain's use) and the one at the 
hotel level (with 3.4 of the value chain's use) was a bit more useful than the one at the 
rooms division's level (with 3.3 of the value chain's use) as a business unit. 
The degree of itnpotiance of tnulticotnpany level strategies (2. 7) was relatively low but 
this might be different. The hotel managers only practised the value chain model 
within the functional depmin1ents and the rootns division. Accordingly, they n1ight 
have had a problen1 to draw a value chain picture at the multicompany level. If the 
value chain's use was rated after a full exercise of the value chain technique at the 
n1ultico1npany level, the extent of the value chain's usefulness tnay have gone up or 
down. 
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Vl.4. WHICH STRATEGIC ISSUES DOES THE VALUE 
CHAIN MODEL FOCUS ON (KEY QUESTION 3)? 
Vl4.1. Question 1·eview in the lite1·ature 
In Chapter II, three categories of strategy were suggested: strategic process, 
environmental analysis and strategy formulation & implementation (Table II-1 ). Each 
category included its own strategic issues. Strategic issues about strategy process 
were already dealt in the question of Section VI.2. Strategic issues about 
environmental analysis involved the matters about external analysis and internal 
analysis. External analysis was divided into tnacro-enviromnent and micro-
enviromnent. In the question of Section VI.3., the part of the strategic issues about 
strategy fonnulation were discussed. What was not tnentioned in Section VI.3 . were 
the issues of tnissions and objectives. Strategy itnplen1entation had two categories of 
strategic issues: 1) action plans, and 2) evaluation and control. Table VI-3 smnmarises 
the definitions of the strategic issues. 
Table Vl-3. Definitions of the strategic issues 
Strategic issues Definitions 
Strategy pj'ocess concen1s the how of strategic management 
concen1 the what of strategy-they normally include issues about 
strategic environment (external [macro-, micro-] environment, internal 
Strategy contents environment), strategy formulation (missions/objectives, functional 
level. strategies, business level strategies, company level strategies, 
multicompany level strategies) and implementation (action plans and 
control & evaluation) 
Sources: Hendi:l' ami Jolzusou (1993) 
Issues about strategy process are distinguished fron1 issues about strategy contents. 
Strategy contents include issues about enviromnent, formulation and implementation. 
Hendry and Johnson (1993) state that in the early 1970s, the dominant theme in the 
strategy literature was the issues of strategic contents. However, since the late 1970s, 
the issues about strategic process have becotne a separate research question. 
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According to Dess and Miller (1993), external environmental analysis aims at 
identifYing oppot1unities and threats from the external enviromnent and internal 
environmental analysis detennines strengths and weaknesses by assessing the internal 
enviromnent. They also state that a sound strategic analysis provides the basis for 
formulating strategy. The generic enviromnental analysis is often called SWOT 
(strengths, weaknesses, oppm1unities and threats) analysis (Gtundy, 1992; Wheelen 
and Hunger, 1992; Whittington, 1993; and Tribe, 1997) which was initially introduced 
by Andrews (1987). 
Wheelen and Hunger (1992) included n1issions and objectives in strategy formulation 
(Figure II-2) while Dess and Miller (1993) involved strategic goals (including vision, 
n1ission and objectives concepts) in the first stage of strategic analysis. As adopted in 
Section II.5., this research considered an organisation's missions and objectives the 
pm1 of strategic fonnulation because mission statements provide the boundaries of 
strategy forn1ulation. Regardless of involvetnent of tnissions and objectives, most 
strategy theorists (i.e., Dess and Miller, 1993; and de Wit and Meyer, 1998) are likely 
to include four levels of strategies in strategy fonnulation, as discussed in Section VI. 3. 
Dess and Miller (1993) define strategy implementation as the process of transforming 
intended strategies into realised strategies. That is, strategic analysis and choice are of 
little value to an organisation unless the strategies are capable of being in1pletnented 
(Johnson and Scholes, 1997). In the literature (II.5.5.), strategy impletnentation was 
divided into action plans (sttucture, incentive and tnotivation) and evaluation & 
control (performance measuretnent and change tnanagement). 
VL4.2. Answer from the field research results 
Section VI.2. studied which strategic process the value chain model supported. 
However, the value chain technique did not explicitly discuss any issue about strategic 
process. Strategy process thus would not be the main issue the value chain tnodel 
deals with. Instead, the value chain's focusing issues can be found in strategy 
contents. 
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Table VI -4 summarises the usefulness degree of the value chain against various 
strategic issues which can be raised in strategy contents or strategic categories. The 
value chain tnodel seetns to focus on three strategic issues which have relatively high 
ratings of the value chain's use: internal environmental analysis (3. 7), structural 
change (3. 7) as an action plan and pe1jormance measurement (3.8) for strategy 
evalt1ation. On the whole, all strategic categories are sitnilarly impot1ant: 
environmental analysis (3.4), formulation (3.2) and hnplen1entation (3.4). The value 
chain rnodel looks a little bit more useful tool for environmental analysis and strategy 
implementation than strategy fonnulation. 
Table Vl-4. The value chain's usefulness ratings for key strategic issues 
IMPORTANCE 
STRATEGIC CATEGORIES STRATEGIC ISSUES RATINGS AND 
AVERAGE 
Macro-environment ( extenml) 2.9 
Environmental analysis Micro-environment (external) 3.3 3.4 
Intenml environment 3.7 
Missions/ objectives 3.4 
Functional level strategies 3.4 
Strategy formulation Business level strategies 3.3 3.2 
Company level strategies 3.4 
Multicompany level strategies 2.7 
Structure 3.7 
Strategy Incentives 3.3 
implementation Motivation 3.3 3.4 
Perfonnance measurement 3.8 
Change management 2.8 
VL4.3. Arguments between the literature and the industry 
The research evidence tends to supp011 some of the strategic issues studied in Chapter 
II. In the strategy literature (Chapter II), the value chain was considered as an 
hnpor1ant tool for internal environmental analysis seeking the strengths and 
weaknesses of a firm (Dess and Miller, 1993, p. 96). The relationship between the 
value chain and organisational stn1cture was stressed by Porter ( 1985, pp. 59-61) 
himself. Pot1er says: 'The value chain can also play a valuable role in designing 
organisational structure'. The research results also show that the value chain is 
itnpo11ant for a firm's internal environment and sttucture. Fut1hermore, the field study 
suggests that the value chain is also very useful for performance tneasurement. 
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VI.S. WHICH SCHOOLS OF THOUGHT DOES THE VALUE 
CHAIN MODEL RELATE TO (KEY QUESTION 4)? 
VLS.l. Question review in the literature 
In the literature review (Chapter II), there were two different schools of thought 
related to environment (selection and adaptation), two related to business level 
strategies (positioning and resource-based/capabilities-based), and three related to 
multibusiness level strategies (portfolio, value-adding/linkages, and core con1petences). 
However, there was no unique-specit1c school of thought for multicompany level 
strategies. These different schools of thought can be reduced to two: selection school 
and adaptation school, as shown in Table VI-5. 
Table VIM5. Definitions of the schools of thought 
Two ｾｲｯｵｰｳ＠ of school Definitions 
Selection, Positioning, means that a finn's strategy is selected by its enviromnents such as 
portfolio, or value- the industry that it is involved; in other words, it means that a finn's 
adding approach strategy and industrial position is determined by its industrial 
structure, inten1al structure and culture 
Adaptation, Resource- means that a finn's strategy can adapt to enviromnental changes and 
based, or core even change its industrial structure; it means that a finn's strategy 
competences approach can use its resources or core competences to overcome environmental 
difficulties the companv faces 
Most strategic theories can be allocated to one of the two approaches suggested in the 
above table. Strategic theories in the selection school are sin1ply the ones looking for 
an appropriate position within the given enviromnent, especially within the involved 
industrial structure. On the contraty, strategic theories in the adaptation school are the 
ones trying to don1inate the current enviromnent. Chapter II concluded that tnost 
strategic n1odels lay between the two schools. Knowing where each strategic 
technique falls between the two approaches would cetiainly help strategists to select 
the appropriate tnodels for their organisations. For example, if the industry a finn is 
involved in is stable but still offers smne new businesses, it tnay be better to use 
strategic theories inclined to the selection or positioning school than the adaptation or 
resource-based school. 
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VLS.2. Answer from the field research results 
Before seeking an answer from the results frotn the hotel questionnaire, the researcher 
assutnes that if a strategic tnodel concerns enviromnental analysis n1ore than strategy 
fonnulation and iinpletnentation, it would be likely to be in the selection school 
because the selection approach stresses a finn's environn1ent. If the opposite is the 
case, it would tend to be in the adaptation school. 
As sun11narised in Table VI-6, the field research results show that the value chain is a 
little bit tnore likely to be in the selection school (3. 4 of impotiance degree) than the 
adaptation school (3.3 of importance degree). In patiicular, the value chain seetns to 
concern a finn's internal enviromnent such as a company's sttucture and culture. 
Table Vl-6. The value chain and its relevant schools 
RELEVANT 
STRATEGIC CATEGORIES USEFULNESS AVERAGE SCHOOLS RATINGS RATINGS 
Selection Exten1al environmental analysis 3.1 3.4 
approach Inten1al environmental analysis 3.7 
Adaptation Strategy formulation 3.2 3.3 
approach Strategy implementation 3.4 
VLS.3. Arguments between the literature and the industry 
The questionnaire results concerning the relevant schools of thought are likely to be 
the same as the analysis of the value chain model in the literature review. Firstly, both 
the literature review (Appendix 1.3.) and the field research results (3.4 of average 
rating) tended to consider the value chain model in the selection school. Secondly, the 
value chain was classified as an internal environmental analysis tool both theoretically 
(II.4.) and etnpirically (3.7 of usefulness). On the other hand, the value chain still 
suppoti the adaptation school with a similar weight to the selection school. 
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Vl.6. WHICH VARIABLES DOES THE VALUE CHAIN 
MODEL USE (KEY QUESTION 5) ? 
VL6.1. Question review in the literature 
In the strategic literature (Chapter II and its appendices), soft factors involved 
leadership, culture and politics, and hard factors included technology, production 
costs, business growth, and structure. In general, soft factors are qualitative and they 
cannot be easily quantifiable. In contrast, hard factors are relatively easy to be 
quantified; patiicularly, hard factors like production costs and profits usually use exact 
nutnbers to analyse a finn's environment and to suppoti strategy fonnation. As 
defined in Table VI-7, soft factors and qualitative factors are not analytic while hard 
factors and quantitative factors are relatively easy to understand. 
Table Vl-7. Definitions of the variable types 
Variable types Definitions 
Soft factors are perceptions of reality and difficult to analyse 
Soft vs. Hard factors while hard factors are analytic and easy to understand. "Soft' 
perceptions of reality are frequently less reliable and useful 
than the analytic 'hard' data (Ansoff and McDom1ell, 1990) 
Qualitative factors stand in contrast to quantitative factors. 
Qualitative vs. Quantitative The main difference bet\:veen·the t\:vo groups of factors is that 
factors quantitative factors involve numbers (quantities) whereas 
qualitative ones do not (Veal, 1997) 
VL6.2. Answer from the field research results 
As shown in Table VI-8, the questionnaire results (Table V.14) showed that the rooms 
division's value chain was n1ore useful for analysis of soft factors (3.9) than that of 
hard factors (3.4). All suggested soft factors are likely to be qualitative, for no 
criterion normally exists to quantify these factors. For instance, one cannot just say 
that a cotnpany' s culture is 80 points. Atnong the hard factors, production costs and 
business growth are cetiainly quantitative but technology and sttucture can be half 
quantitative and half qualitative. To give an exatnple, both technology and sttucture 
can be in qualitative terms to be better than those of a finn's cotnpetitors, as they can 
be described with numbers, i.e., 2 gratns of sugar and 1 tea spoonful of chocolate 
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powder to n1ake a chocolate biscuit (technology), or 5 stafi in the tnarketing 
depatitnent and 3 people in the personnel depm1n1ent (sttucture). Therefore, the value 
chain looks n1ore useful for qualitative factors (3.9) than quantitative factors (3.1). In 
conclusion, the value chain seems to be a more useful analysis tool for soft or 
qualitative factors than for hard or quantitative factors . 
Table Vl-8. Variables used by the value chain model 
Soft vs. Hard Factors Usefulness of Qualitative vs. Quantitative 
the value chain 
The value Leadership 3.6 The value chain's 
chain 's use for Culture 4.2 use for qualitative 
soft factors (3. 9) Politics 3.8 factors (3. 9) 
The value Teclmology 3.4 ha(lqualitative 
chain 's use jor Structure l 4.0 
ｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭ
ｾ＠ ___ j_1q_ fl q_Z!If!!__fj!g_ tj_V!!_ ____ 
hard factors (3. 4) Production costs 3.0 The value chain 's use .for 
Business growth 3.2 _quantitative {actors (3.1) 
V/.6.3. Arguments between the literature and the industry 
The value chain tnodel has been criticised by many scholars because it overetnphasises 
its economic effects. In his n1odel, Porter (1985) explicitly writes 'margin' which is 
obtained frmn total value tninus total cost. He looks for a cmnpetitive advantage 
through either cost leadership and differentiation. Porter also tries to explain 
'differentiation' with sotne cost concepts. 
Two argtunents can be raised in relation to the variables which the value chain theory 
concerns. Firstly, the value chain technique does not seetn to be solely econmny-
oriented. In the questionnaire, the hotel managers thought that the value chain was 
rather n1ore useful for analysing soft factors which were difficult to be quantified than 
for analysing hard factors which were relatively easy to turn into nmnbers. Secondly, 
the value chain's econotnic analysis itself has serious problen1s. Differentiation surely 
accon1panies sotne costs and often includes qualitative factors such as service quality 
and co-operation. These qualitative factors can be very con1plicated when they have to 
be quantified, which may make sotne people feel that the value chain analysis takes an 
overly long titne (Radosevich, 1995). 
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Vl.7. CHAPTER SUMMARY 
The 5 key strategic questions suggested in Chapter II were answered in this chapter. 
Every question itself was studied first with son1e deflnitions and theoretical explanation 
and then its answer was cornpared with the field research results. At the end of the 
section related to each question, smne theoretical and en1pirical issues around the value 
chain were argued. 
There were sotne agreetnents and disagreements about the value chain technique 
between the scholars and the hotelrnanagers. With respect to the first question, the 
theory facilitated the planners' approach but the hotel ruanagers supporied the 
incren1entalists' rnethod or the cmnbination approach, accomrnodating both ways. In 
the second question, Porter (1985) stated that the value chain rnost fltted a business 
unit but the managers in the hotel industry thought the value chain was a little tnore 
suitable for functional depariments or hotels than the romns division as a business unit. 
However, the usefulness gap arnong the three levels of organisation was very small so 
the value chain seemed to cover all levels of strategies. In the context of strategic 
issues (the third question), the value chain was thought to be a useful tool for 
analysing a finn's internal enviromuent and designing its structure by both Porter and 
the hotel rnanagers. What the hotel people added was that the value chain was also 
very useful for rneasuring perfonnance. In respect to the fourth question, the literature 
review and the hotel research resulted in the same answer; the value chain was likely to 
be in the selection school, adopting the adaptation school as well, to son1e extent. The 
result frorn the fifth question showed that the academics opinion was different frmn 
that of the hotel rnanagers. On the academic side, both value chain supporiers and 
opponents ｣ｯｮｳｩ､･ｮｾ､＠ the value chain model a tool for econornic (quantitative) 
analysis. In contrast, the hotel managers thought the value chain would be a good tool 
for qualitative analysis. 
The n1anagers in the hotel industry gave several opinions about the value chain's use 
different frorn the strategic theorists, including Porter himself. One possibility of the 
gap between the theorists and the hotel rnanagers tnay be because most of the 
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consulted academics have responded based on their academic knowledge, while the 
hotel tnanagers have responded purely on their experience in the service industry tbr 
many years. In many aspects, the hotel people thought differently fl-on1 the acadetnics 
about the value chain model but they seetned to look at the benefits of the value chain 
on the whole. In other words, they rated the value chain's use above average against 
tnost strategic issues. Figure VI-2 depicts the usefulness degrees rated by the hotel 
managers. The value chain's average usefulness (3.3) in the strategic process is above 
the average 3.0 (5 being tnost useful); all ratings except the rating for n1ulticmnpany 
strategies are higher than 3. 0. 
Figure Vl-2. The value chain's use in the strategic process 
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VII. I. DEVELOPING THE VALUE CHAIN MODEL FOR 
HOTEL STRATEGY: RECOMMENDATIONS 
Through Chapter II to Chapter VI, the author tried to evaluate the value chain n1odel 
theoretically and empirically. In Chapter II, the value chain theory was defined in the 
strategy literature and 5 possible questions relevant to strategic tnodels were 
suggested. Chapters III, IV and V were done sequentially to answer the 5 key 
strategic questions as to the value chain n1odel. The field research about the five 
hotels' roon1s division was carried out as a vehicle to seek smne en1pirical evidence for 
the answers. Finally, the 5 key questions were answered in Chapter VI. 
Chapter VI revealed two things about the value chain model. Firstly, theoretically, the 
value chain technique could be involved with any type of business strategy because it 
seemed to cover aln1ost all strategic issues at tnost strategic levels. Secondly, 
empirically, the possibility to successfully apply the value chain tnodel to the hotel 
industry was seen. In the sutntnary of Chapter VI, the overall usefulness of the value 
chain model by the hoteltnanagers appeared as above average. 
This chapter, the conclusion, provides smne recommendations for building a value 
chain model for hotels, using the theoretical knowledge and industrial experience 
obtained through this research. The limitations of this research, future research 
directions, and the contributions of the research are also discussed. 
Vli.I.I. Recommendations for applying a strategy model 
There were two issues in relation to a strategic themy' s application: the tnethod of 
evaluation of a theory and the way to apply the value chain tnodel. A solution has 
been sought for each issue in this study. 
Firstly, before applying a theory to his (or her) own organisation, a strategist is 
advised to evaluate the model with the 5 key strategic questions. This will allow the 
strategist to understand what features the tnodel has and how the tnodel can be used 
for their business or purpose. Strategic theorists such as Ansoff ( 1991) and Mintz berg 
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( 1990 and 1991 a), who represent the planning school and the incrementalist school 
respectively, have devoted themselves to detlne what is the strategic process but they 
do not seetn to suggest an appropriate step which industrial strategists can take for the 
tlrst titne in their strategy study. For exatnple, strategic planners like Wheelen and 
Hunger (1992) propose that strategists need to do enviromnental scanning tlrst but 
they do not explain how the strategists can choose a right tool for enviromnental 
analysis. This research suggests that strategists can select the right tnodels by asking 
and answering the 5 key strategic questions to each strategic theory: which strategic 
process?; which levels of strategy?; which strategic issues?; which schools of thought?; 
and which variables? (Table II-1). 
Secondly, to apply the value chain model to an organisation (especially, a hotel 
organisation), strategists are tlrst recon11nended to clarifY their purpose to use the 
value chain technique. At the satne time, they need to evaluate the value chain tnodel 
under the 5 key strategic questions. As the value chain technique deals with tnany 
strategic issues, it might provide trivial infonnation about several tnatters unless the 
value chain is focused by a clearly detlned goal. Potier (1985) also argues, 'One 
in1portant difference is that a tlrm's value chain tnay differ in competitive scope frmn 
that of its cmnpetitors, representing a potential source of cotnpetitive advantage 
(Porter, 1985, p. 34 )'. In his statetnent, Potier seetns to suggest that the value chain 
should be established with an appropriate scope or purpose. However, without fully 
understanding what are the strengths and weaknesses of the value chain, the 
established value chain tnay not be eligible to achieve the purpose. These are the 
stunmary of the value chain's features under the 5 key strategic questions, as discussed 
in Chapter VI. The value chain can be better to use on the cmnbination approach than 
solely on the planning approach or the incrementalist approach-on the combination 
tnethod, a well-sttuctured value chain fi·ame established in the planners' way will be 
provided while learning and experience through the incretnentalists' manner will 
gradually develop the value chain. Second, the value chain can be used for establishing 
a strategy at any level but it would give more information when the level to be focused 
is detennined. Third, the value chain can be used to consult any strategic issue so 
strategists need to decide which issues they are going to include, with what weight for 
each issue. Foutih, the value chain is between the selection school and the adaptation 
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school, that is, it may enjoy the benefits fi·onl both selection school and the adaptation 
school while it tnay not be fast enough to adapt to quickly changing enviromnents-the 
value chains are not static and take a long titne to analyse (Radosevich, 1995). Finally, 
the value chain can deal with both soft and hard variables, or qualitative and 
quantitative variables-it, therefore, provides tnany ways to analyse a finn's 
environment with a mixture of different types of variables but strategists also should 
retnember that the value chain cost analysis has relatively low precision when it is 
cotnpared with traditional accounting systetns. The value chain's qualitative 
infonnation cannot be easily obtained and estimated frotn routinely available cost 
accounting (Partridge and Perren, 1994b ), so quantitative analysis by the value chain 
tnodeltnay not usually be feasible (CMA, 1996). 
Vll1.2. Recommendations fo1· exploring activities 
Exploring activities in a service organisation should be different frotn doing then1 in a 
manufacturing firm. Drucker ( 1990) states that the task for services is not well defined 
like manufacturing, so to itnprove productivity, redefining the service task is n1ore 
important than finding ways to do it faster through autmnation or cmnputerisation. 
This research has found that service activities for hotels have not been fully explored 
and need to be redefined. Accordingly, the author suggests two steps to be followed 
to appropriately study hotel activities: 1) collecting and adjusting activities classified by 
the scholars in the hotel sector, and 2) searching and adding new activities fi·mn hotel 
staff and then redefining hotel activities, combining or separating them when necessary. 
Firstly, strategists are advised to look at hospitality managetnent books and journal 
atiicles classifying hotel activities. As this research employed, one of the ways to 
prepare the list of activities is by putting the activities of each staff into an arranged 
table. The collected activities then tuay need to be discussed verbally with sotne 
acaden1ics to check if there are any activities which need to be adjusted for the 
intended research area. Pittaway (1999) argues that services should be differently 
understood among luxury hotels; services fi·mn chain hotels like Hilton are likely to be 
standardised but some of the services fron1 individual luxury hotels like Shilla Seoul 
tend to be specialised. Jones ( 1999) also points out that smne of the activities 
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identified frmn several academics overlap and need to be combined or separated. 
Therefore, discussions with acadetnics can better develop the collected activities to 
tnore closely fit the targeted research area. 
Secondly, strategists are strongly recotntnended to discuss hotel activities with the 
hotel managers who are in the hotel sector they are going to research. Because recent 
business enviromnent and technology have been tnuch changed, sotne of the hotel 
activities do not exist anytnore and son1e of thetn are autmnated or computerised. In 
other words, sotne of the old-fashioned activities suggested by acadetnics are not 
applicable to modern hotels, so strategists needs to find out what technology has been 
newly introduced to the hotel industry and how this has affected the current hotel 
operations. Jang (1999), the rootns director of Hilton Kyongju, and Lee (1999), the 
n1anager of Shilla Seoul, argue that the academics in the hotel industry should redefine 
son1e traditional activities, e.g., a typical front desk clerk's activity like 'advising 
housekeepers to clean the vacant romns' is now computerised. Lee also advises that 
sotne psychological activities such as 'welcmning attitude while checking-out' need to 
be included in hotel activity categories because the hotel business is unique to 
frequently serve the custotners on a face-to-face basis, without any physical transaction 
involved. 
VILI .. 3 .. Recommendations for identifying value activities 
This research has found that the four resources suggested by Porter (1985) to define 
value activities for n1anufacturing can be used for detlning hotel services as well 
(Section V.2.). Harvey, Lefebvre, E. and Lefebvre, L. A. (1993, p. 482) also define: 
'A service delivery process (SDP) is the arrangement of human, material, 
technological and informational resources used to produce a service'. These four 
resources are the satne ones as Porter provides to define value activities. 
Recomtnendations concerning identifying value activities can be n1ade in two aspects: 
1) defining value activities with reference to evaluation of the four suggested 
resources, and 2) cmnparing the evaluated value activities with the key successful 
factors (I<SFs ). 
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Firstly, a strategist is advised to define hitnself what are the value activities and what 
are the differences atnong the value activities. Potter (1985) gives sotne clues but does 
not answer these directly. That is, he does not clearly explain how value chain 
researchers can distinguish itnpottant value activities frotn the others. This research 
followed two procedures to define weighted value activities. The first procedure was 
that for every activity, the four resources (human, purchased inputs, technology and 
il?formation) were separately rated in terms of its itnportance for each activity 
(Subsection V.2.1 .). Overall hnpmtance rankings were infonnation, htunan, 
technology, and purchased input (Figure V -6). More impmtantly, the results fl-mn this 
procedure will show how significant the four resources are in individual activities. As 
Potter seetns to suggest in his principles (Table IV-1), any activity, which considers at 
least one of the four resources not impmtant at all, can be excluded as a non-value 
activity. The second procedure was that every value activity was rated in tenns of 
importance degree of cost and differentiation respectively (Subsection V.2.2.), for 
Porter explicitly argues that these are the basic sources for a cotnpetitive advantage or 
a cotnpetitive strategy (Table IV -1). Frotn the research results, differentiation was 
more itnpottant than costs for the value activities of the hotel rooms division (Figure 
V-10) . It was a significant procedure because each value activity could be understood 
how itnportant they were for a cmnpetitive strategy. 
Secondly, strategists are strongly recommended to check whether the value activities 
are really itnportant for business success. In this study, to understand each activity's 
real value for business success, evety activity's itnportance was rated relevant to 
business success, regardless of the value chain themy; the acadetnic panel and the hotel 
managers were separately asked to do this. The results showed the average 
itnpottance rating of activities for business success was higher than that for cost or 
differentiation advantage in the value chain model (Subsection V.2.4.). The 
itnportance ratings about business success between the academics and the hotel 
tnanagers were also vety different. The hotel research participants generally gave a 
higher rating of itnpmiance about tnost activities than the academic panel did 
(Subsection V.3.4.). Accordingly, to know the value activities certainly represent a 
firm's important activities, the evaluated value activities need to be exatnined by 
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cotnparing with key business successful factors (I<SFs) before they are used for 
strategy fonnation. 
VILI.4. Recommenfjations for establishing a value chain 
Two issues have been involved with establishing a value chain model for an 
organisation (Subsection V.2.3.). One issue was categorising value activities into 9 
functions as Porter ( 1985) suggested. The other issue was characterising each activity 
as one of the 3 activity types by Porter. For the first issue, the author suggests that 
strategists also consult other management tools to correctly classify value activities 
into 9 functions. On the second issue, the author recommends strategists in the service 
sector to give more concern to quality assurance to develop their service business. 
Strategic theorists are advised to consider other operations tnanagetnent tools to 
cotnpletnent the value chain theory before they decide how tnany value activities or 
how many functional activity groups they could have for their research. The academic 
panel categorised value activities into 9 activity functions for this research. They had 
s01ne disagreetnents about the activity classification but in general, they had agreen1ent 
(V.2.3.2). The actual problen1 emerged fi·otn the hotel industry side. For the 
questionnaire for hotel managers, 3 8 value activities were provided and the hotel 
managers worked to find linkages atnong these value activities and to look for their 
hotel's con1petitive advantage with reference to the value activities and their linkages. 
Three probletns were observed from these exercises (Appendix 13): 1) the guidelines 
suggested by Potier were complex (all patiicipating hotel n1anagers); 2) there were too · 
tnany linking activities (Lee, 1999, Shilla Seoul; and Lee, 1999, Hilton Seoul); but 3) 
some itnpotiant activities were still n1issing and tnore detailed activities were required 
(Park, 1999; and Wright, 1999). That is, Potier's guidelines are atnbiguous, so they 
do not give appropriate directions about linkages and activity disaggregations. Recent 
tnanagetnent techniques such as activity-based costing (ABC), total quality 
tnanagetnent (TQM) and business process reengineering (BPR) would cotnplen1ent the 
weaknesses of the value chain technique, as Partridge and Perren (1993) recotnmend. 
Harvey, et al. (1993) also suggest service delivety processes (SDPs) for a better 
understanding of activities in the value chain tnodel. Ftnihern1ore, the value chain 
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model rnay need to be consulted with industry sttucture analysis, core competency 
analysis, and segn1entation analysis (CMA, 1996). 
Hotel strategists using the value chain tnodel are recommended to include and focus 
tnore activities for quality assurance. As shown Figure V -13, the percentage of the 
activities for quality assurance within the hotel rooms division was only 7%, cotnpared 
with 49% for indirect activities and 44% for direct activities. Because hotels are in the 
service industry, hotel strategists should not be stuck by the traditional view of the 
value chain. The value chain, in its original manufacturing-based view, was product-
focused, static and fixed, and linear and sequential, but the value chain, in emerging 
views, is capability-focused, evolving and shapable, and tnatrixed and sitnultaneous 
(Freernan and Liedtka, 1997). In other words, the original definitions of activity types 
should be redefined to fit with the etnerging views. Especially, services in hotel 
businesses occurring through direct contacts with customers support these en1erging 
views. To explore tnore setvice quality activities, strategists may stati fron1 thinking of 
the four tnost in1p01iant service quality categories of hotels suggested by Lockwood, 
et al. (1992): bedromn and bathroon1 cleanliness, bedrootn facilities and conuoti, 
friendly, courteous, protnpt, and professional service from staff, and safety and 
security. 
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VII.2. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
Before the author suggests son1e future research, it is necessaty to identify limitations 
of the current research. To future value chain researchers, the author recomtnends that 
research should adapt to the current and ±hture business trends. 
VIL2.1. Limitations 
The litnitations of this research have come fi·otu difficulties for applying the value 
chain. Establishing a value chain at the business level involved tnany activities and 
basically placed too great a burden on the research participants, both from academia 
and the industry. Accordingly, only a small nUinber of acadetnics and hotel tnanagers 
were involved in the research. For the satne reason, the research area within a hotel 
was litnited to the ro01ns division and the hotel type and location were limited to the 
luxury hotels in I<orea, where n1ore accessibility was given to the researcher as a 
l(orean. 
Another litnitation catne frotn the characteristics of the value chain as a strategic 
analysis tool. That is, it would take a very long time until good results from examining 
a strategic tnodel like the value chain can be obtained, for 'strategy' is usually related 
to a long-period goal. In this research, the value chain's use for strategy fonnulation 
and strategy itnpletnentation was evaluated by the hotel managers without applying the 
value chain of rooms division to their real strategy forn1ation and gaining the results 
frotn the application. Instead, to give ratings about the value chain's use for strategy 
fonnulation and itnplen1entation, the hotel n1anagers assUined they were involved with 
thetn. 
VIL2.2. Furthe1· studies 
Future research using the value chain needs to be expanded to functional depat1tnents 
like the housekeeping depat1tnent, other hotel business divisions like the food and 
beverage division, and hotels generally. Fm1hennore, value chain models should be 
developed for analysing the relationship between hotels, between a hotel and its 
relevant cotnpanies like travel agents, and between the hotel industry and the other 
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related industries like the airline industry. In particular, the value chain analysis 
between hospitality organisations or industries is needed because the globalisation of 
the hospitality and tourism industry has been accelerated under the pressures of 
advances in technology, cotnmunication and transportation, and deregulation, as well 
as growing con1petition in a global econmny (Zhao and Merna, 1992). 
For a better understanding of the value chain's strengths and weaknesses in the hotel 
industty, the value chain tnodel needs to be tested for hotel strategy and strategy 
itnplementation in a real situation. It is challenging but this type of research might be 
difficult for researchers like master or PhD candidates, because of difficult accessibility 
and pressure of time. However, if they are involved with a well-organised research 
tean1 or a funded project, patiicularly from hotels, such a long-taking study could be 
successfully completed. 
Finally, fhture value chain research should include technology-based value chains 
such as the information value chain and the Internet value chain to cope with changing 
business environments. Owing to the development of computer technology, the 
information system providing cotnputerised data is becmning essential to every 
business including the hospitality industty. Particularly, if cotnputerised data are used 
by tnany staff of an organisation including line managers and tnany con1pany staff 
cotntnunicate through cotnputers, the study of the firm's infonnation value chain will 
surely itnprove its business productivity (Clark, 1993). McBride (1997) etnphasises 
Internet applications in the value chain. The role of the Internet is increasingly 
itnportant because it offers opportunities for faster, tnore efficient support activities 
including quicker procurement and itnproved human resource management. The 
Internet also offers improvetnents in inbound and outbound logistics and new 
opportunities in tnarketing, sales and after-sales services. The Internet value chain is 
expected to be used by tnany organisations in the future, regardless of industty types. 
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VII.3. CONTRIBUTIONS 
Three theoretical and practical contributions have been tnade through this study. 
Firstly, the criteria for theoretical analysis consisting of '5 key strategic questions' 
have been found to be a useful tool for both academics and industrial tnanagetnent 
involved with strategy. Secondly, evaluation of the strategic theories and their trends 
provide a good picture of strategy. Finally, the value chain tnodel as clarified by its 
application to the hotel industry and the final recotnmendations are beneficial to both 
strategic theorists and industrial strategists concerned with service businesses, and 
especially to hotel tnanagers who want to apply the value chain tnodel to their hotel 
strategy. These three contributions ultimately contribute to developing the value chain 
technique for service organisational strategy. 
VIL3.1. The role of 5 key strategic questions 
The five strategic questions used in this research turned out to be a vety useful tool by 
which to analyse and cotnpare strategic tnodels theoretically. Etnpirically, these 
questions also provided the necessary criteria when the hotel managers strategically 
analysed their organisations and established their strategy. 
Fron1 the literature review, major strategic theories were analysed using these 5 
questions and all the models could be classified in the strategic process and compared 
on the basis of such analysis. As the issues raised by the five strategic questions 
covered tnost strategic tnatters, the explored strategic theories under these questions 
could be evaluated in a well-defined strategic frame. That is, a strategic technique was 
exatnined frotn five different strategic aspects and was characterised with different 
degrees of in1portance in each aspect. In particular, each area examined was litnited 
with son1e choices which were tnost fi·equently discussed strategic issues, so the 
characteristics of a strategic tnodel were clearly defined within specific boundaries. 
For exatnple, on the question of strategic levels, strategy included four categories 
con1posing functional, business, cotnpany and tnulticotnpany-level strategy. Thus the 
role of individualtnodels could be identified at the four different strategic levels. 
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In practice, the five key strategic questions can provide the instructions for what 
industrial tnanagers should consider for their strategy. As they discuss the most 
appropriate options of strategic process, contents and context relevant to strategy, a 
firm's strategist can use these questions vhiually to establish their strategy. The field 
research showed that the hotel tnanagers actually could analyse their enviromnent, 
establish their strategy and hnpletnent it by answering the five key strategic questions. 
VIL3.2. Importance of strategic trends 
Although business strategy has a short hist01y, a great number of itnpotiant models 
have been identified as a strategic tnanagetnent technique and tnany new strategic 
theories are introduced evety year. If we define strategy as involving tnanagetnent 
models at the functional level such as financial strategy, n1arketing strategy and 
operation strategy, we cannot even count how tnany models are currently available. 
To tnake it worse, the boundaries between strategy and other managetnent areas like 
tnarketing or human resource n1anagetnent are not clear and it is difficult to know 
which type of strategy is most suitable for which level of n1anagetnent. 
This research distinguished strategy for top-n1anagement frotn strategy for functional 
tnanagetnent. The top-managetnent of a finn will establish a strategy for a larger 
organisation, i.e. a business unit or a finn, than a functional departtnent such as a 
financial departn1ent and a marketing depat1tnent. Therefore, strategic theories 
regarding management at the top will discuss issues about the whole business unit or 
con1pany, integrating all relevant functional depatitnental strategies. In this research, 
functional level models were excluded and most strategic tnodels were only concerned 
with top-tnanagetnent. All strategic tnodels in this study were classified into one of the 
strategic issues in the strategic process. They were evaluated and c01npared with each 
other under the five key strategic questions. The trends of strategic theories at a 
specific strategy stage were then sought. These trends provided the criteria of 
evaluation of an individual strategic n1odel, categorising all relevant issues and defining 
the schools of thought at each stage of the strategic process. 
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In theoty, such trend analysis showed the whole process of strategic decision tnaking 
for top-tnanagement and suggested tnost types of strategic options for evety stage of 
the strategic process. This will allow theorists to classify strategic tnodels by the 
established strategic procedures and to decide the characteristics of an individual 
technique considering the suggested schools and the criteria for evaluation. In reality, 
the evaluation of existing strategic n1odels in this study could be used by industrial 
strategists when they want to identify some possible strategic models at every strategic 
process stages. 
VIL3.3. Meaning of the hotel value chain and its process 
When the value chain was applied to the hotel rooms division, sotne of the traditional 
opinions about the value chain analysis were challenged. There were son1e agreetnents 
and disagreements between the original concept of the value chain and the findings of 
the field research. Tllis research developed the value chain n1odel by identifying the 
value chain's applicability to the service industry like hotels and by suggesting the 
actual guidelines for establishing the hotel rootns division's value chain. 
Traditionally, the value chain was the tnodel for tnanufacturing focusing on a finn's 
internal analysis and structural change on the basis of cost and n1m·gin analysis. The 
value chain tnodel was also considered a usefbl management tool by the hotel 
managers who patiicipated in this research. However, the tnanagers saw the value 
chain covering tnore strategic issues than the strategic theorists had thought before. In 
particular, the hotel tnanagetnent thought the value chain was useful for hotel strategy 
because the tnodel was identified as a more itnpmiant tool for soft factors than hard 
factors. That is, this research showed that the value chain tnodel was applicable to the 
service industry in taking non-economic strategic issues tnore importantly than 
economic factors. Therefore, in the future, this service value chain study provides a 
basis which enables strategic theorists to develop the value chain tnodel fi.uiher 
focusing on soft factors such as politics, culture, leadership, ethics and attitude. 
Practically, through its application of the initial value chain concept to the hotel 
industty which is service-oriented, this research has provided the guidelines for 
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translating the original value chain terms into service, i.e. hotel language, and of 
applying the hotel value chain tnodel to hotel strategy. Both industrial and acadetnic 
strategists in other service industries can borrow such guidelines for the hotel value 
chain when they want to establish and apply the value chain technique to their specific 
service industry. In addition, this study shows how a new value chain can be evaluated 
in the strategic process. 
VIL3.4. A new way of applying the VC model for service 
strategy 
The service value chain has been relatively underdeveloped when con1pared with the 
tnanufacturing value chain because service is difficult to tneasure and the traditional 
value chain n1odel focuses on quantitative factors. This research now provides a set of 
tnethods to apply the value chain tnodel for service organisational strategy. It vitiually 
enables a strategist of a service-oriented organisation to establish the service value 
chain n1odel and use it for his (or her) organisational strategy fonnulation and 
in1pletnentation. 
A new tnethod of strategy fonnation for the service sector is proposed through the 
whole process of this research. Accordingly, the next strategic planning process can be 
recon1mended fi·otn this study. First, to understand the current enviromnental trends, a 
strategist needs to analyse his (or her) organisational external enviromnents through 
tnethods such as PEST analysis and the Five Industrial Forces tnodel explained in this 
research. Second, the strategist decides which strategic process is suitable for the 
current environment, i.e. planning, incrementalisn1 or c01nbination. As this research 
showed, such a decision will depend on the relative itnpotiance of time and cost. 
Third, according to the chosen strategic process, the level(s) of organisation to be 
analysed can be decided. To analyse the finn internally, the value chain model(s) is 
established at the appropriate levels, e.g. functional, business, con1pany, or 
tnultic01npany level. Identifying value activities of a service organisation can be done 
by the method used in this research. From the research findings, the value chain 
analysis was turned out to be useful for both hard and soft factors. Therefore, at the 
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beginning, all value activities of the organisation should be treated with equal 
itnportance. However, outstanding value activities need to be checked if these are also 
itnpotiant for business success. This study showed that there was a gap between value 
activities and key successful factors. Foutih, the organisation's missions or objectives 
are established for strategic formation suitable for the current strategic need. The 
tnethod that this study applied to determine the cmnpetitive scope will be useful for 
identifying a firm's missions or objectives. Fifth, with the internal and external 
environn1ental information, the strategist can search available strategic techniques to 
achieve the firn1's missions or objectives. At this stage, the strategist can study the 
major schools of thought at each strategic level and evaluates all available strategic 
theories under the five key strategic questions, referring to their individual concept 
t1·on1 this thesis. In addition, such strategic theories should be evaluated with respect 
to the extent of their linkages with an organisation's strategic environn1ental analysis 
and the ways of impletnenting the established strategies. The strategist can use the 
satne factors for this linkage analysis as the ones used by the patiicipating n1anagers of 
this research for rating the value chain's use. Sixth, strategies will be impletnented 
through action plans, evaluation and control. This research suggests tnajor 
itnpletnentation factors. As the incrementalists insist that strategic formulation and 
itnplementation are conducted sitnultaneously, the strategic planner should consider the 
finn's strategic situation and decide when smne or all of the in1pletnenting process may 
be committed with the strategic formulation. At the end of the in1pletnenting stage, the 
strategist will decide whether the initial type of strategic process chosen earlier will be 
kept or needs to be switched to another. This research suggests the con1bination 
approach for hotels and this technique can be also recommended for other 
organisations. However, in any particular enviromnent, the strategist may want to 
stick to planning or incre1nentalisn1. In reality, a firm's enviromnents are always 
changing so the strategist can refer to a specific part of this thesis any titne when he or 
she creates the best strategic options for their organisation, for this thesis suggests a 
tnethod for each stage of strategic fonuation. 
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Appendix 1. Environmental analysis theories under 5 
key questions 
Question!: Which strategic process does the theory support? 
Planning, Incrementalism, Combination 
Question 2: Which levels does the them·y relate to? 
Functional, Business, Company, Multicompany 
Question 3: Which strategic issues docs the theory focus on? 
Extemal environment (macro, micro), Intemal environment, Fonnulation, Implementation 
Ques'tion 4: Which schools of thought does the theory relate to? 
Selection[positioning], Adaptation [resource-based] 
Question 5: Which variables does the theory use? 
son or hard factors, Quantitative or qualitative 
1.1. Macro 
external 
environment 
ｉｾ＠ Which Which Which process? levels? issues? s 
1. Ginter plmming company extemal 
&Duncan env't-
(1990) PEST 
(political, 
economical, 
socio-
cultural, 
teclmical) 
2. Hmman& combination company, intemal 
Freeman indush1' +extemal 
(1977) env't 
*soft( extema 1) *soft (intemal): 
: govenuuent corporate 
role, industry culture, 
culture political 
&politics, behaviour, org. 
indust11' mission, 
participant's leadership, 
behaviour life style 
changes 
Which Which Other 
schools? variables'? 
Selection hard- cost vs. 
benefit, 
teclmique, 
structure, 
infonnation 
selection+ soft- political 
adaptation resistance to 
structural 
change 
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1.2. 
ｍｩ｣ｯｲ･ｾｩ･ｭ｡ｬ＠
Emironment 
I:S: Which Which Which Which Which Other pr·ocess? levels? issues? schools? variables? s 
1. Porter Plmming company, industrial selection hard®- cost, * 5 forces 
(1979) industry env' t, a bit ditlerention, 
fonnulation mkt share etc. 
2. Porter Planning company, industrial selection+ hard®- price, *Evolutionary 
(1980) industry env't adaptation competition phases in the 
(strategy etc. industry life 
even +small bit of cycle restrict 
changes soft (buyer's firms' strategic 
industry teaming, choices. 
structure) accumulation *Industry is an 
of experience) inten-elatecl 
system 
3. Lele plmming business or industrial + selection+ hard: risk, *Evolutionary 
(1992) company, intemal adaptation retum (by phases in the 
industry env' t, some strategic industry life 
Fonuulatio leverage), cycle restrict 
n& prices linus' strategic 
hnplementa choices. 
tion *top mgt's 
role, objectives 
4. Strebel platming industry, extemal selection+ hard- indush)' life 
(1992) company env' t adaptation value/cost, cycle adding 
including sales, industry revolution, 
industry perfonuance competitive 
(growth) advantage, 
trends & 
trajectories 
5. Baden- Combination business industry adaptation soft 
Fuller & (not clear) multibusiness env' t (creativity, 
StoQford industry imagination, 
(1992) service 
quality)+ hard 
(profitability, 
market share, 
cost) 
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1.3. Internal *The main Ex) if ex) if strategy cf.: strategy 
analysis intemal structure change and structure 
env't is a dominates structure 7 follow each 
tinn's strategy 7 adaptation other 
Ctul·ent selection (Planner) (Incrementalist) 
structure. 
I:S: Which Which Which Which Which Other process'? levels? issues'? schools? variables? s 
1. Porter Plmming functional, industry not clear, Hard (cost value chain, 
(1985) business, +intemal but likely analysis) value system 
multi business env't +part selection+ 'value 
multicompany of adaptation activities are 
fonuulation related by 
+part of linkages within 
implementa the value 
tion chain'. 
(linkage) 
2.\¥ atenuan. likely anti- Company Intemal likely Soil- morale, * 7S model: 
Peter and plmmer, not env't select attitude, 'tlex' 
Phillips clear motivation, Superordinate 
(1980) behaviour goals 
Hard- Strategy, 
appraisal Structure 
system, pay Systems, Skills 
scales, Style (mgt), 
training Stan· 
progranunes ... This is 
complementary 
tool ofVC, 
including 'soft' 
factors 
neglected by 
vc 
3. Hofer & Plmming business intemal + Selection Hard: market * Portfolio 
Schendel multibusiness industry (market share, matrix analysis 
(1978) company env't evolution, competitive 
industry competitive position 
position 
decide 
strategy) 
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4. Clu·istensen, Plmming company intemal adaptation son: * 3 roles of 
Andrews. env't mediator, leadership 
Bower. (leadership motivator, (CEO's role); 
Hmnennesh ,CEO) quality or life, leadership 
& Porter persuading, itself likely 
(1987) encouraging son +hard 
l-Iard: factor 
taskmaster, 
perfonnance 
5. Greiner h1crementali company, intemal Select Hard: 5 *org 
(1972) st (emergent industry env't ( structme dimensions development 
strategy by detennines for an org phases; 
different corporate development evolutionary & 
phases of strategy) model: age, revolutionary 
org structure size, stages 
evolution * leadership 
stage, changes 
revolution 
stage, industry 
growth 
Soft: decision 
power, co-
ordination, 
psychological 
problems, 
pressure, 
teamwork 
6. Miles, likely company intemal Selection Hard- * leadership 
Snow,Mever Plmming env't, (strategy is teclmology styles = four 
(A. Meyer) & fonnulation dominated Soft- culture types of 
Coleman by culture) (but values strategists 
(1978) and politics 
are not 
discussed) 
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7. Mintzberg Incrementalist company intemal likely son- 7 forces *the 
Cl99lb) env't, Selection (direction, contingency 
a bit of (positionin efliciency, theory (very 
tonnulation a proticiency, t1exible 0 
approach- concentration, thinking) 
7 torces im10vation, * org types 
decide a co-operation, * combining 
linn's type competition) planning and 
and afTect incrementalist 
strategy), "'?Force: 
plus Adapt complement 
vc 
8. Miller incrementa lis company intemal not clear Sofl:( emphasis * Leaming 
(1992) m * successful env't, ed)- culture, org. 
finus need fonnulation, customers' 
continual implemenlat trend, 
teaming and ion political 
renewal resistant 
strategy +Hard 
(performance 
trend) 
9. Stacey h1crementalis business, intemal likely Soft- power, *group 
(1993) m (emerging multi business env't selection con11ict, teaming 
strategy) fonuulation (strategy atmosphere, * self-
emerged) motive, organising 
philosophy, groups 
teaming, *goals 
individual 
initiative and 
intuition, 
mgr's attitude 
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Appendix 2. Strategy formulation theories under 5 key 
questions 
Question 1: Which strategic process does the theory support? 
Pla1ming, Incrementalism, Combination 
Question 2: Which levels does the theory relate to'? 
Functional, Business, Company, Multicompany 
Question 3: Which strategic issues does the theory focus on? 
External enviromnent (macro, micro), Intemal environment, Fmmulation, huplementation 
Question 4: Which schools of thought does the theory relate to? 
Selection[positioning], Adaptation [resource-based] 
Question 5: Which variables does the theory use? 
Soft or hard factors, Quantitative or qualitative 
2.1. Mission 
Questions 
Which Which Which Which 
process'? levels? issues'? schools'? 
1. Strategic 
view 
Authors 2. Cultural 
view 
3. Strategic 
+cultural 
1. CmnQbell likely business mission strategic+ 
& Yeung Planning multi business fonnulation cultural 
U2W (mission is company 
unlikely to 
be changed)-
not leamed 
Which 
variables'? Other 
more son planning style: 
(value, I . purpose -7 
culture)+ 2. strategy & 
hard culture 
(positioning, (values)-7 
competence)? 3. behaviour 
standards 
*vice versa? 
h1crementalism 
ex)culture-7go 
als 
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2.2. Business level strategies 
Questions Other 
Which Which Which Which Which Positioning: 
process? levels? issues'? schools? variables'? 1. cost 
leadership 
Authors 2. 
\ differentiation 
3. Focus 
1. Porter Plmming business fonuulation Positioning . Hard (cost, *3 Generic 
( 1985) nmltibusiness (selected by premium price, competitive 
company industry profit) strategy: 
structure), 1. cost 
Not refuse .Quantitative leadership 
adapt(' finns (cost etc.) + 2. 
may change Qualitative ditTerentiation 
their (product image, 3. focus 
industry') service 
ditTerentiation) 
2. Stalk Plmming . company fonuulation positioning likely Hard *time-based 
( 1988) 
. functional (selected by (time, cost) competitive 
(Manufacturi industry +a bit son advantage to get 
ng; structure) (reduced time both cost 
components gives leadership and 
in hand, customers' ditTerentiation 
tactory-based satisfaction) 
decisions, 
ｓ｡ｬ･ｳｾ＠ quantity (cost) 
distribution: +quality 
tast (product quality 
conummication, improvement) 
llmovation; 
early product 
launch) 
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3. Stalk. Planning functional Goal capabilities - likely soft goals, leadership, 
Evans and business fonuulation, -based (customers' cross-functional 
Shulman multibusiness Strategy (adaptation) needs) structure, 
(1992) company fonuulation, -likely perfonnance 
... not hnplementat qualitative measurement, 
detailed but ion (not (5 ｣ｯｮｾｴｩｴｩｯｮ＠ reward 
make detailed) dimensions: 
connections speed, 
consistency, 
acuity, 
agility, 
innovative 
ness) 
flexible 
(adapt to 
fast moving 
env't) 
4. Gilbert Not clear business fonnulation capabilities Hard *product and cost 
and Strebel company -based ( imwvation leadership can be 
(1989) ( ack'lptation) tlu·ough achieved 
fewer simultaneously 
decision against Porter 
level, user-
friendly *selected market 
goods, a segment 
competitive 
price, 
enicient 
structure, a 
network org 
based on 
infonnation 
tech) 
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5. Hamel h1crementali functional goal resotU'ce- son Stretch (gap of 
&Prahalad st (learning ( complementi fonnulation, based (leadership resources-
(1993) or g) ng leverage), strategy (adaptation) & culture) goals), Leverage 
(but try to business ot· fonn ula ti on +hard (more than 
link to company (imwvation resource 
plmming) (most & time allocation) 
leverages), mgt), *role of 
multicompany l1exible leadership 
(accumulating (Sways of *strategic goals 
and resource 
conserving leveraging) 
leverage) 
ｾ＠ combination: business industry positioning soft *Scenarios 
Schoemaker Likely company env,t + (attitudes) *strategic 
(1992) plmming + (analysis of capabilities +hard segmentation 
a bit industry & -based (tech), *strategic vision 
increment ali strategic (selection quality *trend 
sm segments) + (experience, 
(experience) internal adaptation) reputations, 
env,t past 
(analysis of interaction 
core among 
capabilities) companies) 
vision flexible 
fonuulation (scenarios 
strategic of possible 
fonuulation futures) 
but no 
implementat 
ion 
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2.3. Contpany (Multibusiness) level strategies 
\ Questions 
Which Which Which Which Which 
process? levels? issues? schools? variables'? Other 
1. the portfolio 
approach 
2. the value-adding 
approach 
3. the core 
competences 
Authors 
: Selection or 
\ Adaptation 
.L. Plmming business industry portfolio Hard: *a strategic 
HasQeslagh nwltibusiness env' t *likely select by competitive mission of 
(1982) company mission industry structure, position, SBUs 
fonnulation, resource-based ns industry * porttblio 
strategy ench SBU's goal attractive mgt is 
fonuulation primarily 
based on 
diversiticati 
on tlu·ough 
acquisition 
-independent 
SBUs 
2.Porter Plmming multibusiness strategy Value-adding app hard: skill, *value-
(1987) business fonuulation likely select cost, adding 
company (positioning shareholders' school.: 
school) value transfeiTing 
skills & 
sharing 
nctivities 
muong 
SBUs' 
value 
chains 
-interdeQend 
ent SBUs 
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3.Prahalad Combination Business . industry Core competences Qualitative *3 types of 
&Hamel 1Hultibusiness . strategy but portfolio (brand porttolio 
(1990) Company lonnulation concept introduced image . .. )+ strategies: 
A bit of Likely adaptation Quantitative 1. portlolio 
multicompml)' (cost.. . ) of product 
2. porttolio 
of 
businesses 
3. porttolio 
of 
competences 
4. Cam:gbell likely A bit of -Mission Porltolio + Value- Qualitative * 3 Mgt 
& Goold Plmming functional strategy adding + styles: 
(1988) (financial - Quantitative 1. finance 
strategy) Fonnulatio control 
Business n strategy style 
1\l!ultibusiness 
-
2. strategic 
company Implementa control 
tion style 
3. strategic 
plmming 
style 
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2.4. Multicontpany level strategies 
Questions 
Which Which Which Which Which 
process'? levels'? issues'? schools? vnl'iables? Other 
1. Vertical Issues : 
co-operation -Vertical/ 
approach Horizontal 
2. Horizomal integration 
co-operation 
-Domestic approach 
Authors /International 
: Selection or 
Adaptation -MNC 
(Multinational 
Corporation)' s 
stt·ategy 
1. Contrnctor Not clear Multicomp A bit of -Focus of Hard 
& Lorange any industry vertical (economic *alliance tvpes: 
(1988) and integration factor) 
intemal (+a bit of . Technical 
env't Horizontal) training/ start-up 
Mission -Likely assistance 
tonuulation selection agreements 
strategy (intemal or . Production/ 
tonuulation industrial assembly/ buyback 
changes afTect agreements 
strategy.) 
. Patent licensing 
. Franchising 
- emphasis of agreements 
intemationnl 
. Know-how 
co-operation licensing 
. Management 
/marketing service 
agreement 
. Non-equity joint 
venture 
. Equity joint 
venture 
* 7 Obiectives; 
vertical integration 
etc. 
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2. Quinn, Incremental Multicomp -Industrial -Vertical some soft Keiretsu (p.334) 
Doorlev & ist any env't inc. co-operation factors . ime/lectllal 
Paguette own+ - adaptation systems, well-
(1990) other - Intemational + organised 
industries Domestic outsourcing 
-Strategy structures-
lonuulation different from 
vertical integration 
through acquisition 
3. Hamel. Combination Multicomp Mission - Horizontal app All kinds • Just-in-time 
Doz& (more any tonnulation - Adaptation of leaming: inventory 
Prahalad incremental Company Strategy (resource-based) (son+ hard system (p.339) 
(1989) ism) tbnuulation - Intemational factors) • Daewoo 
(p.338) 
• ways 
protecting 
outtlow of the 
skills to the 
partner 
4. Reve Plmming Multicomp Industry Vertical+ Hard *4 strategic 
( 1990) any env' t Horizontal, factors, exeansion eaths: 
Company (Porter,s Selection, int1exible 
5 forces) Intemational + !.downstream 
domestic vertical integration 
Strategy 2.upstream vertical 
tonnulation integration 
3.horizontal 
integration, 
4.diversification 
*Keiretsu (1J.346l 
5. Johanson likely Multicomp Industry Network npp, Son+ Hard *Network model 
& Mattsson Plmming any env't, Selection+ -7 all based on the 
(1992) Company Mission adaptation, network structure 
tbnnulation, Resource-based, model: thus, 
Strategy Intemational + intemal env't & 
tonuulation domestic flmctional/business 
Implemen level stgy not 
tation considered 
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Appendix 3. Strategy implementation theories under 5 
key questions 
Question!: Which strategic process docs the theory support? 
Plmming, Incrementalism, Combination 
Question 2: Which levels does the theory relate to'? 
Functional, Business, Company, Multicompany 
Question 3: Which strategic issues docs the theory focus on'? 
Extemal environment (mucro, micro), h1temal enviromnent, Formulation, huplementation 
Question 4: Which schools of thought does the theory relate to? 
Selection[positioning], Adaptation [resource-based] 
Question 5: Which variables does the theory use? 
Soft or hard factors, Quantitative or qualitative 
3.1. Action plans 
Questions Which Which Which Which 
process? levels? issues? schools? 
- stmtegy & 
IMP LEMEN implementation 
TATION: (esp. structure) : 
Actions, 1. Independence Evaluation & 
Control (planning) 
ＲＮＱＱｺｴ･ｲ､･ｰ･ＱＱ､･ｮ｣＼ｾ＠
(incremelltalist) 
Authors 
1. Hrebiniak Combinati Business -mission Interdependence 
& Joyce on (more Multibusi tonnulation (strategy & 
(1984) increment ness -implement structure follow 
alism) Company at ion each other) 
(actions, 
control) 
Which 
variables'? Other 
Hard (cost, *Change mgt 
time, *hnplementation 
problem types by time limit 
size) and problem size 
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3.2. Evaluation and control 
Questions Which Which Which Which Which 
process? levels? issues'? schools'? variables'? Other 
HvlPLEMEN 
TATION: 
Actions, 
Evaluation& 
Control 
Authors \ 
1. Rumelt likely company -Extemal Selection Soil *Evaluation 
C1980) platming env't (+adaptation), (a climate of criteria 
(economic/ Positioning silent co-
social school+ ordination) 
changes Resource-based +l-Iard 
and (size, scale) 
competitors) 
-Mission 
fonnulation 
-hnplement 
a lion 
(evaluation) 
2. Bungay& Combinati business Extemal positioning Soft *4 strategic 
Goold (1991) on multibusi env't school (selection) (culture)+ control process: 
(more ness l-Iard 
plmming) Mission (cost, value) 1. business units 
2. a fonual 
F onnulation plmming system 
3. targets 
Implementa 4. control 
tion 
(action 
plans, 
control) 
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Appendix 4. Theories about the front office 
BookH-1 Casc-2B Text, "Mana ... " HRMH-2 Cont. Hos-3 
ｾ＠ Powers 1\tlessenger & Nebe/111 Bryson & Wm:vszak& (1988) Shaw (1991) Ziminski Bauer s (199Ja,b) (1992) (1993) 
yes, p.211 * yes, pl31 * . giving the 
. starting . ｧｲ･･ｴｩｮｧｾ＠ first 
Function career to GM registering, impression on 
/feature (general room a hotel 
manager) assigning 
. nerve centre 
. fixed work 
schedule 
. computerised 
Service * * * * * 
flow 
Front office * * * front desk * 
manager manager 
Assistant * * * assistant front * 
front office desk manager 
manager 
Front desl< * * * * * 
clerl<s 
Mail& * * * * * 
information 
clel"l<s 
Bellmen * * . bell staff . bellmen= * 
bell staff 
. bell captain 
* * * . greeting * 
. report to 
(assistant) 
Concierge front manager 
& assistant 
front manager 
or resident 
manager 
. teaching 
front staff 
Cashiers * * * yes * 
Tele})hone * * . telephone * * 
operators operators 
Doormen * * * doorman * 
* #the front . rooms * # Front -office 
computer division staff 
Others -contents function [personnel] 
- benefits selection 
- customer techniques 
recognition 
* : means not commented by the author(s) 
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BookH-3 BookH-6 Text 
ｾ＠ Dittmer & Griffin Lattin Renner J\1edlik (1993) (1993) (1994) (1994) s 
Function . tenn definition . most visible, * * 
/feature . first contact greatest guest 
contact 
!.check-in * * p. 40-41 
2. information l.hotel register 
Service 3.checkout 2. room allocation 
flow 4.reservations 3. notifying 
uniformed service 
4. mail & keys 
Front office * * * . front house 
mnnage1· manager 
Assistant * * * * 
front office 
manager 
. reception =front . desk agents . (front) desk . head receptionist 
Front desk desk (registering, (registering, clerks . head bill office 
cled<.s assigning rooms, assigning rooms, clerk 
keys) checking out) 
. room clerks 
. guest information . Recently, the . mail & . head inquiry clerk 
Mail& . goods and responsibility information 
information services divided among clerks 
clerl's information desk agents, PBX, 
cashier 
. bellmen * . bell attendant . head hall porter 
Bellmen =bellman =porter 
or hall porter in 
ill( 
Conciet·ge * . yes, duties yes * 
. US--> Europe 
Cashiet·s yes ves . head cashier 
-telephone - [Switchboard yes . head telephonist 
operators, but (PBX) operators, 
different from front but as a separate 
desk clerks department] 
Telephone . in large hotels, 
operators telephone is a 
separate 
department 
. in small hotels, 
front desk clerks 
are also operators 
Doormen * * . door attendants * 
* . telephone . functions: . room-basic 
department - processing function 
separated & its reservations - most profit from 
Others function -rooming rooms 
- information . night manager as 
- guest services a separate 
cashiering department 
* : means not commented by the author(s) 
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Book H-5 Travel Res-8 
ｾ＠ Angelo & Vladimir Powers 1\t.Ianickas & Jones, et a!. s (1994) (1995) Shea (1997) (1997) 
Function . most visible, first/last contact * * * 
/feature . front desk location 
* . morning * * 
Sen•ice cleric/ afiemoon 
flow clerlc/night 
auditor 
Front office . control front desk agents & * * . front office 
manager cashiers, * not reservations a. manager duty 
* * * . supervisor 
Assistant /senior 
front office receptionist 
manager duties 
. front desk agents =front desk . desk clerks . front desk . receptionist 
clerks =front office agents representing agents =reservations 
=guest service representatives the hotel - recording clerk duties 
. duties: greeting /registering . duties and resolving (?) 
Front desl{ /establishing a pay method -reception the complaints . front office 
clerl{s /assigning rooms &keys desk clerk, - night audit: clerk duties 
/informing guests /calling a -key clerk refer Bardi 
bell person (1996), p56 
. training: morale, resolving 
disputes- i.e. , Reduction the bill 
Mail&inform * -mail clerk * * 
ation clerlc.s 
Bellmen * * * . porters and 
pages duties 
* * - refer Bardi . concierge 
Concierge (1996), p57 =head hall 
porter duties 
. in small hotels, the front desk -cashier * . cashier 
agent is the cashier & the night supervisor & 
Cashiers auditor--often cross-trained cashiers duties 
. charges of restaurant bills, 
phone calls, but not necessary 
inPMS 
Telephone * * -refer Barcli * 
operators (1996), p57 
Doormen * * * . doormen 
duties 
. functions: - reservations . automation . ComQlaints . compared 
-registering (checking in with of the front & resolutions functions by 
PMS, comparing hotels) office (PMS, in luxm:y hotels hotel types 
Othct·s 
- cashiering & night auditing POS, CRS) -complaint . customer 
-checking out(PMS/credit card) . Classifying types expectations 
- handling keys, mail, desl{ clerks -solution 
messages, and information (reception types 
(voice-mail etc.) desk, cashier, -time 
. rooms division income (=room mail, key -gender 
revenues =sales less room clerk) - satisfaction 
operating expenses), except levels 
casino hotels 
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Appendix 5. Theories about the housekeeping 
BookH-6 BookH-16AB ｃｾｴｳ｣ＭＳ＠
ｾ＠ Fales Tucker and Schneider Doswell & Nailon ' (1971) (1975) (1976/ 1977) 
Function/feature * . housekeeping * 
importance (p30) 
Service flow 
Housel{eeping . housekeeping manager . director of . head housekeeper 
mana_ger . executive housekeeper housekeeping . night man(!ger 
Assistant * . assistant housekeeper * 
housel{eeping 
nuuutger 
Room . housekeeping . day supervisor (or floor * r 
supervisors supervisor supervisor) 
. night supervisor 
Room attendants . housekeepers . day . housekeepers 
housekeepers/maids 
. night 
housekeepers/maids 
Houseperson * . head houseman * 
supervisor 
Housepersons * . day housemen - Hatfield & \¥inter 
. night housemen (1986): housemen= 
house umters = linen 
uorters 
. night cleaner 
Laundry * * * 
SU))ervisor 
Laundry * * * 
attendants 
Linen room * . Linen controller (p56) * 
supervisor = day linen room 
supervisor & night linen 
room sun_ervisor 
Linen room * . seamstress + uniform * 
attendants and laund1y attendants + 
parlour maid 
Others . morale (Maslow) - charts by size (p68-70) - checklist for 
.communication housekeeping analysis 
. production control (types of customers, 
. quality control facilities, service, 
- room inspection contract maintenance, 
checklist work force, cleaning 
supplies, communication 
etc.) 
- night cleaning process 
* : means not commented by the author(s) 
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BookH-17AB BookH-8 Text 
ｾ＠ Hatfield and Winter Branson &Lennox Jones & Lockwood . (1986) (1988a,b) (1989) 
Function/feature * . service type by size etc. # activities: key control, 
lost property, stock 
control, linen handling, 
use of chemicals, guest 
loans, maintenance 
work requests, public 
area cleaning etc . 
Service flow . work schedule (p252- * . hotel operation, p . l 0 
254) . laundry flow . standard operating 
chart (p157) . linen procedure (turndown 
room routines (pl47-8) service), p. 157 
Housekeeping . executive housekeeper . head housekeeper . executive housekeeper 
manager (housekeeper in small) . head housekeeper 
=executive housekeeper 
=accommodation manager: 
ability &personality, aims, 
activities, attributes 
Assistant . assistant . deputy head housekeeper * 
housekeeping housekeeper Is (first assistant) 
ｭ｡ｮ｡ｾ･ｲ＠
Room . floor supervisor . assistant housekeepers . floor housekeeper 
supervisors =floor housekeepers =floor =inspectresses (US) 
supervisors 
Room attendants . maids . housekeeyers: . chambermaids 
- room maids = 
chambermaids + staff 
maids+ (ladies') 
cloakroom attendants + 
florist & assistants 
Houseperson * * * 
SU(Jerviso I' 
Housepersons . cleaners . cleaners * 
. housemen . window cleaners 
. houseporters 
Laundry . laund1y manager, * * 
SU(Jervism· assistant laundry 
manager (pl59-160) 
Laundry . dry cleaner . valets (may be uniformed * 
attendants . head waslunan staff) 
. folding supervisor 
Linen room . linen keeper . linen keeper * 
supervisor 
Linen room . linen room attendant/s . linen maids * 
attendants . seamstress 
Others - charts and duties - flow of customer activities - quality control (p 154-
(pl4-16) . job titles in ｨｯｴ･ｬｳｾ＠ ) 
hostels, hospitals, schools - unit manager's role 
. organisation chart, p8 (director?) 
co-operation with other 
departments 
* : means not commented by the author(s) 
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HRMH-2 BookH-2 Text 
ｾ＠ BI:JJS0/1 & Ziminski Dittmer & Gr(!Jin A1edlik s (1992) (1993) (1994) 
Function/feature #activities: cleaning, . 2major functions . basic functions , inc. 
maintaining the property . 211d major lodging lost & found property* 
(supplying linens, operation (some are shared with 
amenities, extra blankets . goal other departments' staff) 
and pillows, roll-away 
beds, refrigerators, vases 
for flowers, emergency 
cleanups, general 
cleaning etc. (p.l9-20) 
. largest dept 
Service flow * . service flow, p.251 * 
Housel{eeping * .head housekeeper . head housekeeper 
manager =supe1vising - night manager & 
housekeeper =executive deguty night manager as 
housekeeper seoarate department 
Assistant * . assistant housekeeper . deputy head 
housel{eeJ>ing housekeeper 
manager . assistant housekeepers, 
--may be supervisors (?) 
Room . housekeeping . rooms inspector * 
SUI)erviSOI'S supervisor . floor sug_ervisor, role 
Room attendants * . housekeeper =maid . housekeeper in small 
. room attendant, role . maids (under 
and activities housekeeper) in small 
. in small hotels, report 
to the front office, p252 
Houseperson * * * 
supervisor 
Housepersons * . housemen * 
Laundry * . laundry manager * 
Stl]l e t•viso r 
Laundry * * - separate department or 
attendants section of the 
housekeeping 
department 
Linen room * . linen room manager . head linen keeper 
SUIJCl'YiSOr 
Linen room * * * 
attendants 
Others * . large vs. small - housekeeping staff 
. paying methods to ratio, p45-46 
room attendants . chart, p81 
- other guest services 
(banking, hair styling, 
office se1vice, health 
facilities, news-stands, 
language se1vices, shops 
(p261-262)) 
* : means not commented by the author(s) 
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BookH-3 BookH-5 Text 
ｾ＠ Lattin Angelo & Vladimir Knowles . (1993) (1994) (1994) 
Function/feature . general & basic . largest staff * 
activities, p.126, inc. lost . basic functions 
&found property* 
. details, p.153 
Sea·vice flow . operation flow, p154 -5 * . service flow from 
check-in and check-out 
Housel\.eeping . executive housekeeper . executive housekeeper, . executive housekeeper 
manag_er duties 
Assistant . assistant housekeeper . assistant housekeeper * 
housekeeping 
ｭｩｬｩｕｬｾ･ｲ＠
Room . room inspectors . room supervisors * 
supervisors (large) 
. room inspectors (small) 
Room attendants . room attendants . room attendants, duties . housekeeping 
=housekeepers, duties attendants 
Houseperson . head houseperson & * * 
supervisor duties 
HOUSCJlel'SOUS . housepersons & duties . houseperson staff * (public areas, corridors, 
keeping each floor's 
linen storage closet 
(p155), assisting the 
housekeepers) 
Laundry . laundry mgr . laundry & valet mgr * 
supervisoa· 
Laundry * * * 
attendants 
Linen room * . linen room supervisor * 
supervisor 
Linen room * . linen room attendants * 
attendants . seamsters 
Others . large vs. small . chart, p162, 171 . relations with the front 
. day shift & evening . contract cleaning firms, office and maintenance 
shift 173 department 
* 3 types of maintenance 
activities 
* : means not commented by the author(s) 
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Hotelier & Catcrer-1 BookH-9A BookH-4 
ｾ＠ J\tfortimer Bardi Jones, et a/. s (1996) (1996) (1997) 
Function/feature * * . flexible staffing trend: 
not rigid organisation 
charts 
Service flow * * * 
Housel{eeping . executive housekeeper, . executive housekeeper, . executive housekeeper 
numa,ger duties duties ""'head housekeeper 
Assistant * . assistant housekeeper . assistant housekeeper 
housel{eeJling (general) =floor 
manager housekeeper (large hotel) 
Room . supervisors . guestroom supe1visor . floor housekeeper 
supervisors . floor supeiVisor (large) =assistant 
. floor inspector housekeeper (general) 
Room attendants . housekeepers . room attendants . room maids 
. permanent room . maids . chambermaids 
attendants 
. casual room attendants 
House person * * * 
suJ)ervisor 
Housepersons . contract cleaners (?) . housemen . cleaners 
. house porters 
Laundry * . laund1y supervisor * 
sur)ervisor 
Laundry * . laund1y attendants * 
attendants 
Linen room * * * 
SUJlei·visor 
Linen room * * * 
attendants 
Others . housekeeping culture - small/medium hotels (2 . attributes of 
. things to remember levels): housekeeper - housekeeping service 
regarding guest contact maids, p42-43 staff, pl56 
. communicating with - housekeeping job titles 
the front desk, p78-9 by category 
. cleaning purpose, 
process 
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Appendix 6. Theories about reservations 
BookH-2 Boolc. H-3 BookH-6 
ｾ＠ Dittmer & Griffin Lattin Renner s (1993) (1993) (1994) 
Function/feature . definition . functions . functions 
. major goals ( 1. 
resetving rooms for 
guests, 2. Ensuring the 
highest room occupancy 
at the room rate as high 
as possible) 
Service flow . yes, p248 * - resetvation Qrocess. 
ｾ＠
Reservations * * . reservations manager, 
mana_g_er duty 
Rese•·vationists . reservation clerks= * . reservationists 
resetvationists, duties 
Others . overbooking * - customer segments and 
reservation routes %s, 
p30-31 
. overbooking 
-key terms etc. 
* : means not commented by the author(s) 
BookH-5 Text BookH-9AB 
ｾ＠ Angelo & Vladimir 1\t/ed/ik Bardi s (1994) (1994) (1996) 
Function/feature . requiring skilled * . yield management 
telemarketing personnel (p168 & Chapter 7) 
- also look Powers 
ＨＱＹＹＵＩｾ＠ p252-
Service flow * . reservation - front desk . rese1vation process, 
-g_l69 
Reservations * * . reservations manager, 
numage•· duties, p56 
Reservationists . reservationists * * 
Others . largest reservations . main records of room . overview and types of 
from direct inquiry sales (forms, charts reservation system, 
including resetvation customer types, over 
charts )-also Jones, et al. booking etc. - pl53-
(1997) _Q_l40 
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Appendix 7. Theories about the uniformed service 
BookH-14 
Lattin, eta/. 
s (1977) 
Function/feature . definition 
U nifm·med se1·vicc . superintendent of 
manager service (large hotels) 
. bell captain (small 
hotels) 
Assistant uniformed * 
service manager 
Doormen . doormen, duties 
Bellmen . bellmen, duties 
Lobby porters . lobby porters (could 
be in the housekeeping 
department) 
Elevator operators . elevator operators 
Garage 011erators * 
Others * 
* : means not commented by the author(s) 
BookH-5 
ｾ＠ Angelo & Vladimir s (1994) 
Ftmction/feature * 
Uniformed service . uniformed service 
m1mager manager = guest 
service manager 
Assistant uniformed * 
se1·vice manager 
Doormen . door attendants 
Bellmen . bell persons 
Lobby porters * 
Elevator operators * 
Garage operators . transportation 
employees or valet-
parking_ employees 
Others . include a concierge in 
this depmtment 
* : means not commented by the author(s) 
HRMH-2 BookH-3 
B1:yson and Ziminski Lattin 
(1992) (1993) 
* * 
. bell captain = guest * 
sen,ice manager 
. in some hotels, the 
concierge supervises 
the entire uniformed 
staff 
* * 
. doormen . door attendants 
. bellmen = bell staff . bell staff 
* . porters 
* * 
* . limousine drivers 
* * 
BookH-6 Text 
Renner 1\1edlik 
(1994) (1994) 
* . variety of personal 
services 
. main source of 
information 
. sen,icing arrivals and 
departures; general 
functions 
* * 
* * 
* * 
. bell attendants = 
bellmen = porter or 
hall porter (with a 
British tradition), 
duties; report to the 
concierge 
* * 
* * 
* * 
* * 
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Text BookH-1 BookH-9A 
Knowles Powers Bardi 
s (1994) (1995) (1996) 
Function/featu•·e * * . general duties, _Q_56 
Uniformed service * * . bell captain 
ｬｬｕｕｕｬｾ･ｲ＠
Assistant uniformed * * * 
service manag_er 
Doormen . door attendants * . door attendants 
Bellmen . bell persons . bell staff ( + concierge . bellhop 
in luxmy hotels), duties 
- no bell staff in many 
motor hotels 
Lobby porters . porters * * 
Elevator operators * * . elevator operato.r, 
duties 
Garage operators . parking attendants * * 
. limousine drivers 
Others * * * 
* : means not commented by the author(s) 
BookH-4 
Jones, eta/. * * 
s (1997) 
Function/feature * * * 
Uniformed service * * * 
manager 
Assistant uniformed * * * 
service manager 
Dom·men . doormen, duties * * 
Bellmen * * * 
Lobby }lOI1ers . pmters and pages, * * 
duties 
Elevator operators * * * 
Gantge operators * * * 
Others * * * 
* : means not commented by the author(s) 
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Appendix 8. Questionnaire for the panel 
The Questionnaire of the Rooms Division's Activities 
Date : 12 January 1999 
Researcher l(eetag Choi 
Supervisors Dr Colin Hales 
Prof. Richard Butler 
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ｾ＠
* . THl QUUN'S Al<l"IVIIUARY ｐｬｬｩｾｅｓ＠
1996 
Dear Prof. Peter Jones 
UniS 
University 
of Surrey 
Guildford 
Surrey GU2 5XH, UK 
Telephone 
+44 (0)1483 300800 
Facsimile 
+44 (0)1483 300803 
School of 
Management 
Studies for 
the Service 
Sector 
12 Jan. 1999 
My name is Keetag Choi, PhD researcher under the supervision of Dr Colin Hales and 
Prof. Richard Butler. I am writing to ask if you, as an expert familiar with hotel 
management, would help me with developing a questionnaire for evaluating activities 
of the hotel rooms division. 
I and my supervisors have decided to compose a panel including five or six 
academics, who are key scholars in hotel operations. 
In order to explain what I would like you to do, I would like to have a thirty"minute 
briefing section with you. Some questions ｩｾ＠ the questionnaire are complex, dealing 
with issues from a theoretical model. Although I provide written interpretation about 
the questions, a verbal explanation would help to clarify some complicated matters. 
Please inform me of an appropriate time when I might do this. 
Secondly, I would be most grateful if you could return the completed questimmaire by 
20th of Jrumary 1999. The field research based on this questionnaire will be conducted 
abroad in mid February and I need several weeks to analyse the returned 
questionnaires. 
Thank you very much for your help. 
Yours Sincerely, 
ｾ＠ｾ＠
Keetag Choi 
Supervisors: Dr Colin ｈ｡ｬ･ｳｾｾＭＨＮＮＱ＠ ｾ＠ =-= 
ｾｾｾｾＭProf. Richard Butler ｟ＷＮＺＭ［［Ｏｾ＠ ｾ Ｔ ｟ＬＮＬＮＮ＠
APPENDICES 
Introduction 
This questionnaire is the part of Choi's PhD research, testing Porter (1985)'s value 
chain in the hospitality industry, as a strategic tool. The questionnaire, thus, uses tnany 
concepts of the value chain which is originally developed by Prof Michael E. Porter of 
Harvard Business School. The purpose of this questionnaire is to evaluate activities of 
the hotel's rooms division before a field research is conducted about those activities. 
Briefly explaining the research procedures at this stage, firstly, a questionnaire will be 
prepared; secondly, a panel, who is fatniliar with hotel operations acadetnically, will be 
cotnposed and it will answer the questionnaire; and finally, the results fi·on1 the 
collected questionnaires will be used for building a tnodel of hotel value chain and this 
tnodel will be finally applied to son1e hotels. 
The questionnaire is divided into two parts. In Part I, the questions will be explained 
to help the panel when it answers the questions. A 3 0-tninute briefing section will be 
given to the panel to clarify the questionnaire. In Part II, activities of the rootns 
division will be offered. These activities have been collected from tens of scholars. 
Each activity will have ten san1e questions and the panel will answer them one by one. 
The panel is strongly recomtnended to read "Part I'' thoroughly before it evaluates 
activities in Pati II. 
Please contact tne if you have any inquiry concerning this questionnaire. 
Tel. +44 (0)1483-259664 (office) 
+44 (0)7887-772250 (direct) 
Fax +44 (0)1483-259387 
E-mail: k.choi@surrey.ac.uk 
keetagchoi@yahoo.com (permanent) 
Office address: Keetag Choi, PhD Researcher, SMSSS, University of Surrey, 
Guildford, Surrey, GU2 5XH, UI< 
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Part I. Understanding questions 
Q 1 "'. Look at each activity. Do they include anything which needs to be separated 
because it has a different economics, has a high potential impact of differentiation, o1· 
represents a significant or growing proportion of cost? If yes, underline the separating 
part of activity in the original phrase and write it in the blank box at the bottom of 
column. Then, evaluate each separately-treat as distinct activities. 
Please look at each set of activities (Table 5-29) separately. 
Econ01nics is defined as a value created by a cost structure. Different economics has a 
different cost structure. A cost stlucture tnay include cash, purchased inputs, hutnan 
resources, technology, and assets. Differentiation is uniqueness over a finn's 
competitors, providing tnore value to the customers. Differentiation can be made fron1 
any activity. In Q8, it is described in detail. Please refer Q8 if you need tnore 
infonnation about "differentiation''. Costs consist of operating costs (purchased 
operating inputs plus human resource costs) and assets (liquid assets plus fixed assets). 
More infonnation about costs can be found in Q7. 
Table 1 is an exatnple of separating activities. "The reception of VIP guests" is 
separated fron1 "9. Maintaining business relationships with regular corporate and 
cotnn1unity leaders,, for they have a different economics. It is evaluated in the blank 
colutnn at the end of table, with new nutnber "9-1 '' . Please add tnore blank columns if 
you need. 
Table 1. Separating activities 
ｾ＠ Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 QlO s ) 1-5 1-5 1-5 1-5 1-9 I-5 l-5 D,I.Q l -5 
9. Maintaining business relationships with 
regular corporate and community 3 3 5 2 8 5 2 I 4 leaders and the rece(2tion of VIP 
guests 9-1 
1 0. Developing and operating an effective 
communication system with front office 3 4 3 1 3 5 2 Q 3 staff and other department managers 
11. Creation of the desired trading and 2 2 1 2 7 5 3 D 3 
selling atmosphere 
Ql 9-1. The reception of VIP guests 3 5 5 2 9 3 ... I 2 .) 
Ql 
* Q 1. = Question 1. Q means Question. 
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Q2. Please rate the extent of importance of purchased inputs for conducting each activity, 
using a scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most impm·tant) as guided in Table 2. 
Purchased inputs range fi·mn raw materials used in cmnponent fabrication to 
professional services, office space, and capital goods. Purchased inputs divide into 
purchased operating inputs and purchased assets. 
Table 2. lntportance scales of the purchased inputs 
Ratiltf[s Meaniltf[ 
1 Not at all important 
2 Only somewhat important 
3 Average in impm1ance 
4 Quite important 
5 Very important 
Source: Adapted from Poonmi (1996) 
Q3. Please rate the extent of importance of human resources for conducting activities, 
using a scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most important) in Table 2. 
Q4. Please rate the extent of importance of technolog)' for conducting activities, using a 
scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most important) in Table 2. 
Evetything a firm does involves technology of sotne sort. That is, every activity tends 
to use some technology to cotnbine purchased inputs and hutnan resources to produce 
some output. 
These are examples of technology: infonnation system technology, planning and 
budgeting technology, office technology, training technology, tnotivation research, 
product technology, computer-aided design, cmnmunication systen1 technology, 
transpot1ation systetn technology, tnaterial handling technology, storage and 
preservation technology, testing technology, basic process technology, material 
technology, tnachine tool technology, packaging technology, maintenance tnethods, 
building design/operation technology, tnedia technology, audio & video recording 
teclu1ology, and diagnostic and testing technology etc. 
QS. Please rate the extent of importance of information that activities use and create, 
using a scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most important) in Table 2. 
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Q6. Please classify activities as one of the nine categories in the value chain, referring 
Figure 1, Figure 2 and Table 3; Write the appropriate category number in the given 
blank. 
The fundan1ental role of the value chain is identifying sources of cmnpetitive 
advantage. The value chain disaggregates a finn into its strategically relevant activities 
in order to understand the behaviour of costs and the existing and potential sources of 
differentiation. 
Value activities can be divided into two broad types, primalJJ activities and support 
activities as illustrated in Figure 1. Primary activities, listed along the botton1 of 
Figure 1, are the activities involved in the physical creation of the product and its sale 
and transfer to the buyer as well as after-sale assistance. Support activities suppot1 the 
pritnary activities and each other by providing purchased inputs, technology, htnnan 
resources, and various firmwide functions. Table 3 suggests definitions of value 
activities and Figure 2 gives an exrunple of value chain. 
Activities should be assigned to categories that best represent their contribution to a 
finn's cotnpetitive advantage. If order processing is an itnpot1ant way in which a firm 
interacts with its buyers, for exan1ple, it should be classified under tnarketing. 
Similarly, if inbound rnaterial handling and outbound material handling use the same 
facilities and personnel, then both should probably be combined into one value activity 
and classified wherever the function has the greatest competitive itnpact. 
Figure 1. The generic value chain 
"Refer Figure 11-9 fi•oJn tlze 111ain body" 
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Figure 2. An exantple: Value chain for copier ntanufacturer 
Humnn 
Resource 
l\1Innngement 
Design 
of 
Firm lnf&·nsh·uctures 
Recruiting 
Training 
Component design 
Machine design Information 
Design of assembly line system 
' ' 
Recruiting Recruiting 
Market research 
Service 
'7 
Sales aids & teclmical manuals and ..... 
Technology 
Development automated Testing procedures development literature procedures ｾ＠
-t 
Pl'OCUI'CIIlCilt 
S)'Stem 
Transportation 
services 
Inbound 
material 
handling 
Inbound 
inspection 
Parts 
picking& 
delivery 
Inbound 
Logistics 
PIU1HARY ACTIJqTJES 
_._ 
Energy management 
Materials 
Other parts 
Energy 
Supplies 
Electrical/Electronic 
parts 
Component 
fabrication 
Assembly 
Fine tuning 
& testing 
1\Inintenance 
Facilities 
operation 
Operations 
Computer 
services 
Transportation 
services 
Order 
processing 
Shipping 
Outbound 
Logistics 
Source: Porter (1985) 
!'\'Iedin agency se1vices 
Supplies 
Travel & subsistence 
Advettising 
Promotion 
Sales force 
Mm·kding 
& Sales 
Table 3. The definitions of value activities 
ｾ＠
= : 
Spare parts 
Travel & 
subsistence 
Service reps ｾ＠
Spare parts 
system 
3: 
ｾ＠
""f 
'10 
.... 
= 
Sci' \'ICC 
1. Inbound Activities associated with receiving, storing, and disseminating inputs to the 
Logistics product, such as material handling, \Varehousing, inventory control, vehicle 
scheduling, and retun1s to suppliers. 
Activities associated with transforming inputs into the final product fonu, 
2. Operations such as machining, packaging, assembly, equipment maintenance, testing, 
.Printing, and facility operations. 
3. Outbound Activities associated Vlith collecting, storing, and physically distributing the 
Logistics product to buyers, such as finished goods warehousing, material handling, 
delivery vehicle o2_eration, order processing, and scheduling. 
4. Marketing Activities associated v.rith providing a means by ':vhich buyers can purchase 
and Sales the product and inducing them to do so, such as advertising, promotion, sales 
force, quoting, channel selection, channel relations, and pricing. 
Activities associated with providing service to enhance or maintain the value 
5. Seryice of the product, such as installation, repair, training, parts supply, and product 
adjustment. 
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SUPPORT AC11VIT.ll!."'S 
6. Procurement Procurement refers to the function of purchasing inputs used in the ｦｩｮｮｾｳ＠
value chain, not to the purchased inputs themselves. Procurement tends to be 
spread throughout a firm. Some items such as raw materials are purchased by 
the plant managers (e.g., machines), office managers (e.g., temporary help), 
salespersons (e.g., meals and lodging), even the chief executive officer (e.g., 
strategic consulting). Improved purchasing practices can strongly affect the 
cost and quality of purchased inputs, as well as of other activities associated 
with receiving and using the inputs, and interacting with suppliers. In 
chocolate manufacturing and electric utilities, for example, procurement of 
cocoa beans and fuel respectively is by far the most impmtant determinant of 
cost position. A given procurement activity can non1mlly be associated with a 
specific value activity (primary activity) or activities (support activities) which 
it suppmts, though often a purchasing department serves many value activities 
and purchasing policies apply firmwide. 
7. Technology Every value activity embodies technology, be it know-hO\:v, procedures, or 
Development technology embodied in process equipment. The concept of teclmologies is 
very broad, ranging from those technologies used in preparing documents and 
transporting goods to those technologies embodied in the product itself. Most 
value activities use a technology that combines a number of different sub-
technologies involving different scientific disciplines. Typically, technology 
development occurs in many parts of a finn. Technology development takes 
many forms, from basic research and product design to media research, 
process equipment design, and servicing procedures. Technology development 
that is related to the product and its features supports the entire chain, ':vhile 
other technology development is associated with particular primary or support 
activities. 
8. Human Human resource management consists of activities involved in the recruiting, 
Resom·ce hiring, training, development, and compensation of all types of personnel. 
Mmtagement Human resource management activities occur in different parts of a firm, as 
do other supp01t activities, and the dispersion ofthese activities can lead to 
inconsistent policies. Human resource management supports both individual 
primary m1d support activities (e.g., hiring of engineers) and the enti!·e value 
chain (e.g., labour negotiations). 
9. Firm Finn infrastructure consists of a number of activities including general 
lnfrastnicture management, planning, finance, accounting, legal, government affairs, and 
quality management. Many infrastructure activities occur at both the business 
unit and corporate levels. Finn infrastn1cture is sometimes vie\:ved only as 
"overhead", but can be a powerful source of competitive advantage. In a 
telephone operating company, for example, negotiating and maintaining 
ongoing relations Vlith regulatmy bodies can be among the most important 
activities for competitive advantage. Similarly, proper management 
infonnation systems can contribute significantly to cost position, while in 
some industries top management plays a vital role in dealing with the buyer. 
Infrastructure, unlike other support activities, usually supports the entire chain 
and not individual activities. 
Source: Po1·ter (1985) 
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Q7. Please rate the extent of importance of activities in terms of the proportion of costs 
which they represent, using a scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most important) in Table 2. 
A firn1 sets out to becotne the low-cost producer in its industry. Cost advantage is 
often itnportant to a firm's success or con1petition. 
The sources of cost advantage are varied and depend on the structure of the industry. 
They tnay include the pursuit of econ01nies of scale, proprietary technology, 
preferential access to raw materials, and so on. In TV sets, for exatnple, cost 
leadership requires efficient size picture tube facilities, a low-cost design, autotnated 
assembly, and global scale over which to amortise R&D. In security guard services, 
cost advantage requires extretnely low overhead, a plentiful source of low-cost labour, 
and efficient training procedures because of high turnover. 
Activity costs include operating costs and assets. Operating costs should be assigned 
to the activities in which they are incurred. Operating costs can be divided into 
purchased operating inputs and hutnan resource costs. Assets should be assigned to 
the activities that employ, control, or n1ost influence their use. There are two types of 
assets: liquid assets and fixed assets. Thus, when you evaluate activities in tern1s of 
costs, please consider three factors: 1) purchased operating inputs, 2) hutnan resource 
costs and 3) assets. If the cost of an activity is expected to grow significantly in the 
future, you should rank the activity with itnpotiance. 
Q8. Please rate the extent of importance of activities in terms of the potential impact of 
differentiation, using a scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most important) in Table 2. 
A firm differentiates itself fr01n its c01npetitors when it provides son1ething unique that 
is valuable to buyers beyond sitnply offering a low price. Differentiation allows the 
finn to con11nand a pretnium price, to sell tnore of its product at a given price, or to 
gain equivalent benefits such as greater buyer loyalty during cyclical or seasonal 
downturns. Differentiation tnay appeal to a broad group of buyers in an industry or 
only to a subset of buyers with patiicular needs. 
The tneans for differentiation are peculiar to each industry. Differentiation can be 
based on the product itself, the delivery system by which it is sold, the marketing 
approach, and a broad range of other factors. In construction equiptnent, for exatnple, 
Caterpillar Tractor's differentiation is based on product durability, service, spare parts 
availability, and an excellent dealer network. In costnetics, differentiation tends to be 
based more on product image and the positioning of counters in the stores. 
Differentiation stems fi·01n the specific activities a firm performs. Virtually any value 
activity is a potential source of uniqueness. Porter ( 1985) suggests types of 
differentiation in the value chain, as shown in Figure 3. Please refer Figure 3 when you 
answer to the question. 
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Figure 3. Representative sources of differentiation in the value chain 
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Q9. Please clarify each activity in terms of whether they are: direct activity (D), indirect 
activity (1), or quality assurance (Q). 
Within each category of prin1ary and support activities, there are three activity types 
that play a different role in cmnpetitive advantage as described in Table 4. 
Table 4. Activity types 
Direct Activities directly involved in creating value for the buyer, such as assembly, parts 
machining, sales force operation, advertising,_product design, recmiting, etc. 
Activities that make it possible to perform direct activities on a continuing basis, such as 
Indirect maintenance, scheduling, operation of facilities, sales force administration, research 
administration, vendor record keeping, etc. 
ｑｵ｡ｬｩｾｶ＠ Activities that ensure the quality of other activities, such as monitoring, inspecting, 
AssuNmce testing, revie·wing, checking, adjusting, and reworking. Quality assurance is not 
synonymous with quality management, because many value activities contribute to 
quality. 
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In technology developtnent, for example, actual laboratory teams are direct activities, 
while research adtninistration is an indirect activity. 
The role of indirect and quality assurance activities is often not well understood, 
tnaking the distinction atnong the three activity types an impmiant one for diagnosing 
competitive advantage. There are often trade-offs between direct and indirect 
activities-more spending on maintenance lowers tnachine costs. 
Quality assurance activities are also prevalent in nearly every pati of a firn1, though 
they are seldmn recognised as such. Testing and inspection are associated with tnany 
pritnary activities. Quality assurance activities outside of operations are often less 
apparent though equally prevalent. 
QlO. Please rate the extent of importance of each activity for the business success of 
hotels, using a scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most important) in Table 2. 
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Part II. Activities to be evaluated 
In this research, the sttucture of the rootns division is assmned to have four 
departments, the ji·ont office department, the housekeeping department, the 
reservations department, and the uniformed service department. Figure 4 shows the 
hierarchy of the rooms divisions. Where there are not definite boundaries between 
activities of small hotels and those of large hotels, activities are considered in larger 
properties rather than stnaller ones. Figures of four departments will be presented 
between tables to show the depatimental sttuctures. 
Figure 4. The hierarchy of the roon1s division 
Assistant 
front office 
manager 
Assistant 
housekeeping 
manager 
Assistant 
reservations 
manager 
Assistant 
uniformed service 
manager 
Table 5. Activities of the rooms director and the assistant roon1s director 
) ｾ＠ Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 QlO 5 1-5 1-5 1-5 1-5 1-9 1-5 1-5 D,I,Q 1-5 
1. Planning (selecting divisional objectives 
and the actions to achieve them) 
2. Organising (establishing a divisional 
structure including people's role, 
allocating the resources) 
ｾ＠
-
............ 
--- --
_.._ 
,..,..... 
1-......... 
-
- .........--
_.. 
Ql 
Ql 
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Figure 5. Front office departn1ent 
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Table 6. Activities of the front office Inanager 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 QlO 
l-5 l-5 1-5 l-5 l-9 1-5 l-5 0, I, Q 1-5 
9. Control of the front office and the entire 
team of staff 
1 0. Supervision and training of staff 
Table 29. Activities of the belhnen 
ｾ＠ Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 QG s ) l-5 l-5 1-5 l-5 1-9 
"---.. 
:'---
253.Looking after flags as instructured by 
manager 
254. Entering every service provided in a log 
book 
Ql 
Ql 
"Details of Table 5 to Table 29 can be found in Appendix 11" 
Q7 Q8 Q9 QlO 
1-5 1-5 D, I, Q l-5 
:;:: 
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Appendix 9. Letters, schedule, and participating 
hotels & managers 
Dear Roo1ns director/Manager 5 March 1999 
For the research we talked before, I will fly to Seoul on 11th of March (Thursday) fron1 
London. I and my supervisors carefully designed the study and its process. Especially, 
we all tried to tnake the research really useful for the hotels. The research pat1icipants 
thus will learn smnething useful and valuable from the study, we believe. Frmn your 
help, we also expect to obtain the right information for building a theoretical tnodel 
which is applicable to the real world of hotel industry. 
We think it is very impmiant to prepare a pre-organised tin1etable before the research 
is statied. There will be 7 stages and need to have at least 6 tneetings with each hotel. 
We plan to complete tlus fieldwork in about a rnonth or so. 
I would like you to decide two things. Firstly, please decide who will be the research 
pmiicipant fi·onl your hotel; the person should be fi·otn the roorns division. The study 
is dealing with strategic issues n1ostly at the romns divisional level and son1e at the 
hotel level. The ideal participant would be the romns director (or the assistant rooms 
director). However, you may appoint sotneone else who knows the details of the 
romns division and the hotel strategies if the suggested person is not available. Lower-
level tnanager or supervisor is not recomtnended for the study. Because each stage 
requires the knowledge from the previous stages, the same person should carry on 
through the whole process of research. Secondly, please find available titnes and dates 
for the research meetings. I like to recomtnend you to choose two consecutive weeks 
among four weeks starting 13th of March (Saturday). Please feel cotnfortable to 
suggest appropriate tilnes and any places. For example, if you are on duty at night and 
want to see me at midnight, I would possibly accept that suggestion. I have 5 super 
deluxe hotels and 1 deluxe hotel for this fieldwork. Four of then1 are in Seoul, one in 
Pusan, and one in Kyungju. Therefore, in sotne cases, your suggesting titne schedule 
tnay need to be changed. 
I would appreciate it if you pass the names of patiicipant and his or her tneeting plan 
for the research before 10 p.m. on 1oth of March, Korean time. Please refer our 
tneeting plans on the following page. You could either send an e-tnail addressed 
"keetagchoi@yahoo.con1, or send tne a fax numbered +44 1483 259387. 
I atn looking forward seeing you in Seoul soon. 
Yours Sincerely, 
I<eetag Choi 
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Dear General manager 
UniS 
University 
of Surrey 
Guildford 
Surrey GU2 5XH, UK 
Telephone 
+44 {0)1483 300800 
School of 
Management 
Studies for 
the Service 
Sector 
26 January 1999 
My name is Keetag Choi, Korean. I currently study strategies of the tourist hotels as 
a PhD researcher of University of Surrey. My research will be conducted under the 
supervision of two leading scholars in the tourist ind1lstry, Dr Colin Hales in hotel 
management and Professor Richard Butler in tourism. For my PhD thesis, I am going 
to examine activities of the rooms division within the Korean tourist hotel industry. 
Here, I cordially ask you to join my research programme. The field research will start 
in late February this year and take a few weeks on the whole. Therefore, it would take 
only a week or so for each hotel. I will interview the managers working in the rooms 
division during the field research. Because the research is based on a firm analysis 
model, managers will find that the research process is simple and easy. 
The proposed research is based on interviews and questionnaires. We do not require · 
any financial support from you for the purpose of the study. What we need is your co-
operation until we finish our fieldwork. In return for your co-operation, I will be 
happy to discuss the findings of my research with you. This will enable to understand 
strengths and weaknesses of your hotel's rooms division and see what your options 
can be to improve the rooms divisional management in the future. Particularly, this 
study will be beneficial to rooms division directors, supervisors and general managers 
as strategists. We do promise that all data to be collected will be used only for the 
research purpose and will be entirely confidential. Only general, aggregate results will 
be made public. 
This will be a rare opportunity for your hotel to be the part of research conducted by 
well-known foreign scholars. As we plan to study only 5 hotels, we advise early 
application to guarantee acceptance. Please send me an e·mail (k.choi@surrey.ac.uk) 
or fax (+44 1483 259387 with Keetag Choi, PhD Researcher on it) with infonnation 
for future contact. You could write me either in English or in Korean. I will 
appreciate it very much if you confirm shortly whether you want to join the study or 
not. 
Yours Sincerely, 
ｋＮｾ＠
Supervisors: Dr Colin ｈ｡ｬ･ｳｾｾｾＺＺＺＺ［｟ｾＭｾｕｾＺＮｾｾＲＺＺ］ＺＺＺＺＺＺＺｾ］ｾ］］］］Ｍ
Prof. Richard Butler 
Hospitality Management 
Tourism Management 
Food Management 
Retail Management 
Health Care Management 
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RESEARCH MEETING PLAN 
ｾ＠ First Second Third Fourth Fifth meeting meeting meeting meeting meeting 
Required time 30 minutes 1 hour 1 and half 1 and half 1 hour 
hours hours 
briefing discussing discussing discussing discussing 
about the Stage 1 and Stage 2 and Stage 3 and Stage 4-7 
whole briefing briefing briefing and 
Contents research about Stage about Stage about Stage collecting 
process and 2 3 4-7 data about 
Stage 1 the 
participating 
hotel and the 
research 
participant 
General Rooms Rooms Rooms Rooms 
manager & director or director or director or director or 
Expected Rooms Assistant Assistant Assistant Assistant 
attendants director or rooms rooms rooms rooms 
Assistant director director director director 
rooms 
director 
The 2nd The 3rd The 4th The 5th 
meeting meeting meeting meeting 
needs to be needs to be needs to be needs to be 
arranged at arranged at arranged at arranged at 
least 2 days least 2 days least 2 days least 2 day 
later after the later after the later after the later after the 
1st meeting 2nd meeting. 3 rd meeting. 4th meeting. 
Caution because the 
research 
participants 
need several 
hours to 
complete 
each stage, 
i.e., the 2nd 
meeting will 
be on 
Wednesday 
or later if the 
1st is 011 
Monday. 
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THE PARTICIPATING HOTELS 
The Shilln The Swiss 
Hilton Hotel Hilton Hotel Holiday Inn Hotel Grand Hotel 
Seoul Kyongju Seoul Seoul Seoul 
Established 
year 1983 1991 1980s 1979 1988 
Hotel grade Super deluxe Super deluxe Deluxe Super deluxe Super deluxe 
Management Management Franchise Recently Management 
Management contract with contract with with Holiday switched from contract with 
type Hilton for 20 Hilton for 20 Inn for 10 franchise to Swissotel for 
years (1983- years (1991- years (1997- self- 12 years 
2002) 2010) 2006) management (1990-2001) 
Hotel catego1·y 
by the law Tourist hotel Tourist hotel Tourist hotel Tourist hotel Tourist hotel 
Leisure & Leisure & 
Actual hotel Business hotel Tourist (70%) Business hotel Business Tourist and 
type hotel (95%) hotel Business hotel 
Number of 
rooms 695 324 363 500 511 
Number of 712 255 405 2,500 (full- 540 
employees and part-time) 
Numbe1· of the 64 
rooms division 137 73 95 174 (except 
staff housekeeping) 
Koreans vs. 
Foreigners 7%vs. 93% 70%vs. 30% 10%vs. 90% 5%vs. 95% 35%vs. 65% 
Occupancy 
I'Ute (1998) 80% 61.8% 86% 82% 84% 
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THE RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 
ｾ＠ The Shilln The Swiss Hilton Hotel Hilton Hotel Holiday Inn Hotel Grand Hotel Seoul Kyongju Seoul Seoul Seoul 
Participants KyungKoo He-Young Hun-Sung Han-Joo Lee Dennis 
Lee Jang Park Wright 
Deputy Deputy 
Position in the Assistant Rooms general Assistant general 
hotel rooms director manager & rooms manager& 
director Rooms director Rooms 
director director 
Hotel cm·eer 16 years 14 years 11 years 16 years 16 years 
. The offered . High season: . High season . Maintaining . Half 
value April, August, (many the very business 
activities need October, business Korean style hotel; have 
to be November meetings): of customer never been a 
described on Spring, service; business hotel 
the . Discount Autumn different from because of its 
Final management' rate: Hilton the location out of 
comments s point of employees . Low season: standardised the town 
view, not on (80%), Dawoo Summer services by 
the group (people going chain hotels *contact 
employees' employees out of Seoul Sung-Hwan 
view. and visitors for holidays) . Separation Kim for more 
(30%), With and Winter of information 
. Discount for Dynasty card management 
walk-in (40%), . Discounts: and operation 
customers (up Customers Customers (Financing 
to 20%) staying for staying more Director); the 
more than 7 than 2 weeks management 
days (at least (30% + fmits staff from the 
7 nights) service), Samsung 
(66%), Walk-in group 
Tourists from customers recruiting but 
travel agents (10% up to the operation 
(60%), Walk- 30%) staff from the 
in customers Shilla hotel 
(up to 30%) recruiting 
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Appendix 10. Questionnaire for the hotel management 
Research on Strategic Issues & the Value 
Chain of the Hotel Rooms Division 
Researcher : Keetag Choi 
Supervisors : Dr Colin Hales 
Prof. Richard Butler 
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THE VALUE CHAIN IN STRATEGIC PROCESS 
ENVIRONMENTAL t- STRATEGY FORMULATION t-- STRATEGY SCANNING IlVIPLEMENTATION 
1. E:\.-te•·nal 3. Missions ｾ＠ Objectives or goals 5. Action plans 
enviromuental 
scanning 
1.1. PEST ｡ｮ｡ｾｽｊｓｩｳＪ＠ 3.1. Competitive position & Distinctive 5.1 . Structure 
1.2. 5 forces model* competence 5. 2. Incentive 
3.2. Philosophv & Ethics 5.3. J\1otivation 
2. Internal 4. Strategies ｾ＠ Policies 6. Evaluation & 
environmental Control 
scanning 
2.1. Value chain 4.1. Functional level strategy 6.1. Performance 
model 4.2. Business level strategy measurement 
*** 4.3. Company (multibusiness) level strategy 6. 2. Change 
4. 4. 1\lufticompany level strategy management 
(a new strategy) 
* PEST analysis: Political, Economical, Socio-cultural and Technological environmental analysis 
* 5 Forces model: the model for industrial analysis focusing on 5 forces (New entrants, Suppliers, 
Buyers, Substitutes, and Competitors) 
"Tlte definition of value cltain and value activities are o1nitted because they are the 
sante as Appendix 8 (Part 1 - Question 6) " 
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FIELD STAGE 1. Please rate the extent of importance of each 
activity for the business success of hotels, using a scale of 1 to 5 (five 
being the most important). 
"Refer Appendix 12 to find the question details of STAGE 1 and its answers" 
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FIELD STAGE 2. Please identifies linl{ages of each value activity to 
the other value activities. 
<Guidelines> 
1. Find different ways to perform the satne function. 
For example, tnotivating fi·ont desk clerks can be done by several ways: the romn 
director's motivating, the front desk supervisor's tnotivating, the fi-ont office 
tnanager' s training staff, and the fi·ont desk supervisor's training staff These 
activities are linked to each other. 
2. Direct activities; find indirect activities to hnprove the cost or perfonnance of 
direct activities. 
For example, better training of staff (indirect activity) can improve the process of 
registering guests (direct activity). That is, "training of staff' and "registering 
guest" are linked to each other. 
3. Find activities perfonned inside a firm to reduce the need to detnonstrate, explain, 
or service a product in the field . 
For example, intensive training of staff can reduce custmners' cmnplains. These 
activities are linked to each other. 
4. Quality assurance; find different ways for the same quality assurance function. 
For example, the front desk supervisor's "tnotivating the front desk clerks" (quality 
assurance)" can result in the same quality assurance of the romns director's 
"motivating staff' (quality assurance). 
Activity types : "Refer Appendix 8 (Question 9) " 
The value chain of hotel roonts division: "Refer Table V-8" 
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FIELD STAGE 3. Please finds value activities relevant to four 
dimensions of scope and establish missions & objectives of the rooms 
division. Refer Filed stage 2. 
The term scope of the finn is used in economic themy to reflect the bound my between 
the activities a finn perfonns internally and those it obtains in market transaction-e.g., 
vertical integration. (Porter, 1985) 
3.1. Segntent scope 
<Guidelines> - Segntent scope 
1) Identify its products and customers (buyers) related to the rooms division. 
F or exatnpJ e, 
Products Customers 
• deluxe rooms • corporate-individuals 
• executive rooms • corporate groups 
• mini bar • convention and association groups 
• laundry service • leisure travellers 
• booking various tickets • long-term stay/relocation guests 
• telephone & mail service • airline-related guests 
• parking or limousine • govenunent and military travellers 
• arranging tours • regional getaway guests 
• etc. • etc . 
Source: A11gelo & Vladimii· (1994) 
2) Write relevant value activities to each product or customer in the blanks. 
3) Find out differences among products or buyers. Write value activities having a 
cotnpetitive advantage if they are focused. 
4) Find out interrelationships atnong value activities of products or buyers. Write 
value activities of products or custotners having a cotnpetitive advantage if their 
activities are shared or integrated. 
Relevant value Focusing value Sharing or Products 
activities activities integrating value 
activities 
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Customers Relevant value Focusing value 
Sharing or 
activities activities integrating value 
activities 
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3.2. Vertical scope 
<Guidelines> - Vertical scope 
1) Identify its products related to the rootns division. 
F or exatnp. e, 
Products Suppliers Channels Buyers Relevant value 
activities 
. linen purchasing X hotel customers 125-l, 152 -
department 
. furniture fhrniture finus second hand external buyers 
shops 
. toiletries supenuarkets X X 
. disposal 
razors, supermarkets X X 
toothbrushes 
. laundering laundry finn X hotel customers X 
. ticket ticket agent X hotel customers 
reservation 
. sightseeing tour operators X hotel customers 
. car park car park agent X . X 
. recn1iting recruiting 
temporary £inns X X 
･ｮｾｰｬｯｹ･･ｳ＠
x: not available 
2) Write external or internal suppliers, channels, and buyers relevant to each product. 
3) Find out value activities relevant to each product. 
4) To lowers cost or enhances differentiation, find out possible integration or de-
integration between the roon1s division and its suppliers, channels, and buyers, 
considering found value activities. Integration or de-integration can also happen 
between value activities. 
Relevant Integration 
Products Suppliers Channels Buyers value or de-
activities integration 
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3.3. Geographical scope 
<Guidelines> - Geographical scope 
1) Categorises sotne geographic areas. 
F or examp.e, 
Regions Value activities Sharing value activities 
Hotel 
(departments, divisions) 
Nation 
(sister hotels, other hotels) 
Asia 
(Asian headquarters, sister 
hotels, other hotels) 
World 
(headquarters, sister hotels, 
other hotels) 
2) Find out value activities with geographic interrelationship between the rooms 
division and the headquarters, the sister hotels, or other hotels in each area. 
3) To lowers cost or enhances differentiation, find out value activities to share or co-
ordinate an1ong regions. 
Regions Value activities Sharing value activities 
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3.4. Industry scope 
<Guidelines> - Industry scope 
1) Categorises business units of a hotel and related industries to the hotel rooms 
division. 
For exatnple, 
-------
Business units, Value Sharing 
Industries activities value activities 
Food & beverage division 
Health centre 
Business units Convention department 
Shopping department 
Finance depmtment 
etc. 
Travel agents 
Airlines 
Related industries Tour operators 
Convention organisers 
Event organisers 
etc. 
2) Find out interrelationship between business units (the rooms division and the food & 
beverage division etc.) and related industries (the hotel rooms division and travel 
agents, airlines, tour operators, conference organisers, event con1panies etc.). 
3) To lowers cost or enhances differentiation, find out value activities to share or co-
ordinate atnong regions 
==--=---==----
Business units, Value Sharing 
Industries activities value activities 
Business units 
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Related industries 
3.5. Please establish ntissions (i.e., increasing shareholders' wealth, advertising 
its count1·y to foreigners) and objectives (i.e., maxhnising roont occupancy) of 
the hotelroon1s division, considering the four scopes analysed previously. 
Missions: philosophy, values, ethics 
(not to be changed) 
Objectives: goals to achieve 
(to be changed) 
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FIELD STAGE 4. Please rate the extent of use of the value chain to 
understand its external or internal environment of the rooms division. 
Refer Field stage 2 and 3. 
4.1. Rate the extent of use of the value chain for analysing its external 
environn1ent of the roon1s division (PEST analysis, 5 forces 1nodel)? 
Meaning Ratings 
Not at all useful 1 
Only somewhat useful 2 
Average in use 3 
Quite useful 4 
Very usefhl 5 
PEST analysis Ratings 
Political environment 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for understanding its political 
environment outside of the rooms division within the hotel? 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for understanding its political 
environment outside of the hotel? 
Economic environment 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for understanding its economic 
environment outside of the rooms division within the hotel? 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for understanding its economic 
enviromnent outside of the hotel? 
Socio-cultural environment 
To ·what extent, is the value chain useful for understanding its socio-cultural 
environment outside of the rooms division ·within the hotel? 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for understanding its socio-cultural 
enviromnent outside of the hotel? 
Technological environment 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for understanding its technological 
enviromnent outside of the rooms division within the hotel? 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for understanding its technological 
enviromnent outside of the hotel? 
5 Forces n1odel Ratings 
To what extent, is the value chain usefhl for understanding threat of new 
entrants in the hospitality industry? 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for understanding bargaining 
_p_mver of supl!!iers in the hospitality industry? 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for understanding bargaining 
power of buyers (customers) in the hospitality industry? 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for understanding threat of 
substitutes in the hospitality industry? 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for understanding intensity of 
rivabJJ in the hospitality industry? 
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4.2. Rate the extent of use of the value chain for internal analysis factors? 
Soft factors Ratings 
Leadership 
To 1vvhat extent, is the value chain useful for analysing their leadership of the 
director, managers and supervisors ofthe rooms division? 
Culture 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for analysing its culture (motivation, 
ethics, values, philoso_Qhy) ofthe rooms division? 
Politics 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for analysing its politics of the rooms 
division? 
Hard factors Ratings 
Technology 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for analysing its technology 
development (work flO'WS, service procedures, computer systems, technical 
machines etc.) ofthe rooms division? 
Production costs 
To v.'hat extent, is the value chain useful for analysing its production costs and 
margins of the rooms division? 
Business growth 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for analysing its business grm:vth of 
the rooms division? 
Structure 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for analysing the structure of the 
rooms division? 
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FIELD STAGE 5. Please rate the extent of use of the value chain of 
rooms division for establishing missions/objectives or strategies at 
various levels. Refer Field stage 2, 3 and 4. 
Meaning Ratings 
Not at all useful 1 
Onl)' somewhat useful 2 
Average in use 3 
Quite useful 4 
Very useful 5 
5.1. Rate the extent of use of the value chain for ntission/objective establishntent? 
Refer Field stage 3.5. 
The room division level (the rooms director) 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for establishing its mission 
(philosophy, values, ethics) of the rooms division? 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for establishing its objectives 
(increasing occupancy rate, securing travellers' safety etc.) of the rooms 
division? 
The hotel level (the general manager) 
To 'vhat extent, is the value chain useful for establishing its mission 
(philosophy, values, ethics) of the hotel? 
To what extent, is the value chain useful for establishing its objectives 
(increasing profits through conferences, increasing occupancy rate, securing 
travellers' safety etc.) ofthe hotel? 
5.2. Rate the extent of use of the value chain for establishing a functional level 
strategy? Refer Field stage 2, the value chain of the roonts division. Firstly, write 
down functional level objectives about each function. Secondly, answer two 
questions about cost leadership and ､ｾｦｦ･ｲ･ｮＮｴｩ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ about each objective. (by the 
roonts director) 
Functions Ratings 
. Infrastructure Not available 
. Human resource management 
. Technology development Not available 
. Procurement Not available 
. Inbound logistics 
. Operations 
. Outbound logistics Not available 
. Marketing & sales 
. Services 
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Rating; to what extent, Rating; to what extent, is 
Objectives in human resource is the value chain the value chain useful for 
management useful for finding a finding a competitive 
(i.e., increasing co-operation, reducing competitive advantage advantage of 
labour cost etc.) of cost to achieve the di{ferentiation to achieve 
_proposed objective? the proposed objective? 
Rating; to what extent, Rating; to what extent, is 
is the value chain the value chain useful for 
useful for finding a finding a competitive 
Objectives in inbound logistics competitive advantage advantage of 
of cost to achieve the di{ferentiation to achieve 
proposed objective? theQ_roposed ob.iective? 
Rating; to what extent, Rating; to what extent, is 
is the value chain the value chain useful for 
useful for finding a finding a competitive 
Objectives in operations competitive advantage advantage of 
of cost to achieve the differentiation to achieve 
proposed objective? the proposed objective? 
Rating; to what extent, Rating; to what extent, is 
is the value chain the value chain useful for 
useful for finding a finding a competitive 
Objectives in marketing & sales competitive advantage advantage of 
of cost to achieve the di[ferentiation to achieve 
proposed objective? the proposed objective? 
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Rating; to what extent, Rating; to what extent, is 
is the value chain the value chain useful for 
Objectives in services useful for finding a finding a competitive 
competitive advantage advantage of 
of cost to achieve the differentiation to achieve 
proposed objective? the_proposed ob.iective? 
5.3. Rate the extent of use of the value chain for establishing a business level 
strategy? Firstly, write down the ntissions or objectives of the roon1s division 
established in Field stage 3 - 3.5. Secondly, find out relevant value activities to 
achieve the ntissions/objectives. Finally, answer two questions about cost 
leaders/tip and ､ｾｦｦ･ｲ･ｮｴｩ｡ｴｩｯｮ＠ about each 1nission or objective. 
Relevant value activities Relevant value activities 
(Rating; to what extent, (Rating; to what extent, 
is the value chain useful is the value chain useful 
Missions of the rooms division for finding a competitive for finding a competitive 
advantage of cost to advantage of 
achieve the proposed di(ferentiation to achieve 
objective?) the proposed ob.iective?) 
Relevant value activities Relevant value activities 
(Rating; to what extent, is (Rating; to w\tat extent, 
the value chain useful for is the value chain useful 
Objectives of the rooms division finding a competitive for finding a competitive 
advantage of cost to advantage of 
achieve the proposed di(ferentiation to achieve 
objective?) the proposed objective?) 
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5.4. Rate the extent of use of the value chain for establishing a co1npany 
(nzultibusiness) level strategy? Firstly, try to under·stand what are the process 
and contents of the value chain fr·o•n the previous stages. Secondly, suppose you 
have built the value chain of your hotel. Thirdly, write down ntissions and 
objectives of your hotel. Fourthly, answer two questions about cost leaders/tip 
and differentiation about each n1ission or objective. 
Rating; to what extent, Rating; to what extent, 
would the value chain be would the value chain be 
useful for finding a useful for finding a 
Missions of the hotel competitive advantage of competitive advantage of 
cost to achieve the proposed differentiation to achieve the 
mission? pro_Qosed mission? 
Rating; to what extent, Rating; to what extent, 
would the value chain be would the value chain be 
useful for finding a useful for finding a 
Objectives of the hotel competitive advantage of competitive advantage of 
cost to achieve the proposed differentiation to achieve the 
objective? proposed objective? 
5.5. Rate the use of the value chain for establishing a ntulticontpany level 
strategy? Firstly, try to understand what are the process and contents of the 
value chain fro1n the previous stages. Secondly, suppose you have built the value 
chain of your hotel and lutow other organisations' value chain, such as suppliers, 
custonters, competitors, financiers and govenuuental sectors. Thirdly, write 
down possible n1issions or objectives of your hotel. Fourthly, answer two 
questions about cost leadership & differentiation about each ntission or objective. 
Rating; to what extent, Rating; to what extent, 
would the value chain be would the value chain be 
useful for finding a useful for finding a 
Missions of the hotel group competitive advantage of competitive advantage of 
cost to achieve the differentiation to achieve 
proposed mission through the proposed mission 
strategic alliances with through strategic alliances 
other organisations? with other or.e;anisations? 
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Rating; to what extent, Rating; to what extent, 
would the value chain be would the value chain be 
useful for finding a useful for finding a 
Objectives of the hotel group competitive advantage of competitive advantage of 
cost to achieve the differentiation to achieve 
proposed objective through the pa·oposed objective 
strategic alliances with through strategic alliances 
other organisations? with other organisations? 
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FIELD STAGE 6. Use of the VC for strategic implementation 
(action plans, evaluation & control). 
Meaning Ratings 
Not at all useful 1 
Only some,vhat useful 2 
Average in use ., .) 
Quite useful 4 
Very useful 5 
6.1. Rate the extent of use of the value chain for· the business level strategy? 
Firstly, write down the ntissions or objectives of the roonts division established in 
Field stage 3.5. Secondly, answer the questions about structure, incentives, 
nzotivation, perfornzance nzeasurenzent and change 1nanagenzent about each 
ruission or objective. 
Mission of the roorns division: 
Structure: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
changing the roon1s divisional structure to achieve the 
mission, e.g., job or section integration or Syparation? 
Action plans Incentives: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
establishing incentive schetnes to achieve the mission? 
Jvfotivation: To what extent, is the value chain usefhl for 
making plans to tnotivate people to achieve the mission? 
Pe1jormance measurement: To what extent, is the value 
Evaluation chain useful for tneasuring its perforn1ance for the mission? 
& control Change management (a new strategy): To what extent, is 
the value chain useful for changing managetnent or 
establishing a new strategy for the mission? Is the existing 
value chain can be easily changed for a new strategy? 
Mission of the roonts division: 
Structure: To what extent, is the value chain usefhl for 
changing the romns divisional sttucture to achieve the 
mission, e.g., job or section integration or separation? 
Action plans Incentives: To what extent, is the value chain usefhl for 
establishing incentive schemes to achieve the mission? 
Jvfotivation: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
making plans to motivate people to achieve the tnission? 
Pel.formance measurement: To what extent, is the value 
Evaluation chain useful for measuring its performance for the mission? 
& control Change management (a new strategy): To what extent, is 
the value chain useful for changing managen1ent or 
establishing a new strategy for the mission? Is the existing 
value chain can be easily changed for a new strategy? 
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Mission of the r·ooms division: 
Structure: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
changing the rooms divisional structure to achieve the 
tnission, e.g., job or section integration or separation? 
Action plans Incentives: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
establishing incentive schetnes to achieve the mission? 
Jvfotivation: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
making plans to tnotivate people to achieve the mission? 
Pe1jormance measurement: To what extent, is the value 
Evaluation chain useful for measuring its performance for the mission? 
& control Change management (a new strategy): To what extent, is 
the value chain useful for changing management or 
establishing a new strategy for the tnission? Is the existing 
value chain can be easily changed for a new strategy? 
Objective of the ro01ns division: 
Structure: To what extent, is the value chain usefhl for 
changing the roon1s divisional structure to achieve the 
obj_ective, e.g., job or section integration or separation? 
Action plans Incentives: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
establishing incentive schemes to achieve the objective? 
Jvfotivation: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
making plans to motivate people to achieve the objective? 
Pe1jormance measurement: To what extent, is the value 
chain useful for tneasuring its performance for the objective? 
Evaluation 
& control Change management (a new strategy): To what extent, is 
the value chain useful for changing managen1ent or 
establishing a new strategy fbr the objective? Is the existing 
value chain can be easily changed for a new strategy? 
Objective of the roon1s division: 
Structure: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
changing the romns divisional sttucture to achieve the 
obj_ective, e.g., job or section integration or seraration? 
Action plans Incentives: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
establishing incentive schetnes to achieve the objective? 
Motivation: To what extent, is the value chain useful tbr 
tnaking plans to n1otivate people to achieve the objective? 
Pe1jormance measurement: To what extent, is the value 
chain useful for measuring its performance for the objective? 
Evaluation 
& control Change management (a new strategy): To what extent, is 
the value chain useful for changing management or 
establishing a new strategy for the objective? Is the existing 
value chain can be easily changed for a new strategy? 
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Objective of the roon1s division: 
Structure: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
changing the roon1s divisional stn1cture to achieve the 
objective, e.g., job or section integration or separation? 
Action plans Incentives: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
establishing incentive schemes to achieve the objective? 
Motivation: To what extent, is the value chain useful for 
making Q_lans to tnotivate people to achieve the objective? 
Pe1jormance measurement: To what extent, is the value 
chain useful for tneasuring its performance for the objective? 
Evaluation 
& control Change management (a new strategy): To what extent, is 
the value chain useful for changing management or 
establishing a new strategy for the objective? Is the existing 
value chain can be easily changed for a new strategy? 
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FIELD STAGE 7. Questions about the strategic process of value 
chain. 
Suppose you need the value chain of rooms division to achieve a tnission or objective. 
There are two ways of process to build its value chain. 
build the value chain for the whole rooms division - apply to the rooms 
Process 1 division - review (evaluation & control) - change the value chain or build a 
new value chain 
build the value chain for a small part of the rooms division - apply to that part 
Process 2 - learning from the experience and change the value chain - apply to a bigger 
pmt of the rooms division - lean1ing from the experience and change the value 
chain- finally apply to the whole rooms division 
Questions Choice 1 or 2 
7.1 . Which process do you prefer to use? 
7 .2. Which process would take longer to build a completed value chain? 
7.3. Which process would cost more to build a completed value chain? 
7.4. Which process vt'ould be more flexible against enviromnental changes 
if any change happens in the middle of the process to establish a completed 
value chain? 
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Appendix 11. Questionnaire results from the panel 
Ql "'. Look at each activity. Do they include anything which needs to be separated because it 
has a different economics, has a high potential impact of differentiation, or represents a 
ｳｩｧｮｾｦｩ｣｡ｮｴ＠ or growing proportion of cost? If yes, underline the separating part of activity in 
the original phrase and write it in the blank box at the bottom of colunm. Then, evaluate each 
separately-treat as distinct activities. 
Please look at each set of activities (Table 5-29) separately. 
Q2. Please rate the extent of impmtance of purchased inputs for conducting each activity, 
using a scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most important) as guided in Table 2. 
Table 2. lntportance scales of the purchased inputs 
Ratings Meaning 
1 Not at all impmtant 
2 Only somewhat important 
3 Average in importance 
4 Quite important 
5 Very important 
Source: Adaptetlfi•om Po01·aui (1996) 
Q3. Please rate the extent of importance of human resources for conducting activities, using a 
scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most important) in Table 2. 
Q4. Please rate the extent of importance of technologv for conducting activities, using a scale 
of 1 to 5 (five being the most important) in Table 2. 
Q5. Please rate the extent of importance of information that activities use and create, using a 
scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most important) in Table 2. 
Q6. Please classify activities as one of the nine categories in the value chain, referring Figure 
1, Figure 2 and Table 3; Write the appropriate category number in the given blank. 
Q7. Please rate the extent of importance of activities in terms of the proportion of costs which 
they represent, using a scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most important) in Table 2: 
Q8. Please rate the extent of importance of activities in terms of the potential impact of 
di{lerentiation, using a scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most important) in Table 2. 
Q9. Please clarify each activity in tenus of whether they are: direct activity (D), indirect 
activity (I), or quality assurance (Q). 
Q 10. Please rate the extent of impmtance of each activity for the business success of hotels, 
using a scale of 1 to 5 (five being the most impmtant) in Table 2. 
" Q 1. = Question 1. Q means Question. 
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"Rating results of Q2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10 are the average figures .fi·ont tlte panel. " 
Table 5. Activities of the rooms director and the assistant rooms 
director 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 QB Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
s 
1. Planning (selecting divisional objectives and the 1.5 3.8 3.8 5 99 2.3 2.8 I I 4.5 
actions to achieve them) 92 DQ 
2. Organising (establishing a divisional structure 1.8 5 2.5 4.3 99 2.3 2.8 I I 4 
including people's role, 2-1. allocating the resources) 98 I I 
3. Staffing (filling the positions in the organisation 3.5 5 2.8 3.8 88 3.5 3.8 ID 4.3 
structure) 88 Dl 
4. Motivating (designing jobs, encouraging workers 2.8 4.5 1.3 3.8 98 2 4 I I 4.3 * Designing 
through rewards, rules and rationales/ideologies) 88 QQ jobs would be 
'organising'. 
5. Communication (communicating through 1.8 3.3 2.5 5 99 2 3 I I 4.3 
memoranda, meetings, verbal face to face) 82 Dl 
6. Leading (modelling and participating to influence 1.5 3 1.5 4.8 8 2 3.5 I I 4 
people to contribute to the rooms division's goals) 58 QQ 
88 
7. Controlling (measuring, monitoring and correcting 2.3 3 3.3 4 99 3 2.5 QQ 3.8 
individual and 7-1. organisational gerformance to 82 QQ 
ensure the division's glans) 
8. Co-ordination (harmonising departmental and 1.8 2.5 2.3 4.8 99 3 3.5 IQ 4 
individual goals toward the divisional goals) 88 01 
2-1 . Allocating resources 5 5 3 4 9 2 5 I 5 
7-1. Organisational performance to ensure the 1 5 2 5 2 2 5 Q 5 
division's plans 
Table 6. Activities of the front office manager 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 QB Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Act 
9. Control of the front office and the entire team of staff 1.7 4 2 3.3 88 2 1.7 IQ 2.7 
8 I 
10. Supervision and 10-1 . training of staff 2.3 4.3 1.5 3.3 88 3 3.5 IQ 3.5 
88 Dl 
11. Maintaining business relationships with regular 2.3 3 2.8 4.3 44 3 4.5 I I 3.8 
corporate and community leaders and the reception of 45 Dl 
VIP guests 
12. developing and operating an effective 2.5 3 2.8 4 92 3.5 3.5 I I 3.5 
communication system with front office staff and other 82 I I 
department managers 
13. Creation of the desired trading and selling 1.5 2.5 2 3 45 2.3 4.3 ID 3.8 
atmosphere 54 Ql 
14. Establishing in-house sales programmes at the 2.3 2 3 4.5 44 3 4 10 3.5 
front desk 44 10 
15. Security of cash, cheques and vouchers 3 2.3 3.8 2 92 2 1.5 DO 2.3 
1 2 DO 
16. Security of guests' property deposited for safe 3 1.8 3.3 2.3 92 1.5 1.5 DO 2.3 
keeping 1 2 DO 
17. Security of the front office area 2.5 2 2.5 1.8 92 1.5 1.8 01 2.3 
1 2 10 
18. Reviewing the final draft of the night audit 2.5 1.8 2.8 4 92 1.8 1.3 I I 2.5 
22 I I 
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19. A daily review of the financial accounting 2.5 2 3 4.8 92 2 1.3 I I 3 
procedures at the front desk and other guest service 22 I I 
areas during the previous 24-hour period 
20. An analysis of operating results 2.3 2 3 4.8 92 2 1.3 Ql 3.5 
22 I I 
21 . Supervising daily registrations and check-outs 2.3 2.5 4 3.8 5 2.5 3.3 ID 3.5 
25 DO 
92 
22. Preparing budgets and cost-control systems 2.5 1.5 4.3 4.8 92 2 1.3 Ql 3.3 
92 I I 
23. Forecasting room sales 2.8 2.3 4.8 5 42 2.5 2.8 I I 4 
9 1 I I 
24. Operating and monitoring reservation system for 4 2.3 4.8 5 1 2 3.3 4 QD 3.8 
guest room rentals 9 1 ID 
25. Planning and 25-1. garticigating in the delive(Y of 3 2 3.5 4.5 44 2.3 4 I I 3.3 
marketing grogrammes of rooms and other hotels 94 I I 
products 
10-1 . Training of staff 4 5 3 3.5 88 3.5 5 I I 4.5 
25-1 . Participating In the delivery of marketing 2 2 1 3 4 1 3 D 3 
programmes 
25-2. Security of information and data 2 1 2 3 2 1 2 I 2 
Table 7. Activities of the assistant front office manager 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Activ 
26. Supervision of duty staff 1.5 4.3 1.3 2 88 2.3 3.3 IQ 3 
82 I I 
27. Control of working cash and vouchers 2.3 2 3 3.3 92 2.3 1.5 I I 2.8 
1 2 ID 
28. The day-to-day running of the front office systems 3 3.5 4.5 4.3 82 3.5 2.8 I I 3 
22 DO 
29. Production of sales statistics 2.5 1.5 4.3 4.5 42 3.3 2.5 Ql 2.5 
22 I I 
30. Administration of advanced reservations 3.3 2.5 4.3 4.8 1 2 4.3 3.3 I I 4 
2 1 DO 
31 . Reception of guests 2 3.5 2 2.3 25 2.5 4.8 DO 3.8 
52 QD 
32. The promotion of the hotel services 3.3 4 2.3 3.5 44 3 4.3 ID 4 
54 QD 
33. The creation of a welcoming atmosphere for 3.3 4 2 2.3 25 2.5 5 ID 5 
customers/guest 55 Ql 
34. Co-operation with other departments 1.8 3.3 2.3 3 92 1.8 3 I I 3.3 
92 I I 
Table 8. Activities of the front desk supervisor 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
A 
35. Aiding the front office manager 1 2.3 2.3 2.5 92 1.8 2 I I 1.8 
22 I I 
36. Supervising the front desk clerks 1.5 4 1.8 3.3 88 2 3.5 IQ 3.3 
82 DO 
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37. Implementing policy in relation to the front desk 1.3 3 2.3 3.5 92 1.5 2.8 IQ 3.3 
22 ID 
38. Motivating the front desk clerks 1.3 4.5 1 2.3 88 1.8 4.3 IQ 3.8 
88 QD 
39. Training staffs 2.8 4.8 2.8 3 88 3 4.5 IQ 3.8 
88 QD 
40. Securing the front desk clerks' safety 2 2 2 1.8 98 1.8 1.8 I I 2 
22 ID 
41 . Managing the front desk budget 2.3 2 3.7 4.7 92 2.7 1.7 Ql 3.7 
2 I 
42. Reporting the performance and results of the front 2 2.3 3.5 4.5 92 2.5 1.5 Ql 3 
des I< 22 ID 
83. Counting the number of rooms vacant and to be vacant, 84. Adversing housekeepers to clean the vacant rooms, 85. 
Counting the number of registered guests and calculating the percentage of guest rooms occupied-* These activities of mail 
& information clerl<s should be included here. 
Table 9. Activities of the front desk clerks 
Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Act 
43. Checking the logbook to make sure they're fully 1 1.5 2 4.5 22 1.8 1.5 IQ 2.8 
briefed 22 Dl 
44. Verifying guest reservations 2 2.3 4.3 4.8 1 2 2 2.8 ID 3 
2 1 DO 
45. Greeting guests 1.5 3.8 2 2 25 1.8 4.5 DO 3.5 
22 DO 
46. Registering guests (checl<ing in) 2.3 3.3 4 3.5 25 2.5 4.3 DO 3.3 * Operation + 
22 DO service (operation 
while 
customers 
are present) 
47. Establishing a method of payment for the 2.3 2.3 4 2.8 9 2.5 3.3 ID 3 *Operation+ 
guestroom- credit card, cash, or direct billing 25 DO service 
22 
48. Assigning guestrooms that are unoccupied and 3.5 2 3.8 3.8 2 2.3 3.8 DO 3.3 * Operation + 
have been cleaned 25 ID service 
22 
49. Assigning guestroom keys to guests 2 1.8 2.8 2 2 2 2.5 DD 2.5 * Operation + 
25 DO service 
22 
50. Informing guests about their room location or 50-1. 1.5 2.8 2 3.5 2 1.8 3.3 DO 2.8 * Operation + 
calling a bellgerson to assist guests with their luggage 25 DO service 
22 
51. Informing guests about special hotel facilities, and 2.8 3.3 2.8 4.3 25 1.5 4.3 DO 4 
answering questions about the property and the 84 QD 
surrounding community 
52. mailing and relaying messages to guests 2.5 2.8 3.8 3.8 25 1.5 3.5 DO 3 
22 QD 
53. flight-reservation services, restaurant reservations, 2.3 2.8 3.5 4 25 2 3.8 DO 3.5 
shopping services 23 QD 
54. night auditing (reviewing all transactions and 3 2.5 4.3 4.3 92 2.3 1.3 Ql 3.3 
closing/opening the balance) 92 I I 
55. registering complaints 1 3.3 1.8 3.5 55 1.8 4.5 DO 4.5 
85 DQ 
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56. resolving complaints 1.5 3.8 1.8 3.3 55 2 5 DD 4.8 
85 QQ 
57. communicating with the housekeeping staff 1.8 3.3 3 3.8 92 1.5 2.3 I I 2.3 
22 I I 
58. Checking out 2.8 3 4.5 4 2 2.5 4 D 3.5 *Express 
25 Dl checkouts 
23 DO 
59. Liaison with other staff and departments 1.5 3.5 2.5 3.8 92 1.8 2.3 I I 3.3 
22 I I 
60. Answering telephones 2.3 3.5 3.8 3.3 55 2 4 DO 4 
22 DO 
61. accepting cash and giving change 2.3 2.5 3.3 2.8 22 2.5 2.5 DO 3 
22 DO 
50-1 . Calling a bellperson to assist guests with their 1 1 1 2 2 1 4 I 1 
luggage 
Table 10. Activities of the cashier supervisor 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 QB Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Acti 
62. Supervision of cashiers 1.3 3.3 1.8 2.8 88 2.5 2 IQ 3 
92 I I 
63. Liaison with front office team and all other 1.5 2.8 1.5 2.8 99 2 2.5 IQ 2.3 
departments 82 Ql 
64. Issue and receipt of cash floats 1.8 2.3 2.8 2.3 92 2 2 I I 3 
22 ID 
65. Maintenance of accurate daily business accounts 2.5 2 4 4.5 92 3 2.3 Ql 4 
22 ID 
66. Preparation of documentation and cash for banking 2.5 2.8 3.8 4.5 93 2.8 2.5 Ql 4 
22 ID 
67. Maintenance of accurate guest accounts 3 3 4.5 4.5 93 3.3 4 Ql 4.5 
22 DO 
Table 11. Activities of the cashiers 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Act 
68. Receiving payments 1.8 1.8 3.3 3 43 2.8 2 DO 4 
22 DO 
69. Posting charges such as restaurant bills and 2.8 1.8 4.3 4.3 42 2.8 2.3 I I 3.3 
telephone calls to guest accounts (PMS often used for 22 I I 
POS) 
70. Making change 2 1.5 2 2 2 1.8 2.8 DO 2.5 
25 DO 
22 
71. Cashing checi(S 2 1.8 2.8 2.3 2 2 2.8 DO 2.8 
25 DO 
22 
72. Exchanging foreign currency 2 2 2.8 3.5 2 2 2.8 DO 2.5 
25 DO 
22 
73. Issuing safety deposit boxes 2.3 1.8 1.8 2.5 25 1.3 2.5 DO 2.5 
22 DO 
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7 4. Reconciling all cashier transactions (Matching of 2.5 2 3.5 4 92 2.5 1.5 l IQ 3.8 
all charges to the correct accounts) 22 ID 
75. Co-ordinating with other departments 1.5 3 2 3 9 1 1.8 2 IQ 3 
82 I I 
76. Assisting the cashier supervisor 1 2.3 1.5 2.5 8 1 1.8 1.5 IQ 2 
22 I I 
Table 12. Activities of the mail & information clerks 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Ac 
78. Placing mail and messages for guests in 1.5 2 1.8 2.5 2 1 2 2.5 Dl 2.8 
numbered mailboxes 2 1 DD 
79. Maintaining a data bank with the names and 3 2.5 4.3 4 9 1 4 3.5 I I 3.5 
addresses of current guests, their room numbers, the 2 1 IQ 
status of their accounts, and considerable additional 
information 
80. Providing information about goods, hotel services, 2.5 3.3 3.5 4.5 2 3.3 4.3 DO 3.8 
and local facilities 25 QD 
8 1 
81. Assisting visitors in finding the guests 1.8 3 2.5 3 25 2.5 3.3 DD 3 
8 1 QD 
82. Verifying the room numbers of guests who have 2.3 2.3 3 3.3 92 3 1.8 IQ 3.3 
signed guest checl<s in the restaurant or bar 2 1 ID 
83. Counting the number of rooms vacant and to be 2.3 1.3 3.7 4.3 2 1 3.7 2.7 I I 3.7 *Can be 
vacant 2 I activities of 
the front desk 
supervisor 
84. Advising housekeepers to clean the vacant rooms 2 2.3 2.7 3.7 82 3.3 3 IQ 2.7 *Can be 
1 I activities of 
the front desl< 
supervisor 
85. Counting the number of registered guests and 3 2.3 3.7 4.3 92 3.7 2.3 I I 2.3 *Can be 
calculating the percentage of guest rooms occupied 2 I activities of 
the front desk 
supervisor 
Table 13. Activities of the telephone operators 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Act 
86. Receiving calls 2.8 3.3 3.3 2.8 51 1.8 3.5 DD 3.8 
22 DO 
87. Placing calls (local and /or long-distance) for 2.3 2.8 3.8 2.8 52 2.3 3 Dl 2.8 
guests and staff 22 DD 
88. Tracking and relaying charges to be recorded on 2.8 2 4.3 3.5 92 2.5 2.5 IQ 3.8 
guests' account 1 2 ID 
89. Maldng wake-up calls by the morning telephone 2.3 2.5 3.3 2.5 55 2 3.5 D 3 *Automated 
operators 1 2 Dl I vs non-
D automated 
call make 
system 
90. Monitoring automated systems 3 2 3.3 2.8 72 2.5 1.8 IQ 1.8 
37 I I 
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91. Co-ordinating emergency communication systems 3 3 3.5 3.3 92 2.3 2.5 QQ 2.3 
37 DO 
92. Sending and receiving fax messages 2.5 1.8 3 2 55 1.8 3.3 DO 2.8 
32 QD 
93. Assisting the front desk clerk and cashier when 1 2.5 1 2.3 8 2 2.5 ID 2 
necessary 25 Ql 
1 2 
Table 14. Activities of the concierges 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 
ｾ＠
Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
94. Conducting him/herself in a professional manner at 1 3 1 1.8 55 1.3 3.8 ID 3 
all times, reflecting the high standards of the company 25 DO 
95. Maintaining a clean, well-groomed appearance in 1.5 2.8 1 1.3 52 1.3 3.5 I I 3 
uniform; 95-1. maintaining a clean well-organised 22 DO 
work area 
96. Assisting guests at the concierge desk and over 1.8 3 2 2.8 5 1.8 3.8 DO 4.3 
the telephone, prior to arrival, during their stay, and 15 DO 
after departure 22 
97. Greeting and chatting with returning guests, and 1.3 3.3 1 2.3 55 1.8 4 DO 3.8 
accompanying a valued guest to the front desk 25 QD 
98. Keeping abreast of all facilities and events in the 2 2.5 2 4 5 1.8 3.5 IQ 2.8 
hotel by reviewing memos, message, special-attraction 25 I I 
lists, function sheets, arrival sheets, arrival/departure 22 lists, etc. 
99. Maintaining contacts with other businesses in the 1.5 2.8 2.3 4.3 5 2 3.8 I I 3 
areas, including restaurants, airlines, ground 45 01 
transportation agencies, theatres, clubs, entertainment 25 
events (securing reservations, obtaining tickets, 
ordering taxis and limousines) 
1 00. Maintaining contacts with other concierges in the 1.3 2 1.5 3.8 55 2 2.8 I I 2.5 
city and the company 25 I I 
101. Handling mail, messages, deliveries and rentals 1.3 2 2.5 3.3 5 1 1.8 3.3 Dl 3.3 
22 DO 
102. Maintaining an inventory of stamps and 1.8 1.8 2.3 2.3 22 1.8 2 IQ 2.3 
stationery and knows postage rates for domestic and 22 ID 
foreign shipments 
1 03. Handling/reporting guests' complaints & 1.5 3.3 1.3 3.8 55 1.8 4.5 DQ 4.8 
problems 25 DO 
104. Performing and hiring out secretarial work, such 2.3 2 2 2 52 1.8 2.8 I I 2.8 
as photocopying, typing, and telexing for guests 22 ID 
1 05. Keeping current on all city attractions, 1.8 2.5 2 4.8 5 1.8 3.5 I I 3.3 
transportation schedules, entertainment calendars, 45 Dl 
recreational charters and rentals, and related services 25 to guests 
1 06. Arranging and booking tours and special 1.8 2.3 2.5 4 55 2 3.5 DO 3.5 
attractions 22 DO 
107. Arranging services such as baby-sitting, 2.3 2.5 1.8 3.5 55 2 3.8 DD 2.8 
shipping, courier dispatches, luggage repair, sewing 22 DO 
1 08. Supplying guests with emergency needs for 2 2.5 1.3 2 55 1.8 4 DO 3.3 
toiletries, umbrellas, disposable razors and 22 ID 
toothbrushes etc. 
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109. Organising and booking onward travel 2 2.3 2.8 4.3 53 2 3.8 DO 3.8 
arrangements 23 DO 
11 0. Supervising doormen, bellmen, page boys, and 1.5 3 1.5 2 82 1.8 2.8 I I 2.8 
valet parl<ing 82 I I 
111 . Ordering taxis or limousines 1.5 2 1.5 2.8 53 1.5 3.5 01 2.8 
22 DO 
112. Maintaining a daily log book 1 1 1 3.3 22 1.3 2 QQ 1.5 
22 I I 
113. Making arrangements to replace lost credit cards 2.3 2 1.8 3.3 55 1.8 3 DO 2.3 
22 ID 
114. Suggesting a jogging route 1 2.3 1 2.3 55 1.5 3.3 DO 2.5 
2 1 10 
115. Teaching all front office staff 2.3 4 2.3 3.7 82 2.5 3.3 IQ 3.3 
88 Ql 
116. Performing some of the front desk supervisor's 1.5 2.8 2 2.5 82 1.8 2.5 I I 2.5 
duties 21 I I 
117. Inspecting and showing rooms when a heavy 1.5 2.3 1.3 2 55 1.8 2.8 DO 2.8 
check-in in progress 2 1 10 
118. Checking out on behalf of special guests like 2 2.8 3.3 3.5 53 2.5 3.5 DO 2.8 
cashiers 2 1 QD 
119. Contacting the other departments to solve 1.5 2.8 1.5 3 92 2 2.5 IQ 2.5 
problems 2 1 Ql 
120. Organising special functions such as VIP cocktail 2.7 4 1.7 3 25 3 4 10 3.7 
parties 2 D 
121. Taking orders for guests' morning papers and 1.8 2.3 1.5 2.3 55 2 3 DO 2.5 
calls 2 1 DO 
122. Keeping a watch on the front office area for 1.3 1.8 1.3 2 92 2 2.3 I I 2.3 
security 2 1 10 
95-1. Maintaining a clean, well-organised work area 3 2 2 2 9 2 3 I 3 
Table 15. Activities of the housekeeping manager 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Act 
123. Co-operating with other departments 1 3.8 2.5 3.3 92 1.5 2.3 I I 2.8 
22 I I 
124. engagement, dismissal and 124-1. welfare of 2 4.5 1.5 3 88 2.3 2.8 I I 3.3 
staff 28 I I 
125. scheduling deployment, supervision, control and 2.5 4.5 3 4 88 3.5 3.3 I I 4 
125-1. training of staff 28 DO 
126. compilation of duty rosters, holiday lists and wage 1.8 4 3.3 4.3 88 2.8 2.8 I I 3.3 
sheets 28 ID 
127. making periodic inspections of the cleanliness 2.5 2.5 1.8 3 22 3 3.3 QQ 3.5 
and hygiene of the hotel and establishing their 22 QD 
standards 
128. completion and/or checking of room occupancy 2.5 1.8 3 4 22 2.3 2.5 IQ 3.3 
lists 22 DO 
129. dealing with guests' complaints and requests 2.3 3.8 1.3 3 55 2 4.3 DO 4.8 
25 DO 
130. reporting and checking of all maintenance work 2.5 2.8 2.5 3.3 22 2.5 2.8 QQ 3.5 
22 10 
131 . control and supervision of the work of the linen 2.8 2.8 1.8 2.3 88 2.3 2.3 IQ 2.3 
room and possibly an in-house laundry 22 10 
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132. dealing with lost property 1.5 1.8 1.8 3 55 
22 
133. control of all keys in the department 2.5 1.8 2.8 3.3 22 
22 
134. prevention of fire and other accidents in the 3 1.8 3.3 3.8 22 
department 22 
135. care of the sicl< and the provision of first aid for 2.3 2 1.5 2.3 55 
staff and guests 22 
136. ordering and control of stores, equipment etc., in 3 2.3 3.5 3.5 1 1 
the department 26 
137. being willing to advise on the interior design of the 2.5 1.8 1.5 3.3 22 
rooms, cleaning and associated contracts, pest control 22 
138. keeping inventories and records of equipment, 3 2 3.5 4.5 22 
redecoration and any other relevant details of the 22 
department 
139. floral decorations 3.3 1.5 1 1.8 22 
52 
140. motivating and communicating staff 1.3 4.5 1.3 2.8 88 
88 
141 . assisting with garden maintenance 2.8 2 1.8 2 22 
22 
142. managing the hotel's anti-waste and recycling 3.5 2.3 3 2.8 22 
programme 22 
143. keeping a good relationship with suppliers 1.8 3.3 1.5 3 6 1 
26 
144. obtaining survival-fluency in foreign languages 1.5 2.5 1 2.8 55 
85 
145. l<eeping abreast of new ideas and techniques 1.5 2 1.3 4 58 
through trade journals and continuing education 88 
courses 
124-1 . Welfare of staff 1 4 1 2 8 
125-1. Training of staff 2.5 4.5 3 3.5 88 
Table 16. Activities of the assistant housekeeping 
manager 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 
Act 
146. aiding the housekeeping manager in the smooth 1.3 2.8 1.8 3 92 
running of the hotel 22 
147. relieving the housel<eeping manager on days off 1 2.5 1.3 3 92 
22 
148. staff training 2.5 3.5 2 3.5 88 
88 
149. ordering of stores 3.3 1.8 2.8 3.5 6 
12 
26 
150. responsibility for the housemen 1.5 2.3 1 2.3 88 
82 
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Table 17. Activities of the room supervisor 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Acti 
151 . supervising room attendants 1.3 4 1.8 2.3 88 2.3 2.5 I I 3.3 
88 DO 
152. verifying that rooms have been properly cleaned 2.5 2.5 3 4 2 3 4 QQ 3.8 
and meet the standards established for the property 23 QD 
22 
153. reporting it ready for occupancy-by informing the 1.5 2.3 2.8 4 2 1 2.3 2.3 I I 3.5 
front office directly (in small hotels) or reporting it via 22 DO 
the housekeeping manager 
Table 18. Activities of the room attendants 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
A 
154. removing all soiled linen and towels and replacing 2.8 1.8 1.3 1.5 2,3, 2.5 2.5 01 2.8 
them with fresh ones 2,2 DO 
155. making the beds 2 2 1 1.3 22 2.3 2.3 Dl 3 
22 DO 
156. cleaning the bathroom 3.3 2.3 1.3 1.3 22 2.3 3 Dl 3.3 
22 DO 
157. vacuuming the bedroom and sitting room 2.8 2.3 2 1.3 22 2.5 2.8 Dl 3 
22 DO 
158. dusting/polishing furniture or fine antique furniture 3 2 1.5 1.5 22 2.5 2.5 Dl 3 
(luxury hotels) 22 DO 
159. cleaning mirrors 2.3 1.8 1 1 22 2.3 2.3 01 2.8 
22 DO 
160. emptying wastebaskets 1.5 1.5 1 1 22 2.3 2.5 Dl 3.3 
22 DO 
161. replenishing supplies of tissue, toilet paper, 3 2.3 1.5 2 2 1 3 2.8 Dl 3 
matches, laundry bags, soap, and such amenities as 22 DO 
shampoo, hair conditioner, and shower caps 
162. checking electric lights, televisions, clock radios, 2.8 2.5 2.3 2.5 2 1 2.8 2.8 OQ 3.3 
heating/cooling units, hair dryers, shoeshine machines, 22 DO 
and other devices 
163. washing ashtrays 1.5 1.8 1 1.3 22 2.3 2.8 Dl 3.3 
22 DO 
164. replenishing supplies for in-room coffee- and tea- 3 2 1.3 1.8 2 1 2.8 2.5 Dl 3 
making devices 22 DO 
165. restocl<ing supplies for in-room bars 3.3 2 2 2 2 1 3 2.8 01 3 
22 DO 
166. reporting items used from an in-room bar to the 1.8 2.3 2.8 3 23 3 2.3 I I 2.8 
front office for billing purposes 22 DD 
167. checking the guestroom for broken appliances, 2.3 2.3 1 2.3 2 1 2.5 2.8 QQ 2.8 
damaged shades or blinds, leaky faucets, and the 22 DO 
number of hangers in closets 
168. arranging fresh flowers in rooms daily (luxury 2.8 2.3 1 1.5 22 2.8 3 Dl 2.8 
hotels) 22 DO 
169. checking the bed and blankets for damage 2.3 1.8 1 1.3 23 2.5 2.3 QQ 2.8 
22 DO 
170. checking closets and drawers for items forgotten 1.8 2.5 1 1.8 23 2.3 3 Ql 3.3 
by guests 22 DO 
171. reporting to the supervisor about any rooms that 1.3 2 1.5 2.8 22 2.3 2.8 I I 2 
refused service or requested later service 22 DO 
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172. cleaning the rooms of the living-in staff 2.3 1.8 1.3 1.3 22 2.3 1.3 I I 2 
22 DO 
173. looking after the ladies' powder room 2 2.3 1.3 1.5 22 2 1.8 I I 2.5 
22 DO 
Table 19. Activities of the houseperson supervisor 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 QB Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Ac 
17 4. supervising housepersons 1.3 3.5 1.3 2.3 88 2 1.5 IQ 2.3 
22 10 
175. distributing cleaning and guestroom supplies 2.3 1.8 1.8 2.3 22 2 2.3 I I 2.5 
22 10 
176. co-ordinating all activities and daily work 1.5 2.5 2 3.3 82 1.8 1.8 I I 2.3 
assignments from other housel<eeping sectors lil<e the 22 ID 
linen room 
Table 20. Activities of the housepersons 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Ac 
177. keeping each floor's linen storage closet stocked 2.3 1.8 1.3 2.3 26 1.8 1.8 I I 2 
with the necessary types of linen 1 2 ID 
178. co-operating with room attendants 1.3 2.3 1.3 2.3 82 1.8 1.8 I I 1.8 
22 ID 
179. cleaning all hallway carpets and maintaining the 3.3 1.8 2.3 1.8 22 2.5 2.8 OQ 2.5 
general cleanliness of public areas (offices, public 22 ID 
rooms, bathrooms and ladies' cloakrooms), toilets, 
lounges, service corridors, and sometimes restaurants 
and bars 
180. carpet cleaning with heavy-duty vacuum cleaners 3.3 1.8 2.3 1.3 22 2.8 2.5 DQ 2.5 
and shampooers 22 10 
181. cleaning walls, baseboards, and windows 3 1.8 1.5 1.3 22 2 2.5 Dl 2.5 
22 ID 
182. moving furniture for more thorough cleaning 2.3 1.5 1 1.5 22 2 2 Dl 2.5 
22 ID 
183. turning mattresses 1.3 1.5 1 1.3 22 1.5 1.5 Dl 1.8 
22 10 
184. removing rubbish 1.3 1.5 1 1 22 1.5 1.5 01 2 
22 10 
Table 21. Activities of the laundry supervisor 
Q2 Q3 Q4 QS Q6 Q7 QB Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Ac 
185. liaison with other departments to ensure that 1.5 2.8 2 3.3 2 1 2.8 1.8 IQ 2.3 
laundry is supplied in correct quantity and quality 22 10 
186. staff recruitment,186-1 . training and welfare 1.8 4.3 1.8 3.3 88 3 3 I I 2.8 
28 I I 
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187. order of supplies 2.5 2.3 2.5 3.8 66 2.8 2.5 I I 3 
26 10 
188. arranging machine maintenance 3.8 2 2.8 3 27 2.8 2.3 IQ 3.3 
27 10 
189. cleanliness of the laundry 2 2 1.8 2.5 22 2 1.8 I I 2 
22 10 
190. efficient laundry production 2.5 2.5 3.5 3 22 2.8 2.3 I I 3 
22 10 
186-1. Staff training 3 5 4 4 8 4 5 I 5 
Table 22. Activities of the laundry attendants 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Act 
191 . collecting and delivering guest laundry/soft 2.8 2.3 1.8 2 25 2.3 3 01 3 
furnishings and dry cleaning 22 ID 
192. sorting, tagging, laundering and then finishing 2.8 2.3 2.3 2 22 2.3 1.5 Dl 2.3 
articles of clothing and other items 22 ID 
193. sorting dirty linen, stain removal, loading the 2 1.8 2.3 2 22 2.8 1.8 Dl 2.3 
machines and ensuring the correct washing 22 ID 
programmes 
194. folding and ironing linen 2.3 2 2.5 1.3 22 2.3 2.3 Dl 2.3 
22 ID 
195. posting the charge vouchers to the guests' 2 2.3 2.8 2.5 93 2 2.3 I I 2.5 
account and the night auditor 22 ID 
Table 23. Activities of the linen supervisor 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Activ 
196. receiving linen several times throughout the day 2 1.8 2 2 2 1 2 1.5 I I 2.3 
as it is processed by the laundry and delivered 22 10 
197. inspection of linens for burns, tears, fading, etc., 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.8 22 2 2 QQ 2.5 
maintaining standards outlined to you with samples 22 10 
198. stocl<ing of linens on shelves according to size, 2.5 1.3 1.5 1.8 2 1 2.3 1.8 I I 2.3 
colour and use 22 10 
199. issuing linen only for the amount requisitioned 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.5 23 2 1.3 Ql 2 
that day 22 ID 
200. communications with laundry manager for a 1.8 2.3 2 3 22 2 1.8 Ql 2.5 
specially requested quantity, colour or size linen that is 22 ID 
in short supply or not available on the shelf when 
requested 
201 . issuing only the linens designated for each 1.5 2 1.8 2.5 23 2 1.3 Ql 2.3 
facility's use 22 ID 
202. remove all linens requiring repairs to the sewing 2 1.5 1.5 2 22 2 1.8 IQ 2.3 
room 22 10 
203. adequately control , and give proper attention to, 2.3 2 2.3 3 23 2 1.8 Ql 2.5 
the issuance of linen 22 ID 
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Table 24. Activities of the linen attendants 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 QB Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Ac 
204. aiding the linen keepers with their responsibilities 1.3 2.3 1.3 1.8 82 1.5 1.5 I I 1.8 
and relieve on days off 22 I I 
205. repairing linen, bedding, soft furnishings and 2.5 1.8 1.5 1.5 22 2 2.3 DQ 2 
uniforms 22 ID 
206. making special items such as skirtings for a 2.8 1.8 2 1.8 2 1 2.8 1.8 Dl 1.8 
buffet table, or remaking damaged table clothes etc. 22 ID 
207. storing and issuing bed, bath, restaurant and 2.8 2 1.8 2.5 22 2.3 1.5 Dl 2.5 
banquet linens 22 ID 
208. storing and issuing uniforms 2.8 2 1.8 2.5 26 2.5 2 I I 2 
22 ID 
209. storing and issuing housekeeping supplies 2.5 2 1.8 2.5 26 2.8 1.5 01 2.5 
22 ID 
Table 25. Activities of the reservations manager 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 QB Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Ac 
21 0. supervising reservationists on various aspects of 1.3 3.8 3 3.8 82 2.8 3.5 IQ 3.8 
reservations 22 DO 
211. taking incoming requests for rooms and noting 2.8 3.3 4.5 4.3 1 5 3.5 4.3 DO 4.3 
special requests for service 2 1 DO 
212. providing the guest with requested information 2 3.5 4 4.8 25 3 4.8 DO 4.5 
and services as well as accurate confirmation of these 22 DO 
items 
213. keeping an accurate room inventory by using a 3.5 3.3 4.8 5 9 1 3.3 3.8 I I 4.8 
reservation module of a property management system 22 DO 
214. communicating effectively with the marketing and 1.8 4 3.3 3.5 49 2.8 4 I I 3.8 
sales department and discussing sales planning 44 Dl 
Table 26. Activities of the reservationists 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Activ 
215. responding to requests for accommodations from 3 3.3 3.5 4.5 1 1 2.3 4.3 DO 4.5 
potential guests 2 1 DO 
216. recording some information quickly, such as 2.8 3.5 4.3 4.8 21 3 4.5 DO 4.5 
name, address, dates to be reserved, room type, rate, 2 1 DO 
arrival time, payment method, telephone number on the 
paper form or in a computer terminal 
217. requiring deposits before confirming reservations 2.3 3.3 3.8 4 1 1 2.5 3.5 DO 3.8 
or asking credit card numbers when a customers make 2 1 DO 
their reservations 
218. adding new reservations to those already in the 3.5 3 4.3 4.8 1 1 2.8 4 10 3.8 
system, and allowing for easy access to the 2 1 DO 
accumulated reservations 
219. providing a detailed list of guests and their 2.5 3.3 4.3 5 1 1 2.5 3.8 I I 3.8 
requirements on the day arrival to the front office on 22 DO 
duty 
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220. keeping exact records regarding the status of 2.5 3 4.5 5 21 3 4.3 QQ 4.3 
guestrooms and making sure that future dates are not 22 DO 
overbool<ed 
221. co-operating with sales and marketing personnel 2 3.5 3.3 4.3 4 1 2.5 3.5 I I 3.3 
when large groups are booked into a hotel 24 01 
222. supporting the front office management's efforts 1.8 3.5 3.8 4.5 4 1 2.3 4.3 I I 4.5 
to attain a full house 24 DO 
223. cancelling reservations 1.8 2.3 3.8 4.3 1 1 2.3 3.3 DD 3 
2 1 DD 
Table 27. Activities of the uniformed service manager 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 QB Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Ac 
224. supervision of bell and doormen and page boys 1.3 3.8 1.8 2.5 88 1.8 2.3 IQ 2.8 
22 ID 
225. arranging guests' theatre or tour tickets 2 3.3 2.3 3 55 2 3.8 DD 3 
22 DD 
226. ordering taxis for guests 1.5 2 1.5 2.5 55 1.5 3 DO 2.5 
22 DO 
227. keeping a watch on the front office area for 1.3 1.8 2 2.3 92 2.3 2.3 I I 2.3 
security 22 DD 
228. taking orders for guests' morning papers and 1.8 2.3 1.5 2.8 55 1.8 2.8 DD 3 
early calls 22 DD 
Table 28. Activities of the doormen 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 QB Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Act 
229. greeting guests and helping to unload their 1.3 3.3 1 2 5 1.8 3.5 DD 3.5 
luggage 15 DO 
22 
230. guarding the luggage of arriving and departing 1.3 2 1.3 1.5 5 1.8 2.5 DO 2.5 
guests and assisting the bellman in handling baggage 15 DO 
22 
231 . summoning taxis, limousines or airport vans for 1.8 2.3 1.3 2 55 1.5 3.3 DO 3 
customers 22 DO 
232. helping guests in and out of their vehicles and 1.3 3 1 1.8 55 1.5 3.5 DO 3.3 
advising guests upon car parking facilities 22 DO 
233. informing customers on points of interest and 1.8 3 1.3 2.8 55 1.8 3.5 DO 3.3 
locations of buildings 25 OD 
234. watching the front area of the premises 1 1.5 2 2 92 1.8 2.3 I I 2.3 
22 ID 
235. deterring undesirable persons from entering 1.3 2 1.3 1.8 92 2 2.3 I I 2.3 
22 ID 
236. co-operating with staff in the concierge's section 1.3 2.3 1.5 2.5 8 2 2 I I 2.5 
92 ID 
22 
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Table 29. Activities of the bellmen 
Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Suggestions 
Act 
237. receiving the room slips and the key from the front 1.8 2 1.3 2.3 2 1 2 1.5 I I 2.3 
desk (the front bellman) 22 10 
238. checl<ing to see if the guest has any mail or 1.5 2.3 1.8 2.5 2 1.8 2.8 10 3.3 
messages 15 DO 
22 
239. carrying the baggage and escorting the guest to 2.5 2.5 1 1.5 5 1.8 3.3 DO 3.5 
the elevator and to his room 15 DO 
22 
240. checl<ing the room for orderliness and proper 2.8 1.8 1.3 2 2 2.3 2.5 QD 3.3 
functioning of the lights, television, and other 15 Ql 
equipment 22 D 
241. providing information on hotel services and room 2.8 2.8 1.3 3.3 5 2 3.3 DO 3.5 
amenities 15 DO 
25 
242. answering any questions such as the hours of 1.8 2.8 1.3 3.8 5 1.8 3.5 DO 3.5 
operation of the hotel's restaurants, lounges, and other 15 DO 
facilities including the local community 25 
243. leaving the key and guest rooming slip in the room 1.3 2 1.5 1.8 2 1 1.5 2.3 DO 2.8 
22 DO 
244. reporting anything out of the ordinary they may 1.3 1.8 1 2.5 92 1.5 2.5 IIQ 2.5 
observe 22 10 
245. assisting the departing guest with his luggage 1.5 2.8 1.3 1.8 5 1.5 3.3 DO 3.5 
35 DO 
23 
246. making photocopies and 246-1.delivering 1.8 1.8 2.3 2.5 25 2.3 2.8 DO 3 
messages faxes, 12ackages or flowers 22 DO 
247. paging guests 2.3 2.5 2.3 2.3 55 2 2.8 DO 2.8 
22 DO 
248. carrying baggage on room changes 1.3 2.3 1 1.8 5 1.5 3.3 DO 3.5 
25 DO 
22 
249. showing rooms to customers or conducting group 2.3 2.5 1.3 2.5 54 1.8 2.8 DO 3.3 
tours through the hotel 25 DO 
250. assisting concierge staff as needed 1.3 2.5 1.3 2 89 1.5 2.5 I I 2.5 
22 ID 
251 . maintaining clean lobby area 1.8 1.8 1.5 1.8 22 1.5 2.3 IQ 3 
22 10 
252. relieving door attendant during meal breaks 1.5 2 1.3 2 82 1.5 2 I I 2.3 
22 10 
253. lool<ing after flags as instructed by manager 1.5 1.5 1.3 1.8 24 1.8 1.3 IQ 1.5 
22 ID 
254. entering every service provided in a log book 1.5 1.3 1.5 2.3 22 1.5 1.3 Ql 1.8 
22 I I 
246-1 . Delivering messages, faxes, packages or 2 3 3 3 5 4 4 D 3 
flowers 
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Appendix 12. Questionnaire results from the hotel 
managers 
I. THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE IN THE STRATEGIC PROCESS 
Meaning Ratings 
Not at all useful 1 
Only somewhat useful 2 
Average in use 3 
Quite useful 4 
Ve1y useful 5 
1. THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE FOR EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 
1.1 . PEST analysis: (Macro-environmental analysis) 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shilla Swiss ratings Average of the Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand of tire factor's s Seoul Seoul factor ratings 
Political environment (within the hotel) 2 4 4 4 3 3.4 
(outside of the hotel) 2 3 4 3 2 2.8 3.1 
Economical environment (within the hotel) 2 4 4 4 1 3.0 
(outside of the hotel) 4 3 3 2 1 2.6 2.8 
Socio-cultural environment (within the hotel) 3 5 4 4 2 3.6 
(outside of the hotel) 3 2 2 3 1 2.2 2.9 
Technological environment (within the 3 4 3 2 2 2.8 
hotel) 
(outside of the hotel) 4 3 2 2 2 2.6 2.7 
Individual hotel's rating 2.9 3.5 3.3 3.0 1.8 
Average rating on the whole 2.9 
1.2. Five forces analysis (in the hospitality industry): (Micro-environmental analysis) 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss ratings s Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand of the Comments Seoul Seoul factor 
Threat of new entrants 4 5 3 3 2 3.4 
Bargaining power of suppliers 4 5 4 2 1 3.2 
Bargaining power of buyers 4 5 2 5 1 3.4 
Threat of substitutes 4 5 2 3 1 3.0 
Intensity of rivalry 4 5 3 5 1 3.6 
Individual hotel's rating 4.0 5.0 2.8 3.6 1.2 
Average rating on the whole 3.3 
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2. THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE FOR INTERNAL ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 
2.1. Soft factors analysis 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss ratings s Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand oft11e Comments Seoul Seoul factor 
Leadership 5 3 3 4 3 3.6 
Culture 5 5 4 4 3 4.2 
Politics 4 5 4 3 3 3.8 
Individual hotel's rating 4.7 4.3 3.7 3.7 3.0 
Average rating on the whole 3.9 
2.2. Hard factors analysis 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss ratings Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand of tile Comments s Seoul Seoul factor 
Technology 5 5 3 1 3 3.4 
Production costs 4 5 2 2 2 3.0 
Business growth 4 4 4 2 2 3.2 
Structure 4 4 5 4 3 4.0 
Individual hotel's rating 4.3 4.5 3.5 2.3 2.5 
Average rating on the whole 3.4 
3. THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE FOR MISSIONS & OBJECTIVES 
3.1. Missions 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss ratings Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand oftl1e Comments s Seoul Seoul factor 
The rooms divisional level 3 5 3 2 4 3.4 
The hotel level 4 4 3 2 3 3.2 
Individual hotel's rating 3.5 4.5 3 2 3.5 
Average rating on the whole 3.3 
3.2. Objectives 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss ratings Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand of tile Comments s Seoul Seoul factor 
The rooms divisional level 3 5 4 2 3 3.4 
The hotel level 4 4 4 2 3 3.4 
lndividua/11ote/'s rating 3.5 4.5 4.0 2.0 3.0 
Average rating on the whole 3.4 
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4. THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE FOR STRATEGIES 
4.1. Functional level strategies 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss ratings Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand oft!Je Comments s Seoul Seoul factor 
Firm infrastructure - - - - - - Not available 
Human resource management 3.8 4.5 3.3 3.7 2.8 3.6 
Technology development - - - - - - Not av.ailable 
Procurement - - - - - - Not available 
Inbound logistics 5 4 3 3.5 - 3.9 
Operations 5 3.5 3 2 2 3.1 
Outbound logistics - - - - - - Not available 
Marketing & sales 5 3.5 2.8 3 2 3.3 
Services 4.8 4.5 2.5 2.3 2 3.2 
Individual hotel's rating 4.7 4.0 2.9 2.9 2.2 
Average rating on the whole 3.4 
* Refer the page of "THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE FOR FUNCTIONAL STRATEGIES" 
4.2. Business level strategies (The rooms division level) 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss ratings s Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand oft/Je Comments Seoul Seoul factor 
Achieving missions 4 4.5 3.2 3 2.3 3.4 
Achieving objectives 4.3 3.7 3 2.5 2 3.1 
Individual hotel's rating 4.2 4.1 3.1 2.8 2.2 
Average rating on the whole 3.3 
4.3. Company (Multibusiness) level strategies (The hotel level) 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss ratings Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand oft/Je Comments s Seoul Seoul factor 
Achieving missions 4 4.5 2.7 3 2 3.2 
Achieving objectives 3.7 4.3 3.5 3.5 2.3 3.5 
Individual hotel's rating 3.9 4.4 3.1 3.3 2.2 
Average rating on the whole 3.4 
4.4. Multicompany level strategies (The group level) 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shilla Swiss ratings Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand of tire Comments s Seoul Seoul factor 
Achieving missions 4 - - 3 1 2.7 
Achieving objectives 3.8 - - 3.5 1 2.8 
Individual hotel's rating 3.9 - - 3.3 1 
Average rating on the whole 2.7 
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5. THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE FOR STRATEGIC IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1. Action plans 
-
Average 
For missions For objectives ratings of tile 
factor 
Structure 3.8 3.6 3.7 
Incentives 3.1 3.4 3.3 
Motivation 3 3.5 3.3 
Average rating on Action plans 3.3 3.5 3.4 
5.1.1. Action plans for missions 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss ratings s Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand of tire Comments Seoul Seoul factor 
Structure 3.7 5 3 3.3 - 3.8 
Incentives 3.3 4.3 2.7 2 - 3.1 
Motivation 2.3 4.7 3 2 - 3.0 
Individual hotel's rating 3.1 4.7 2.9 2.4 -
Average rating on missions 3.3 
5.1.2. Action plans for objectives 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss ratings Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand of tile Comments s Seoul Seoul factor 
Structure 3.3 5 3 2.7 - 3.5 
Incentives 3 5 3 2.7 - 3.4 
Motivation 3.3 5 3.5 2 - 3.5 
Individual hotel's rating 3.2 5.0 3.2 2.5 -
Average rating on objectives 3.5 
5.2. Evaluation & control 
-
Average 
For missions For objectives ratings of tire 
factor 
Performance measurement 3.7 4 3.8 
Chage management {a new strategy) 2.6 3 2.8 
Average rating on Evaluation & Control 3.1 3.5 3.3 
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5.2.1. Evaluation & control for missions 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shilla Swiss ratings s Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand of tile Comments Seoul Seoul factor 
Performance measurement 3 4.7 3 4 - 3.7 
Change management (a new strategy) 2.7 3 2.7 2 - 2.6 
Individual hotel's rating 2.9 3.9 2.9 3.0 -
Average rating on missions 3.1 
5.2.2. Evaluation & control for objectives 
ｾ＠ Average Hilton Hilton Holiday Shilla Swiss ratings Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand of tile Comments s Seoul Seoul factor 
Performance measurement 4 5 3.5 3.7 4 4.0 
Change management (a new strategy) 3 4 3 2 3 3.0 
Individual hotel's rating 3.5 4.5 3.3 2.9 3.5 
Average rating on objectives 3.5 
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II. THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE FOR FUNCTIONAL LEVEL STRATEGIES 
<HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES> 
ｾ＠ Finding Average ratings of Objectives Finding cost differentiation the value chain's advantages advantages use 
Designing jobs of the busi.ness centre & 4 3 
the front desk (reducing jobs) 
Hilton Unifying the training system (3 steps to 5 3 3.8 
Seoul 1 step: time & money reduced up to 1/3) 
Developing communication 4 5 
Hilton Reducing labour cost 5 4 4.5 
Kyongju 
Improving service quality 3 4 
Holiday Reducing labour cost 2 4 3.3 
Inn Seoul 
Intensifying on-going training for 3 4 
providing qualified service and lowering 
turnover 
Shill a Recruiting qualified human resources 3 4 3.7 
Seoul 
Manning right human assets at right 4 4 
I places 
Interdepartmental co-operation 2 3 
Swiss Reducing labour cost 3 3 2.8 
Grand 
Seoul 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 3.5 3.7 3.6 
<INBOUND LOGISTICS STRATEGIES> 
ｾ＠ Finding Average ratings of Objectives Finding cost differentiation the value chain's advantages advantages use 
Combining reservation, reception & 5 5 
cashier job with the new Fidelio system 
Hilton Sharing the new system between the 5 5 5.0 
Seoul business centre and the PBX (private 
branch exchange) telephone operators 
Hilton In room supply 4 4 4.0 
Kyongju 
Increasing occupancy rate 3 4 
Holiday Improving service and facilities quality 2 3 3.0 
Inn Seoul 
Increasing customers' satisfaction 2 4 
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Maintaining the best room occupancy 2 5 
and daily average rate 
Shilla Installing a cutting-edgy informational 2 2 3.5 
Seoul cummunication system 
Providing an accurate and speedy 5 5 
respond 
Swiss No comment. 
Grand 
Seoul 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 3.3 4.1 3.9 
<OPERATIONS STRATEGIES> 
ｾ＠ Finding Average ratings of Objectives Finding cost differentiation the value chain's advantages advantages use 
Multi-role staff (front office) dealing with 5 5 
multi-job (check-in+ check-out): job 
integration, fast service 
Hilton Multi-rote staff (front office) extending 5 5 5.0 
Seoul their duties to the sates manager and 
assistant manager's jobs: job 
integration, fast service 
Hilton Providing quality service 3 4 3.5 
Kyongju 
Accurate operation 2 3 
Holiday Increasing customers• satisfaction 2 4 3.0 
Inn Seoul 
Providing accurate information 3 4 
Levelling up service skills 4 4 
Shill a Maintaining a system to find out guests' 1 1 2.0 
Seoul need and want daily 
Implementing good complaint-handling 1 1 
skills 
Achieving 100% occupancy 2 2 
Swiss Increasing beverage cheque 2 2 2.0 
Grand 
Seoul 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 2.7 3.2 3.1 
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<MARKETING & SALES STRATEGIES> 
ｾ＠ Finding Average ratings of Objectives Finding cost differentiation the value chain's advantages advantages use 
Sharing opportunities to meet corporate 5 5 
guests and local committee leaders with 
the sales manager (introducing the front 
office manager} 
Hilton Planning & participating in the delivery 5 5 5.0 
Seoul of marketing programmes (pragmatic 
!plans) 
Allowing the experienced front office 5 5 
staff to conduct the sales manager's job 
(better sales and profit, personal 
development sl<ill} 
Hilton Maximising room sales & revenue 2 5 3.5 
Kyongju 
Increasing profitability 2 2 
Holiday Expanding the market 3 3 2.8 
Inn Seoul 
Planning a successful marketing 3 4 
!promotion 
Promoting the best guest categories 2 4 
Shill a Consistent and effective promotion for 1 3 3.0 
Seoul off-seasons 
Enforcing anticipated abilities for the 4 4 
change of target market 
Penetrating incentive marl<et 1 1 
Swiss Increasing corporate mix 3 3 2.0 
Grand 
Seoul 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 3.0 3.7 3.3 
<SERVICES STRATEGIES> 
ｾ＠ Finding Average ratings of Objectives Finding cost differentiation the value chain's advantages advantages use 
Combining the front desl< clerks' 
registering & resolving complaints and 
the housekeeping manager's dealing 
with guests' complaints & requests with 5 5 
the concierges' handling/reporting 
Hilton guests' complaints & problems(solution 
Seoul on spot - no apology letter later) 4.8 
Strengthening the concierge's role of 
greeting and chatting with returning 
guests, and accompanying a valued 
guest to the front desk (less cost than 5 4 
the sales manager's new market 
development) 
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Quality service 5 4 
Hilton Guest recognition 5 4 4.5 
Kyongju 
Handling complaint 5 4 
Ensuring service quality to increase 2 3 
returning guests 
Holiday Ensuring the guests to depart without 3 3 2.5 
Inn Seoul any unsatisfaction 
Acknowledging any message to the 2 2 
guests promptly 
Enhancing accurate, speedy, courteous 4 4 
service 
Shill a Implementing customised service 1 1 2.3 
Seoul 
Implementing pro-active service 2 2 
Achieving 95% positive comment 2 2 
Swiss Implementing guest history programme 2 2 2.0 
Grand 
Seoul 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 3.3 3.1 3.2 
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III. THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE FOR BUSINESS LEVEL STRATEGIES 
<BUSINESS LEVEL STRATEGIES FOR MISSIONS> 
ｾ＠ Finding cost Finding Average ratings Missions of the rooms division differentiation of the value advantages advantages chain's use 
To ensure every staff to have professionalism 4 4 
to achieve real guest satisfaction 
Hilton Increasing the investors' gain and portion per 4 4 4.0 
Seoul annum (by%) 
Representing the symbols of Korean hotel 4 4 
industry 
Maximising room sales and revenue 5 4 
Hilton Maintaining teamwork 5 4 4.5 
Kyongju 
Maintaining a high standard of customer 5 4 
relations & services 
Providing accommodation environment to 3 3 
customers like their home 
Holiday Inn Providing the best facilities and services 3 4 3.2 
Seoul 
Providing a perfect information to business 3 3 
and leisure customers 
Challenging a new world 3 3 
Shill a Creating our future 3 3 3.0 
Seoul 
Building a service legend 3 3 
Becoming a prefered employer 2 3 
Swiss Achieving budget results 2 2 2.3 
Grand 
Seoul 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 3.5 3.4 3.4 
<BUSINESS LEVEL STRATEGIES FOR OBJECTIVES> 
ｉ ｾ＠ Finding cost Finding Average ratings Objectives of the rooms division differentiation of tile value advantages advantages c/1ain 's use 
Maximising room sales and revenue 5 5 
Hilton To ensure commercial management 4 4 4.3 
Seoul techniques, e.g., availability control 
To ensure to minimise operating 4 4 
expenses 
Commercial management and maximising 3 5 
sales opportunities 
Hilton Team building, training and monitoring 3 3 3.7 
Kyongju 
Service training 4 4 
Increasing room occupancy rate and revenue 2 3 
Holiday Inn Solving customers' complaints completely 3 4 3.0 
Seoul 
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One of the best top ten in the world 3 3 
Shill a Up 10% of sales and down 10% of cost 2 2 2.5 
Seoul 
Providing the highest service and facility 2 3 
'quality 
Achieving 95% positive guest comment 2 2 
Swiss Implementing a guest history programme 2 2 2.0 
Grand 
Seoul 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 3.0 3.4 3.1 
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IV. THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE FOR COMPANY LEVEL STRATEGIES 
<COMPANY LEVEL STRATEGIES FOR MISSIONS> 
ｾ＠ Finding cost Finding Average ratings Missions of the hotel differentiation of tile value advantages advantages c/Jaln's use 
Maintaining a high profile in professionalism 4 4 
Hilton Representing the Hilton chain 4 4 4.0 
Seoul 
Becoming the model hotel of the Korean hotel 4 4 
industry 
Maximising profit 2 5 
Hilton Professionalism 5 5 4.5 
Kyongju 
Teamwork 5 5 
To contribute to development of the Korean 3 3 
tourist industry by providing high quality of 
services 
Holiday Becoming a very good business hotel 3 3 2.7 
Inn Seoul 
Providing an excellent space to the local 2 2 
community for socialising and leisure 
Providing super service everyday 3 4 
Shilla Constructing a strong profit base 2 3 3.0 
Seoul 
Continuing the glorious past for the last 20 3 3 
years in Y2Ks (2000s) 
Becoming a prefered employer 2 2 
Swiss Achieving hotel budgets 2 2 2.0 
Grand 
Seoul 
Achieving the owner's return 2 2 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 3.1 3.4 3.2 
<COMPANY LEVEL STRATEGIES FOR OBJECTIVES> 
ｉ ｾ＠ Finding cost Finding Average ratings Objectives of the hotel differentiation of tiJe value advantages advantages ciJain's use 
To meet the owner's expectation in business 4 4 
growth and revenue increase 
Hilton To meet the management company's 4 4 3.7 
Seoul expectation in business growth and revenue 
increase 
Maintaining high productivity while minimising 3 3 
expenses 
Commercial management 3 5 
Hilton Training and incentives 5 5 4.3 
Kyongju 
Target achievement 4 4 
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Increasing profit 3 4 
Holiday Improving service and facility quality 3 3 3.5 
Inn Seoul 
Developing employees' qualification 4 4 
Creating super service 3 4 
Shill a Assuring profit management 3 4 3.5 
Seoul 
Increasing marl<et penetration 2 2 
Swiss Charging rooms mix (?) 2 3 2.3 
Grand 
Seoul 
Increasing number of coves(?) 2 3 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 3.2 3.7 3.5 
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V. THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE FOR MULTICOMPANY LEVEL STRATEGIES 
<MULTICOMPANY LEVEL STRATEGIES FOR MISSIONS> 
ｾ＠ Finding cost Finding Average ratings Missions of the hotel group differentiation of t!Je value advantages advantages c/Jain's use 
Maintaining high profile in professionalism 4 4 
Hilton Representing the Hilton chain while 4 4 4.0 
Seoul distinguishing locality 
Becoming a model hotel representing the 4 4 
Korean hotel industry 
Hilton No comment. -
Kyongju 
Holiday No comment. -
Inn Seoul 
Shill a Contributing to human beings through the dest 2 4 3.0 
Seoul products and services created by human 
resources and technology 
Increasing brand awareness globally 1 1 
Swiss Acquiring more hotels 1 1 1.0 
Grand 
Seoul 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 2.7 3.0 2.7 
<MUL TICOMPANY LEVEL STRATEGIES FOR OBJECTIVES> 
ﾷ ｾ＠ Finding cost Finding Average ratings Objectives of the hotel group differentiation of t!Je value 
advantages advantages c/Jain's use 
To meet the owner1s expectation in business 4 4 
growth and revenue increase 
Hilton To meet the management company1s 4 4 3.8 
Seoul expectation in business growth and revenue 
increase 
Maintaining high productivity while minimising 3 4 
expenses 
Hilton No comment. -
Kyongju 
Holiday No comment. -
Inn Seoul 
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Shill a Up to 30% of compitivity (?) 3 4 3.5 
Seoul 
Increasing hotels in Asia/Pacific 1 1 
Swiss Increasing brand awareness 1 1 1.0 
Grand 
Seoul 
Producing division budget 1 1 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 2.4 2.7 2.8 
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VI. THE VALUE CHAIN'S USE FOR STRATEGIC IMPLEMENTATION 
<ACTION PLANS & EVALUATION/CONTROL FOR MISSIONS> 
ｾ＠ Missions of the rooms Action plans Evaluation & Control division Structure Incentives Motivation Performance C/Jange measurement managemen t 
To ensure every staff to have 
professionalism to achieve real 3 4 2 2 2 
guest satisfaction 
Hilton Increasing the investors' gain 4 3 2 3 2 
Seoul and portion per annum (by%) 
Representing the symbols of 4 3 3 4 4 
Korean hotel industry 
Each hotel's average ratings of the 3.7 3.3 2.3 3.0 2.7 
value chain's use 
Maximising room sales and 5 3 4 5 3 
revenue 
Hilton Maintaining teamwork 5 5 5 4 3 
Kyongju 
Maintaining a high standard of 5 5 5 5 3 
customer relations & services 
Each hotel's average ratings of the 5.0 4.3 4.7 4.7 3.0 
value chain's use 
Providing accommodation 
environment to customers like 3 2 2 3 3 
their home 
Holiday Inn Providing the best facilities and 3 3 4 3 3 
Seoul services 
Providing a perfect information 
to business and leisure 3 3 3 3 2 
customers 
Each hotel's average ratings of the 3.0 2.7 3.0 3.0 2.7 
value chain's use 
Challenging a new world 3 2 2 4 2 
Shill a Creating our future 4 2 2 4 2 
Seoul 
Building a service legend 3 2 2 4 2 
Each hotel's average ratings of the 3.3 2.0 2.0 4.0 2.0 
value chain's use 
Becoming a prefered employer - - - - -
Swiss Achieving budget results - - - - -
Grand 
Seoul 
Each hotel's average ratings of the 
- - -
- -
value chain's use 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 3.8 3.1 3.0 3.7 2.6 
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<ACTION PLANS & EVALUATION/CONTROL FOR OBJECTIVES> 
ｾ＠ Objectives of the rooms Action plans Evaluation & Control division Structure Incentives Motivation Performance Cllange 
ｾ＠ measurement managemen t 
Maximising room sales and 3 2 3 4 3 
revenue 
To ensure commercial 
Hilton management techniques, e.g., 4 4 3 4 3 
Seoul availability control 
To ensure to minimise 3 3 4 4 3 
operating expenses 
Each hotel's average ratings of the 3.3 3.0 3.3 4.0 3.0 
value chain's use 
Commercial management and 5 5 5 5 4 
maximising sales opportunities 
Hilton Team building, training and 5 5 5 5 4 
Kyongju monitoring 
Service training 5 5 5 5 4 
Each hotel's average ratings of the 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 4.0 
value chain's use 
Increasing room occupancy rate 2 3 3 3 3 
and revenue 
Holiday Inn Solving customers' complaints 4 3 4 4 3 
Seoul completely 
Each hotel's average ratings of the 3.0 3.0 3.5 3.5 3.0 
value chain's use 
One of the best top ten in the 4 4 2 4 2 
world 
Shill a Up 10% of sales and down 10% 2 2 2 3 2 
Seoul of cost 
Providing the highest service 2 2 2 4 2 
and facility quality 
Each hotel's average ratings of the 2.7 2.7 2.0 3.7 2.0 
value chain's use 
Achieving 95% positive guest - - - - -
comment 
Swiss Implementing a guest history - - - - -
Grand programme 
Seoul 
Each hotel's average ratings of the - - - - -
value chain's use 
Average ratings of the value chain's use 3.5 3.4 3.5 4.0 3.0 
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VII. lillY SUCCESSFUL FACTORS (KSFS) BY THE HOTEL MANAGERS 
Abbreviations: HS=Hilton Seoul, HK=Hilton Kyongju, HO=Holiday Inn Seoul, SH=Shilla Seoul, SW=Swiss Grand Seoul 
' - ': no reply 
Table 1. Activities of the rooms director and the assistant rooms director 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
1. Planning (selecting divisional objectives and the 5 5 5 2 5 4.4 
actions to achieve them) 
2. Organising (establishing a divisional structure 5 4 5 4 5 4.6 
including people's role, allocating the resources) 
3. Staffing (filling the positions in the organisation 4 3 3 3 3 3.2 
structure) 
4. Motivating (designing jobs, encouraging workers 
through rewards, rules and rationales/ideologies) 5 5 4 3 3 4 
5. Communication (communicating through 4 5 5 4 5 4.6 
memoranda, meetings, verbal face to face) 
6. Leading (modelling and participating to influence 
people to contribute to the rooms division's goals) 5 4 5 5 4 4.6 
7. Controlling (measuring, monitoring and 
correcting individual and organisational performance 5 5 5 5 5 5 
to ensure the division's plans) 
8. Co-ordination (harmonising departmental and . individual 
individual goals toward the divisional goals) 4 5 5 5 5 4.8 goals not 
considered 
(HS) 
Table 2. Activities of the front office manager 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
9. Control of the front office and the entire team of 5 4 5 3 5 4.4 
staff 
1 0. Supervision of staff 4 5 5 4 3 4.2 
11. Maintaining business relationships with regular . the sales 
corporate and community leaders and the reception 4 5 3 3 4 3.8 department 
of VIP guests more 
involved CHS) 
12. developing and operating an effective 5 5 4 4 5 4.6 
communication system with front office staff and 
other department managers 
13. Creation of the desired trading and selling 5 5 4 3 4 4.2 
atmosphere 
14. Establishing in-house sales programmes at the 5 3 5 2 4 3.8 
front desk 
15. Security of cash, cheques and vouchers 5 5 5 5 3 4.6 
16. Security of guests' property deposited for safe 5 5 5 2 4 4.2 . very 
keeping secured(SH) 
17. Security of the front office area 5 3 5 2 4 3.8 . very 
secured(SH) 
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. the night 
supervisor, 
18. Reviewing the final draft of the night audit 4 1 4 2 - 2.8 reported later 
if any 
[Qroblem (HS) 
19. A daily review of the financial accounting 
procedures at the front desk and other guest service 4 1 4 4 4 3.4 
areas during the previous 24-hour period 
20. An analysis of operating results 5 3 4 3 4 3.8 
. assistant 
front office 
21. Supervising daily registrations and check-outs 3 1 4 5 2 3 manager+ 
duty manager 
+shift 
supervisor, 
only 
problems 
reported 
I<HS) 
22. Preparing budgets and cost-control systems 5 1 4 3 5 3.6 . accounting 
side (HS) 
23. Forecasting room sales 5 5 3 5 2 4 
24. Operating and monitoring reservation system for . reservation 
guest room rentals 4 4 4 5 2 3.8 manager 
more 
involved (HS)_ 
25. Planning and participating in the delivery of . the sales 
marketing programmes of rooms and other hotels 4 3 3 2 4 3.2 department 
products more 
involved, the 
front office 
manager 
participating 
and giving 
opinions(HS) 
10-1 . Training of staff 5 3 5 2 5 4 
Table 3. Activities of the assistant front office manager 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul 5 
26. Supervision of duty staff 5 5 5 4 5 4.8 
27. Control of working cash and vouchers 5 3 5 5 4 4.4 
28. The day-to-day running of the front office 4 5 5 5 5 4.8 . shift 
systems supervisor 
I<HS) 
. when it 
needed 
29. Production of sales statistics 4 1 4 3 2 2.8 sometimes 
(HS). 
computer-
systemised(S 
H) 
30. Administration of advanced reservations 5 2 4 4 2 3.4 
31 . Reception of guests 5 5 4 5 4 4.6 
32. The promotion of the hotel services 5 5 5 4 4 4.6 
33. The creation of a welcoming atmosphere for 5 5 5 4 5 4.8 
customers/guest 
34. Co-operation with other departments 4 3 3 4 5 3.8 . may conflict 
1(HS) 
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Table 4. Activities of the front desk supervisor 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shilla Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
. only when 
35. Aiding the front office manager 4 3 5 3 4 3.8 necessary 
I(HS) 
36. Supervising the front desk clerks 5 5 5 3 5 4.6 
37. Implementing policy in relation to the front desk 3 5 5 4 5 4.4 . in some 
cases (HS) 
38. Motivating the front desk clerks 5 5 3 2 5 4 
39. Training staffs 5 4 4 2 5 4 
40. Securing the front desk clerl<s' safety 5 2 5 3 4 3.8 
. front office 
manager( sup 
41. Managing the front desk budget 3 2 3 3 3 2.8 ervisor just 
keeping 
records) 
i(HS) 
42. Reporting the performance and results of the 5 1 3 3 3 3 
front desk 
42-1. Reception of guests 5 SH 
42-2. The day-to day running of the front office system 5 SH 
Table 5. Activities of the front desk clerks 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shilla Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
43. Checking the logbook to mal<e sure they're fully 5 5 5 5 5 5 
briefed 
44. Verifying guest reservations 4 5 5 5 4 4.6 . front desk 
supervisor 
45. Greeting guests 5 5 5 5 5 5 
46. Registering guests (checking in) 5 5 5 5 5 5 
47. Establishing a method of payment for the 5 5 5 5 5 5 
guestroom - credit card, cash, or direct billing 
48. Assigning guestrooms that are unoccupied and 5 5 5 5 5 5 
have been cleaned 
49. Assigning guestroom keys to guests 5 5 5 5 5 5 
50. Informing guests about their room location or 
calling a bellperson to assist guests with their 5 3 5 2 5 4 
luggage 
51 . Informing guests about special hotel facilities, 
and answering questions about the property and the 5 4 4 2 5 4 
surrounding community 
52. mailing and relaying messages to guests 5 5 4 5 4 4.6 
. for a good 
53. flight-reservation services, restaurant service, call 
reservations, shopping services 4 3 4 5 3 3.8 to Duty 
manager+ 
Business 
centre (HS) 
. concierges 
.(SH) 
54. night auditing (reviewing all transactions and 5 5 5 5 5 5 
closing/opening the balance) 
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. Duty 
manager 
55. registering complaints 4 5 5 5 3 4.4 (HS, HO, 
SH) 
. relay 
function (HS) 
. Duty 
manager 
56. resolving complaints 4 4 3 5 5 4.2 (HS, HO, 
SH) 
. relay 
function (HS) 
. front desk 
supervisor + 
57. communicating with the housekeeping staff 4 3 4 3 5 3.8 shift 
supervisor 
I(HS) 
58. Checking out 5 5 5 5 5 5 
. mainly 
59. Liaison with other staff and departments 4 4 4 4 4 4 report duty 
(HS) 
60. Answering telephones 5 5 5 4 4 4.6 
61 . accepting cash and giving change 5 3 5 4 5 4.4 
Table 6. Activities of the cashier supervisor 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
. computer-
62. Supervision of cashiers 5 5 - 4 5 4.8 systemised 
[(_SH)_ 
63. Liaison with front office team and all other 5 5 - 4 5 4.8 
departments 
64. Issue and receipt of cash floats 5 1 - 3 5 3.5 
65. Maintenance of accurate daily business 5 3 - 5 5 4.5 
accounts 
66. Preparation of documentation and cash for . financial 
banking 4 3 - 5 5 4.3 department 
(HS) 
. most 
67. Maintenance of accurate guest accounts 5 5 - 5 3 4.5 important 
(HS) 
*front desk clerks and cashiers not dJstmgUJshed, called front desk clerks (SH) 
Table 7. Activities of the cashiers 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul 5 
68. Receiving payments 5 5 - 5 5 5.0 
69. Posting charges such as restaurant bills and 
telephone calls to guest accounts (PMS often used 5 5 - 5 3 4.5 
for POS) 
70. Making change 5 4 - 5 3 4.3 
71 . Cashing checks 5 3 
-
5 1 3.5 
72. Exchanging foreign currency 5 5 - 5 5 5.0 
73. Issuing safety deposit boxes 5 5 
-
3 5 4.5 
7 4. Reconciling all cashier transactions (Matching of 5 4 - 3 5 4.3 
all charges to the correct accounts) 
75. Co-ordinating with other departments 4 2 - 2 3 2.8 
76. Assisting the cashier supervisor 5 3 
-
3 4 3.8 
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Table 8. Activities of the mail & information clerks 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shilla Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
. no 
mailboxes, 
78. Placing mail and messages for guests in 5 5 
-
5 5 5.0 directly 
numbered mailboxes delivered to 
rooms (SH, 
SW) 
79. Maintaining a data bank with the names and . The guest 
addresses of current guests, their room numbers, relation 
the status of their accounts, and considerable 5 5 
-
5 3 4.5 department 
additional information (SH) 
80. Providing information about goods, hotel 5 4 
-
5 5 4.8 
services, and local facilities 
81. Assisting visitors in finding the guests 5 3 - 5 4 4.3 . Bell Captain 
i(SH) 
82. Verifying the room numbers of guests who have 5 2 
-
4 1 3.0 
signed guest checks in the restaurant or bar 
. supervisor 
83. Counting the number of rooms vacant and to be (HS) 
vacant 3 1 - 4 1 2.3 . computer-
systemised( 
HK} 
. supervisor 
84. Advising housekeepers to clean the vacant (HS) 
rooms 3 1 
-
1 1 1.5 . computer-
systemised 
i(HK, SH) 
. supervisor + 
85. Counting the number of registered guests and night auditor 
calculating the percentage of guest rooms occupied 3 1 
-
1 1 1.5 (HS) . 
computer-
systemised 
(HK, SH) 
*The front desk clerl<s are also the mall & 1nformat1on clerks. (HK) 
Table 9. Activities of the telephone operators 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
86. Receiving calls 5 5 
-
5 5 5.0 
87. Placing calls (local and /or long-distance) for 5 5 - 5 5 5.0 
guests and staff 
88. Tracking and relaying charges to be recorded on . computer-
guests' account 4 1 - 1 3 2.3 systemised 
(HS, SH) 
89. Making wake-up calls by the morning telephone 5 5 - 5 5 5.0 
operators 
90. Monitoring automated systems 5 1 
-
5 4 3.8 
91. Co-ordinating emergency communication 5 3 
- 4 3 3.8 
systems 
. other 
92. Sending and receiving fax messages 2 1 - 5 3 2.8 department 
(HS). Bell 
captain (SH) 
93. Assisting the front desk clerk and cashier when . only when 
necessary 3 1 
- 4 1 2.3 on-line is 
down (HS) 
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Table 10. Activities of the concierges 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shilla Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
94. Conducting him/herself in a professional manner 
at all times, reflecting the high standards of the 5 5 - 5 5 5.0 
company 
95. Maintaining a clean, well-groomed appearance 
in uniform; maintaining a clean, well-organised work 5 5 
-
3 5 4.5 
area 
96. Assisting guests at the concierge desk and over 
the telephone, prior to arrival, during their stay, and 5 5 - 5 5 5.0 
after departure 
97. Greeting and chatting with returning guests, and 5 5 - 2 5 4.3 
accompanying a valued guest to the front desk 
98. Keeping abreast of all facilities and events in the . working well 
hotel by reviewing memos, message, special- (HS) 
attraction lists, function sheets, arrival sheets, 5 5 - 4 5 4.8 
arrival/departure lists, etc. 
99. Maintaining contacts with other businesses in 
the areas, including restaurants, airlines, ground 
transportation agencies, theatres, clubs, 5 4 - 5 5 4.8 
entertainment events (securing reservations, 
obtaining tickets, ordering taxis and limousines) 
1 00. Maintaining contacts with other concierges in 4 4 - 4 3 3.8 
the city and the company 
1 01. Handling mail, messages, deliveries and 4 5 
-
5 4 4.5 
rentals 
1 02. Maintaining an inventory of stamps and 
stationery and knows postage rates for domestic 5 1 - 5 4 3.8 
and foreign shipments 
1 03. Handling/reporting guests' complaints & . Duty 
problems 5 4 - 5 3 4.3 Manager 
I(SH) 
1 04. Performing and hiring out secretarial worl<, . Business 
such as photocopying, typing, and telexing for 5 1 
-
5 1 3.0 centre (SH) 
guests 
105. Keeping current on all city attractions, 
transportation schedules, entertainment calendars, 
recreational charters and rentals, and related 5 4 
-
5 4 4.5 
services to guests 
106. Arranging and booking tours and special 4 5 - 5 4 4.5 
attractions 
107. Arranging services such as baby-sitting, 
shipping, courier dispatches, luggage repair, sewing 4 1 - 4 4 3.3 
1 08. Supplying guests with emergency needs for 
toiletries, umbrellas, disposable razors and 5 3 - 1 3 3.0 Housekeeper 
toothbrushes etc. s, Bellmen 
(SH) 
1 09. Organising and bool<ing onward travel 5 3 
-
4 2 3.5 
arrangements 
110. Supervising doormen, bellmen, page boys, and . the same 
valet parking 5 5 - 3 5 4.5 level of 
position (SH) 
111 . Ordering taxis or limousines 5 5 - 1 3 3.5 . Bell captain 
(SH) 
112. Maintaining a daily log book 5 3 - 5 5 4.5 
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113. Making arrangements to replace lost credit 5 1 
-
2 1 2.3 
cards 
114. Suggesting a jogging route 5 3 
- 5 3 4.0 
115. Teaching all front office staff 5 1 
- 1 2 2.3 
116. Performing some of the front desk supervisor's 4 3 - 3 1 2.8 
duties 
117. Inspecting and showing rooms when a heavy 5 2 - 4 1 3.0 
check-in in progress 
118. Checking out on behalf of special guests like 4 1 
-
1 1 1.8 
cashiers 
119. Contacting the other departments to solve 5 4 - 4 3 4.0 
problems 
120. Organising special functions such as VIP . Food & 
cocktail parties 3 1 - 1 1 1.5 beverage 
division, just 
relay (HS) 
121. Taking orders for guests' morning papers and 5 5 - 5 3 4.5 . Bell captain 
calls (SH} 
122. Keeping a watch on the front office area for 5 3 - 2 5 3.8 
security 
* concierges + duty manager (HS) 
Table 11. Activities of the housekeeping manager 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shilla Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
123. Co-operating with other departments 5 5 5 4 5 4.8 
124. engagement, dismissal and welfare of staff 5 5 3 3 5 4.2 
. assistant 
125. scheduling deployment, supervision, control 4 5 4 5 3 4.2 housekeepin 
g manager 
i(HS) 
. assistant 
126. compilation of duty rosters, holiday lists and 4 1 4 4 3 3.2 housel<eepin 
wage sheets g manager 
i(HS) 
127. making periodic inspections of the cleanliness 
and hygiene of the hotel and establishing their 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
standards 
128. completion and/or checking of room occupancy 3 1 3 5 3 3.0 
lists 
129. dealing with guests' complaints and requests 5 3 4 5 5 4.4 
130. reporting and checking of all maintenance work 5 5 4 5 4 4.6 
131. control and supervision of the work of the linen 5 4 3 5 5 4.4 
room and possibly an in-house laundry 
132. dealing with lost property 4 3 3 5 3 3.6 
133. control of all keys in the department 4 5 5 5 3 4.4 
134. prevention of fire and other accidents in the 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
department 
135. care of the sick and the provision of first aid for 4 3 4 5 5 4.2 
staff and guests 
136. ordering and control of stores, equipment etc., 5 2 4 5 5 4.2 
in the department 
137. being willing to advise on the interior design of 
the rooms, cleaning and associated contracts, pest 5 3 3 5 5 4.2 
control 
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138. keeping inventories and records of equipment, 
redecoration and any other relevant details of the 5 4 4 5 5 4.6 
department 
139. floral decorations 4 1 3 3 4 3.0 
140. motivating and communicating staff 5 4 5 3 5 4.4 
. co-
operating 
141. assisting with garden maintenance 4 1 1 - 3 2.3 with out-
source (HS) 
. out-sourced 
I<SH) 
142. managing the hotel's anti-waste and recycling 4 3 4 5 4 4.0 . CO· 
programme operating 
i(HS) 
. the 
143. keeping a good relationship with suppliers 4 1 3 4 4 3.2 purchasing 
department 
f(HS) 
144. obtaining survival-fluency in foreign languages 5 3 4 5 3 4.0 
145. keeping abreast of new ideas and techniques 
through trade journals and continuing education 5 3 4 4 4 4.0 
courses 
125-1 . Training of staff 5 3 5 4 5 4.4 
Table 12. Activities of the assistant housekeeping manager 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
146. aiding the housekeeping manager in the 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
smooth running of the hotel 
147. relieving the housekeeping manager on days 5 5 5 4 5 4.8 
off 
148. staff training 5 5 4 3 5 4.4 
149. ordering of stores 5 4 5 5 5 4.8 
150. responsibility for the housemen 5 5 4 5 5 4.8 
Table 13. Activities of the room supervisor 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
151. supervising room attendants 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
152. verifying that rooms have been properly 
cleaned and meet the standards established for the 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
property 
153. reporting it ready for occupancy-by informing . computer-
the front office directly (in small hotels) or reporting 5 5 3 1 5 3.8 systemised 
it via the housekeeping manager (SH) 
Table 14. Activities of the room attendants 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul 5 
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154. removing all soiled linen and towels and 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
replacing them with fresh ones 
155. making the beds 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
156. cleaning the bathroom 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
157. vacuuming the bedroom and sitting room 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
158. dusting/polishing furniture or fine antique 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
furniture (luxury hotels) 
159. cleaning mirrors 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
160. emptying wastebaskets 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
161 . replenishing supplies of tissue, toilet paper, 
matches, laundry bags, soap, and such amenities 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
as shampoo, hair conditioner, and shower caps 
162. checl<ing electric lights, televisions, clock 
radios, heating/cooling units, hair dryers, shoeshine 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
machines, and other devices 
163. washing ashtrays 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
164. replenishing supplies for in-room coffee- and 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
tea-making devices 
. mini bar 
165. restocking supplies for in-room bars 5 4 3 1 1 2.8 attendant 
(HO, SH) 
166. reporting items used from an In-room bar to the . mini bar 
front office for billing purposes 5 3 4 3 1 3.2 attendant 
I<SH) 
167. checking the guestroom for broken appliances, 
damaged shades or blinds, leaky faucets, and the 5 3 5 5 5 4.6 
number of hangers in closets 
168. arranging fresh flowers in rooms daily (luxury . some floors 
hotels) 4 1 3 4 3 3.0 not arranged 
I<HS) 
169. checking the bed and blankets for damage 5 5 4 4 5 4.6 
170. checking closets and drawers for items 5 4 5 5 5 4.8 
forgotten by guests 
171 . reporting to the supervisor about any rooms 5 3 5 5 5 4.6 
that refused service or requested later service 
172. cleaning the rooms of the living-in staff 4 3 1 1 3 2.4 
173. looking after the ladies' powder room 5 1 1 4 1 2.4 
Table 15. Activities of the houseperson supervisor 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Activities Seoul Seoul 
17 4. supervising housepersons 5 2 5 5 5 4.4 . room maids 
(HI<) 
175. distributing cleaning and guestroom supplies 5 2 3 5 5 4.0 . room maids 
(HK) 
176. co-ordinating all activities and daily work . room maids 
assignments from other housekeeping sectors like 5 2 4 5 5 4.2 (HK) 
the linen room 
*The room attendants (room ma1ds) are also housepersons. (HK) 
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Table 16. Activities of the housepersons 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
. room maids 
177. keeping each floor's linen storage closet (HK) 
stocked with the necessary types of linen 5 2 2 5 5 3.8 . room 
attendants 
i(HO) 
178. co-operating with room attendants 5 3 4 5 5 4.4 . room maids 
I<HK) 
. room maids 
(HK) 
179. cleaning all hallway carpets and maintaining . carpet-
the general cleanliness of public areas (offices, shampooing 
public rooms, bathrooms and ladies' cloakrooms), 5 5 1 1 5 3.4 and public 
toilets, lounges, service corridors, and sometimes area cleaning 
restaurants and bars team (HO) 
. out-sourced 
(SHj_ 
. room maids 
180. carpet cleaning with heavy-duty vacuum 5 4 1 1 5 3.2 (HK) 
cleaners and shampooers . out-sourced 
i(SH) 
. room maids 
181. cleaning walls, baseboards, and windows 5 3 1 1 5 3.0 (HK) 
. out-sourced 
I<SH) 
182. moving furniture for more thorough cleaning 5 4 5 5 5 4.8 . room maids 
I<HK) 
183. turning mattresses 5 3 4 5 4 4.2 . room maids 
i(HK) 
. room maids 
184. removing rubbish 5 4 1 1 5 3.2 (HK) 
. out-sourced 
i(SH) 
*The room attendants (room ma1ds) are also housepersons. (HK) 
Table 17. Activities of the laundry supervisor 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
185. liaison with other departments to ensure that 5 5 - 2 5 4.3 . out-sourced 
laundry is supplied in correct quantity and quality (HO) 
186. staff recruitment, training and welfare 5 3 - 2 5 3.8 . out-sourced 
i(HO) 
187. order of supplies 5 3 
-
5 5 4.5 . out-sourced 
i(HO) 
188. arranging machine maintenance 5 5 
-
5 4 4.8 . out-sourced 
(HO) 
189. cleanliness of the laundry 4 5 - 5 4 4.5 . out-sourced 
(HO) 
190. efficient laundry production 5 5 - 5 5 5.0 . out-sourced 
(HO) 
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Table 18. Activities of the laundry attendants 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shilla Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
191 . collecting and delivering guest laundry/soft 4 3 
-
5 5 4.3 . supervising 
furnishings and dry cleaning (HS) 
192. sorting, tagging, laundering and then finishing 4 5 
-
5 5 4.8 . supervising 
articles of clothing and other items (HS} 
193. sorting dirty linen, stain removal, loading the . supervising 
machines and ensuring the correct washing 4 5 
-
5 5 4.8 (HS) 
programmes 
.laundry 
194. folding and ironing linen 4 5 - 5 5 4.8 attendants' 
job (HS) 
195. posting the charge vouchers to the guests' 4 5 - 5 1 3.8 . supervising 
account and the night auditor (HS) 
Table 19. Activities of the linen supervisor 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
196. receiving linen several times throughout the 5 5 5 5 4 4.8 
day as it is processed by the laundry and delivered 
197. inspection of linens for burns, tears, fading, 
etc., maintaining standards outlined to you with 5 5 5 5 1 4.2 
samples 
198. stocking of linens on shelves according to size, 5 5 5 5 4 4.8 
colour and use 
199. issuing linen only for the amount requisitioned 3 5 5 5 5 4.6 
that day 
200. communications with laundry manager for a 
specially requested quantity, colour or size linen that 
is in short supply or not available on the shelf when 5 3 5 5 5 4.6 
requested 
201. issuing only the linens designated for each 3 4 5 5 5 4.4 
facility's use 
202. remove all linens requiring repairs to the 4 5 4 5 5 4.6 . supervising 
sewing room (HS) 
203. adequately control, and give proper attention to 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
, the issuance of linen 
Table 20. Activities of the linen attendants 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shilla Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
204. aiding the linen keepers with their 5 5 5 4 5 4.8 
responsibilities and relieve on days off 
205. repairing linen, bedding, soft furnishings and 5 5 5 4 5 4.8 
uniforms 
206. making special items such as skirtings for a 
buffet table, or remaking damaged table clothes etc. 4 5 4 5 5 4.6 
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207. storing and issuing bed, bath, restaurant and 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
banquet linens 
208. storing and issuing uniforms 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
. assistant 
housekeepin 
209. storing and issuing housekeeping supplies 3 5 1 5 3 3.4 g manager 
(HS) 
housekeepin 
lg (HO) 
Table 21. Activities of the reservations manager 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
21 0. supervising reservationists on various aspects 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
of reservations 
211 . taking incoming requests for rooms and noting 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
special requests for service 
212. providing the guest with requested information 
and services as well as accurate confirmation of 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
these items 
213. keeping an accurate room inventory by using a 
reservation module of a property management 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
system 
214. communicating effectively with the marketing 
and sales department and discussing sales 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
planning 
Table 22. Acvities of the reservationists 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
215. responding to requests for accommodations 5 3 5 5 5 4.6 
from potential guests 
216. recording some information quickly, such as 
name, address, dates to be reserved, room type, 
rate, arrival time, payment method, telephone 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
number on the paper form or in a computer terminal 
217. requiring deposits before confirming 
reservations or asking credit card numbers when a 5 2 5 5 3 4.0 
customers make their reservations 
218. adding new reservations to those already in the 
system, and allowing for easy access to the 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
accumulated reservations 
219. providing a detailed list of guests and their . front desk 
requirements on the day arrival to the front office on 4 1 5 5 3 3.6 clerl<s 
duty 
220. keeping exact records regarding the status of 
guestrooms and making sure that future dates are 5 4 4 5 3 4.2 
not overbooked 
221. co-operating with sales and marketing 
personnel when large groups are booked into a hotel 5 4 4 5 5 4.6 
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222. supporting the front office management's 5 3 5 5 5 4.6 
efforts to attain a full house 
223. cancelling reservations 4 3 5 5 5 4.4 
Table 23. Activities of the uniformed service manager 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shilla Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
224. supervision of bell and doormen and page boys 5 1 5 5 5 4.2 
225. arranging guests' theatre or tour tickets 4 1 5 3 3 3.2 
226. ordering taxis for guests 5 1 3 5 3 3.4 
227. keeping a watch on the front office area for 5 1 4 5 5 4.0 
security 
228. taking orders for guests' morning papers and 5 1 4 5 3 3.6 . early callsw 
early calls front desk 
clerks(HO) 
• The concierge 1s also the Uniformed serv1ce manager. (HS) 
Table 24. Activities of the doormen 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
229. greeting guests and helping to unload their 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
luggage 
230. guarding the luggage of arriving and departing 
guests and assisting the bellman in handling 5 5 4 5 3 4.4 
baggage 
231. summoning taxis, limousines or airport vans for 5 2 5 5 5 4.4 
customers 
232. helping guests in and out of their vehicles and 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
advising guests upon car parking facilities 
233. informing customers on points of interest and 5 5 5 5 4 4.8 
locations of buildings 
234. watching the front area of the premises 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
. COw 
operating 
235. deterring undesirable persons from entering 4 3 5 2 5 3.8 with the 
building 
!guards (HS) 
236. co-operating with staff in the concierge's 5 5 5 3 5 4.6 
section 
Table 25. Activities of the bellmen 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday Shill a Swiss Average Comments Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Grand Seoul Seoul s 
237. receiving the room slips and the key from the 5 1 5 2 4 3.4 
front desk (the front bellman) 
238. checking to see if the guest has any mail or 5 3 2 5 5 4.0 . front desk 
messages clerks (HO) 
239. carrying the baggage and escorting the guest 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
to the elevator and to his room 
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240. checking the room for orderliness and proper . duty 
functioning of the lights, television, and other 3 2 5 2 3 3.0 manager 
equipment (HS) 
241. providing information on hotel services and 5 5 5 4 5 4.8 
room amenities 
242. answering any questions such as the hours of 
operation of the hotel's restaurants, lounges, and 4 5 5 5 5 4.8 
other facilities including the local community 
243. leaving the key and guest rooming slip in the 5 3 5 5 3 4.2 . old hotels 
room (HS) 
244. reporting anything out of the ordinary they may 4 5 5 5 5 4.8 
observe 
245. assisting the departing guest with his luggage 5 5 5 5 5 5.0 
. making 
246. making photocopies and delivering messages, photocopies-
faxes, packages or flowers 5 3 3 5 5 4.2 Business 
centre (HO) 
247. paging guests 5 1 4 5 3 3.6 
248. carrying baggage on room changes 5 3 5 5 5 4.6 
249. showing rooms to customers or conducting . not 
group tours through the hotel 2 4 3 2 1 2.4 bellmen's job 
I(HS) 
250. assisting concierge staff as needed 5 5 5 3 5 4.6 
housel<eepin 
251. maintaining clean lobby area 4 4 1 2 3 2.8 g more 
involved but 
helping (HS) 
252. relieving door attendant during meal breaks 5 2 4 2 3 3.2 . working well 
ICHS) 
253. lool<ing after flags as instructed by manager 5 5 3 5 5 4.6 
254. entering every service provided in a log book 5 5 5 5 3 4.6 
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Appendix 13. Records of the field research process 
Difficulty scales of each stage 
Ratinf(s Mean in!( 
1 Not at all difficult 
2 Only somewhat difficult 
3 Average in difficulty 
4 Quite difficult 
5 Ve!)' difficult 
Source: Adapted from Po01·ani (1996) 
STAGE 1. RATING ACTIVITIES IN TERMS OF BUSINESS SUCCESS 
ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Holiday The Shilla The Swiss Grand Al"ta' Hotel Hotel Inn Hotel Hotel Seoul age Seoul Kyongju Seoul Seoul 
Time for 
briefing & 40 30 30 30 50 36 
discussion minute minutes minutes minutes minutes miu 
Time to 40 1 
complete 1 hour 1.5 hours minutes 1 hour 1 hour /zow· 
Difficulty in 
2 3 1 2 1 1.8 Stage 1 
No . Some No . Psychological . The suggested 
cumuli: traditional conunent factors are organisational chart of 
Comments activities missing. For rooms division is old. 
are example, It was used about 15 
computed cashiers' years ago . 
sed. welcoming . Some activities are 
. Some attitude while not applicable to the 
sales checking Mout. suggested staff .. 
functions . The suggested (Reply: Match such 
are organisational activities to the 
conducted stmcture and appropriate staff in 
by the management your organisation.) 
reservatio style are old. . Some activities may 
nists. . Many workers be important to the 
currently staff but not important 
conduct the to the rooms director. 
same job. (job (Reply: Consider 
enlargement) activities on the rooms 
For example, director's point of 
no information view.) 
clerk but all . Rank importance of 
front desk activities against 
clerks deal with others or 
information. independently? (Reply: 
. Some systems Either case can be used 
are now for "Stage 1" but the 
automated or director should stick to 
computerised. the importance for 
business success) 
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STAGE 2. IDENTIFYING LINI{AGES AMONG VALUE ACTIVITIES 
Hilton Hilton Holiday Inn The Shilla The Swiss Aver 
Hotel Hotel Seoul Hotel Grand age 
Seoul Kyongju Seoul Hotel 
Seoul 
Time for 40 40 40 40 40 40 briefing & 
minutes minutes minutes minutes minutes min. discussion 
Time to 6.5 hours 1.5 hours 3.5 hours 2 hours 1 hour 2.9 
complete how'S 
Difficulty in 4 4 3 3 2 3.2 Stage 2 
. Too . The . Some missing . It is . The 
many guidelines activities are difficult to question 
Comments linking are more important get to the guidelines 
activities. complex. than the point are 
suggested value because of ambiguous. 
activities. the . The staff 
. Internal control ambiguous and the 
activities are guidelines. value 
missing; more Almost all activities 
detailed value are not 
activities are activities are matched. 
required. For importantly (Reply: 
example, linked. Find a 
monitoring the worker 
front desk suitable for 
clerks' cheating. each 
. The question activity 
guidelines are within your 
duplicated. hotel.) 
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STAGE 3. IDENTIFYING VALUE ACTIVITIES RELEVANT TO FOUR 
SCOPES AND ESTABLISHING MISSIONS/OBJECTIVES 
Hilton The Shilla The Swiss 
Hilton Hotel Hotel Holida)' Hotel Grand 
Seoul Kyongju Inn Seoul Seoul Hotel Average 
Seoul 
Time for 52 
briefing & 60 minutes 60 40 60 40 min. 
discussion minutes minutes minutes minutes 
Time to 24 2.5 3.5 2.5 3 7.1 
complete hours hours hours hours hours hours 
ｄｩｦｦｩ｣ｵｬｴｾﾷ＠ 5 3 3 3 4 3.6 
in Stage 3 
. Some value No No . Relevant . The 
Comments activities in comment. comment. activities examples 
"Marketing & and are not 
Sales" and sharing appropriat 
"Operation" are activities e. A 
important but the are not complete 
others are not clearly example 
really that distinguis needs to 
important. hed. be offered . 
. Establishing 
objectives through 
value activities 
analysis are not 
easy. 
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STAGE 4, 5, 6 & 7. RATING THE USEFULNESS OF THE VALUE CHAIN 
ｉ ｾ＠ Hilton Hilton Hotel Holiday The Shilla The Swiss Hotel Kyougju Inn Seoul Hotel Grand Average Seoul Seoul Hotel Seoul 
Time for 40 50 40 50 40 4-1 
briefing & minutes minutes minutes minutes minutes miu. 
discussion 
Time to 4 hours 2 hours 3 hours 3 hours 3 hours 3 hours 
complete 
Difficulty in 3 3 2 3 2 2.6 Stage 4-7 
No . The value No . More value . More 
comment chain comment. activities are activities are 
Comments experience in required. needed to 
the stage 1, 2 . Activities analyse the 
and 3 makes it linked to the hotel 
possible to customers, organisation 
answer to the feedback 
ranking and 
questions about satisfaction 
the use of value need to be 
chain. included. 
. Some . The 
questions can questions at 
be ranked these stages 
differently if explain why 
they are looked the previous 
at in different stages 
angles. For should be 
example, done before 
factors like them. These 
labour cost and questions 
revenue can are very 
affect its useful to 
ranking of a understand 
value activity. the value 
chain model. 
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